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SYSTEMS DIVISION
I. Systems Analysis
A. The Equations of Motion
for the Plane Restricted
Three-Body Problem
R. ilroucke
1. lntrodudion
The first approximation which is generally used for the
study of trajectories in the Earth-Moon system is the two-
tx)dy problem. The Earth is used as the central body and
Ise Moon is simply neglected in one part of the trajectory,
while in another part of the trajectory the Moon becomes
the central body and the Earth influence is neglected. But
there is a much better mathematical model for the study
of the flight mechanics in the Earth-Moon system, con-
sisting of the restricted three-body problem with the Earth
and Moon as main masses, and the satellite as a third
body. We have now undertaken at JPL a systematic study
of the restricted three-body problem, starting with the
planar circular case. And, since the first step in such a
study is the establishment of the equations of motion, we
summarize here a dozen form for these equations, using
different coordinate systems. Since the circular restricted
three-body problem is a conservative problem, we gen-
erally use the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism in
order to perform the transformations. The equations of
motion are then derived directly from thy
 Lagrangian or
the Hamiltonian. For this reason we do not always give
them explicitly. Our most importaut goal in deriving
different form of equations of mc ►tion is to arrive at
equations which do not present the ,tingularities r, = 0 or
r: = 0, that is, which do not have vanishing denomina-
tors when one of the distances, 17arth-satellite r,, or
Moon-satellite r,, tends to zero. The last forma of equa-
dons we give in this summary all satisfy this condition.
This question of removing the singularities is the so-called
regularization.
Z. The Restrkted Thne-sody Problem with Inertki
and synodic coordinates
We give hen the definition of the plane circular re-
stricted three-body prom and the oon'sePg funda-
mental equations, using rectangular cooedinate
with a fixed orientation, or rotating about the o
	 of
mass.
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The circular restricted three-body problem studies the
motion of a satellite in the gravitation field of two masses
which are rotating in their Keplerian motion around the
common barycenter. We shall suppose here that the satel-
lite's path is always in the plane of the motion of the two
main masses. We are essentially interested in the crass
ratio m,/m= = 81.30, which is the approximate value of
the Earth-Moon mass ratio. On the other hand, ure take
the total mass m, + m= as the mass unit and then we can
set m, = 1 — µ and m, = µ, with µ =1/82.30. We also
take the constant length ) m, m= I as the unit of length.
In this way, the circles described by m, and nk around
the center of mass have the respective radii I Om, I = µ
and I Om_ I = 1 — jL The unit of time has been chosen
in such a way that the mean angular velocity n for m,
and m., abet the center of mass is + 1. With this choice
of units Kepler's third law shows us that the gravitation
constant is + 1:
n=
 M Mh l 3 = G (m, + in,).
We can refer the problem to a fixed rectangular coordi-
nate system with the origin at the center of mass. Let (f, +t)
be the coordinates of the satellite m, in this coordinate
system. We can always take the coordinate system in such
a way that at the instant t = 0, m, and mz are on the Of-
axis, at the abscissa — µ and 1 — µ. At any time, the co-
ordinates of the satellite are then
it = — I. cos t,	 fZ = (I — µ) cos t,
,l, = — µ sin t,	 17_ = (I — µ) Sint.
The distances r, and r, between the satellite m, and
the two main masses m, and mz are gi ven by
r1=(f—Q'+(v—+0 ,.
The differential equations for the satellite's motion are
then
1	 z
z i
We now introduce a coordinate system which is rotat-
ing about the center of mass with the uniform angular
velocity + 1. Let (x, y) be the coordinates of the satellite
m, in this new rotating frame. We can always convert
from the fixed coordinate system to the rotating coordinate
system by
I = roost — ysint,
.9 = x sin t + y cost.
The coordinates for m, and m= in this new system are
X,
 = —µ,	 y, = 0,
x2 =1
—
j4
	 y2 =0.
The distances r, and r, are given by the expressions
r;=(x— x,)= +y=,
rZ=(x—x2)2+y2,
and the new differential equations for the motion are
dz dy	 x — x,	 x — x=
^-2A—x=—(I —µ)
 r, 
—µ r3
d2y dx	 c'	 ydxZ+2W — y= —(1 — µ)- —I.-
The equations of motion in the fixed coordinate system
-9) Can abo be derived from the Lagrangian
L= 2 (C2+,t2)+( Ireµ
 + * 1.
By defining the canonical moments (pt, py) associated
with coordinates Q,,t) by pt = !', pv = q', we can derive
the Hamiltonian
R = 2 (P + Pif — ( 1 ri '` + 2 ) = _L (PI + P42) + V.
In the rotating coordinate system (x, y), the Lagrangian
takes the form
L =2( x's + y12) + 2 (xZ + y')
+(xy'—yx')+ 1 µ +-.8-r,	 rz
2
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Mi
With this Lagrangian are associated the canonical
moments
8Lpe= x, =x —y,
where xo is the distance between the center of mass and
the middle of both masses m, and m 2. We can then
obtain the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian,
L = 2 (X 2 + Y'') + (XY' -- YX') + 1 (Xs + Y.)
8L
+xnX
+( 1 µ + µ),
\ r,	 r2
and the Hamiltonian
1	 r1—/ H 1H = 2 {P= + Pr) + (yP= — xPr) — ` r, + r2 J
In this rotating frame the system of canonical equations
takes the form
H = 2( pi + pf) + (Pal' — PYX )
-- ( 
\
1 µ+µ—X(X.
r,	 r2) 
We can also define the geocentric rotating coordinate
system (X, Y) by the simple translation
x = X
— µ, y=Y,
dx	 dps 8 V
dt = P: — y,	 dt — Pr — —
8—X,
dy	 d	 _ _ 8VPr =	 _
^ =Pr—x, N
	 P. 8y
We can notice now that the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
in the rotating coordinate system are much more con-
venient for the calculations than these in the fixed coordi-
nate system, for the reason that in the synodical frame
the time t is not explicitly present in both functions. In
the sidereal frame, both functions contain the time t in
the distances r, and r 2, through the variable coordinates
of m, and m2.
In the preceding coordinate systems we always took
the center of mass at the origin, but we shall use in the
following developments two other rotating frames which
are derived from the rotating barycentric system by a
simple x translation. In one system (X, Y) the origin is at
the largest mass m, and we shall call this system geo-
centric. In the other system, the median system, the origin
is in the middle of both masses.
We define the median rotating coordinate system by
the equations
_
x=X+x",	 y=Y,	 xo= 11 µ'
and the Hamiltonian becomes
H= 2(Pg +P;)+(P%Y—PYx)—(1f1µ+ r )+
3. The Equations of Motion with Rotating
Geocentric Polar Coordinates
We shall start this paragraph from the geocentric
synodic coordinates (X, Y), and introduce a new set of
coordinates by
X = r cos ss, 	 Y = r sin ¢.
The principal reason for interest in the geocentric
polar coordinates is that they prepare a regulariza-
tion of the geocentric singularity r, = 0. This regular-
ization is performed by taking new polar coordinates
(R, a) and then new Cartesian coordinates 	 by
r=R2,
^_2a,
= R cos a,
= R sin a,
but the new (J,,I) coordinates are not different from the
parabolic coordinates, and we shall discuss them later.
3
4. The Equations of Motion with Biradiai
Coordinates
It is here our intention to give the equations of motion
expressed with the variables (r,, r2). The variables (r,, r2)
are related to the median synodical coordinates (X, Y) by
2
r; =(X+2+Y2,
\\	 _L) 2
where
S=r,2+r22-
(2X= r2,—r22) ,
4Y2 = 2S — 4X2 — 1,
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We have then
X' = rol — r,ri,
2YY' _ (1 — 2X) r,K + (1 + 2X) r ry,
and we can express the whole Lagrangian in (r„ r2 , r;, 4).
We find the result
L = 2 
(e,2 + 1=2) + BTg12 + #lri + #2t;
+ 8-(2S — 1) + x,X — V,
where the four following auxiliary functions have been
introduced:
A= rY , B= 2Y2 (1—S),
^, = Y [2X — (2S — 1)] r,,
412 = -4y [2X + (2S —1)] r2.
The canonical moments (p,, p 2) associated with the vari-
ables (r,, r2) are then defined by the equations
P1 8L = Ari + B^ + ¢,,
= 84 
&L =Br'+Af2 +PZ = i'1
2 —
	  ^2,
and if the determinant A2 — B2 = A is not zero, we can
solve for 4 and 4:
ri = (P, — ^,) — A (P. — ¢2),
After a few simplifications we can then find the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian:
1	 1— r, —I
H = 2 (P' + Ps) —	 2r,r2 P1P2
2 
P^ _ Ps )
+ 2 r,	 r2 l + V + x .
It is possible to find the Hamiltonian in (r, ¢) directly
from the Hamiltonian in (X, Y) by a canonical extension.
We can take the generating function
W(r,#, Pz,Pr) = rcos #pr + rsin ¢pp
and we define the moments by
Pr = & = cos 4. pz + sin .0
 
py,
aw
P1 = a _ — r sin pz + rcos pp.
The inverse transformation can be obtained by
pz = 1r (r cos # p, — sin ¢ Pt),
1
pp = r (r sin # p r
 + COS $ Pt),
as far as r # 0.
We have then the Hamiltonian in the simple form
H= 2(p;+^ — pf+µcos41+V,
and the corresponding canonical equations of motion are
dr _	 dp, — p4 — aV
dt — P"	 dt	 r'	 ar
4 
= 
P+ dpf = aV + µ sin 4o.T r2 _ 1 	 dt — a¢
4
The interest of the biradial coordinates is that they
can be taken as a starting point for several new regu-
larizing coordinate systems. For instance, the coordinate
system (a,.8) defined by the equations
r, = as + oos' le,	 r= = a2 + sin' ,B
removes simultaneously both singularities r, = 0, re = 0,
of the restricted three-body  problem. But the (a, 17) coordi-
nates are related to coordinates which are described
below.
S. The Equations of Motion with Elliptical
Coordinates
The elliptical coordinates (r, s) can be defined from
the biradial coordinates (r,, r.) by very simple formulas:
r=r,+rt.
s = r, — r=,
r, =	 (r + s),2
r. = 2 (r — s).
They are related to the median synodical rectangular
coordinates by
2X = rs,
4Y2
 = (1 — s=) (r= — 1).
We have then
R' = 2 (r's + rs'),
YY' =4 r e (1 — s') — ss' (rz — 1)],
and the Lagrangian becomes
1 (	 )L	
r'x
	
$'Z 
J
+ 4JV-f —1)	 1
= 8  
	 ^
- 1 + 1—sz
+ 8 (r2 + s2 + 4x.rs) + 2 rZ ^
The canonical moments (p„ p.) are defined by
1 ra — e
	 1 r2 — s=
pr = 4 rz _ 1 r' + ^" p• 
= 4 1—s2 s' +
where
_ s 1—s2 %	 _ r r* —1
4 r3 -1	 ^' —4^1—s=
and the preceding equations can be solved for r', s':
We can then calculate the Hamiltonian, which bey,
after a few simplifications,
H = rs 1 s2 (2 (rz — 1) pT + 2 (1— 0) p. — 2 (r — 2roa)
— 2 xflrs (r= — s=) + [(1— s=) (rs —1)] ^s (rp. — Sp')).
The actual form of this Hamiltonian suggests that we
can still write it in a more simple form by using the factor
1/(r= — sz). As we have a Hamiltonian which does not
contain explicitly the time t, we have the energy equation
H = r 1 S2 	 h,
where h is a constant. We can thus define a new Hamil-
tonian
H=H'—(r--sY)h,
and we have then a new energy equation
H—O,
but this change of Hamiltonian corresponds also to a
change of the independent variable t in : by
dt = (r= — s=) dr.
The complete new Hamiltonian can now be written:
H=2(r'-1)p-,+2(1—a')p;
— 2(r — 2zo) — 2 (r' — ss) (xors +2h)
+ [(1— 82) (r2 — 1)]" (rp. — Sp").
5
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The corresponding canonical equations of motion are
now:
dr
T7
dsdr =4{1—s')p++r[(1—s')(r^-1)]^,
J— _ —4rp; + 2 + r (xors + 2h) + 2 (0 — s') s
— r (1 — 82) (r'p+ — sp,) 
_ [(1 — 32) (r2 — 1)] p.,
dr — +4sp.2 — 4xo — s (xors + 2h) + 2 (r2 — s2) r
+ s (r= — 1) (rp. — sp,) + [(1— s2) (r2 — 1)] p,.[(1 — sZ) (r2 — 1)]%
Finally the elliptic coordinates (r, s) are related to Thiele's
regularizing coordinates (E, F) by setting
r = cosh F,	 s = cos E,
but we shall describe these coordinates at the end of
this text.
6. The Equations of Motion with the Regularizing
Parabolic Coordinates (Ref. 1)
We can introduce the parabolic coordinates ((,,l) from
the barycentric synodic coordinates (x, y) by the equa-
tions
x=A+ (t2
—,7z),	 y=2(,?,
where the constant A takes the value -µ, if we want to
study the geocentric vicinity, and the value 1 — µ, if we
want to study the selenocentric vicinity. When A = — #,
the parabolic coordinates remove the singularity r, = 0,
while for the other value, they remove the singularity
r2 = 0.
The equations of motion are then, in the Lagrangian
form, for instance,
(-8S'=84^2S2+A(S+D)+1
 2
S-2D+B
+E,—A[(SZ-2BD+1),]%f,
`
+8Si=8,? 2S2- A(S—D)+ R2
+Eo — A (—S-2D+B)[(S2 — 2BD + 1) 1 ] ; '
where Eo is the initial energy constant, and where B takes
the value + 1 in the geocentric case and —1 in the seleno-
centric case. We have introduced here the functions
5=12+ Vs 	 D=f2—,7Z.
The dot represents a derivative with respect to a new
"regularizing time" s, related to the physical time t by
the quadrature
dt = 4S ds.
7. The Regularized Equations of Motion with the
Generalized Birkhoff Transformation
The most convenient way to introduce BirkhofF's gen-
eralized coordinates (j,,i) is to start from the median
synodic coordinates (X, Y) and to use complex variables
defined by
Z=X+iY,	 g=£+iq.
Then the coordinate transformation is represented by a
conformal mapping between the two complex planes
Z and g,
Z = Z (g).
The Hamiltonian of the restricted three-body problem
with the new variables (j, .9) and their corresponding
canonical moments (pt, pj) takes the general form
H= ICI s[2 (pi +p2)—(Alp,+A+►p,►)
+ (4 I 2 V (,, V)],
where
AF = — 2 8q (X2 + Y2),
A,, _ + 2 8 (X2 + Y2),
N
V=V —xoX,
where X2 + Y2 is a function of (j, ri).
6
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If we introduce now a new independent variable s, and where X, and Y, are both homogeneous polynomials
related with the time variable t by the relation
	
of degree n in f and V. They may be expressed in terms
of the binomial coefficients C;,
dz 2dt = I	 ( ds,	 X, _	 — C.,i:-: + C*^.-. 
_ ^w^°E"- a + ... s
Y,=Cw^/^" -' — C*use" - s + Ca T -a— . . .we obtain a new Hamiltonian
For instance, when n = 1, we have
	
X1 == 	 Y,=17,
and when n = 2,
	
X,
	
+t',	 Y, = 2#,t.
We can now write r,, r2, as functions of J,,7,
— 4 S „ ) ^
	
ri —	 [(S" + 1) — 2X,],( 
r2 = 4(1 [(S- + 1) + 2X,1,
and the Jacobian of the transformation can be written in
the form
1 = I
dz
i2=
r'S = 
16S"*1
n'
d^	 S	 [(S"±1)2-4Xi1-
With the above results we can now write the Hamiltonian
of the restricted three-body problem in terms of the new
variables (f, +9). We have the Hamiltonian and the energy
equation
H = r r2 ^Tn_2  (p + p 1) — n (Atf + Ajpj)
— [(I — 0 r, + µrd — xoXr,r2 I = h.
By the introduction of the new time variable s,
dt = r,r2 ds,
we obtain the new Hamiltonian,
H = 2n2 (pi + pa) — n (AEpi + A,1pn)
— [ (1 — w) r, + µr2l — (x.X + h) r,r2.
It is now elementary to derive the canonical equations
from the above Hamiltonian. All the partial derivatives
H = 2( pi + 
p.2) — (A#pt + Ajpa)
+ I dC [V (E, ,I) — h],
where h is the energy constant corresponding to the
energy integral H = h.
The Lagrangian equations of motion may then be
written with the new variables J, % s, in the form
dz 2 	 +^^	..	 dz2 . — aV
where
v= I dC 
[V (j, V) — hl = 14) (V — x.X — h).
We also make here the convention that a prime always
indicates a derivative with respect to the physical time t,
while a dot indicates a derivative with respect to the new
regularized time s.
In the generalized Birkhoff transformation the con-
formal mapping which is used is
Z= 4 (Z"+ Z^1.
We suppose here that the parameter n is an integer
number, different from zero, although this parameter
could be real. We have here a mapping which has two
critical points, Z = --4-%, corresponding with the two
singularities of the three -body problem. These two criti-
cal points are at the same time branch points.
We can also write the transformation in a real form
X = 4S„(S" + I) X" Y 
= 41 (S" — 1) Y"
where
S^_ (X; +Yj)= (f2 + 112)"= ItI2p,
7
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that are needed have been given in Ref. 2, which contains 	 with
a detailed study of this regularizing coordinate trans-
formation.	 Y2 + Y2 = S" = e "^.
When n = 1, we have Birkhofl 's well known regular- The real form of our mapping is thus
ization and when n = 2, we have a regularization corre-
sponding with works done by G. Lemaitre (Ref. 3) and	 X = 2 cos nE cosh nF,
also by R. F. Arenstorf (Ref. 4).
Y — 2 sin nE sinh nF.
a. The Equations of Motion with Thiele's
Coordinates (Ref. 5)
The coordinate transformation x ='14 (C" + i;-") takes
an interesting form if we introduce a new transformation,
with the complex notations,
The Hamiltonian for the restricted three-body prob-
lem can now be written in the form
H = 1 I2 (p + p2n2r, ,,
— (p. sinh nF cosh nF + pr sin nE cos nE)
+ 2 (2xo cos nE — cosh nF) — 2xor,r2 cos nE cosh nF].
Thiele's coordinates correspond to the value n = 1.
A detailed study of the particular case n = 1 has been
given in Ref. 6.
8=e'°
or in the real form
= e-"' cos E,	 E = arctan ^ ,
= e_r sin E,	 F = — 2 loge Q2 + ,12),
where a is a complex variable
8=E +iF.	 B. On the Second Variation of an
Thus we see that (E, F) are a special system of polar
	 Optimal Trajectory
coordinates in the (i, q) plane; e-'' it a radius, while E	 C. G. Pfeiffer
is an angle.
1. Introduction
With the introduction of the B variable, the Z-C
correspondence becomes now a Z -B correspondence which
can be written in the form
Z = 2 cos no.
The real form of this conformal mapping is very easy to
obtain, and is not restricted to the integer values of n,
because we hEtve
5-" = e °" (cos nE + i sin nE),
X, = e-"F cos nE,	 Y, = e- 99F sin nE,
Recent work in the calculus of variations has been
directed toward the optimal final-value control problem,
which can be described as the task of controlling the
trajectory of a point mass so as to achieve a desired
final state while at the same time minimizing (or maxi-
mizing) a given function of the final state variables
(Ref. 7 and footnote'). For example, this problem arises
when it is desired to construct a steering law for a rot-ket
vehicle which is to inject a spacecraft into satellite orbit
with maximum horizontal speed, where the burnout alti-
tude, the burnout flight path angle, and the duration
of thrusting are specified (Ref. 8).
'Melbourne, W. G., Unpublished Lecture Notes on the Calculus of
Variations, jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, 1983.
8
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The system analyst is usually interested, first of all,
in describing the mathematical properties of the optimal
control function, and, secondly, in developing both ana-
lytical and numerical techniques for constructing such a
function. It is the first problem that is the concern of
this paper, that is, we shall seek necessary and sufficient
conditions for a trajectory to yield a minimum value of
the function to be optimized, subject to the imposed
boundary conditions.
The problem discussed here will be somewhat simpli-
fied in order to facilitate the exposition. Thus, it will be
assumed that there is only one boundary condition to
meet, that the final time is fixed, that there is only one
control variable to consider, that the control variable is
not bounded, and that the trajectory is not a singular
extremal. (A more general case is discussed in Ref. 9.)
In the perturbation analysis we shall limit ourselves to
considering only small deviations in the control variable.
By this restriction we are dealing with what is called a
"weak" variation in the terminology of the classical cal-
culus of variations.
The notation used is as follows: The independent
variable is t, which may be thought of as time; T is the
(fixed) final time; other capital letters are matrices; I is
the identity matrix; column vectors are denoted by a
bar (—) over a small letter; the transpose of a vector or
matrix is .ndicated by the superscript '; 8 refers to the
variation of the indicated quantity from its (known)
nominal value (thus 8:i (t) = i(t) — x (t)„o„,i„at). The no-
tation (t) will occasionally be omitted in equations in
order to simplify the notation.
2. Formulation of the Problem
Let the rate of change of the state of the system be
given by
X = f (X, y, t)	 (1)
where
F 
_ (x,, Xs, - - - , X„)
is the state vector of the system (such as the position
and velocity coordinates of a rocket vehicle); y (t) is the
continuous control function which is to be determined
(such as the steering angle of the rocket vehicle); and
f = [f, (x, y, t), fs (x) y, t), ... , f„ (x, y, t)]
is a known vector function of 'x and y, and is differentiable
up to second order with respect to these quantities. Given
some initial condition !(0), the problem is to choose the
control variable y (t) in such a way as to minimize at
some fixed final time T the function )3, (x), subject to the
constraint .82 n = 0. The iii n will be called the "bound-
ary functions." Without loss of generality it can be as-
sumed that the )3 i (a) are linear functions of the final
state R. Employing the Lagrange multiplier technique,
we seek to minimize the performance index function
P (x _,o1(7 + vas a)	 (2)
where v is the constant Lagrange multiplier. (The v is
usually obtained by a search procedure in the construc-
tion of a nominal trajectory.) This is the well known
Mayer formulation of the optimization problem in the
calculus of variations, which includes the case of mini-
mizing a functional of x (t) and y (t) and/or of applying
integral constraints.
3. The First Variation of the Boundary Functions
We suppose that a nominal trajectory (not necessarily
optimal) exists, and define the variations of the state
and control variables to be
By (t) = y (t) — y (t)„.i,wi
Seeking an expression for the first variation of the
performance index function p, we construct a Taylor
series expansion of Eq. (1) in terms of 8x and 8y. Thus,
W8z (t) = F (t) 8z (t) + G (t) By (t)
• terms of the type [8yz (t)]
• terms of the type [8xi (t) By (t)]
• terms of the type [8xi (t) 8xi (t)]
• higher order terms
	
(3)
where F (t) is an n by n matrix with elements
fi f = ^ at,axe
9
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and G (t) is an n by 1 matrix with elements
g4'—\5y1
We introduce the state transition matrix U (T, t), which is
an n by n matrix with elements interpreted as
UJJ (r, t) = 
8:r{ (*) l
C ax, (t) I
We Compute
W [ UEx] _	 U^ ax + U [1-6] 	 (4}iy
and apply Eq. (3) and well ]known properties of U (r, t)
to obtain
8x (r) = U (r, t) 8x (t) + J T U (-r, s) G (s) By (s) do
+ higher order terms	 (5)
The variation of the boundsry function p i (:r) defined
above is
a^4{ =
	 1 (T) _ 0IT" ) 8xi (T)
where ©CBs is the gradient of fl i . Applying Eq. (5) with
r = T, we have
a#, =	
ft
A; (t) ax (t) +
T v4 
(s) By (s) ds
+ higher order terms	 (6)
where
a, (t) A p '#{ U (T, t)
(t) A x' (t) G (t)
4. The First and Second Necessary Conditions
for Optimality
Consider the performance index function p defined
by Eq. (2), and, as in the previous section, construct the
differential correction vector T►, and the influence func-
tion Y),. On an optimal trajectory it is necessary that
,t, (t) = 0, because, with no bounds on y (t), the first
variation of p must be stationary with respect to the
cwu—t o1. Thus, we have:
(1) The first necessary condition. A necessary condi-
tion for a trajectory to be optimal (stationary) with
respect to the (unbounded) control is that for all
O!!<-t—,T,
+►, (t) = +t, (t) + V11, (t) = 0
This condition also follows from the well ]mown Pontry-
agin principle (Ref. 7) where the generalized Hamiltonian
is defined as
h A 1P (t) f (x, y, t)
The Pontryagin principle states that h must be a minimum
with respect to the control if the trajectory is minimizing.
Since we have assumed that f is differentiable with respect
to y, and since y is unbounded, we have (8h/ay) = -1, = 0.
(2) The second necessary condition. Implicit in the
Pontryagin principle is a further necessary condi-
tion, which is
A y 0	 for all 0 -e t -::: Ta Y2
This result can also be obtained from a consideration of
the second variation of the penalty functional with respect
to the control . which will be developed below. For the
purpose of this discussion it will be assumed that the
inequality holds strict !v, which is to say that singular
extremals [ (e=h/8ys) (t) = O) are excluded from consid-
eration.
The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6)
express the first variation of Bpi in the desired functional
form. The elements of ,1{ (t) are called the differential
corrections for the function p{, and ,tt (t) is the influence
(Greens) function.
S. The Second Variation of the function
to be Minimized
The second variation of the function P, (z) is obtained
by considering only the contributions of second order
10
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terms in Eq. (6); thus,
r
82p, °_[terms of the type Sys (t)] dt
0
+
 l
r 
[terms of the type 8xi (t) 8y (t)] dt
fl
+ f[terms of the type 8xi (t) ax, (t)] dt
Let us define
( U(r,t)G(t)	 forr^tW (r, t) °_ 0	 for r < t
and express the quantities axj (t) in Eq. (7) as
82 (r) = U (r, t) Bit (t) + ft r W (r, s) By (s) ds
Thus we have
r
a (t) ay- (t) dt
+
 J
Jr r b(r,t)By(r)By(t)drdt
0	 0
6. Application of the Hilbert-Schmidt Theory
of Integral Equations
The symmetric form of the second variation developed
above allows us to apply the Hilbert-Schmidt theory of
integral equations. It is shown in Chapter V of Ref. 10
that to every real continuous, symmetric kernel k (t, r),
which is not identically zero over the interval. (0, T),
(7)	 there belongs a set of real "characteristic constants"
( .	 Gm, !!-= 02 	 .	 Lm4Gm4.,L .	 )
and with each characteristic constant there is associated
a real "fundamental function" #{ (r), such that the s*
(#s (r)) is a complete normalized orthogonal system with
the properties
T
#+ (t) = mt J
	
k (t, r) #+ (r) dr
fl
r	 1 if i = f
#+ (r) #i (7) d7 = { 0 if i:# i I
It follows that if a function v (t) can be represented in
the form
v (t) = fr k (t, r) u (r) dr
0
r f r f r 	 where u (r) is continuous on (0, T), then+ fl^  	 a (r, t,$)Ey (r) Ey(t) dr dtds
	
v 
(t) =	 ct 04 (t)
where a (t), b (r, t), and c (7,t, s) are kernels obtained from 	 where
the above described analysis. Suppose we assumes
a (t) > 0 for 0 --!!9 t --!!6 T, and define	 J (^ rc{ =	 u (r).0{ (-.) dr.
4
u (t) A [a (t)]" By (t)
Then, after reducing the triple integral by integrating
once with respect to s, Vie, can be put into the symmetric
form
a s/3, = J r us (t) dt + f T J r k(t,r) u (t) u (r) dtdr
 O
(8)
where k (t, r) is a symmetric kernel. This is the desired
second order functional expansion of p, (x).
This assumption is suggested by the second necessary conditiun,
but is not guaranteed unless r = 0. 11w case where it does not
hold will not be considered here.
We therefore conclude that Eq. (8) can be written
B sR, = J r u2 (t)dt + }+	 (9)o	 { ml
This result will be employed to pro0e the following
theorem.
7. The Second Variation Theorem
Suppose that the first and second necessary conditions
are satisfied on a given nominal trajectory, and let us
consider weak variations in the control variable as do-
scribed above. We then conclude that a further necessary
11
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condition for the trajectory to be minimizing is that 	 Multiplying Eq. (12) by u (t) and integrating, and apply-
a{ ^h 0 for all i, where a{ is a solution of	 ing Eqs. (9), (10), and (11), we have
^'
 T	 ^
0 = 
	 — 7 1 g 1,{ dt [( I — a) a{ + 1]-'f ' gs dt {	 o
and g (t) = [,Is (t)] [a (t)] -	 A sufficient condition is
that a{ > 0.
Proof. Since we are considering only weak (small) vari-
ations of the control variable, the first and second
variations dominate the higher order terms in the ex-
panded form of the boundary functions. From the first
necessary condition it follows that the first variation of
P is zero if the first variation of 8, is zero. Our proof
therefore consists of finding the extreme (in particular,
the minimal) values of 8 2P, for non-zero u (t), subject
to the constraint
0 = 1 r qs (t) 8y (t) dt = T g (t) u (t) dt	 (10)f
Clearly	 is a necessary condition, (8 2P,)„,{» > 0
is a sufficient condition, and if (8 2#,),»{» = 0 no conclu-
sion about the minimal nature of the trajectory can be
reached from considering the second variation. To re-
strict ourselves from considering the trivial solution
u (t) = 0, we shall set
r r u$ (t) dt = c > 0	 (11)
a
where a is a small number. Thus we seek to extremalize
Tq= a 2ft, +a1 e — J *t 2dt] +2e fr guilt
where a and v are constant Lagrange multipliers. This
is analogous to the classical accessory minimum problem
(Ref. 11). It follows from the variational calculus that
the extremalizing u (t) is characterized by
Tau (t) = U(t) + f k (t, r) u (r) dr + og (t)
U (t) + I c{q,{ (t) + ag (t) 	 (12){	 m{
r
ae =	 us dt + cl = (as^t)est.ei»»i»
n	 { Go!
Thus a ^ 0 is a necessary condition, a > 0 is a sufficient
condition, and we proceed to find an expression for a.
We multiply Eq. (12) by #{ (t) and integrate to obtain
T 
g () #t {( ) dt=0c{ 1+ 1— .1+t
a{	 J	 o
We multiply Eq. (12) by g (t) and integrate to obtain
{F'^m{JL/or#19dt]+ v J Tg2dt=0
Combining these last two equations we have
v {^ T g2 dt — rfT ${gdt [(I — a) m{ + 1]-, =0
Since this equation must hold for non-zero a. the theorem
is proved. (The existence of at least one soluuu.; a is
assured, since there must be at least one extreme value
of 826,.)
S. Discussion
We have summarized here a technique for analyzing
the second variation of the boundary functions on an
optimal trajectory (Ref. 9), and we have applied the
Hebert-Schmidt theory of integral equations to develop
the second variation theorem. The necessary and suf-
ficient conditions obtained must be analogous to similar
results obtained for the Bolza problem, as discussed in
Ref. 11. The Hilbert-Schmidt theory of integral equations
provides a straightforward and elegant general treatment
of the optimal control problem, and evidently has been
similarly employed by other authors (see "A Bibliography
for the Problem of Bolza" in Ref. 11). The second order
functional expansion developed here will probably have
other important applications in control theory.
12
P () _z	 p • e [ — (z — P. 
a)a 
J(27r )% a xP	 2oz E [z] = 0
(9)
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C. A Probability Distribution
Associated with a Multiple
Midcourse Maneuver
C. B. Solloway
In a simplified version of the multiple midcourse error
analysis the following problem arises: Let x be a normal
random variable with mean µ, and standard deviation o,.
Let y be a random variable statistically independent of
x, which with probability p takes the value a and with
probability q = 1— p has a normal type distribution
with mean P and standard deviation r. Let z = x + y.
Determine the density and distribution functions of z.
For instance, considering a one-dimensional multiple
midcourse maneuver with two midcourse corrections
available, x would represent the error in the first mid-
course correction and y the error in the second. In this
case, generally µ,, a and p would be zero and p would
represent the probability that a second correction was
not needed; z would represent the error due to the
complete sequence of correction maneuvers.
The following results are easily obtained:
#'_ _((	 '(	 ) s xP [	 1 lx sP, x) _ (2,^)^ o e	 2	 0
— 00 <x<  oo	 (1)
Pr (z > k) _ I" p (z) dz
J 
=0.5—p# Jk— v —a\—q41[^1
(8)
when
(x) = 
o (21) ev (-- t=/2) dt	 (7)
which is the most commonly tabulated indefinite integral
of the standard normal distribution.
Another quantity of interest is the central deviation
µ.+ko.
Pr(I z
 — & I < kv=) = 	p(z)dz
—p 4.(19(P a)+kv.j
``
	 17a
— 
sgn [9'	 a)= — ksa'.]
X'0(1I
9(R—a)
—kerb 0,
+9	
p(a—P)+ke, l!
(va + 7=)16
_ sgn [p' (a — P)2 — k'vz]
P2 (y) = Pa (y — a)	 ( p (a — P) — kor I l
+ 9 ex — 1 	
s	 X^\I
	
(o;+ r')% 1/
(2v)% ,r p [
	 2	 *	 (8)
— 00 <y<  oo	 (2) where 3ga x = 1,	 x > 0
E [y] =t+.=pa+9fl sgn x = —1,	 x < 0
(3)
V [y] = vY = 9r' + pq (a — p)'	 These formulas simplify somewhat if µ, = a = ,8 = 0.
We then have
+	 9	 exp — (z 14
(2ir)% (d + r=)	 L	 2 (al, + r=)
	
— 00 <Z<  oo
	
(4)
E[z] =A.:= p. +pa+9P
{5)
V[z] =u',=ae +qr'+pq(a—P)'
V[Z]_V,2+ qr'
Pr(z >k) =0.5— pis ( k }	 k
'-90[{o;+s:) ^ (10)
Pr (I z I t ka.) = 2po (tt-)+ 2qo I T. ku	 (11)
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If further investigations prove it necessary, it will be easy
to generate tables for these functions.
The results are immediately generalized to the multi-
dimensional case. Thus, if
P1 (x) _ 
	 A. I x 
exp I— T (x — p.)r A7: (x — p.)]
(12)
P2(y) = P8 (y
 — 
a)
+ (2.1r)"/21 Ar (exp 	 2 (y — A)r A T (y
(13)
where x, p., y, a, and jB are n vectors and As and Ar are
non-singular covariance matrices, then, if z = x + Y.
we have
P {z) _ (2_)R121 A. I
Xexpr— 2 !(Z 	 )T A` (z— µ=—a)]
+ (2A)*12 1 A. f Ar I
X exp — 2 (z — — pr (As + Ar)-1(z
(14)
and
E [x] = p.; E [(x — p.) (x — µ.)r] = As
E [y] = Pa + qft;	 E ( [y — E (y)] [y — E (y)]r)
= qAr + Pq (a — P) (a —. fl)'
E [z] = µs + pa + qp;	 E ([z — E (z)] [z — E (z)]r)
=Ar+qAr+Pq{a —fl)(a—py
= A=
	 (15)
As before, we can still ask, e.g., Pr (zTA-1 z !!5^ k2 ) (which
is the analogue of Eq. (11) if = a — = 0) but now
the integrals are quite intractable. (The problem is that
of integrating a circular multidimensional Gaussian dis-
tribution over an ellipsoidal region. If necessary, tables
can be prepared here as well.)
D. A Launch Probability Study
—Surveyor
C. B. Solloway
The following problems arose in connection with the
launch probabilities associated with the Surveyor vehicle:
(1) What is the probability of having exactly k suc-
cessful launches (countdowns and firings) in n days
under the following conditions:
(a) Only one trial per day is permitted. If it fails,
the trial is repeated the next day. If it suc-
ceeds, the next trial is postponed one day
(turnaround time).
(b) Each trial is independent; the probability of
success on any trial is p.
(c) There are exactly k vehicles available.
(2) What is the probability in the previous problem
if the third condition is altered so that there are
at least (k + 1) vehicles available?
The answers to the two problems are easily found to
be the following: For Problem (1), let Px equal the
probability of obtaining the kth success on the nth day.
Then
P*.k = k— k pkq*-v+ ^ 	 2k ^ n+ 1
= 0	 otherwise	 (1)
where q = 1 — p and
(r) _ r!
s 	 s1(r—s)1
is the binomial coefficient. In particular,
P.,0 = q*	 (not given by Eq. 1) (2)
P*,1 = pq*- 1	n	 1 (3)
P* , 2 = (n — 2) p2q*- 3 	 n	 3 (4)
P*,, = 2 (n — 3) (n — 4) p'q*- a 	n z1 5 (5)
For example,
P3 , 2 =p2	[S — S]
P., 2 = 2p2q	 [S — FS or FS — S]
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For Problem (2), let P", x equal the probability of having
exactly k successes in n trials. Then
P",x=rnkk)pxq :k+rk-1)pkq"-^.^ (g)
where the standard convention is adopted that
\s)=0
if s > r > 0 or r > 0 > s, r, s integers. In particular,
P", o = q"	 n -'^- 0	 (7)
P" .1 _ (n — 1) pq" -2 + Pq" -1	 n L-- 1	 (8)
P". 2 = 2 (n — 2) (n — 3) Wq" - 4 + (n — 2) p2q" - a
n ^t 3	 (9)
For example,
P1,1 = P	 [S]
P2 , 1 = p + pq	 [S— or FS]
P,, 2 = p2 	[S — S]
P4 , 2 =p2 +2p2q	 [S — S— or FS — SorS—FS]
The analysis is given in the following paragraphs.
For Problem (1) the kth success must occur on the
nth day and no more trials are available since all ve-
hicles have been expended. This leaves (k— 1) prior
successes which occupy 2 (k — 1) days and hence, leave
(n-1)-2(k - 1)=n-2k+1
failures to be accounted for. The number of distinct
ways these
(k — 1) + (n — 2k + 1) = n — k
objects can be permuted is
(k —1)
and the probability associated with each permutation is
e-1 q" - 2x+ 1. Hence, the result.
In Problem (2), the kth success can either occur on
or before the nth day. If it occurs on the nth day, the
analysis and answer are given by Problem (1). If it occurs
prior to the nth day the k successes occupy 2k days and
hence, leave n — 2k days on which failures occurred.
The number of distinct ways these k + (n — 2k) = n — k
objects can be permuted is
Cn k k)
and the probability associated with each permutation is
pxq"- x. The sum of the two probabilities yiclds the desired
result.
It is interesting to solve the latter problem by the
method of difference equations. P", x satisfies the linear,
homogeneous partial difference equation
	
p	
n = 2, 3, 4 • ' ' (lO)
P., A; = 9P" -1 x+ P"-2,x-1	 k — 1,2,3 ...
which is deduced as follows: a failure is experienced
the first day and then k successes are obtained in (n — 1)
days or a success is obtained the first day, there is a
day's delay, and then (k — 1) successes are obtained in
(n — 2) days. This difference equation is subject to the
initial conditions
P. , ,, = q"	 n = 0, 1, 2,
	
1	 k=0
	F00,x  0
	
k = 1,2,3,
(11)
	
q	 k=0
	
Pi ' x = p	 k=1
	
0	 k = 2, 3, 4,
If
	
0 (x, y) _	 P., x x"y'm	 (12)
"=o k_o
it is readily deduced from Eqs. (10) and (11) that this
generating function is given by
	
(x, y)	 = 1 iqx px2y	 (13)
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fi
and the expansion of this function in a double series,
Eq. (12), immediately yields the result, Eq. (6). The
details are strictly algebraic and are left to the interested
reader.
Although several difference equations can be found
for the first problem, these are somewhat more comph-
cated and will not be demonstrated here.
The problems can by generalized in several directions.
The simplest of these is that of requiring a turnaround
time of R, rather than one, days. That is, after each
successful countdown, R days must elapse before the
next trial may be attempted. The results can bc, obtained
as before and in this case one obtains for Problem (1),
(n — 1) — R (k — 1) \
P».k=	 1Pk9(n-^^-ca+^)ck-^)	 (14)k-1
which reduces to Eq. (1) for R = 1.
The answer for Problem (2) is somewhat more com-
plicated to analyze directly as a little contemplation will
show, although it can be done. The difference equation
for this case becomes
Pn,k = qPn -1,k + PPn-(S +1)(k -1)	 (15)
As can be seen from this equation, the major difficulty
is that it is now of order (R + 1), in n rather than 2, and
therefore presents additional difficulties.
E. Accuracy Analysis of Minimum-
Energy Descent From an
Elliptical Orbit
A. Kliore
1. Introduction
The problem of determining the minimum velocity-
increment maneuver to descend from any point on an
elliptical orbit with a specified entry angle was discussed
in the previous volume of the Space Programs Summary
(Ref. 12), and some results were shown for an elliptical
orbit about Mars. The two entry quantities that were
determined, together with the maneuver quantities oV
and je, are the entry velocity Vs and the true anomaly
of the entry position 4^. The purpose of this study is to
investigate the in-plane errors in the entry quantities
V., y., and x (position) resulting from:
(1) Imperfect knowledge of the parameters of the
original elliptical orbit (a,, e,, B,) and of the gravi-
tational constant µ of the planet.
(2) Errors in the execution of the maneuver (AV, ft).
It is assumed that errors in the determination of the
orbital elements affect the computation of the optimal
maneuver quantities, as well as the mechanics of the
descent trajectory.
Linear analysis was used throughout this study except
where first-order partial derivatives vanish, in which
cases second-order terms were included.
A digital computer program using the results of this
study is described in Section 3. The program computes
the standard deviations of the entry velocity, entry angle,
and entry position for each optimal descent trajectory,
given the gravitational constant of the central body, the
apoapsis and periapsis altitudes of the initial orbit, the
entry altitude, and the standard deviations of the six error
sources.
Finally,. some computed results for a typical elliptical
orbit about Mars are described in Section 4.
2. Mathematical Development
Uncertainties in µ, a,, e,, B,, AV, and ft are denoted
by Sµ, 8a,, Be,, SB,, 8AV, and 8,8, respectively. They are
all assumed to be independent, Gaussian, have zero
means, and standard deviations of oµ, aa l, 0'e" 0,8 1 , anv,
and as, respectively.
Using conic formulas and linear expansions, resorting
to second-order terms whenever necessary, it is possible
by the repeated application of the chain rule to express
the errors in the entry quantities Vs, yg, and x (repre-
sented by Sqk , k = 1, 2, 3) in terms of the six original
error components as follows:
i \ Dqk	 i \ D2gk
Sqk
 =	 S a i +	
a? 
8a?Da,	 D
D2gk+ i^ \ DaiDai 
Sai8ai 	 (1)
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where ai, i = 1, 2 • • • 6 represent µ, a,, e,, 9,, AV, and P,
respectively, and the coefficients (Dqk/Dai), (D-%/Dal),
and (D2gk1Da iDai) are complicated functions of certain
partial derivatives computed on the standard descent
trajectory.
Since all of the Sai are statistically independent and
have Gaussian distributions, the following is true:
E [8%] = DaY w,	 (2)
Qe,,s = E [8q€] — EZ [8%]
	
Dqk Y 	 Y 2qk)
2	 t
	
VDai )	 - ( D .
D2gk 
2	
2	 (3)+ L' DaiDaj	 a@i aa)+:t
Because of the presence of second-order terms in
Eq. (1), the distributions of the 8% are no longer Gaus-
sian and their means are not zero. However, it will be
shown later that in the case of the numerical example,
the means are of negligible magnitude and the standard
deviations can be treated as representing a Gaussian
distribution.
3. Computer Program
The computations described in Eqs. (2) and (3) were
programmed for a digital computer. The program ac-
cepts as input the periapsis and apoapsis altitudes of
the original orbit (km), the gravitational constant of the
planet (lan'/sec2), the radius of the planet (km), the
entry radius (km), and the six standard deviations
at, (km3/sec2), a., (km), a., l, anv (expressed as a percent-
age of the total velocity increment AV), ap (deg), and
a# ,, which is expressed in terms of the uncertainty in
the knowledge of the Cartesian position coordinates re-
sulting from uncertainties in orbit determination. The
quantity that is specified in the input is the rms value
of the standard deviations of the x, y, and z coordinates,
and a., is then computed by dividing this quantity by
the radial distance to the center of the planet.
',"he program first computes the optimal descent ma-
neuver for points on the original orbit spaced 10 deg
apart, for a range of entry angles from 5 to 85 deg, and
for each resulting trajectory the program then computes
the mean and standard deviation of each of the entry
quantities Vic, ys, and x.
4. Results
The program described in the preceding section was
used to compute the accuracy of descent trajectories
from an orbit about Mars having an apoapsis altitude h,
of 10,000 km and a periapsis altitude h9 of 1,800 km.
Based on estimates of the accuracy of the existing orbit
determination techniques, the 1 -a uncertainties in µ, a,,
and e, were assumed to be 10 Ian 3/sect, 1.0 km, and
4 X 10- 8, respectively. The 1 -a uncertainty in the knowl-
edge of the Cartesian position coordinates was assumed
to be 1 km in each coordinate, or an nns value of V Tkm.
The 1-a execution errors were assumed to be 0.5% of
AV for the velocity increment, and 0.8 deg for the point-
ing error (assumed attitude control accuracy).
Fig. 1 shows the standard deviation of the entry
velocity av, as a function of the true anomaly of the
deorbit point 0, for nine values of yg, ranging from 5 to
85 deg in steps of 10 deg. (See Table 1: constants for
Figs. 1-13.)
Similarly, Figs. 2 and 3 show the standard deviations
of the entry angle my. and entry position as, respectively,
plotted in the same manner. It may be noted that the
curves in Figs. 1 and 2 are plotted for 0, between 0 and
180 deg, and in Fig. 3 they are plotted for 8, between
0 and 360 deg. The reason for this is that avg, and Qys
are symmetrical about 0, = 180 deg, but a: is not, because
of the difference in the total true anomaly of the descent
trajectory for 0, < 180 deg, and 0, > 180 deg.
In Fig. 4, av$ is plotted as a function of ys for values
of 8, of 0, 10, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 160, and 180 deg to
show the dependence of av$ on the entry angle ys. Simi-
larly Fig. 5 shows ay„ as a function of ys, and Figs. 6
and 7 show az plotted vs ys with 0, as a parameter.
To investigate the dependence of the standard devi-
ations ave, ayB, and a, upon the pointing error, a compu-
tation was carried out with op = 0 (no pointing error).
The standard deviations of the resulting errors in the
entry quantities Vs, ys, and x are plotted as functions of
17
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the true anomaly at release 8, in Figs. 8, 9, and 10,
respectively. It may be noted that the magnitudes of
all standard deviations are reduced by a significant
amount.
Table 1. Constants for Figs. 1-13
F. — -- f vab/e
h., km 10,000
lan 1,800
oµ, lan'/sec= 10
v,,, ]an 1
Qai 4
^ /
X
^
10-s
Vol V 3/p
ere,, km/sec 0.005,&V
og, deg 0.8
Finally, a computation was made with both execution
errors set to zero, i.e., with only the effects of the orbit
determination errors present. The resulting standard
deviations in the entry quantities Va, ya, and x are shown
in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively. Upon examination
of these graphs, it is evident that the magnitudes of all
standard deviations are drastically reduced.
Several conclusions can be drawn on the basis of these
results. It is first of all evident that the effect of the
uncertainties in orbit determination on the dispersion of
entry condition errors is far smaller than the effect of
execution errors, and is, in fact, almost negligible in
the case of the example used in this study.
In almost all cases, the errors are least when the
maneuver is performed at apoapsis of the original orbit,
which is also the point at which the required velocity
increments are at a minimum.
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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
r.
II. Spacecraft Electrical Power
A. Power Sources
P. Rouklove, D. W. Ritchie, and R. K. Yasui
1. Solar Energy Thermionic Electrical Power
Supply Development, P.R.N..
a. Life testing. The completion of a successful life test
of five solar energy thermionic (SET) converters was
repurted in Ref. 1. The results of the initial acceptance
test and the life test are presented in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. The life test was performed in independent
units which were carefully controlled and locked to pre-
vent access by unauthorized personnel. All five con-
verters performed satisfactorily for over 3000 hr of near-
continuous operation at an emitter temperature of ap-
proximately 2000°K. The input power to the converters
was kept constant throughout the test period, allowing
emitter temperature and output power to vary during
the test. Such conditions were considered close to those
encountered during the natural mode of operation of
tie SET converter. These fluctuations were presented in
Ref. 1, the most significant being the apparent decrease
in the output power observed in Converter VI-TEP-1,
which dropped from 7.3 to 4.4 w after 2100 hr of opera-
tion. Since most of the observed decreases in output power
could be correlated with an accompanying drop in emitter
temperature, it was suggested that these changes could
be attributed to changes in efficiency of electron bom-
bardment or to a change in heat transfer through the
converter. Throughout the testing period, the vacuum
in the test chamber was maintained below 2 X 10-'
mm Hg. Ion-type pumps were employed in this opera-
tion to avoid reactions due to possible oil backstreaming.
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Table 1. Converter acceptance test results
Convertor
Output
voltage,
output
current,
Output
density
 power Inputpower,
Temperature, •C
Seal
Emil
v amp s'w1c w Cesium Radiator Collector lobservedl
VI-S-14 1.0 26.0 26.0 407 407 593 - 604 1710
VI-S-id 1.0 13.5 6.75 328 374 572 - 654 1653
VI-TEP-1 1.0 8.5 4.25 310 367 $64 - 661 1655
VII-S4 0.8 19.1 7.64 335 368 '351 590 697 1653
VII-S-5 0.8 18.0 7.2 365 343 340 583 692 1655
t-
Table 2. Converter life test results
Converter
Elapsed
tine,
Output
pow
Input
power,
Temperature, •C
Emitter
/crw w Cesium Seal (obseryed
VI-S-14 0 7.0 344 355 614 1653
1046.6 5.7 378 360 644 1633
2010 5.3 378 364 652 1655
3013 5.25 378 364 649 1655
VI-S-18 0 6.65 370 360 670 1655
1049 6.2 376 316 653 1670
2047 5.8 376 354 633 1660
2992 6.0 376 350 654 1660
VI-TEP-1 0 4.4 300 348 634 1655
1016.8 3.65 284 348 637 1655
2021 2.65 300 348 637 1635
3010.4 2.5 300 348 637 1635
VII-S-4 0 7.8 430 357 642 1655
1043 7.6 430 362 661 1650
20511 7.68 430 358 649 1650
3026 8.08 430 363 650 1645
VII-s-5 0 7.2 350 345 659 1660
997.6 7.0 351 374 642 1650
1988.7 6.68 351 372 642 1640
2998.4 1 6.44 351 1	 383 1	 633 1	 1635
Aker the life test was completed, the converters were
parametrically tested at JPL. The results of these tests
are presented in Fig. 1. The "acceptance test point"
indicates the original condition of the converter before
the start of the life test (at an observed emitter tem-
perature of 16550C). From the JPL test results, it appears
that the correction initially applied by the manufacturer
to the recording of the emitter temperature (50°C) was
excessive. Such a correction was felt necessary to com-
pensate for the difference in temperature between a
blackbody cavity and a hohlraum with a 4:1 depth-to-
diameter ratio. When tested at JPL, Converter VI-TEP-1,
which exhibited a 406 change in output power during
the life test, indicated an output power of 10 w at 1 v and
a 1700°C emitter temperature and 27.5 w at 0.4 v and a
1700°C emitter temperature. During the life test, the
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same converter produced an output power of 7.5 w at
the initiation of the test and 4.4 w at the end. These
data, presented in Fig. 1(c), point to a decrease in the
emitter temperature, which at the end of the test had
probably dropped below 1900°K. Fig. 2 presents a
typical current-voltage curve of a SET converter in
which a difference in emitter temperature of 30°C re-
sulted in a difference of 15 w in output power. This dif-
ference emphasizes the care required for accurate
measurement of the emitter temperatures in SET con-
verters.
The occasional interruptions observed during the test
were attributed primarily to auxiliary component failures
such as in vacuum tubes, transformers, relays, etc., or
to a drop in water pressure. This points out the necessity
for oversize components for reliable and trouble-free
operation. An examination of the electron-beam gun used
as the emitter heater seems to indicate that the observed
output power degradation is probably the result of:
(1) a misalignment in the gun structure due to excessive
thermal deformations, (2) a power leakage loss along
the insulators due to metallic coatings produced by evap-
oration, or (3) a change in surface emissivity of the parts
facing the converter (also produced by metal evapora-
tion). Such a coating could change the thermal balance
of the converter during operation. It is clear that, for
any life test of long duration, special care must be taken
in the design of an adequate electron-beam gun. Further-
more, since the emitter temperature is such an importaint
parameter in testing, operation at a constant input power
requires that the measured power be truly representative
of the actual power applied to the converter (not includ-
ing extraneous and v! riable heat losses in the support
structure, insulators, etc.). A desirable feature for any
life-test device would be the inclusion of terminals to
implement more versatile measurements, such as com-
plete current-voltage characteristics, the collector work
function, dynamic ac testing, etc., which will allow a
(a) CONVERTER X -S-14 STEADY-STATE DATA
AFTER 3100-hr LIFE TEST
CESIUM TEMPERATURE (OPTIMIZED)
EMITTER TEMPERATURE (OBSERVED)
—A— 15770C
— O— 1677•C
-— 1778•C
--Q--	 1630• C (1962 JPL DATA)
I LIFE TEST
START POINT
ACCEPTANCE
TEST POINT
LIFE TEST
END POINT
(c) CONVERTER 3^-TEP-I STEADY-STATE DATA
CESIUM TEMPERATURE (OPTIMIZED)
EMITTER TEMPERATURE
(OBSERVED)(CORRECTED)
6	 1577•C	 1600•C
--0—	 16600C	 1703•C
9—	 17800C	 1803•C
ACCEPTANCE
TEST POINT
LIFE TEST
START POINT
LIFE TEST
END POINT
(b) CONVERTER 3M-S-I9 STEADY-STATE
AFTER 3352-hr LIFE TEST
CESIUM
EMITTER
DATA
TEMPERATURE (OPTIMIZED)
TEMPERATURE (OBSERVED)
—6	 1577•C
—U-- 1678•C
—i1— 1778•C
ACCEPTANCE
TEST POINT
LIFE TEST
END POINT
LIFE TEST
START POINT
(d) CONVERTER 2^-S-5 STEADY-STATE DATA
AFTER 3185-hr LIFE TEST
_ CESIUM TEMPERATURE (OPTIMIZED)
EMITTER TEMPERATURE (OBSERVED)
--6 1577•C
—O— 1677•C
1778•C
LIFE TEST START
POINT
ACCEPTANCE TEST
POINT
LIFE TEST
END POINT
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Fig. 1. Results of JPL parametric tests of four SET convertors
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Fig. 2. Typical current voltage curve of a
SET converter
better understanding of the observed changes with time
in the converter performance. Such facilities are pres-
ently under development at JPL.
Converter VI-S-14 was the only converter in which
some power degradation (approximately 5%) could be
detected. This converter was especially selected for life
tes,i.,g since: (1) it was considered representative of
the state-of-the-art in 1962; and (2) extensive test data
were available prior to the initiation of the life test, both
at the manufacturer and at JPL. The other converters
of Series VI and the converters of Series VII were manu-
factured in 1963, having the benefit of improved tech-
nology. These converters showed no tendencies for power
degradation; in fact, Converter VII-S4 showed an in-
crease in output power at the end of the life test.
b. Converter shielding. A better estimate of the power
lost by radiation from the hot portion of the emitter
supporting sleeve was obtained. This part was shielded
with a tantalum multilayer radiation shield during lab-
oratory testing of the converters using the electron-beam
gun for heating. The test results (Table 3) indicated that
a substantial gain in efficiency was obtainable. With this
shielding the operative conditions of the converter in a
generator are more closely approached. A 1% net gain in
efficiency of the converter is observed, corresponding to
a decrease of 8°C in the emitter temperature required
to obtain similar output and also to a decrease of 20 w
in the input power requirement. Furthermore, the pro-
tection of the sleeve from contamination by extraneous
ambient impurities is increased. Improvements in the
shielding methods are now being investigated at JPL.
c. Evahsation of the 9.5-ft D mirror. The replica mirror
obtained by electroforming nickel on a 9.5-ft D nickel
master was tested at the Table Mountain, California,
solar test site. The mirror was mounted on a solar tracker
for performance evaluation (Fig. 9, p. 35, of Ref. 2) and
was tested using the modified Hartmann screen test and
cold calorimeter methods. As reported in Ref. 2, the
Hartmann test revealed a double focal zone. One plane
originated from the central portion of the mirror, within
a 7.5-ft D with a 69.17-in. focal length; the other focal
plane, with a focal length of 68.25 in., was produced
by an outer annulus of approximately 1-ft width.
The Hartmann test was performed using an aluminum
screen perforated by 200 holes (Fig. 3), which were
MANUFACTURER'S DATA
--- JPL OBSERVATIONS
x`
CESIUM TEMPERATURE
(OPTIMIZED) ^\
EMITTER TEMPERATURE
(OBSERVED) (CORRECTED)
—e— 1547°C	 16000C
--n-- 15770C	 16000C
---0— 16270C	 1700°C
--o-- 1677°C	 f7O0eC
—x— 17100 C
	
1800eC
--x-- 177709	 180099
0.2	 0.4	 06	 09
	
1.0	 1.2	 1.4
Table 3. Unshielded vs shielded emitter sleeve operation
Condition
Output
voltage,
Output
current,
Output
power,
Input
power, Efficiency,end'
emperature, eC
V amp w w Cerium Radiator Collector Seal 1ebsm*dl
Unshielded 1.0 11.3 11.5 262 4.39 364 510 533 571 1677
Shielded 1.0 13.5 13.5 246 3.36 364 519 563 594 1676
Shielded 1	 1.0 1	 11.5 1	 11.3 1	 241 1	 4.77 1	 362 1	 314 556 1	 569 1669
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Fig. 3. 9.5-ft D mirror and aluminum screen
drilled in such a pattern that each light spot which
originated from a hole was representative of 1 j 200th of
the mirror area (51.03 in.-). The position of the reflected
elliptical light pattern was observed on a polar coordi-
nate target located at the focal plane. The slope of the
mirror at the observed position was determined by trigo-
nometry. The data were then reduced to provide: (l) the
geometrical characteristics of the mirror expressed as
tangential errors, and (2) the "llarimann factor," i.e., the
fraction of energy from the mirror which is received
within a specified aperture. The results of the tests art,
given in Table 4. As can be seen, an abrupt ch::nge in
contour is indicated in the region H c •orresp,mding to
91.8 in. D. The test results are presented graphicall y in
Fig. 4 in eonjnnc • tion with data supplied by the manu-
facturer. From the graph, it appears brat the damage
occurred to tbt , mirror prior to its shipment to JPL. a
closer investigation of the data scorns to indicate that
the region of major tangential errors (153 deg) corre-
sponds to one of the fixation points of the mirror. The
reason for this effect is still under investigation.
Table 5 presents the cold calorimetric data obtained
at four aperture diameters: 0.625, O.S25, l .tX), and L-10 in.
The data were (unite reproducible and correspond to an
average of more than 370 data points. The test was
performed by measuring the solar energy received in
the water-cooled calorimeter located at the focal zone
of the mirror (Fig. 5). First, the power received directly
from the mirror (open calorimeter) was recorded; then,
the quartz plate to be used during the generator test
was interposed and readings were made. The introduc-
tion of the plate resulted in 296-w less power being
produced, observed with an aperture of 1 in., or approxi-
mately W as compared with a mininmin of 14 to 201
observed through a Pyrex dome in previous experiments.
The results of the calorimeter test are presented graph-
WAIN in Fig. 6.
Misorien;ation data were obtained by misorienting the
calorimeter in inere:rents of 6 min of arc up, clown,
right. and left. The date are presented in Table 6 and
Table 4. Tangential slope errors of the 9.5-ft D mirror
Radial Slope error of mirror in radial direction, min
-Zone position,
in. 9 deg 45 deg 81 deg 117 deg 153 d•g 189 deg 225 deg 261 deg 297 deg 333 deg
A 12.745 -4.61 3.40 -1.20 0.73 -0.49 3.15 -2.43 - 1.21 3.40 4.61
B 22.074 0.00 2.30 0.23 4.61 3.68 2.76 0.46 1.15 2.99 0,23
C 28.499 3.72 -1.53 1.53 0.44 7.23 306 -1.97 -0.21 -0.00 -0.22
D 33.721 5.00 2.92 2.50 1.67 5.83 5 21 0.00 -2.70 -3.96 -2.50
E 38.236 634 -5.15 0.40 4.95 10.10 5.15 1.98 - 196 --1.19 - 3.56
F 42.271 4.81 -6.97 0.94 2.83 9.05 377 5.65 -7.73 -3.39 -5.84
G 45 954 6.63 -1.26 3.04 1.79 8.07 4.84 4.84 -10.76 -3-40 -187
H 49.362 16.72 8.19 12 46 16.21 29.35 14.00 15.70 -7.00 0.00 1.02
1 51.550 17.86 4.38 7.96 18.19 36.05 19.16 8.12 5 68 -7.31 2 43
1 55.556 -- 9.43 t	 1.47 - 12.67 1213 24.11 -11.13 17.15
°Too d,llused to cecoid.
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Table 5. Results of 9.5-ft D mirror solar calorimeter tests"
P	 power e^orirnewDiameter Mirror Efficiency availabler Efficim" Kati Power
ao
n ConcenlroHM
of aperture, output of open tope after introduc- from available to colarbnater after haroduc- ratio Imirror
In. ^"' , ealerimoter, char infradlle- Non of gwrK bN ^ ueater, 1obn+Yo d) lion of gwrts area/epe rwrew % te en of quarts Plata, % cavity, w w w plate lab- area!plate,
 
w
•ervedis, w
0.625 2201.3 34.54 1960.0 30.72 179.5 1710.5 2154.2 2157.4 33,133
0.125 2717.0 43.70 2417.0 3i." 312.1 2174.2 2136.9 2747.3 15,471
1.000 3291.3 51.70 3002.3 47.06 439.6 I	 2542.7 3374.7 3344.0 12,996
1.400 3042.1 61.80 3311.6 36.14 400.7 I	 240.9 4352.6 3963.6 6,631
•Solar Iatemity mngod from 87 to 101 w/tO. All Bola wan standardized for a 40.w/Hr solar InMmiy.
Me apparent difference between Me cook power data abfainod bofara and after " IeNrposition of the uearls plot- corresponds to roodings made daring obzermstlem _1
W_dif orent solar Intensity impels.
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Fig. 5. 9.5-ft D mirror during solar
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(I) INPUT POWER TO MIRROR = 70846 N 2 x g0 w/H2
(2) POWER TO MIRROR = (I; x SHADOW FACTOR (09492)
(3) OUTPUT POWER FROM MIRROR (^-)
(2) x REFLECTIVITY
(4) POWER AVAILABLE TO QUARTZ PLATE=(3) x GLASS I.OSS FACTOR
(5) POWER AVAILABLE TO APERTURE AFTER
INTRODUCTION OF QUARTZ PLATE( -0-)
(4) x HAPTMANN FACTOR
(6) POWER AVAILABLE TO GENERATOR ( mil=(5) x CAVITY RERADIATION FACTOR
GLASS LOSSES
BLACKBODY
ALL DATA STANDARDIZED
FOR g0-w/ft 2 SOLAR
INTENSITY
0.2	 04	 0.6	 08	 1.0
	
1 2
	
14
DIAMETER OF APERTURE, to
Fig. 6. Solar calorimeter test results
Table 6. Results of 9.5-ft D mirror misorientatir,n tests
Misorientation,
min
Diameter of
aperture, in.
Power,
w
Efficiency,
%
22.95
Misorientation,
min
Dinmeter of
aperture, in.
Power,
w
Efficiency
%
12 up 0.625 1464.1 11	 right 0,625 1623.2 25,44
0.825 1915.7 30.OJ 0.825 1812.1 28.40
1.000 2591.3 40.62 1.000 2542.3 39 85
1.40G 3430.1 53.77 I 1.400 3265.3 51	 18
6	 right 0 625 1890.8 2964
0.825 2260.6 34,65
6 up 0.625 1768.7 27.72 1.000 2875.5 45 07
0.825 22-0.4 35.59 1.400 3540.2 55 49
1.000 2924.3 4584
1.400 3566.1 55.90 12	 left 0.625 1560.4 24 46
0.825 1953.3 30.62
1.000 2521.1 39.53
12 down 0.625 1735.5 27.20 1.400 3251 3 50.96
0.825 2015.5 31.59 6	 left 0.625 1856 8 29 11
1.000 2457.0 38 51 0.825 2434.7 38 16
1 400 3117.9 48.87 1 000 2861 8 44 86
1,400 34800 5456
6 down 0.625 1961.7 30.75 0 0.625 1960.0 30.71
0.825 1351,4 36.86 0.825 24870 38 98
1.000 2822 6 44.14 1.000 3002.3 4706
1.400 353?.5 53.91 1.400 3581.6 56.14
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Fig. S. Comparison of data obtained by calorimeter
tests and those predicated by Hartmann factor
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Fit 7- Tire a=pkft mducthm of the data obtained by
the Hartmann test is still in proc	 and will give the
ItuiIix;para factor for the raw of apertures corr+ d-
mg to potted gefteratol configt ►ratsnnns- ft 8 Mus-
tratp tfw- cm.-espondenice betwn the data obtained by
direct obwrvatkm with the chid cakaunetw and the
data predicated by the Hartmsm factor as computed
at a I-in. calcwimeter aperture for two angular positions
(109 same e); the clove correlation of the motions
can be seen.
Although certain trn putn is are still necasa^ , rt
was deed that the mirror replica is satisfactory- for
use in testing of SETT generators. It was observed that
the 5-ft D mirror, primarily because of obscuratiou, could
never de:livm a maximum of IWU w. IAboratory test
results indicated that apprommately 3O0 w were required
to heat the emitter of a SET converter to full operating
temperature. The power delivered by the 9.5-ft D mirror
will heat the generator to full operation temperature.
The results of further tests will be reported in subsequent
issues of the SPS.
2. Solar Coll D*vWopment, R. W. Rikkie and R. K. ra.di
Programs have been initiated to study: ( I) the opti-
mization of operating characteristics of silicon solar cells
for planetary exploration missrms, and (2) the effect of
heat sterilization on solar cell performance.
a. S.- --r cell optimization. It has been foum-i that solar
cells at low-level energy inputs exhibit an effective resist-
ance of the junction, thus making the solar cell inefficient
at extremely low light levels. To overcome this deficiency,
the junction width and the effective resistance of the
cell must be tailored for operation at a specific intensity.
The solar cell series resistance at high energy levels
causes excessive voltage losses and contributes to solar
cell array inefficiencies. The solar cell construction can
be optimized to operate at these conditions.
The effect of temperature on the current—voltage char-
acteristics a lso controls the efficiency of solar cell arrays.
Experimeutal tests have established that the open -circuit
voltage decreases linearly with temperatuue, while the
short-circuit current increases linearly. The effect of tem-
perature on solar cell efficiency depends on the type of
load (constant or maximum available).
The combined effect of temperature and intensity con-
trols the efficiency of solar cell arrays. A study of the
intensity and temperature characteristics of solar cells
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can leael to the opttmt:3tlon cif the solar crll hw q•rc-nci
nu%utms The tTtimued solar cell cixtkl. in eff`mi. in
ctt a.
1
r ,lie- pie. • rt and tkcrrase • the 'A C irtih	 s.t of A	 •lar
It lrtrl Arrav for rtt h.7 A Nar% of ,flails mtcsltm
Four c.tnlltanirs have !wvn t"rltiiinq a %tkle-rlrss,
thin i0.[N1ti ct stngl1- cttist.d ,1bt.,n. I+hosphunts-tliflusrd
pilt,lov('iteit ( t-P %,-1+14 -11 " .1-Ild ­ 01111tt 111 ►;l► rt^t(te t ►tiand
ophmurll operating clwractenstics for A sltetific ini%,r,n
To bate :300 umt% have I tevn recehed. T1te solar cell,
are extrenteh • fragile. th.-reforr • sprt-ial haudltnK and
tehhng pr+-iy lnrt -s will 11.1%1- to he dr yelolted 1'.1- t•-st-
ing pri-grant %%ill tn.• t %• the int•j%tirvinvia di th,• cell
charm teristics ver%ti% nIh•nsity and tt-mim-t.•ttlre, and Own
a t•ctnlparkon of the,( • (Lila with those uz %Aar crlk of
normal configurat on. 11w rmssihilih of eliminating the
%ilit •on mono%id,• coating whirh increases the :J a;rb-
ti%ity of th.• tt•II, %% Ill ak, N- m% esti;;att -d. Special solder-
in;~ (or %%.-Hing) in. thous %%ill }te st;ulied f(Ir future solar
panel array design. % protoh •pe solat p.1n , 1 array %sill
he },hilt using tin • lis;biwchi ht -ell. Pre-Human • testing
of the solar cells %%hit h were recei%e•d %h.,us approxi-
inateh' equal p(ro- i- output and a weivilt rvdiwtion of
6M compared to a 2 • _' t nt solder-dHilted cell
b. that sterilization of .;olar cells. Tests are ht•ing cnn-
c;tieted to evaluate the effects of heat steriliz:+fiat ► and
temperatl ► re storage on solar cell assemblies Systent.ltic
oi0i.•. •ir.• 6-incr rnndo,f, d on the mf•r h rrral anal , • 10r-
trical characteristics of N P and P `N - is ,n solar cells
after •-vosure to elevalvd tt-mpt • rature em v ironulents. To
(late, approximately 5(111 solar ce'is of Imth types  from
two manufacturers were tested. Cells were elec•tricall%
tested under tungsten and %yrre placed on a special han-
dlimZ fixture i::;tnlmented Ath thennoc •ouples (Fig. 9).
I revs of the i rll% urry then platrvl 111111 t'%autent
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Fig. 9. Heat sterilization test specimens mounted
	 Fig. 10. Relative power output of silicon solar cells
in special test fixture	 after exposure to elevated temperatures
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iig I I Solar toll contact strength lost,
utilizing Hunter ten-il• tester
' 1111 • c-lmtcict strength tti the n Its was tested by mean,
Elf a !I1mtez atv!milt• tester ( Fix. 11). Cells were nttntttte•d
In	 de+tt;neti holding fititurr attached to the
tensile teeter. anti the I'-ctactact ,tulle-et until separation
rnt t urre d 1'reluninary re,t;lts of this tot-sting are griven
nl Fig. 12. Also sbtiwn in Figs. Iii Intl 12 is the iii.luence
of a 6 mil filter gl.tss with 410 nt !t cut tiff and bonded to	 0
the tell %%itII LTV (3112 ac>besive.
	 i
r
The trends indicavil by the pi,-hminary data %%ill
sere :n a basis for detennining tht• direction of future
timing. Ct-iwrall%, it %sas noted that N 'P cells appear
more calmbl,- of sur v iving long-time temperahtre storage	 o
thanl tto 1 , N cells.
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B. Energy Storage
G M Arcc-nd
1. Gravity Effects on Batteries
Experiments vinploying the cell previously described
(Ref. 3) were continued. The onl y difference in proce-
dure was in the placement of the Viskon separator be-
twe en the Zn and Ago plates. As mentioned previously,
sontt , \ ,.,Irk was bezin in which the separator was placed
5.0 nun from the 'Lt: plate. Further experiments were
performed with the separator placed directly against
the 'Ln. The results cf these experiments are shown in
ig. 13.
09
Z, NO
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Fig. 12. Contact strength of ohmic strip (light-sensitive
side) after exposure to elevated temperatures
40
It can be seen from the data that, while the separator
does restrict the electrolyte flow somewhat, the relative
effect of the gravitational field on convective flow of
active material to the electrode remains the same. In
the case where the separator is against the Zn, most of
the convection may be occurring on the side away from
the Zn and diffusion to the plate may occur through the
en meshed Viskon.
A cell was assembled with a single layer of sausage
casing against the Zn plate in place of the Viskon st-p-
arator. To this case, the limiting current density was
drastically decreased to about 25 ma/em. Furthermore,
approximately the same value was fw-nd at both 1.0 and
20.0 g,,, suggesting that only that electroiyte which was
trapped between the plate and the separator was available
for the reaction and that the current was definitely limited
!)y diffusion rates. Replenishment of the electrolyte by
diffusion through the separator was very slow.
A set of experiments is under way for which the cell
configuration is the same as that used above. The sep-
arator is Viskon placed directly against the Zn, but the
electrodes are perpendicular to the gravitational field.
Initial indications are that the limiting current density
at 1.0 g„ is less than that occurring when the plates are
parallel to the field.
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has been mbnotted by Atomics lntermtom al- 71e rmdts
are hugely tentative st m• sehtal ex*mtkms of ob^
wived p nmm-na are &v*ilah'e. 11w study is tieing
extended for am-Aher fi moots.
It was nwitti ned previously- ( Ref. 4) that one .0 both
of the electrodes disintegrate to some extent when ex•
naed to high doges of gamma radiation. The amount
of material lost is dependent on the integrated do%av,
as is shown in Fig. 14. There is considerable waiter in
the data, but the trend is ,apparent. In addition, the
rate of disintegration depends on the dose rate. The
average rates of formation of residue were 0.011 and 0.19
mg/hr at close rates of 8 X 10i and 1.4 X 10' rads/hr,
respectively. Again, since the data are scattered, these
figures are approximate.
Analysis of the various rescues shows that the Cd/ Ni
ratio varies inversely with the quantity of residue and,
hence, the total dosage. The trend is shown in Table 7.
2. Radiation Effects on Battery Behavior	 106 2	 4 6 W 2	 4 6 106 2	 4
The final report covering the first phase of study on
	 INTEGRATED DOSE, rails
me erects or radiaiion on NviOOH and Cd electrodes	 Fig. 14. Weight of residue vs integrated dose
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While both electrodes contain both Ni and Cd, this does
trot in itself lead to a satisfactory explanation of the
change in ratio.
In order to measure gas evolution during irradiation, a
stainless-steel container %%tn a quartz liner was fabri-
mted. Electrode dimensions and mounting were ;he same
as those previously described ( Ref. 4). The cell was
cyder in the gamma field at 1.4 X 10° rads/hr for about
110 hr. The cycle program was a 6-min discharge at
0.2 amp, a 4-min open circuit : a e-inin charge at 0.2 amp,
a 4-nun open circuit, and then repeat. After the Melt was
sealed, but before operation began, the pressure dropped
to about —1.7 psig, suggesting that oxygen from the air
in the cell was reacting with the Cd electrode. After the
cell was placed in the Co-60 source, the pressure row
rapidly ( probably because of increasing temperatures)
and then rose more slowly as the experiment progressed
until a positive pressure of about 1.6 psig was resat! d.
Analysis 4 the gas indicated that it contained about
8-mol S H,, 2-mol S O=, N 2, and traces of CH. and CO.
Qualitatively, the results can be explained (except for the
presence of CH. and CO) as a fairly normal radiolysis of
an alkaline aqueous solutinn, as far as is known. The
origin of the carbon compounds is unknown.
During the extension of this contract, the radiolysis of
concentrated KOH solutions, factors affecting the changes
in capacities of the electrode, and more basic electro-
chemical effects of radiation on the electrodes will be
investigated.
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III. Guidance and Control Analysis and Integration
A. Development of Advanced
Spacecraft Operational Support
Equipment
O. E. Linderman
The objectives of this operational -support-equipment
(OSE) development task are: ( 1) to devise more com-
prehensive OSE testing techniques, (2) to develop and
apply margin test techniques for OSE and spacecraft
equipment, and (3) to develop other spacecraft tests
which result in a more reliably operating spacecra!: for
the duration of the flight. Subassembly or subsystem
tests which will predict an incipient failure of a space-
craft piece part or component are of primary interest.
A digital test circuit which cycles through a short
operational routine has been assembled for evaluating
various testing techniques. A central computer and se-
quencer (rCa.S) —pac^ecraft subsystem will also be used
for this purpose. Possible testing measurements consist
of voltage and temperature margin variations or drifts,
circuit noise level variations, RF noise radiation, and
infrared emission.
1. Digital Test System
The test system ( Fig. 1), assembled as a test egos,:e
of a typical digital system, uses available NAVCOR
(Navigation Computer Corporation) printed circuit cards.
The cards include binary grunters, shift registers, one-slot
delays, binary-coded-dedmal-to-decimal converters, and
various associated gating circuits. Some inverters, drivers,
and delay circuits have been omitted in Fig. 1 for simpli-
fication.
The sequence of operation is as follows: With the actu-
ation of the start switch, the 100 -kc frequency reference
provided by the clock generator ( Cl) is counted down
by binary counters C2 through CO. A division of 2 2' is
achieved with the 23 Rip -flaps used in the countdown
chain. This output is used to turn off the 100-kc reference
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at the end of the F.1-sec tntenzl. Al>suoxuaatrly 11 sec
after the start cif the secluenc•e, flip-Hop (211 is set.
allowing 11110 UZion hMg sampled fn>rn 0111 A„p : of
0 to he shifted into the 011-05 shift regnte •r. 71tts
shifting process is termin.tted whore flip-flop C13 . 1 is trsrt
afters bits of information have here stored to the
shift register.
After the 50•m--sec
 
delay pro%ided by the 021 . 1 one
shot, the- information stored in C11 -C15 is ttansferred in
parallt-1 to the C16-020 shift register. Then, 1 ntsre later
(the- (;21-2 delay), the CII-015 shift register is cleared
and the information in the C16-C20 register is counted
and decoded by C25, C26, and C27 for Nixie display. This
display is the decimal equivalent ( number 13) of the
totai number of binary ones wanted by C25. Tlie• aboove
Shifting process is repeateli a see.>nd time approximately
40 sec later, with the result that the Nixie indicators show
a total dxtunt of decimal 26.
Binary counter C31 also counts the number of binary
ones shifted from the C16-C20 shift register. If the count
is correct, the C24-4 arul circuit allows the 100-kc fre-
quency reference to start again for the next cycle, pro-
vided the system is in the recycle mode. On the successful
Winple•tion of a normal sequence ( obtaining correct count
front C31), a mechanical counter is advanced by 1. Thus,
the- sequence is repeated continually ( and the mechanical
counter advanced by 1 each cycie) by operating the sys-
tem in the recycle mode. The system stops and will not
recycle if there is a failure or if the sequence does not
present the proper count to C31.
The rack mounting of the circuit c..rds is shown in
Fig. 2. The means by v.-hich a circuit card is mounted
for taking infrared photos and the cabling, to place the
circuit card tested in the environmental chamber can
be seen.
2. Status of Testing techniques
Various tests completed on the test system indicate
that more precise measurements must be made and
testing techniques must be refined.
a. Voltage and temperature margins. The circuit cards
have been individually tested for positive and negative
voltage supply variation of 25 to 30% above and below
the nominal at ambient temperatures. Only the counter
cards failed to function at these extremes. The counter
cards were then checked ever this same voltage range
at various temperatures from 0 to 150°F. This informa-
Fig. 2. Digital test system.  rack
tion hats been plotted m it "shntoo" diagram for reierence
condition, and reps stability measurements are IN•ing
made. Morc complete factory test infeonnatie-n is loving
sought on other cards in the test s ystem h, obtait, more
meaningful margin test information for these cards.
h. Circuit noise level. Test circuits are IN-ing studied
.urd design information is being sought to deternone
noise susceptibility. Present measurements have not indi-
cated that circuits are susceptible to the injection of noise
of several-volts magm-tue,-, although spikes in the counter
chain do give an erratic cow,'.
c. HF noise radiatuin. More details of this testing; tech-
nique will be obtained from reports by its pre nonent.
d. Infrared emission. Infrared photos have been taken
of th, digital test wstem cards and each of the CC&S
modules. Circuit curd 15, one of the shift registers, is
shown in Fig. 3. Ambient (or gray) background is abcwt
74°F, while the white of the gray scale is about 32"F
above ambient or 106'J F. Fig. 4 shows the Hanger CC&S
power transformer-rectifier module. The arnbient tern-
perature at the center top edge of the rnoelule is 94"F,
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while tli, two large %%, hit(- areas (po%oori rh1)desi ar
at 126 1,
Infrared photos readily show various im)(lus of opera-
t1nr. such its: (1) the duration that elm-trunic switches
are elosed, or (2) which register contains a I or 0. Slight
variations or drifts in the mans eon ► ponents are Inure
41111X111 ► to a(ee%% Voltage measurements in the infrared
doeHo r amplifier 11)(11, of several h1)t contp(1nettts on the
eiwnit cards have li-en taken (1n :a hrush recorder to
determine &%--to-da y rr peatability. Measurements of a
7.ener bode have been bond to vary by 157. An attempt
is bein g made to resolve these variations in temperature
readings in terms of (-Ranges in circuit conditions, the
infrared measurenwnt erinipment, or the operation teeh-
niyue.
Improvement of the method of mounting the infrared
radio n ►rter ant) subject card being measured appears
to be desirable. Investigation of the possihilit y of moont-
ing the radiometer en a lathe or nnlhng machine is being
alrlayed until a tww and improved infrared camera is
re•c•eived.
Infrared radiation measurements of a cold soldered
joint were not noticeably different from those of a prop-
erly made joint. These meastrements .%ere taken for
various power dissipations in resistors connected to the
joints. An attempt NN ill be made to measure the heat
gradient through good .1111 had joints %vhere one of the
condnoors to the joint is heated and the variation is
determined in heat flo.v through different joints.
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IV. Guidance and Control Research
A. Magnetics Research
K. Kuwahara, F. B. Humphrey, and M. Takahashi
1. Thickness Dopen&m* of the Magneto-
resistance Effect in Thin f'ermalioy Films,
K. Kuwalwra
The magne +°oresistance effect is the change in resist-
ance observed when applying a magnetic field to a sam-
ple. It arises from the interaction between conduction
carriers and magnetic fields applied and/or induced;
therefore, any material having conduction carriers ex-
hibits the magnetoresistance effect. The ferromagnetic
metals, however, show an extraordinarily large magneto-
resistance effect at low fields compared to the norpnal
metals. This enhancement may be attributable to: (1) the
large internal field or spontaneous magnetization, which
is easily varied in direction by applying relatively low
fields; and (2) the strc _.g coupling between conduction
electrons and magnetic electrons (Ref. 1).
Accordingly, AR is available as a tool to investigate the
magnetic process in ferromagnetic metals (Ref. 2). Espe-
cially in the case of thin films, AR measurements are
excellent, because the effect is large enough that tr =
surements can be made with accuracy even if the film
is very thin. In this discussion the general aspects of AR
in thin permalloy films and preliminary results of the
thickness dependence of the magnetoresistance erect will
be presented.
a. MagnetorasW a j^eet in Wmalibg film Con-
sider the relations Up between the resistance and the
magnetization. In Fig. 1, 1 aA M are the current for
measuring resistance and the saturation magnetization,
respectively. Both are in the plane of the film. The
resistance R, expressed as an expansion of the angle 8
between i and M, is:
R = R„ (1 + a sins B + b sin' a + - • - ),	 (1)
A phenomenological relation between the magneto- 	 where R„ is the resistance when 8 = 4, and a, b, - - - are
resistance ,aft and the magnetization M is easily obtained. coefficients. The coefficients of the terms of odd mower
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of sin 0 are spa brcause of symmetry. Experimentally
It is confitmed that R can be expressed as:
R _ R. (1 + a sin' 8).	 (2)
This csquation can be rewritten using R, as:
R	 RF F — R, 
cos' $,	 (3)R, — R_
where R, is tG`w resistance when B — A/2 and 9R is the
change of resistance from the reference state (i.e., when
8 — W; 2). Fortunately, in permalloy films near the com-
position 80-20 Ni-Fe, the fractional change in resistance
is fairly large. Fig. 2 is an example of the relationship
expressed in Eq. (2) and of this large change for a
typical pennalloy film. The term (R„ -- R&R, is a co-
efficient which determines the magnetoresistive character
of the film and depends on the composition and temperr.
ture (e.g., Ref. 3). As will be seen later, this term also
depends upon the thickness.
With magnetoresistance measurements it is possible to
obtain H,, HK (Ref. 4), and dispersion. The mechanism
of magnetization flux change, both quasi -static and dy-
namic, can be inferred by observing the AR curve during
the process. Only the method for obtaining the disper-
sion of Af will be considered here. When the film is
saturated ainng its easy direction with a field greater
than about 10 H,., M is aligned to that dirextion. After
removing the field, M will assume some equilibrium
value according to the dispersion of Hg in the film;
hence, the resistance will change. If the direction of
020	 0	 20	 so	 so	 so	 as
ANGLE 8 BETWEEN M AND r, dog
Fig. 2. An *xaepl* of rasistonc* chunga in thin films
of 63-17 M-F*
the current is parallel to the easy direction, the resist-
ance is changed from R„ to R,. The average dispersion
a can be obtained approximately as:
a — 4 sin 4a
1 
= Ri g — R, '	 (4)
b. Thies mm dependenov of AR. Thin Share of pennal-
loy were produced by vacuum evaporation from a melt
of 83-17 Ni-Fe onto a hot (300°C) glass substrate with
a deposition rate of 1000 A/min, as was done previously
(Ref. 5). The films for this experiment were 1 X 1 cm*,
with electrodes of evaporated gold at both ends. The
current was parallel to the easy axis for all the experi-
ments. A field of about 200 oe was applied in the plane of
the film, parallel to and then perpendicular to the easy
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Fig. S. Resistivity difference when M is parallel and
perpendicular to i as a function of the magnetic
thickness of the film
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the thickness dependence of
M, M 2, and (pl i — pi)
this correction was made is shown in Fig. 6. Also shown
is the thickness dependence of M and M 2, using the
value of M obtained by the torque measurement (Ref. 8).
(All values are normalized.) It can be seen that the
decrease in (p„ — pi) is proportional to the decrease of
M2 rather than that of M.
c. Thickness dependence of the angle dispersion of M.
As mentioned previously, the angle dispersion of M
caused by dispersed H„ can be obtained by measuring
oR. In Fig. 7, the average dispersion a is plotted as a
function of thickness. For films near 1000 A, the dis-
persion is small and only a little scattering is observed
in the results. The dispersion seems to increase with
V IS
C
20
rc 10WaN
0
10 1 	2	 4	 6	 102	 2	 4	 6	 103
MAGNETIC THICKNESS, A
Fig. 7. Dependence of the dispersion a upon the
magnetic thickness of the Film
decreasing thickness and becomes significant at about
200 A. The large dispersion observed in extremely thin
films is presumable,, related to the island structure in
such thin films.
2. Induced Anisotropy in Iron-Cobalt films,
F. E. Numphrey and M. Takahashi'
Almost all investigations on induced magnetic ani-
sotropy in thin films have been done with various com-
binations of Ni and Fe. Slight additions of Co have been
made in an attempt to increase the anisotropy inde-
pendent of the coercive force. No systematic study of
the Fe-Co system has been made, even though the metal-
lurgy of the bulk material is complicated but fairly well-
known. Actually, magnetic measurements with bulk
material through the entire composition range are very
difficult because of the physical properties of the Fe-Co
alloys. Since evaporated thin films do not present this
difficulty, a comprehensive study of Fe-Co thin films
through the entire composition range is being made.
Particular emphasis is being placed on the induced ani-
sotropy and rotational hysteresis loss. The saturation
magnetization, remanent magnetization, and coercive
force are also being observed. Only the preliminary re-
sults on the induced uniaxial anisotropy will be reported
here.
The films were made by vacuum evaporation, at a
pressure of about 2 X 10- 7 torr, from a melt of the vacuum
cast alloy. For a melt temperature of about 1400°C,
yielding an evaporation rate of 1000 to 1500 A/min at
19 cm, the chemical composition of the resultant film
as a function of the melt composition can be seen in
Fig. 8. The composition of the melt was determined by
standard wet chemical analysis, and the composition of
the films was measured by X-ray fluorescence (Ref. 9).
Generally, two 1 -cm D films were made at a time with
the glass substrate at room temperature, and two films
were made with the substrate at 300°C. The film thick-
nesses, also measured by X-ray fluorescence, varied from
500 to 1500 A.
All films exhibited a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in
the plane of the film. The direction of the easy axis of
this anisotropy was aligrv^A parallel to an applied mag-
netic field in the plane of the substrate during evapora-
tion The magnitude of the anisotropy was measured at
room temperature using a torquemeter and the method
previously described in Refs. 10 and 11.
'At the Califomia Institute of Technology, performing work sup-
ported by JPL.
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Torque curves were taken at various E M s up to about
500 oe. The value of anisotropy was obtained by the
linear extrapolation to infinite field on a plot of the peak
value of uniaxial torque as a function of 11H, as is gen-
erally done for bulk materials (Ref. 12, p. 566). The
magnitude of the uniaxial anisotropy constant, K,,, is
shown as a function of composition in Fig. 9 for films
made with the substrate at room temperature during
deposition, and in Fig. 10 for films made with the sub-
strate at 300°C during deposition. The expected phase
of bulk material is indicated at the Ml: in Figs. 9 and 10.
The first striking feature of the data is the magnitude
of the induced anisotropy. Fig. 11 shows anisotropy of
the Fe-Ni system for comparison (Ref. 13). The magni-
tude of the anisotropy constant in Fe-Co is nearly an
order-of-magnitude greater than in Ni-Fe films. Also, in
the composition range 30 to 70% Co, the anisotropy for
a 3000C substrate is slightly greater than that for a film
made at room temperature. This inversion is quite unex-
pected, since all other data are similar to those in Fig. 11,
where the anisotropy for films made at room tempera-
ture is greater than that for films made at elevated
temperatures.
FeCo	 n•y
FeCo
0
SUBSTRATE AT
300°C DURING
DEPOSITION
A
0
tC °
F03CO
O\C
0 1 BULK (REF. 16)°
20	 40	 60	 go	 100
One possible mechanism for magnetic anisotropy in
'his system is the N6el—Taniguchi directional order of
atom pairs (Refs. 14 and 15). The induced anisotropy
%C0
Fig. 10. Induced uniaxial anisotropy in Fe-Co thin films
made with the substrate at 300°C during deposition
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Fig. 11. Induced unioxial anisotropy in Fe-Ni thin Rims
for bulk Fe-Co (Ref. 16) and Fe-Ni (Ref. 17) is given in
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. In both cases it is generally
accepted that the anisotropy is caused by pair orienta-
tion. For this type of anisotropy, there is a significant
decrease near the composition Ni Fe, the ordered struc-
ture in the y (i.e., fcc) phase, and near FeCo, the ordered
structure in the a (i.e., bec) phase. As can be seen in
Figs. 9 and 10, there seem to be inflections in the range
of the ordered structure composition Fe,Co and FeCo.
This observation leads to the conclusion that pair orienta-
tion is one likely mechanism for this anisotropy. It should
be noted, however, that the shape of the curves in Figs. 9
and 10 is similar to the shape of the curves for magneto-
striction as a function of composition (Ref. 12, p. 664).
Perhaps it is necessary to consider magnetostriction as
indicated in the case of Ni-Fe (Fig. 11), where the peak
in anisotropy for a room-temperature substrate is at the
proper concentration to be explained by pair orientation,
but where the shift in the peak as the substrate tempera-
ture is increased cannot be attributed to pair orientation.
Here, also, magnetostriction is suggested.
Structural imperfections in the form of stacking faults,
dislocations, and vacancies, coupled with impurities such
as oxygen (Ref. 18), might form the basis for induced
magnetic anisotropy. The structure of the Fe-Co films
has not, as yet, been determined, but a reasonable guess
'The face-centered cubic, body-centered cubic, and hexagonal
close-packed phases are signified by fcc, bcc, and hcp, respectively,
in this discussion.
can be Wade by considering the structure data for bulk
material (Ref. 19). Since there is a y -* a transition (i.e.,
fec --> hep) about 400°C, pure Co will probably contain
many structural imperfections. Also, many structural im-
perfections can be expected between 75 and 90% Co since
this range is a mixture (a + y) phase at room tempera-
ture. A single phase (a) is expected as the Co con-
centration is decreased below the mixture range, so WS
Co should be well into the single-phase region. If the
mechanism of anisotropy involves crystalline imperfec-
tions, it would be expected that the magnitude of the
anisotropy would depend upon the density of imperfec-
tions. It can be seen that the induced anisotropy at
various compositions in Figs. 9 and 10 does not follow
the expected imperfection density arguments, leading to
the conclusion that crystalline imperfections, as such, are
probably not important in this system.
The preliminary results on the Fe-Co system look very
prorr*sing. Work will continue and will be reported in
subsequent issues of the SPS. It is expected that other
magnetic characteristics will be considered, along with
other possible mechanisms for the observed anisotropy.
B. Optical Physics Research
J. M. Weingart and A. R. Johnston
1. Electro-optic Coefficients of Single Crystals
of Barium Titanate
Meyerhoffer (Ref. 20) and Hornig-3
 have shown that
the refractive properties of single-crystal barium titanate
in the ferroelectric tetragonal state and the paraelectric
cubic state can be altered considerably by an external
electric field. The purpose of the work reported here was
to accurately measure these effects as a function of
temperature and field strength in the tetragonal phase
and to compute the corresponding electro-optic tensor
components.
In general, the tensor components depend both linearly
(Pockets effect) and quadratically (Kerr effect) on the
external electric field, but the quadratic effect does not
become significant until approximately 100°C (Ref. 20).
Throughout most of the ferroelectric range (5 to 120 0C),
the effect is essentially linear.
'Hornig, A., Electro-optics and Paramagnetic Resonances in Barium
Ttaanate Single Crystals, Ph.D. Thesis, Stanford University, 1955
( Unpublished).
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The mathematics necessary to relate the experimentally
observed quantities to the theoretical parameters will be
presented first. The notation adopted by Billings (Ref. 21)
and others will be used. The refractive properties of crys-
tals are completely specified by the index tensor a i ;. Since
ai l = ati, the index tensor can be represented by a con-
venient geometric construction, the "index ellipsoid,"
defined as the surface:
	
ai ;x ix; = 1.	 (1)
This geometric representation is useful since the principal
directions and associated indices for a plane wave propa-
gating through the crystal are represented by the orienta-
tion and lengths of the semimajor and semiminor axes of
the elliptical intersection of the index ellipsoid and a
plane through the center of the ellipsoid normal to the
direction of propagation. The meaning of the index
ellipsoid is treated in detail in many texts, e.g., Ref. 22.
The linear electo-optic effect is defined as the case
when the a i ;'s are linear functions of the external field. It
can be visualized in the most general case as a change
in orientation and dimensions of the index ellipsoid. In
certain cases, the dimensions of the ellipsoid may depend
quadratically on the field when the a i ;'s change linearly
with the applied field. This should not be confused with
the Kerr effect, where the tensor components a if depend
quadratically on the external electric field. The depend-
ence of the refractive properties of the medium on applied
electric field is given by the changes in orientation and
dimensions of the index ellipsoid as a function of the
external field E. This can be reduced to a standard eigen-
value problem (Ref. 23). The field-dependent ellipsoid is:
(a i; + Aa if (E))x ix; = 1.	 (2)
The quadratic form, Eq. (2), can be represented by the
matrix [a'] = [a] + [Aa]. The eigenvectors X, and the
eigenvalues A, for the matrix equation
	
([a'] — A, [ I ]) X,	 — 0	 (3)
are then the perturbed principal directions and inverse
squares of the associated principal indices, respectively;
i.e.,
	
Ai = n,".	 (4)
In tensor notation the linear electro-optic effect is
written
aaif (E) = riJkEk,	 (5)
where rijk is defined as the linear electrio-optic tensor.
Since the equation is symmetric in the indices i and f,
these indices are usually contracted in the following way
(Ref. 22):
Tensor notation 11 22 33 23 13 12
Matrix notation 1 2 3
1 1
4 5
1
6
Eq. (5) is written in matrix form as follows:
Aai
 = rikEk,	 (6)
where i may vary from 1 to 6 and k from 1 to 3.
The coordinate system chosen is the conventional
(orthogonal) crystal system (Ref. 22), which is the prin-
cipal axis system for the field-free ellipsoid in barium
titanate. The form of the matrix r ik for the 20 non-centro
symmetric crystal classes which can exhibit a linear elec-
tro-optic effect is given in Ref. 9-9. Below the fundamental
mechanical resonant frequency of a crystal, the above
matrix includes a piezoelectric-photoelastic contribution
which, in barium titanate, is of the same form as that in
the strain-free case (Ref. 24).
For barium titanate in the tetragonal (4mm) phase,
with the z-direction along the unperturbed polar axis,
the matrix equation for Aa i is:
Aa,	 r„
Aa.	 ri3
ErAa-,	 _	 r33	
ExAa,	 r„	
Aa.,	 r„	 '
Aan
The dots correspond to the matrix elements which are
zero. The equation of the index ellipsoid in the presence
of a field E = (Er, E,,, E,) is then, from Eq. (2),
(a„ + r,:,E:) (xi + y2 ) + (a33 + r33Es) z-
+2r4.- (E,xz + E„yz) = 1. 	 (7)
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0	 r42Ea
0	 a ll — ar	 0	 • X,.
r42Ea 	 0	 ass — a,
1
a, 1
na
(11)
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The components r„ and is describe the effect due to
a c-directed field, and the r,,,' s describe the effect due
to an a-directed field. Note that
Consider now an a-directed field, where E. = E. = 0
and Ea = Ea. The eigenvalue problem is given by:
1
a33 = 
r-2r
where na is the index of refraction for a light wave having
its E vector along an a-axis, i.e., in the x or y direction;
similarly, nr applies when the E vector is parallel to the
c-axis.
By symmetry it is clear that, for a c-directed field, the
principal directions will not change and the crystal will
remain uniaxial. This is verified by noting that the matrix
[a'] remains diagonal for a c-directed field:
(a„ + r,sE,.)	 0	 0
0	 (a„ + r13Er)	 0	 (g)
0	 0	 (a33 + r33Ec)
Assuming r, 3Er << a„ and r33Ec < < ass, the perturbed
indices n'c = (d3 ) 1% and nQ = (a;,)" are related to the zero-
field indices by:
n'. = n,+ %F3, n 3 E,•,	 (9a)
t4 = na — % r13 nQ E,..	 (9b)
The validity of this assumption is verified later in this
discussion. There is no practical way to separate the
two coefficients r, 3 and rs:, since the only easily measured
quantity related to them is the induced birefringence,
which depends on their difference. For convenience the
term
is introduced, so that the field-induced birefringence can
be written as:
On=A(n'.—nQ)= Y2r',3n"E,• 	 (10)
This is equivalent to defining r,:, = 0.
The new principal directions are found by solving for
the eigenvectors X, in Eq. (11), again assuming r,2Ea
to be small.
r,2EaX, _ (1,0,
all -- a33
X2 = (0, 1, 0)	 (12)
—r,2EaXs=( ,0,1a„ —ass
Thus, a field in the x-direction results in a first-order
rotation of the principal directions in the plane contain-
ing the applied field and polar axis. Designating the
angle of rotation by 8,
2 29 ^- r42Ea = ( ran,, 2 r41Ea-	 (13)
a„ — a3 3	 n- — na
a. Experimental. In addition to determining the de-
pendence on temperature, the induced changes in optical
behavior were measured at room temperature as a func-
tion of strength and frequency of the applied field. All
measurements were made using the optical bench and
polarimeter described in Ref. 25. For measurements as
a function of temperature, the mounted crystals were
placed in an oven designed to operate to 150°C. The
oven (Fig. 12) consists of a 3-in. D brass tube wrapped
with Nichrome wire and insulated by an Epiglass sleeve.
The endplates are brass, with Epiglass plates again serv-
ing as thermal insulation. This brass tube contains a
fixture which holds the sample mounts. The clamps which
hold the mount to the fixture also serve to make electrical
contact and are connected to two pieces of Teflon-
insulated coaxial cable. The entire oven assembly fits
into a mounting which rotates about an axis passing
through the center of the crystal sample. A vernier dial
permits the reading of this rotation to 1 min of arc.
Two copper constantan thermocoupl-s were used for
temperature measurements: one being attached to the
crysta; and the other measuriag ambient air temperature
inside the oven. Optical measurements were made when
the two thermocouples registered within a few to girths
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Fig. 12. Sample oven
Of a °C of each other to ensure that the measurements
were being made under conditions of thermal equi-
librium.
?Measurements were made on two types of single-
crystal barium titanate: e, :, with Re ► neika-type flux-grown
crystals (Ref. 26), which were obtained from the Harshaw
Chemical Company; and r„ with crystals grown by a
radicall y different method from a titania melt, which
were supplied by :'rofessor Arthur Linz of the Laboratory
for Insulation Rc^earch, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. The Linz cr ystals were made available in the
form of slices from a boule, from which rectangular sam-
ples I nun thick X se-,cral uun on an edge u:uld be gat.
with the c-axis in the plane of the sample and parallel
to one edge.
'Thin plates of barium titanate \\Bich
 contain the polar
c-axis in the plane of the plate are conventionally called
a-plates. The poling of flux-grown crystals was discussed
in detail in Rcf. 27. Flux-grown triangular wings 3 to 8
inn ► on an edge were places in concentrated H,PO,,
heated to 150°C, and etched for 2 min. After etching and
cooling, the crystals were rinsed several titres \\ ith dis-
tilled water and cleaved along the natural (100) directions,
using, a watchmaker's staking tool with a punch ground in
the shape of a sharp chisel. After clectroding and mount-
ing, the crystals were poled by heating above the Curie
point (120°C) and cooling through the transition tempera-
ture while maintaining a do fieid of 2 kvjcm in the plane
of the plae. Poling of the Linz samples to remove anti-
parallc) domains was achieved by temporaril y applying
a de field of 1500 v/cm across the crystal in the c-direction
at room temperature, using distilled \%ater for electrodes.
Fig. 13. Typical mounted sample
Both types of crystals were electroded on opposite
edges with Aquadag (colloidal graphite); 1-mil gold wires
served as lead-ins. The crystals were mounted on I-in.
squares of Epiglass (epoxy impregnated fiberglass). Strips
of copper bonded to the squares near opposite edges
served as terminals (Fig. 13). Samples A (3.12 X 3.20
X 0.174 nun) and B (2.70 X 2.70 X 0.180 mm) were flux-
grown ti-plates, electroded to provide an electric field
in the (;- deciloa, anal thcse were used to determine e..
Crystal C (1.10 X 4.12 X 3.68 min) was a Linz sample,
an a-plate electroded to provide a field in an a-direction,
and this was used to determine r,,. Unfortunately, time
limitations prevented the comparison of the two types
of crystals.
b. Applied field in the c-direction. The experimental
configuration for measuring r',, is shown in Fig. 14. The
crossed polarizer and analyzer axes make an angle of
45 deg with the pol , ► r c-axis of the sample. The quarter-
wave plate axes are parallel to the crystal axes (Senarmont
configuration; see Ref. 28). This configuration is useful
for measuring retardation, provided the orientation of
the principal directions is field-independent.
If the light entering the crystal were perfectly mono-
chromatic, it would en(erge from the crystal with a unique
ellipticity and would thus emerge from the quarter-wave
plate being linearly polarized and light-oriented at an
angle ¢ with respect to the quarter-wave plate axes,
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POLARIZER	 SAMPLE A	 SAMPLE 6
	 X/4 PLATE	 ANALYZER
Fig. 14. Experimental setup for measurement of re
where ¢ depends on A. An additional field-induced re-
tardation could be measured by measuring the change
in 4,, regarding the initial orientation as a do optical
bias. In the Senarmont configuration a# = % d, where
8 is the retardation measured as a phase angle.
However, due to the 20-A bandwidth of the source
plus interference filter, the wavelength-dependent orien-
tation of the linearly polarized light incident on the
analyzer is spread over about 1 rad for a crystal 0.2 mm
thick, making accurate measurement impossible. To re-
duce this angular spread, another crystal, matched as
closely as possible in thickness to the first, was mounted
in back of the first crystal with the polar axes of the
two crystals oriented at right angles (Fig. 14). The result-
ing spontaneous birefringence then depends on the differ-
ential thickness, which was reduced to 0. "'1 mm. This
arrangement proved to be satisfactory.
Both of the electro-optic coefficients were found to
be essentially frequency-independent up to 100 kc. The
fundamental piezoelectric resonance is about 750 kc with
the size of samples used. However, with do fields, space
charge can build up in the crystals, neutralizing to some
extent the effect of the external field. This effect in
barium titanate (Ref. 29) was observed to varying de-
grees in the crystals used in this experiment. At room
temperature the time constant for this buildup was ob-
served to be about 8 sec for Sample A. In addition, the
size of the effect can vary from point to point in indi-
vidual crystals, as well as from crystal to crystal. In order
to minimize this space -charge effect, measurements were
made with an ac ( 1-kc) applied field.
Fig. 15 shows the optical retardation obtained from
measurements made with both do fields and at 1 kc on
Sample B. The do data is consistently 10% lower than
the ac data, indicating that the space -charge effect men-
tioned earlier is present. The do measurements were made
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Fig. IS. Linearity of rs offect, showing space-charge
effect seen with applied field
between two consistent sets of ac measurements. Al-
though Meyerhoffer's data (Ref. 20) indicates that the
electro-optic effect for c-directed fields becomes very
nonlinear within a few degrees of the Curie point, these
measurements made with fields to 2000 v/cm indicate
the linearity of the effect at room temperature.
Measurements of the induced retardation as a func-
tion of temperature were made at 1 kc, with a do bias
of 500 v (=1500 v/cm) to prevent depoling and a 300-v
peak (= 900 v/cm) ac signal applied across the sample.
Using Shumate's data (Ref. 30) for n6 and Meyerhoffer's
data (Ref. 2 0) for the temperature dependence of the
spontaneous birefringence an, (T), re was then computed.
The induced birefringence an is obtained from the ana-
lyzer setting # (Fig. 14) by:
2ran# 
= a = 2a^,	 (14)
i^
0
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where t is the thickness of the ; wiple along the light
path. Then, from Eq. (10),
The experimental *uncertainty due to that in measuring
retardation is about t3% at room temperature, decreas-
ing to t2S at 80°C. An additional uncertainty of t2S
in the value of 4, exists due to uncertainty in measur-
ing E, Therefore, the total experimental uncertainty is
less than 4%. The experimental values of t;, (T) for Sam-
ples A and B are shown in Fig. 18. The low-frequency
coefficient u;s is 300 X 10 - ' cm/statv at room ternpera-
ture. This is one order-of-magnitude larger than the simi-
lar effect in KDP, r... The effect in barium titanate b
compared to that in several other crystals in Table 1.
Toby 1. Comparison of the linear e6dro-optic offe r
In barium titanato with that in other crystal*
C"I Crystalden
dedto- ''k
cootndwO,
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Mat-We"
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KHOW Tatraponal, 42m ra = — 32,r#. = 26 7.3
KD.W Teha*enal, hm ra = — 70 3.4
NH,HJ%' Totra*onal, 42m ra = — 23, ra = 62 9.6
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The temperature dependence of t;, can be compared
to that of the corresponding dielectric constant K.. In
Fig. 16, &, measured on samples obtained frorru the same
source as Samples A and B, has been multiplied by an
appropriate constant in order to match it to Ks at 25°C.
There is an approximate agreement in form between
r;, and &, similar to that found in KDP (Ref. 31).
Meyerhoffer s work (Ref. 20) indicates that the spon-
taneous birefringence (an), is proportional to the square
of the spontaneous polarization. If the induced birefring-
ence also depends on the total polarization, then a field-
induced change in (an). is given by:
B (an). = AP. BP. 
= AP.K.s,,	 (16)
BE	 BE
where A is a constant. Since the induced birefringence is
proportional to :'„ for a specified field, we might expect
that
flu (T) P. (T) K.. (T).	 (Pl)
In Fig. 16, P. (T) K. (T) is compared with r;,. It can be
seen that the agreement is somewhat improved, but still
is not good. There is no immediate explanation for this
result.
c. Apptiet old in da a4keetimL Measurements were
made on the Linz-type crystal, Sample C. The experi-
mental configuration is shwvn in Fig. 17. A null occurs
when the optic axes of the crystal are aligned with the
crossed polarizer and analyzer axes. With a field applied
in the a-direction, the oven assembly (and crysb)) is
TEMPERATURE, *G
Fig. 16. Mot of r„ Kc, and P.K, vs temperature
Fig, 17. Experimental setup for nwasuremest of r.s
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rotated through an angle 8 to re -establish the null con-
dition. For fields of = 1200 v/cm, 8 was of the order
of 10 to 30 min of arc, Justifying the approximation used
in the derivation of Eq. (13). Linearity measurements
were made only at room temperature. Fig. 18 indicates
that the effect for u-directed fields is also quite ling
at room temperature over a large range of applied fields.
The values of r., (T) calculated by means of Eq. (13)
for Sample C from both ac anti do measurements are
indicated in Fig. 19. The ac and do measurements agree,
but there is a 20% uncertainty in the data arising from
instrumental noise. At 23°C some discrepancy in the
&,P. exists. The larger values were recorded first, indi-
cating some depoling of the crystal may have occurred
before the rest of the points were measured.
As with r' .. (T) and e, (T), r., exhibits the same general
behavior as K,(T), although the agreement is not quanti-
FIELD, v dc
Fig. 18. Lineority of r,, effect
tative. Again, the elector-optic coe^cient is enormous,,
varying from 2000 X 10- 6 cm/statv at roan temperature
to 750 X 10-6 cm/statv above room temperature. It is
interesting to note that the rotation of the total polariza-
tion vector, as calculated from a measurement of K. at
room temperature for Sample C. is about 50 min of are
for an applied field of 530 v/cm, corresponding to a
rotation of the principal axes of 18 min of arc at the
same value of applied field.
C. Cryogenics Research
J. T. Hording
1. Cryog*nk Gyroscope
a. Ac lower in supesconducNng niobium rotors. Inves-
tigation of low-frequency magnetic field losses in super-
conductors has been under way since their discovery in
late 1981 (Refs. 35-7). During the past year three nio-
bium spheres have undergone a series of fabrication
and heat treatments in an effort to determine how to
eliminate ac loss in cryogenic gyro rotors. An outline
of & a treatments and the test results are given here.
The spheres were obtained from the Minneapolis.
Honeywell Military Products Research Croup. The fab-
rication and heat treatments were done at Minneapolis.
Honeywell, while the ac lass measurements were
conducted at JPL. Fabrication of the rotors consisted
of the following:
(1) Rough machining of an annealed niobium rod
(99.9+% pure) to a 1-in. D sphere.
(2) Outgassing of the sphere at 2000°C and 10- 11 torn.
(3) Lapping and polishing to 5-pin. sphericity.
(4) Vacuum annealing.
Loss measurements after Step (1) were indicative of
the ac losses of the niobium prior to any special treat-
ment or processing required for the cryogenk: gyroscope
application. Successive loss meanuements determined the
effect of each subsequent step.
Tenting for ac losses consists of observing the decelera-
tion rate of the rotor while levitated in a do magnetic
field and spinning at 100 rps. A polar plot dwwi >g the
magnetic field distribution versus latitude is given in
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Fig. 20. Magnetic field on surface of sphere
Fig. 20. The symmetry axis of the levitational field is
vertical, while the rotor spin axis lies in the horizontal
plane. Formerly, ac losses were measured calorimetri-
cally, i .e., by observing the time required for a thermally
isolated superconductor to heat up to its transition tem-
perature in a uniform ac magnetic field. At low loss rates,
thermal isolation was found to be inadequate and desorp-
tion was a problem. The deceleration technique, wherein
energy dissipation is calculated as the decrease in kinetic
energy, is free of complicated side effects and has yielded
reproducibility for loss rates of 2.5 X 10- w.
In order to keep the specimen temperature c )nstant
while absorbing energy, it is necessary to admit some
helium gas into the space surrounding the rotor so that
heat can be conducted to the liquid helium bath. At the
same time, the gas produces drag. The deceleration
caused by the gas can be made a small fraction of the
total deceleration and yet provide adequate cooling for
rotor speeds less than 200 rps. However, a correction
must be made; this is done by measuring the deceleration
at 10 torn and making use of the linear dependence
of gas drag on pressure in the Knudsen range.
Table 2. Ac losses at 4.2 e K in three niobivfn spheres
Rater Cendltlen mod,
7nw-^_j
01»Fpe-
noo.I
ow
a:.
d	 '^
MH2 Rewsh machined
from logo Ceierimetric deter, net pie-deciNe
Ovt" d Calorimetric date. net rerrodeciMe
tapped to $ pin. 100 4.3 X 10'
	 13	 Li
Anneoled h 0.0 X 10 '
	
1.1	 i.e X to-
(
MH} Rough machind
from in" Ceierime,	 dole. not reprNeciNe
Outposted Celorimetric daft, not rsprodmirle
tapped to 3 pin. 13 1.o X 10 '	 140	 3.0
Anneoled los 0.90 X 10 '
	
1.1	 2.7 X 10"'
MH4 lough machine I
from 00"06d
in0et end
onneoled 100 4.0 X 10
	 0.73	 1.1 X 10
lapped and
re-onneoled 103 1	 1.3 X 10 '	 0.23 1 4.0 X 10
.pa IWW.
Test results are given in Table 2; these data were
taken near 100 rps. Data taken over a wide range of
rotor speeds indicate that the deceleration rate or the
loss of energy per cycle is independent of speed. This
implies that the losses are of the hystere's type and
that the rate of dissipation is proportional , frequency.
No information regarding dependence or held strength
is obtainable since all tests were run ir. the same field.
b. Gyro teW. Th, discovery of ac losses ended all
efforts to test the fea<ibility of the cryogenic gyroscope.
Recently, as discussed a l nve, ac losses have been reduced
to the point where spindown times are extended to days
or months. This makes possible, for the first time, the
observation of a spinning rotor for a sufficient time to
demonstrate behavior as a gyroscope, using the Earth as
a rate table. Drift of the rotor spin axis relative to inertial
space has been measured for each of the outgassed rotors
discussed above. Results are very encouraging in that
drift rates substantially below the Earth 's rate have been
observed.
The system used to support and house the rotor is
shown in Fig. 21. The glass housing is double-walled.
Helium gas for spinup L, co lducted through the annular
region past the radiation and cooling baffles and exits
through jets located around the levitated rotor. After
operating speed is re,ched, a high va:,utun can be pro-
duced within the housing by pumping on the inner charrl-
ber. Two niobium wire -wound coils carrying current in
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Fig. 21. Cryogenic gyro
tyjl , int; directions create the gradient field required to
support the rotor. The leads to these coils are shorted
so that they
 can carry a persistent current. No electric
power is required once the rotor is levitated. The assem-
bly is contained in it stainless-steel donh te Dewar which
contains liquid helium for maintaining the g%ro at -I-' h
(Fig 22. .
Operation consists of spinning the rotor about it hori-
zontal axis in an approximately L ast-west direction Dim-
ing the course of it da y as the Earth rotates, the axis of
the hall appears to rotate ith respt.; to the Earth-
fixcd Dewar. \vtJvchvig drift, the rotor . pin axis will
trme it 	 circle %%ith respe; •t to the Earth about the
Earth's polar axis during one sidereal da y . The rotor
axis is viewed through a port in the Dewar with a
microscope attached to the Dewar. Due to microscopic
irregularities of the rotor surface, the poles are visihl-•
as stationary- points at the center of concentric circles.
Since the rotor is it solid sphere, this method of readout
chininates an y need for it preferred spin axis. I1cc•ause
the microscope has limited freedom of motion, deternii-
nation of drift can onl\ he made when the axis is within
the viewint; port. In practice the microscope crosshairs
are set on the axis at an initial time, and suhsegnent
readings are mode at approximately 12-hr intervals when-
cvcr a pole crosses the crosshairs. The crossing times
c;tn he meastin-d with an ac •c•nraev of +I min in time.
v,hich repmsents an uncertaint y of ±15 min of arc.
fit to interpret the drift data presented in Table 3,
it is nec•e;!,ur, to understand the nature of the observed
drift. The traicutor\ of t t ie spin axis in inertial space
is very nearly it cone about the Earths polar axis. Since
the spin axis is initialh• almost perpendicular to the
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Tr ifle 3. Drift data for three rotors
Average AverageSpeed length ftabsolute dri rque StaticRotor range, of test, required to period,
rps hr
rate'
deg/hr
produce drift', sec
dyne-cm
MH2 251-219 71.5 0.056 0.020 25
MH3 240-196 92.3 0.562 0.19 45
MH4 99-88 49.5 3.13 0.45 20
°r = IWO.
Earth's polar axis in the present test, the observed drift
is an east- or west-traced circle. Strictly speaking, the
circle is not perfect; actually the trajectory has a slight
spiral toward Polaris. Drift data for the three rotors
are presented graphically in Fig. 23.
The period of oscillation of each rotor was measured
when first levitated by rotating it slightly from its equi-
librium orientation and observing the ensuing motion.
The period was again measured after the gyro test when
the rotation had stopped. In each case there was no
significant change in period as G result of spinup and
spindown. The static period provides an upper limit on
drift rate by the following relationship:
12,,\2
T > WQ,
where T is the static period, . i!^ the rotor speed, and
Q is the precession rate. The drift rate is considerably
below the limit because components of torque perpen-
dicular to the spin axis average out due to spin.
No attempt was made in these tests, neither mechani-
cally nor analytically, to compensate the errors contribut-
ing to drift. Although the rotors were lapped to high
sphericity and then annealed, they were not specifically
mass-balanced. The magnetic field was not adjusted to
reduce drift; the field was predetermined and remained
the same for all tests. The results are presented as raw
data, and none have been omitted.
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Fig. 23. Drift vs time for three niobium rotors
It is felt that these results demonstrate the feasibility
of the eiyogenic gyro concept. Not only are absolute
drift rates well below the Earth's rate attainable, but,
to a large extent, the drift is predictable. The major causes
of drift are the same factors that give rise to a finite
static period: non-sphericity and trapped flux. (In the
case of Rotor M112, the London moment induced in the
spinning superconductor is an important source of drift,
about 1.1 deg/day.) The sphericity of the rotors can
easily be improved by a factor of 2 to 3. Their asphericity
is over 5 µin., which is the value obtained after lapping
and before final annealing. The sphericity of the rotors
will be measured after the present gyro tests. Trapped
flux can easily be reduced by 2 orders-of-magnitude by
the use of additional tt-metal shielding during cooldown.
In the research model gyro, there are a number of design
features which have not been optimized. In a development
model, the rotor size would be at least twice as large.
If possible, the rotor would be fabricated as a hollow
shell, rather than the solid ball used here. The rotor
speed should be increased to as high a value as the rotor
will tolerate, i.e., 1000 rps or more. All of these fac-
tors could reduce drift by approximately 2 orders-of-
magnitude.
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ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION
V. Materials Research
A. Pure Oxide Ceramic Research
M. H. leipold
The mechanical behavior of polycrystalline oxide
materials is markedly affected by the presence of minor
amounts of impurities (Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4). At high tempera-
ture, deformation is enhanced by the formation of minor
amounts of easily deformed material at the grain bound-
aries resulting in easy slide of one grain past another.
The concept of deformation of grain boundaries in ce-
ramic oxides has been supported by work in the literature
(Refs. 3 and 4).
It is of interest to determine the inherent mode of
deformation of these materials when the effect of impuri-
ties has been eliminated. Because of the unavailability of
oxide materials with very low impurity content such
information is not available.
Other properties of refractory oxides may be affected
by very small amounts of impurities. For example, it has
been reported that small amounts of impurity may result
in an increase in porosity when dense oxides are exposed
to very high temperatures (Ref. 5). Such a suggestion
could be confirmed by examination of materials not
containing these impurities.
In order to make available dense polycrystalline ce-
ramic oxide specimens containing very low levels of
impurity it was necessary, first, to develop powders con-
taining as little impurity as possible and, secondly, to
develop techniques for fabricating these powders into
usable specimens. A possible solution to the first problem,
that of production of very pure powder, was obtained
and is being presently evaluated. In brief the technique
involved solution of high-purity magnesium metal, extrac-
tion of impurity by means of a selective chclating agent,
and precipitation of magnesium oarbonate. This precipi-
tate was then calcined under vacuum to produce very
high-purity, fine magnesium oxide powder.
'Sample from R. A. Weeks, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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The second step in the production of dense polycrystal-
line specimens was a technique which will permit densi-
fication of the fine pure powders without the inti-miuction
of additional impurity. One of the best techniques avail-
able was hot pressing. However, one serious proble rn
with the normal graphite: die hot pressing has been the
introduction of inipitrity from the graphite dies and, to
Borne extent, introduction of graphite i^sclf to the oxide
powders. A modification of this standard hot-pressing
procedure which to a large extent will eliminate these
problems was the use of alunuinunu oxide dies and rams
at lower temperatures. The higher strength available in
the altnninum oxide material permitted the use of higher
pressing pressures and consequently produced theoreti-
(•ally dense material at lower pressing temperatures. The
combination of greater compatibility between the oxide
(lies and rams with the oxide powder and lower tempera-
tures greatly reduced the te ndency toward contamination.
In addition, the use of lower pressing temperatures
resulted in it material having an extremely fine grain
structure. Oxide die hot-pressing technique has been
reported in the literature (Ref. 6).
An oxide die hot-pressing facility has been designed
and constructed at JPL and is shown in Fig. 1. The unit
inay be operated under a vacuum of the order of 50 u or a
variety of gas atmospheres including pure oxygen. Pro-
vision was made for improved vacumns if required. The
unit has it maxinuuin operating temperature of 1?00°C
ancf loads up to a maximum of 40,000 Ib may be applied.
Linear heating and cooling rate were autornatically
controlled.
A critical portion of art die hot-pressing system is
the choice of die material. Ahuninum oxide is the most
widely used because of the relatively high strength at
1100°C (approximately 30,(Xx) psi). The most successful
dies used to date have been those which have been hot
pressed to 99% theoretical density at this laboratory
front Linde A5175 alpha alumina (Ref. 5). Some attempts
have been made to use it high-grade commercia'. alumi-
nnnr oxide. This material had comparable purity to the
N, material; however, the density was about 93% of
theoretical. The cxmuncrcial aliuuinunr oxide was not
nearly so successful a die material, failing every time
under normal use conditions. Further, entirely different
modes of failure were encountered between the two
materials. The commercial c.lumintim oxide failed quite
docilely into two pieces, while the JPL pressed material-
shattered when it slid fracture, scattering many pieces
thrutighout the furnace.
Attempts have been made to support the commercial
aluminum oxide dies by means of ',-in. thick by 1-in. wide
mol ybdenum ring. (Clinnux Corporation, Grade TZM)
which arc ground to fit the outer surface of the die case.
The size of the ring is adirusted so that at 1100°C all of
the load will he theoreticall y supported by the molybde-
num ring. This technique has been successful and has
reduced die failures using the commercial material to
approximately one in ten. However, use of the (lie is
limited to a vacuum or inert atmosphere.
Some experimentation is also under way using other die
materials. Molybdenunu TL\1 (lies have been successfolly
used; however, galling occurred between the (lie and
rams and the components could not be separated without
a fracture. Modifications of the technique are under con-
sideration. Also refractory carbide dies may be used, both
for the oxides and for use in he high purity carbide
research program.
Specimens produced by the oxide die hot pressing have
been limited to small pi °ces of material, while the tech-
nique was developed aad knowledge of pressing param-
eters determined. Figs. ? and 3 show micro and macro
Fig. 2. Electron micrograph of oxide die hot-pressed
MgO. Black lines are 1 µ apart.
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Fig. 3. Oxide die hot-pressed M90, 2 mm thick. Specimens polished on both sides
v iew s of oxide dic• hot-pressed magm-shon oxide produced
from commercial 0.1- IL starting; maWrial. The electron
iowrograph (Fig, 2) was prepared by Sloan Research
Inthlstries, using; the Parlodion replica tec • hni(Iue. The
sltecitnen \sits polished and steam elchecl. Moth spec•irlteus
were pressed at 115(1 C, 15.(1(1() psi for one -half hour The
left spet • inu •n (Fit;. T, whirl] is colorless, was pressed
ender viwoum, while the right specimen, ss hich is fink
ill color, w;ts pressed ill The difference ill has
heen A pre,-lit .rtlnhllted 14) the oxidation state of tumor
it 1pnr• ity x%ItIiin the Iiiaterials, and i, presently under frtr-
tller invest lgat it) n. • I he %I -oIiiig material of each of dies,
sperinlens, Fisher Grade \I i(N1 Inag;ttesiuto Oxide, \s•.ts
reported apprminmtely 99.5' % bore, containing 0.1 to
11.2 1 ; e,rch of c •ah •imn, silicon, and iron as the princip:d
kno\%n impurities.
Several pressing, base heett trade using; the higher
purity mag;nesiom oxide prodlurd at this laboratory.
These have generally heen Noulesshil and have indicated
that pressings InaV he acrorttplishetl at lower tempera-
tures than required with the \13W malerial. This would
he ;I
	
of the finer particle size obtained \s hen the
high porit y \Ig(1 is calcined ill 	 at temperatures
ill
	
11111 to :S00 C range. Early hot pressing tests made
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with a sample of high purity MgO calcined 900°C in air 
were not successful. It was necessary to substitute vac-
uum calcining for the previously used air calcining to
obtain powders which were sufficiently fine to permit
fabrication into dense specimens in the oxide die hot
press. The material calcined in air was composed of par-
ticles 1 to 2 µ D, while the vacuum calcined material
should yield particles in the range of 0.01µ. Some prob-
lems have been encountered with incomplete calcination
in the high purity magnesium oxide. These problems have
taken the form of delamination of the pressed specimens,
and failure to attain theoretical density. Investigation of
this material will continue.
=R. A. Weeks, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, private communi-
cation.
B. Pure Carbide Ceramic
Research
M. H. Laipoid
The work reported in Ref. 7 on the production of dense
pure tantalum carbide specimens is continuing with most
of the effort being concentrated on the purification of
available raw materials. Heating tantalum containing 0.1
wt %© oxygen in a high vacuum lowered the oxygen con-
tent; however, the finely divided tantalum powder sin-
tered into a solid and could not be used in the production
of tantalum carbide without particle size reductions.
Particle size reduction of a malleable metal such as tan-
talum was felt to be difficult without introduction of
additional impurities.
A second purification approach was attempted by dis-
solving hydrogen into the tantalum metal powder at
450°C and 0.1 torr hydrogen pressure. It was hoped that
subsequent removal of the hydrogen would remove the
oxygen impurity. The hydrogen used had been purified
by diffusing it through palladium at 325"C. The hydrogen
was removed from the tantalum at 800°C in a vacuum of
2 X 10-" ton Chemical analysis indicated no reduction
in oxygen levels as a result of this treatment.
A third technique employed carbon to remove oxygen
from the tantalum and was successful. Thus the carburi-
zation of the tantalum to form tantalum carbide powder
and the removal of oxygen could be accomplished simul-
taneously. By this technique tantalum carbide powder
has been produced with oxygen levels of approximately
0.03 wt %. This carbide powder has been produced from
National Research Corp. Grade SGQ tantalum powder
and from Speer Carbon Co. No. 11 nuclear flour. The
graphite flour had been degassed at 1200°C in vacuum
of 2 X 10-" torr before use and stored in a dry helium
atmosphere. These inAterials were reacted in vacuum of
the order of 5 X 10- tors at temperatures above 1400°{',.
After 8 hr at 1800°C, a stoichionietric mixture of carbon
and tantalum had proceeded to 92% completion.
It had been noted during the investigation that merely
exposing the finely divided carbide powder to the air
results in additional oxygen and nitrogen contamination.
In one case the oxygen level changed from 0.03 to 0.09
wt % and in another case from 0.09 to 0.3 wt % after
48 hr in air. Nitrogen increases were also evident although
not so pronounced. These differences in sensitivity to air
contamination may be a result of uncontrolled differences
in particle size of the carbide powder.
These purification techniques have resulted in the ca-
pability of producing tantalum carbide powder containing
approximately 0.03 %G oxygen, 0.015% nitrogen, and total
metallic impurities of approximately 0.01%.. Such mate-
rials should be satisfactory for initial investigation of
mechanical properties.
During the investigations reported here a commercial
source of tantalum carbide became available which may
be capable of approaching, although at present not equal-
ling, the levels of purity attained here. This source will
be evaluated and the possibility of obtaining material
purified to a still greater extent will be investigated.
The second phase in obtaining usable tantalum carbide
specimens for evaluation is the hot pressing of this high
purity powder into dense polycrystalline blanks. A vac-
uum hot press has been purchased and is presently being
installed. This unit is designed for maximum operating
temperatures of 2500°C under inert gas or a vacuum.
The vacuum would be of the order of 10- torr below
2100°C. Above this temperature the volatility of carbon
limits the vacuum attainable. With this hot press it is
expected that specimens closely approaching theoretical
density can be fabricated without introduction of addi-
tional contamination.
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C. Graphite
W. V. Kotlensky
1. Glassy Carbon
Preliminary tensile results on glassy carbon were re-
ported previously (Ref. 8). Additional tests have been
made for the purpose of delineating its high temperature
tensile behavior.
The glassy carbon was supplied by the Tokai Electrode
Manufacturing Company. Two different lots were tested.
These were reported by the manufacturer to have been
heat-treated at 2000 0C (Lot 228) and 3000°C (Lot 229)
and to have a density of 1.50 g/cm'. Tensile results are
given in Table 1.
As seen in this table the strengths of these two lots are
not markedly different. The scatter in the data is not
unexpected for such a new material. Over the tempera-
ture range studied, both lots are from 2 to 4 times
stronger than standard pitch-coke graphites, and show
the same behavior as pitch-coke eraphites of increasing
strength up to 2500°C, followed by a dropoff in strength
above this temperature. When compared on a strength-
to-density ratio basis, the strength of glassy carbon ap-
pears more remarkable. At 2500°C, for example, glassy
carbon is as strong as pyrolytic graphite.
The ductility at 250(1°C and above as evidenced by the
recorded elongation for Lot 228 (the material heat-
treated at 2000°C) is similar to pitch coke graphite, and
Table 1. Tensile properties of glassy carbon
Lot 220, let 229,
Met-tram	 at 2000 C hoot -treated at 3000%
TOO
Ultlatete Recorded Ultimate Record"TemperNam,
aC stm"th, oWnsation" stretieth, elenoatlen,•
Psi % PW %
Room temp. 5,400 - 5,900
1600 8,000 0.5 2,100 0.7
1600 6,700 0.15 6,400 0.6
1900 11,300 1.2 11,800 1.1
1900 16,100 2.5 10,000 1.3
2200 17,500 2.3 12,100 1.1
2200 16,700 2.6 14,800 3.6
2500 20,800 13.2 14,400 2.1
2300 20,100 9.0 20,800 3.4
2300 - - 25,300 3.8
2700 16,100 23.2 20,400 5.4
2700 17,700 33.1 16,400 1.8
2900 10,400 12.2 14,200 2.3
2900 12,700 23.5 13,500 3.9
-Conocted for defernsetien in the filleted regions.
Spain rah -- 2 X 10-4 in./in./coc.
is markedly greater than Lot 229 (the material heat-
treated at 3000 0 C). The lack of appreciable ductility in
the Lot 229 glassy carbon can be attributed to the
3000°C heat treatment, since this is the only reported
difference between this lot and Lot 228. Continuing
studies are being made on the effect of heat treatmentof
Lot 228, tested at temperatures above 2000°C, as well as
on structural changes of the heat-treated and deformed
materials.
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A. Electromechanical Engineering Support
A. The Packaging of Integrated
Circuits
L. Katz,n
The use of integrated circuits (chips , ) has the follow-
ing advantages: reduction in volume, weight, and power
consumption; improved reliabilit y ; increase in frequency;
and reduction of design and fabrication time.
1. Definition of Problem
As loxv-level chip assemblies are combined to forth
larger poriions of a system, the packaging density de-
creases because of large unusable voids in the resulting
1 A Tip is a miniature circuit formed of silicon, t ypically 0.005 in.
thick and tk in. long, sunk into the chip in gaseous form, under
high ten pe-atures, are microscopic particles of impurities (Such as
horon or phosphorous) which act as transistors, diodes, and other
electronic components. The tiny particles are connected by a thin
coat of metal ( usually aluminum) which is vaporized and con-
densed onto the surface oI the silicon, vdhere it is etched into a
circuit pattern. The final product is encased in a metal or ceramic
container, with little metal connections protruding from it.
geometry. In four integrated circuit modules being built
for JPL, the volumetric efficiency varies from 2 to 5%.
Chips have a higher inherent reliability than corre
sponding circuits made from d i screte conventional com-
ponents. The assembly of chips requires a higher level
of human dexterity than the assembly of conventional
components. Because of the density of interconnections,
packaging engineers attempt to increase interconnection
area by designing in three dimensions. With the increased
complexity, the reliability of the assemb'y may not offer
as great an advantage as the reliability of the chip indi-
cates.
An additional problem which arises with tight multi-
layer packaging of chips is the limited capability for
change and repair and the resulting reliability degrada-
tion when repairs or changes are made.
The packaging problem is being studied with the
objectives to:
(1) Decrease t l.e human element in assembly.
(2) Allow for repair and change with reasonable ac-
cessibility.
(3) Reduce design and fabrication time.
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(4) Reduce number of joints.
(5) Eliminate friction contacts in flight.
Three complementary studies are now in various stages
to develop: (1) a technique for int erconnecting chips on
a modular level, (2) a method for interconnecting mod-
ules, and (3) a microminiature connector.
2. Interconnection of Chips
The technique for interconnecting a group of ten to
thirty chips into a module is based on a system of ]am-
inated preforms.- This system permits complex intercon-
nections with a minimum of junction interfaces, a
Katzin, L., "The Interconnection of Integrated Circuit Chips," JPL
interoffice memo, January 1964.
Fig. 1. Models of interconnection sticks
practical minimum of the human element in assembly,
Mid very little lead time. Maintenance, repair and change
capability are possible at the component level. The pre-
forms being used in the initial nwckups are "fish skele-
tons" of thin beryllium copper, each of w1iich represents
a circuit nodal point. These preforms can be cui at the
main trunk as often as necessary, thus establishing more
circuit nodes ( Figs. 1 and 2). Ribs are removed as
needed, and the preforms are laminated one on top of
the other, separated by riblxms of insulation. The lam-
ination when finished will resemble an original preform,
with only on( rib extending from each side at any
position and a greater trunk ( spine) thickness. The ribs
are then folded up and the entire lamination is placed
into a plastic trough.
Chips are placed on top of the trough such that their
leads are superimposed upon the ribs of the preformed
laminate. The leads are then welded to the ribs with u
conventional resistance or gap-welding technique. There
is only one weld per lead to interconnect all of the chips
on the trough (or stick). A stick 0.200 X 0.150 X 4.50 in.
is capable of interconnecting fifteen Texas Instr,tments
chips, permits 30 input and output leads, occupies 0.125
in." and has a volumetric efficiency of approximately 10%.
As mentioned, the first prototypes have been limited to
a stick peon-et-y; however, it appears quite reasonable
to use the same technique in a planar orientation, which
would permit more chips in a module assembl y (a 3 X 3
in. module could accommodate 120 chips, still requiring
only one weld per used chit; lead).
Fig. 2. Interconnection stick and nodal preform
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The technique as described requires very little design
time, as the circuit information c•an be used in tabulated
form and flit removing of ribs and cutting of trunk can
be pseudo-autoniatcd with graphic arts, or totally auto-
mated by a punched tape.
One trial stick has been huilt, and simple tooling has
been c•onipleted for it second niodel. This general tech-
nique has been adopted by Fairchild Space and Defense
Systems in performing a contract for JPL.
3. Module Interconnection
An effort is under way to develop a tedmique of weld-
ing magnet wire through the insulation. The i,itended
application for thi ,, process is a hack panel or "mother
board ­ which will pern ► it high density point-to-point "wir-
ing from it instruction. This is not auto ►na-
tion for cost Tuchic•tion, but rather for control (which
► means reliability) and time sa ying (which means flex-
ibility).
The intent is to interconnect a miniature high density
terminal hoard point-to-point on centers of 0.032 to
0.050 in. iu so little time that rather than changing the
intcrc•onnect, a new revised panel can be built to replace
the old one. This will provide on a 3 X 2 1 -, in. panel,
interconnect capacity for ten 3 X 3 in. modules of 120
chips pa.kagcd as described above, or a totally intercon-
nected module of 1?(10 integrated chips in a block of
31t_ X 3 X 2'2 in. (26% in.`l or about 4% volumetric
efficiency on a system level.
The male pin is gold-platcd beryllitim copper sprint;
wipe, 0.016-in. D. This pin is engaged inio a scam-
less brass tube 0.020 I.D. with 0.006-in. wall, with a
slight "S" bend in the shank. This bend is approximately
an 0.020-in. offset, which is sufficient for a good mating
action, yet not sufficient to exceed the elastic li ► nit of the
male pin. The adjustment in insertion and withdrawal
force can be ► nade at the time of mamilacture by vary-
ing the amount of offset.
This connector could be used with the stick assembly
and/or the " ► nother board" to provide pressure contact
assemblies through test and c hcekout and later con-
verted to a weldei joint which could be reconverted to
it pressure contact ii necessary.
B. Welded Electronic Packaging
R. M. Jorgensen
Recent efforts in welded electronic packaging have
been divided between providing JPL with a facility
capable of accomplishing flight quality rework and fabri-
cation, and actuall y performing such fabrication. As a
1
This technique would also simplify and increase the
rc•liabilitN of ► nemory array terminations, where magnet
wire is now used. Preliminary investigation and experi-
mentation resulted in very strong confidence in the ability
of industry to solve this problem without a significant
change in today's state of the art.
4. Microminiature Conn(--tor
A microminiature connector is in its second stage of
development. The simplicity of design offers potentially
very high reliability with a se!,-.•c:on of wide range of
insertion and withdrawal forces. The principle of this
connector differs front that of conventional connectors
in that the female is rigid and the male element is de-
flected. Fig. 3. Large throat depth welding 0ation
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Fig. 5. Emitter follower module
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Fig. 4. Mariner C absorptivity standard —thermometer
standard
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flight quality fabrication shop, an air-conditioned "white
1700111" environ ► nent is maintained because the output of
welding power supplies drift with temperature st ► ffi-
cient1v to require close temperat tire control. The facility
has been equipped with three welding stations designed
for cordwood module fabrication and one station fur
much larger work, such ;u matrix fabrication or repair
( Fig. 3). The major diffic-tlt y in providing it flight-quality-
level welding facility is the proper training of personnel,
both for operation and technical direction, since re-
sistance welding is not it w.del% known technology. To
this end. it ► moderate ;unount of prototype fabrication has
been perforated and a very limited amount of fli<,ht
hardware has been assembled.
Items fabricated ranged from tic Mariner C (Mars
Mission, 1964 1 Mars Gate and Absorbtivit y Standard
Thernunrleter assembly ( Fig. 4) to some moderately
conlplcA digital circuit modules for it prototype nwdel of
the nonreal-time, data automation systems ( NRT DAS)
frou ► Mariner C assembled with typical electronic com-
ponents (Fig. 5). The NHT DAS modules were also as-
sembled into subassemblies in which portions of the
interconnection were welded.
A follow-on effort to the NRT DAS prototype modules
is it design study to provide an all-welded subsystem.
Prototypes of this system will be fabricated and a com-
plete mockup fabricated and subjected to vibration tests
to determine the structural limitations of the projected
design concept.
:i
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ENGINE!FRING FACILITIES DIVISION
VII. Aerodynamic Facilities
A. Wind Tunnels
E. A. Nierengarten, P. Jaffe, G. M. Goranson, J. J. Minich,
R. W. Weaver, and M. J. Argoud
1. Mariner Blunt Body Stability,
E. A. Nie•engarten and P. Jaffe
To obtain static aerodynamic coefficients a wind tunnel
test was performed on Mariner planetary entry config-
urations; the test is outlined and the configurations are
described in Ref. 1. Some results of the test at Mach
number 4.54 are presented here, along with results as
predicted by the unmodified Newtonian impact theory.
In particui-r, the normal force coefficient (C,) for each
configuration, as obtained from the test and theory, is
presented as a function of the angle of attack. (At 90-deg
angle of attack the normal force is parallel to the flow
and is, therefore, the drag.) Fig. 1 shows the influence
of centerbody length on the normal force coefficient for
configurations having similar forebodies and afterbodies.
Agreement of theory with actual Cy is reasonably good.
The family of configurations considered in Fig. 2 has
similar forebodies with various centerbody lengths and
conical afterbody angles. The impact theory does not
adequately describe the actual normal force coefficients
for this familv.
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061
CONFIGURATION JPL	 TEST	 NEWTONIAN THEORY
NO RESULTS	 (UNMODIFIED)
1 0	 ..........
2 A	
— — — —
3 q
4 p
M: 4.54 Rei n. c 3.3 X 103
//	 r
V 04
.	
..	
......
02
0
CONFIGURATION LENGTH
NO DIAMETER a. deg
1
04 77.0
2 0.5 77.0
3 06 770
4 0.7 77.0
-02L
40 60	 60	 100	 120
ANGLE OF ATTACK, deg
Fig. 1. Normal force coefficient (Configurations 1, 2, 3, 4)
2. Free-Flight Body	ogue Studies, G. M. Goransan
Wind Tunnel Test 20-579 was conducted as a prelim-
inary investigation of supersonic forebody-drogue con-
figurations in free flight with regard to both drag and
dynamic behavior. A Previous test (NVT 20-567, Ref. 2)
indicated that it drogue has a significant effect on the
stability of a forebody at high oscillation amplitudes.
Subsequently, a snore comprehensive investigation pro-
gram was initiated, and Test 20-579 is an early result.
The following parameters are considered to be sig-
nificant to the testing of the forebody-drogue system in
free flight:
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V` 0 4
CONFIGURATION	 JPL TEST	 NEWTONIAN THEORY
	
NO	 RESULTS	 (UNMODIFIED)
	
5	 O	 .......
	
6	 L	 ----
	
7	 q
	
8	 p
	
M - 454	 Rein - 3.3 x 105
02
CONFIGURATION LENGTH o degNO DIAMETER
—	 5 092 37,2
—	 6 087 446
—	 7 086 51.6
—	 8 089 57.2
0
—02L40	 6t,	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160
ANGLE OF ATTACK, deg
Fig. 2. Normal force coefficient (Configurations 5, 6, 7 , 8)
Geometric	 (7) Launch mode (Le, relative position of drogue an(]
(1) Forebody shape. 	 forebody at launch).
(2) Drogue shape.
(3) Ratio,drogue diameter to forebody diameter(d/D).	 Di1nurnic
(4) Ratio, tow line length to forebody diameter (11D).	 (8) Ratio, mass of forebody to mass of drogue.
(5) Attachment method of tow line to the bodies.	 (9) Nature of tow line. material (i.e., mass, flexibility.
(6) Launch angle of attack of forebody. 	 elasticity).
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Fig. 3. Forebody configurations
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A.
(10) Moments of inertia of each body.
Flow
(11) Mach number.
(12) Reynolds number.
Figs. 3 and •I illustrate the ranges of geometric parameters
I through 5 used in this test. Launch angle of attack of
Forebody was 0, 35, 90, or 180 deb. Launch mode refers
to the two alternative methods used for releasing the
models into free flight: either restraining only the Fore-
body prior to release (with the drogue trailing in the
stream), or holding both bodies side by side prior to
release thus allowing the drogue to "deploy" downstream
to the length of the tow line, after release into free flight.
No attempt was made to vary the remaining parameters
for this test. The mass of the drogues was simply made
small compared to the forebodies; the tow line was nylon
^a— 0.2 D
R • 1.2 D
15° _
	 D
-^	 D	 I 1
R •025 D	 R=005 D	 4 _tp•
fishing; line (10-I1) test); forebody moment of inertia/mass
ratio was designed to yield the maximum number of
oscillations in the test section. Test conditions were: Mach
number, 4.5; Revnolds number,/in., 7.5 X 10'; dynamic
pressure, 0.68 psia.
Definaive quantitative results of this test will be pre-
sented when the data are reduced and analyzed. How-
ever, some preliminary qualitative observations are:
drogue drag values for the 0-deg launch angle cases are
significantly below free-stream values and show a defi-
nite decrerse in drag with increasing trailing distances
for the range tested. Significant pitch clamping of the
forebode oscillation occurs in both the 90- and 35-deg
launch angle regimes. Damping has been observed, even
in the case of an apparently slack tow line, throughout
the flight.
Results of this test thus far indicate a large amount
of information of potentially great interest to be gained
through the investigation of the above parameters. Fur-
ther analysis an(] investigation are planned.
V_1	 HI-DRAG NO. 1	 3. Gemini Abort System Dynamic Stability, 1. 1. Mi,,ich(HD-1)
Wind "Tunnel Test 20-553 was a NASA-sponsored test
of a Manned Space Flight Center (Houston, Texas) scale
INE model of the Gemini abort seat and passenger. Purpose
of the test was to obtain dynamic stability data for the
seat and passenger at abort conditions of Mach number
and dynamic pressure. The approximate aerodynamic
^iD^
A - 1	 D = 1.00 in
l5D
	
d={1,o 0
^- j• 100
V-1	 D=1.00 in  d: {0.5 D1.0 D
^-j • I0D —+1	 0 S 0
d • {I.5 D
d•jj . 0D11 1 .5 D
D	 d-	 s 0180 AND
HD-1	 0- 1.00 1n.  Il'J1,!^/I 7,	 d = j I.0 D J CONE ANGLES
NGLES
T 1.5 D
T a d=	 1.5 DI 100-deg
d •	 1.5 DJ CONE ANGLE
3D ^d
{^0 0150
Fig. 4.	 Forebody-drogue combinations Fig. S. Dynamic stability models
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Fig. S. Dynamic stability test installation
parameters for the test were Mach numbers of 1.33, 1.65,
2.21, and 2.$1 and corresponding Reynolds numbers/in.
of 0.06 X 10" through 0.16 X 10". The test variables and
ranges were release angle of attack from 0 to 340 deg.
The models were supported on it transverse rod with
ball bearings. Oscillatory motion data were obtained with
a vonv2ntional 16 nun movie camera. Model configura-
tions, along with the test installation, are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6.
4. Advanced X-15 Stability, R. w w.o.*,
A series of NASA-sponsored Wind Tunnel Tests
(20-5S2 and 21-160) was recently completed on the modi-
fied version of the extended performance X-15 research
aircraft. The configurations tested to obtain stability an(]
control data were essentially the same as those in Ref. 3.
The most significant modification tested .vas the addition
of canard control surfaces on the forward fuselage
(Fig. 7). The canards were added to give longitudinal
Fig. 7. Canard coi ► trol surfaces on X-15 model
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control during high angle-of-attack re-entry flights. Th(
approximate aerodynamir, parameters for the. test were
Mach numhers from 1.48 to 8.00 and corresponding
Reynolds numbers/in. from 0.35 X 10° to 0.21 Y. 10% The
test variables and ranges were angle of attack from --10
to +44 deg, and angle of yaw from —4 to 4 10 deg.
Fig. 8. Pressure wedge model installation
5. Saturn Fin Shock Impingement Heat Transfer,
J. J. Mmrch
Wind Tunnel Tcst 21-155A was of the Boeing Coin-
pany (Iluntsville. Alabama) shock impingement heat
transfer model. 'I'he NASA-sponsored test was made to
obtain heating rates and pressure distributions in the
area of shock-- w ave impingement. Approximate aerody-
namic parameters for the test were Mach numbers 5.0,
8.0, and 8.0 with corresponding Reynolds numbers/in.
of ? through 10 X 10'. Vie test variable:; and ranges
were fin yaw angle from 0 to 10 deg. The model con-
figuration consisted of it wedge as a shock-wave
generator and an instruments c1, 0-deg swept fin (Fig. 8).
The test was a continuation of WT 21-155 (Ref. 4) in
which heating studies were conducted for a 30-deg swept
fin with the same shod: generator and at the same tunnel
conditions.
6. Aerobee Stability, M. J. Argoud
NASA-sponsored \find Tunnel Test 20-587 was of
the Space General Corporation (El Monte, California)
0.059(N-scale Aerobee 350 wind tunnel model. The test
was conducted to obtain aerodynamic force and moment
coefficients a:+ a function of roll position. Approximate
Fig. 9. Sting-mounted ;nstallation of Configuration T in the 21 -in. HWT
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aerodynamic parameters %vere Mach numbers 2.8 to 5.0
and corresponding Reynolds numbers/in. of 0.34 X 10'-
to 0.17 X 10". The test variables and ranges were angle
of attack from —4 to 1 16 deg, and angle of roll front
- 10 to A 90 deg. The model configuration ,vas made
up of a tangent ogive nose with a fineness ratio of five
followed by a cy lindrical afterbody with cruciform tail
surfaces at the aft end. Four semicircular shrouds were
spaced about the periphery of the vehicle beginning at
the aft end of the ogive and ending at the leading edges
of the tail fins. Forces and moments were obtained for
the complete configuration.
The rocket gas flow was simulated by nsini.^ gaseous
nitrogen. A problem arose because of the rel.ttive mass
flows between thc wind tunnel and tale rocket. Under
certain conditions the mass flow from the rocket was
appro\iinawly equal to the mass flow of the tunnel. The
result was separated flow in the test section %\ Hicii gave
erroneous data for those particular runs. The average
aerodynamic par meters for these tests were !Hach Winn
hers from 6.5 to 9.0 and Reynolds numhers in. front
0.02 Y 10" to 0.21 X 10'.
7. Expandable Rocket NozzleS, R W. Wearer
Tests were recently conducted in the JPL t Ivpersonic
Wind Tunnel (11\\'T) on expandable rocket nozzles for
tipper stage vehicles. The test program was initiated by
Aeriiet-General Corporation (Sacramcnto. California) and
is sponsored by the Department of Defense. Objective of
the tests was to investigate the aerodynamic effects of
external flow on the opening characteristics of the
nozzles.
Three models were tested. Each was a possible upper
stage vehicle. The models were mounted in one of two
ways: conventional sting mount (Fig. 9), or floor-numnted
strut (Fig. 10). The expandable portion of the nozzles
(referred to as skirts) was made using two different
methods: (1) electroforrning the skirts on made rr.rtlds
which produced skirts that were somewhat stiffer than
desired and (2) mechanically forming the convolutions
in the skirt which yielded skirts with the scaled charac-
teristics of the full-scale items.
0
Fig. 10. Strut-mounted installation of Configuration V
in the 21-in. HVIT
B. Hypervelocity Laboratot y
F. R Livingston, G. M Thomas, and W. A Menard
7. H -N Shock-Tube Re :ul,S, F. R. Livingston
Unicated hydrogen has recently been used as Iic
driver gas in an existing 3-in.-D, 17-ft-long shock tube
(Fig. 11) in tic l lypervelocity Laboratory in order to
obtain shock \clocities of over 12,000 It sec in nitrogen
gas. To reach the maxirnnn ► test gas temperature in an
unheated shock tube, Hydrogen gas must he used to
drive the shock. The theoretical shock velocity liniii
using hydrogen driver gas is more than twice that of
helium, the next hest driver gas.
Performance %vas competed for tie 3-in. sl.ock tube
by methods of shock-tube theory accounting for the
steady flow in the 2.125- in. ,gnare orifice at the dia-
phragm station. The hydrogen driver gas was assumed
to he a perfect g:.!.. The nitrogen gas incident and n--
flected shock conditions were obtained front the real
gas computations of lief. 5. Experimental shock speed
results were obtained by measuring the time of arrival
of the incident shock at stations near the driven end
of the shock tube. The experimental shock spced-
pressure ratio results are shown in Fig. 12 along with
theoretical results. The experimental shock sperdd is some-
what less than expected from theory. Loss in speed is
usually attributed to viscous effects not inclniedl in the
theoretical considerations. However. : v iscous attenuation
-f the shock is certainly not noticeable in Fig. 13 where
shock position is shown as a function of time. Additional
investigation is required here. In addition to shock speed,
the pressure behind the incident and reflected shock
was measured with a Kistler, Modcl NIL piezoelectric
pressure transducer Imated at Station 6. Reflected shock
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1 5 tt	 —^	 5 in.
5-ft DRIVER	 17 ft	 -
Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of 3-in. shock tube
HYDROGEN DRIVING NITROGEN
INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 293°K
DRIVER PRESSURE = 35 atm
EQUILIBRIUM NITROGEN	 —
—P4=100atm—^
I	 -	 p
P4 = 35 atm
4	 5	 8	 10	 12	 14
pressure ratios show good agreement with the calcula-	 3
tions of Ref. 5.
	
SHOCK VELOCITY US , x 10 ft/sec
Fig. 13. Vatiation of incident and reflected
Safety precautions taken while using hydrogen include
	 shock pos;!;on with time
ventilation of the overhead regions it, the building and
the venting of used gases to the outside of the building.
Tests show that hydrogen can be safely used to drive 	 2. Planetary Gas Radiation, G M. Thomas and W. A. Menard
shocks at speeds to 12,000 ft/sec in nitrogen. Experi- 	 An experimental investigation is currently being con-
mental pressure-velocity relationships show reasonable
	
ducted in tl:e electric shock tube in order to: (1) measure
agreement ^viti1 theoretical calculations.
	
the equiiibriurn and nonequilibrium spectral radiation
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Fig. 14. (a) Schematic of optical path; (b) apparatus for muking spectral radiation measurements
behind an incident shock wave and (2) measure the total
radiative heat transfer to the stagnation point of a model
in gas mixtures similar to the atmospheres of ,Liars and
Venus. The atmospheres of bcth planets are believed
to be mainly carbon dioxide and nitrogen with possible
(a) 99; CO2 - 91%'4 2 UPPER TRACE -X = 6390 -6610
US = 24,600 f t/sec LOWER TRACE -a = 4 705 - 4795
PI = 0.250 mm Hg
--► I	 2 µse c
(b) ^- to.l
	 T I M E —11-
z
^P
tP _1 I_
Fig. 15. (a) Oscilloscope traces from two
monochromators viewing the test
ga y radiation; (b) measurements
obtained from each trace
trace amounts of argon, but the exact percentages of the
components are not known. For this reason it is necessary
to investigate the radiation from several different mixtures
to de:ennine the effect of composition on the radiation.
In the current study the spectral radiation behind the
incident shock wave and the radiative heat transfer to
the stagnation point of a flat-faced c ylinder are being
measured for shock speeds ranging from 20,00 to 30,000
ft sec, and gas mixtures of 9, 30, and 100% carbon dioxide
, with the remainder being nitrogen. The -nitial driven
tube pressure is 0.250 mm Hg. Spectral radiation is
measured over the wavelength region from 3600 to
10,000 A and the total radiation measurements cover
the region from 0.3 to 2.7 p.
The spectral radiation behind the incident shock wave
is measured by three Perkin-Elmer monochromators
(Ref. 6) as shown schematically in Fig. 14. A typical
oscillogram of the radiation intensity from two mono-
chromator channels is presented in Fig. 15. The various
measurements which are made from these traces are
indicated on the figure. For the nonequtlibrium region
the following measurements are made: peak intensity,
time to peak (t,), and time to reach 1.1 times the equi-
librimn intensity (t,.,). The nonequilihrintn integrated
intensity directed toward a body from a slab of gas of
thickness F 1„ t,, , is also calculated. Equilibrium radiation
intensity is also obtained from a different oscillogram in
which the scope gain is adjusted for improved accuracy
in measuring the trace deflection clue to the equilibrium
radiation. An example of a s,3ectrum is given in Fig. 16.
A complete descrit.ition of the total radiation gage has
been presented previously (Pef. 6).
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PROPULSION DIVISION
ti
VIII. Solid Propellant Engineering
A. Low-Pressure Unstable
Combustion Analysis
L. Strand
1. Mechanism of Low-Pressure Combustion
Extinction
In Ref. 1 the solid rocket characteristic chamber length
L*, equal to the ratio of the mote: chamber free volume
to the nozzle throat area, was shown to correlate with
the mean critical chamber pressure F, .r for conditional
combustion stability for a given solid propellant. The
following expression was derived:
L*
	 [
4aC„RTr(T^),rl ^),,,,
	
(11
L	 Al u = g	 J
where ( T.),,, is the critical rocket chamber relaxation time
constant non-dimensionalized by 4 a/-r3, and the other
terms are defined in Table 1. According to the model
presented, at or below the pressure p, a random pressure
perturbation would be reinforced by the combustion
mechanism, resulting in oscillatory combustion of increas-
ing amplitude. Over the pressure region of instability the
bracketed terms can be treated as constant. Therefore, for
a given propellant a log-log plot of L* versus p„ should
be a straight line with slope equal to —2n.
In the experimental investigation of low-pressure com-
bustion limits of several JPL solid propellants ( Ref. 2),
it was found that the mean chamber pressure prior to ex-
tinction of combustion was correlated by the L* param-
eter value at extinction on a log-log plot. In a majority
of the 3-in. internal diameter test motor firings, 1,w-
frequency pressure oscillations could be detected on the
recorder pressure trace occurring prior to extinction. This
led to the belief that these low-frequency oscillations in
pressure are a manifestation of the combustion instability
which results in extinguishment of combustion (Ref. 3).
The mechanism of extinction that precludes further
combustion from being possible as the chamber pressure
decreases for a regressive burning solid propellant grain
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Table 1. Definition of terms
burning area
port area
nozzle throat area
constant in de Saint-Robert's Law
parameters defined in Eq. (27)
discharge coefficient
propellant constant pressure specific heat
heat flux to propellant surface
port mass velocity
gravitation constant
propellant thermal conductivity
distance along grain
characteristic chamber length
gaseous molecular weight
pressure exponent in de Saint-Robert's Lary
pressure
chamber pressure at combustion
extinction
critical chamber pressure defined by
Eq. (36),
heat of gasification (positive value
endothermic)
pre-heat energy
universal gas constant
burning rate
burning rate defined in Eq. (25)
erosive burning rate component
linear burning rate component
temperature
flame temperature
initial propellant temperature
surface temperature
time
chamber Volume
dimension nonnal to propellant surface
thermal diffusivity
constants defined in Eq. (43)
propellant density
thermal characteristic time
chamber relaxation time,
nondintensionalized b y 44i/r=
is not clearly understood. The postulated triggering mech-
anisnn for low-frequency instabilit y , the lag in propellant
burning rate response ( due to the solid-phase thermal
gradient) to a random pressure perturbation, seems un-
likely because it can be shown that there should be no
transient burning rate response to the very low-frequency
pressure oscillations (Ref. 4). Also, from Ref. 2 test
motors fired under the same conditions would extinguish
at approximately the same mean chamber pressure and
I,*, but for some of' the tests little or no combustion
instability could be observed on the oscillograph pres-
sure traces prior to extinction. In a paper by G. von Elbe
(Ref. 5), a model for non-steady combustion during a
change in heat flux to the propellant surface and a cri-
terion for combustion extinction are postulated that ap
pear applicable to the extinction of the regressively burn-
ing propellant charges motor fired at JPL. The follc,wing
is a brief summary of this model and an extension of the
theory into a familiar form.
2. Non-Steady Combustion Model
The model consists of a stationary propellant burning
surface with reactants being transported from their initial
temperature T„ to the surface temperature T,„ undergoing
gasification, and reacting in the flame zone above the pro-
pellant surface, the heat of gasification being neglected
in this analysis. The propellant regression rate r is as-
sumed to adjust immediately to any change inn heat flux
to the propellant surface.
Fig. 1 illustrates how the combustion mode] adjusts to
a reduction in heat flux to the propellant surface from
f to f-df due, in this analysis, to a reduction in chamber
pressure. The integrated energy per unit surface area
xs
r	 i	 T,
FIGURE TAKEN FROM REF 5
f^	 I
TS-\ A//1 -d!
CoP(T, - a)c(6x) = d9
Ab
A,,
A,
a
C,, C:
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llf
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a
^. r
P
r
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	 x
Subscripts	
, Ax	 dl^x)
cr critical
1; surface
	 Fig. 1. Model for non-steady solid propellant
combustion
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under the d.-opellant solid phase there al gradient is
c•allcd the pre-heat energy and is designated q. In terms of
the model, q cau he pictured as the energy necessary to
raise the propellant reactants' temperature from ambient
temperature T„ to the gasification temperature L. A de-
crease in heat flux to the propellant surface results in
two changes: (1 ) the temperature at the reference plane
(x = 0) drops below T„, so that the reference plane
moves forward to the T„ position on the new tempera-
ture gradient; and (2) a portion d (q ) of the heat q
stored in the propellant is conducted across the old tem-
perature gradient and establishes a new gradient of lower
slope. Let f be the instantaneous heat flux and r the instan-
taneous burning rate during a period of change. Then, in it
time interval dt, fdt heat per unit surface area flows by
conduction into the propellant surface and fdt-dq energy
is convected back to the propellant surface by the propel-
lant reactants. This latter energy consists of the energy
C1, p (T.. — T„) rdt plus c„ p (T, — T„) d(Jx), where
(/(Ax) is the distance of movement of the .x„-surface.
Putting in equation form,
c„ p (Tn — T„) [rdt + d (Ax)] = fdt — dq	 (2)'
To define a %x.
1'X — T„ — 	 (6)1
Ax
	 (
A
IT )
ru
T. — T„	 ( )
^x =	 7(dT/dx)
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (7),
.fix --	 k	 =	 (8)'
e,, pr	 r
From Fig. 2 and the definition of the pre-heat q,
dq = c,, p (T — T„) A
	
(9)'
Inserting Eq. (4),
dq = k dT—	 • dx
I. dx
k dT	 (10)
r
then
or
	 Integrating Eq. (10) along the solid-phase temperature
C', p (Tx — T.) (r + d (Ax)/dt) = f — dq/dt	 (3)'	 profile,
In Ref. 5 the rate of change of heat flux is considered
to be sufficiently slow so that the time of adjustment of
the temperature gradient ( the thermal relaxation time)
dr is small compared to the time for heat fl-tx to change
from f to f-df. Therefore, equations for steady-state com-
bustion were employed in obtaining t ,*me derivatives of
the various parameters by differentiating these equations
with respect to j and multiplying the derivati-es by the
rate of change of heat flex df/dt. These steady-state
equations are derived below for completeness.
3. Equations foi Steady -State Combustion
At any distance below the propellant grain surface a
heat balance yields
C,, p (1' — Ta ) r = kdT/dx	 (4)'
At the propellant surface, but in the solid phase,
c,, p IL -- T„) r - k (dT/dx) r-„
= f	 (5)1
I W equations in this article with a Footnote 1 appear in Ref. 5.
	
k	 ''.f dq =	
T dT
Combining Eqs. (8) and ( 11),
	
q = p c,, (T„ — T.,) _%x	 (12)'
The Aide•ly used characteristic tiine T is defined by
	
Ax _ u	 k	 (13)'T	 — r- — c` 
p 
r..
During the time T the quantity of he al Tf crosses the grain
surface. From Eqs. (5) and (13) ,
rf =	 k . c,, p (T„ — To) r
c, p r-
k (T,, — To)r
7 hen, froth Eq. (11),
Tf = q	 (14)'
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r•
The product f q gives
fq= f`T
From Eq. (5) and Eq. (13)
f =T = c,, p k (T. — T.) 2 	(15)'
which is a constant.
4. Non-Steady Combustion Ballistics Equations
Returning to the nun-steady problem, differentiating
Eq. (12) with respect to time gives
c,, p (T r — T,,) d (Jx)/tlt = dq/dt
Incorporating in Eq. (3) ,
C„ p (T„ — T„) r = f — 2 dq/tlt 	 (16)'
Quoting Ref. 5, "When f — 2 tlq/dt, r is zero. This
means that the gasification of the propellant material
ceases and the zone of chemical reaction disappears.
When f < ° (lq/dt, the surface temperature drops below
T r ." In other words, extincG.)n occurs when the decreas-
ing heat flux to the propellant surface is not able to
maintain 'lie propellant gasifying rate plus the solid-phase
pre-heat energy rate of increase.
From Eq. (14),
Rewriting Eq. (15).
T = c° P k (T o — Toyf^
Differentiating with respect to time,
(IT
	
— 2 c, p k (T" — T°)2 df	 (21)Tit
or Eq. (21) becomes
dr _ _ 2c'rpk(Tn—T•^)' cfdlr
dt	 f'	 ap (It
Inserting in Eq. (20),
cnP( T r — T.) r = f 
L
I + LLtL (7% — L)` f-1'
(24)'
As a major simplification, von Elbe assigns to the heat
flux existing at any instance a steady-state burning rate r,
so that
cr, p ( T ^ — To) r, = f
and
ap
= c,, P (T.. — T^) r-	 (25)'
Substituting in Eq. (24),
r = r, (1 + c 1 
r ;r, (it r)	 (26)'1f, i	 1
This equation gives the dependence of the burning rate
on dp/dt.
C, = Ab p RT ,
V1 f
and
C	 A t C„ RTC
VArg
By inserting Eq. (26) for r in Eq. (27), a complete bal-
listic equation is obtained that includes the dependence
of r on (1101t. Thus,
(11) 
	
C, r,
	 C. p (78).dt	 1 _ C, k 1 ar,
cp p r; ap
Considering only the change of flux with pressure,
df — afdp
dt	 ap dt
(22)1
('23)
r1q _ d f	 dT
dt - T dt	 f dt	
(17)
Differentiating Eq. (15) ^^ ith respect to time, 	 The ballistic equation describing the rate of pressure
d
	
fl
	
change in a rocket motor is:
T (2f) df + f= (it = 0	 (18)
Eliminating (If/dt by combining Eqs. (17) and (18),
	
dt, (IT
2 t .'t = f dt	 (19)	 where
Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (16),
c,, p (T„ — To) r = f 
C 
1 — dt)
	
(20)'
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Substituting Eq. (28) for dp/dt in Eq. (26),
	
1 + 2k 1 Pr,	 C, r, — C^ p	 29
CP p r3,, 
`1) 1 — C, k I ^rc	 ^
, p 	,	 1
5. Extinction of Combustion
Returning to extinction criterion, extinction occurs
when the regression or gasification rate equals zero. Set-
ting the right side of Eq (29) equal to zero,
	
1 + 2k I 'r,	 C, r, - C, p,.	 = 0	 (30)
c,, p rl,
 11p C 3k 1 fir,
	
1-	 , CP p f T)
When dp/dt is zero, the burning becomes its steady-
state value 'r. As the transition in heat flux ( rate of pres-
sure change) occurs more and more slowly, r, approaches
the steady -state value F. This approximation is used in
Ref. 5. Also, de Saint-Robert's Law for the linear burning
rate, -rP = ap", is used for 7, neglecting the erosive burn-
ing rate component, so that 2r,/8p in Eq. (30) equals
Making these substitutions in Eq. (30) and simplifying,
2anC,_ 2unC_.
1 + at)` ^	 a t)`n = 0	 31)
	
1	 2unC,
aF)n.,
e
where p, is the quasi-steady-state chamber pressure at
combustion extinction. Multiplying through by the de-
nominator and cancelling like terms, Eq. (31) becomes
1 — 2anC^
a-^Jen = 0
2unC,	 (32)1— aF)e . 1
For Eq. (32) to be true the numerator must equal zero or
	
2u1IC 2 = 1
	 (33)
a_pzn
Substituting for C. from the definitio , i in Eq. (27),
	
Zan RTeA,C„	 1	 (34)u:pen VAfg
Letting V/A, equal L* and rearranging Eq. (34),
2ixC„RT, n
r
	
4uC„RT,(n/2) 1 
	 (35)
L	 Afa ^g	 J
For a given propellant burning iii its low-pressure re-
gion the bracketed term in Eq. (35) can be treated as a
constant, and Eq. (35) predicts a straight line correlation
of L* and F),. on a log-log plot. Comparing Eqs. (1) and
(35), it can be seen that aside from (r„ ),., being replaced
by n/2, they are identical. For JPL-534 propellant, n/2 is
greater than the value of (r„),.,, calculated in lief. 1 by
approximately it factor of 2.
6. Low-Pressure Limit for Stable Combustion
Eq. (35) can also be obtained from the non-steady-
state ballistic Eq. (28). Setting r, _ 'r =tip” as previously
given, Eq. (28) becomes
dp __	 C,aF)" — C-F)
dt	 1 _ C,
	
2kn	 (36)1
c, pap "• ,
Again quoting Ref. 5, as p becomes small "... the de-
nominator in Eq. (36) becomes small because the nega-
tive term in the denominator is an inverse function of
pressure, and at the critical pressure p* _ (C, 2kn/
pera) 111 ' the denominator becomes zero and dp/dt be-
comes'infinite'." Near or below p*, according to von Elbe
( Ref. 5), "the pressure-generating term of the ballistic
equation ... tends to 'run away' and more or less violent
oscillations result. This instability condition is generally
known as 'chuffing' or 'hang-fire'. . .”
Setting dp/dt — 0 and, cancelling like terms in the
ballistic Eq. (27) yie ids the steady-state conditions at
equilibrium,
	
C pA, = 0
	 37
h
Again setting r =a TP,
p -A,,aF) ^ C„pA, 0g
or
Abap — C, A,T) ”	 0	 (38)
g
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Solving lot- At, /A,,
A, mpg
Substituting for C, in the expression for the critical
pressure j)*, raising both sides of the expression to the
1 + it 	 and rearranging terms,
V	 •?(tnpl iT, F)*-n+Rr	 (40)A,,	 A11
Taking the product of Eqs. (39) and (40), where
Eq. (39) now expresses the An/A, condition at the crit-
ical pressure p*,
9
or
A, = L	 I 1.1a=g	 1	 41
It would appear, since Eqs. (35) and (41) are identical,
that the critical pressure for solid rocket motor lmv-
pressure combustion extinction is also the theoretical
limiting chamber pressure for stable combustion for a
given propellant and L*. Restating the criterion for ex-
tinction of combustion, extinction occurs wt , en f <
2 dy/dt.
From Eqs. (19), (23), and (25) for a negative dp/ It,
dy _ 2k(T„ — To ) 2r, dp
Flt	 r;	 3p I di
u	 p	 (It
X at j, = 11*,	 since	 I = oo (42)1 (it I 
At the critical pressure p* the rate of heat flux f to the
propellant surface must be infinite to maintain combus-
tion, and therefore the limiting pressure for stable com-
bustion is indeed the pressure at which combustion ex-
tinction must occur. This agrees with experimental obser-
vations (Ref. 2) winch indicated that attempts to ignite
motors under atmospheric• conditions „here the steady-
state chamber pressures would be below their extinction
pressures resulted in misfires, hangfires, or a chuffing
form of burning. There is, therefore, an answer to the
question — why does combustion cease in a nozzled
rocket motor when the same propellant will continue to
bu rn at much lower pressures in it strand burner:' The
answer is: Combustion, will cease in a sozzled rocket
motor and continue in a strand burner for the same rea-
son that chuffing will occur when an attempt is made to
burn the propellant in the motor at chamber pressures
below the extinction pressure, whereas na chuffing will
occur in the strand burner at these pressures.
7. Estimation of Possible Errors in Analysis
Finally, an estimation has been made of the possible
errors in the results of this analysis brought about by
some of the simplifying assumptions made. The first
assumption was that the heat of gasification Q could be
neglected compar-d to the sensible heat c,,(TH — T,) in
order to simplify mathematics. For JPL-534 propellant,
Q = 140 cal/g ( Ref. 1) and c„(Tx — T^) = 179 cal/g
from a calculation made using thermophysical properties
given in Ref. 1. If the two quantities were equal in mag-
nitude, the bracketed term in the L*, pP expression, Eq.
(35), and the L*, p* expression, Eq. (41), would each
be increased b y a factor of 3/2.
In this analysis the erosive component of the total
burning rate was neglected and only the pressure de-
pendent linear component considered. In Ref. 6 the fol-
lowing expression for the solid propellant erosive burn-
ing rate has been derived:
r, = y Go.s/Lo.: exp [13p(ry -t r,.)/G]	 (43)
where y contains the propellant gaseous heat capacity,
viscosity, and Prandtl number and is approximately con-
stant for solid propellants, 13 is a proportionality constant
for a given propellant type, L is the distance along the
grain to the point where r, is being computed, and G is
the rocket port mass velocity. From Eq. (43) it is seen
chat r,. will increase with increasing distance along the
gain, due to mass addition increasing the mass velocity,
anc1 decrease with increasing linear burning rate.
Tho small cylindrical propellant grains used in the low-
pressu. •e unstable combustion studies (2t42 -in. diameter X
4- to 4' t-in. length) resulted in low port mass velocities
and then -fore probably low erosive velocity components.
A sample calculation- of the erosive bunting rate compo-
nent at th? nozzle end of the lateral propellant surface
just prior t , combustion extinction is given for a typical
test firing using JPL-534 propellant. The mass velocity
at this poin. is approximated by the calculated total
9?
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steady-state mass flow rate divided by the port area, and
the erosive burning rate component is neglected in the
exponential term of Eq. (42), both approximations in-
creasing the calculated r,. The modified form of Eq. (43)
is
(p^ ArCn o.s
r,	
y \	
/ /I," = exp (13P,, pA,Jf), A,C,,)
	
(44)
A,,
The values used in Eq. (43) are:
y = 0.24 in .2 "/Ih" " sec
	
( Ref. 6)
13 = 10	 ( Ref. 6)
C„ = 6.7 X 10 1/sec	 ( Ref. 1)
P = 0.0625 lb /in.'
7, = 0.(Y.4 in./see
	
( Ref. 2)
Run 1379 extinction data:
P, = 32.1 lh/in.
A, = 0.;'06 in.-
Ao = 4.4.1 in .2
L=4.16 in.
'I'll( , calculated r, equals 0.0025 in./sec, the total burn
ing rate
r = T„ + r,
0.094 in./sec + 0.(N)25 in./sec
= 0.096 in./sec
and
r,/r = 2.6%
It therefore appears that neglecting the erosive burning
rate component was a valid assumption for small test
nwtors ill theorctic•al analysis of low-pressu re unstable
combustion.
B. Contoured Nozzle Materials
and Fabrication Techniques
R. L. Bailey
A contoured nozzle was designed to evaluate the effect
on motor perfor►nrnee and compare this performance
with previous motor tests that utilized nozzles with an
18-deg exit cone half angle. A submerged nozzle design
was used in order to get a direct comparison of similar
expansion cone performance.
Based oil material tests from another program,
a carbon cloth —silica cloth phenolic resin conibinatio ►►
 was
used for fabrication. The carbon cloth used was a U.S.
Polymeric Chemical Co, material designated as FA1-5024.
This material had a 3.5 - 5% modified phenolic resin sys-
tem. The silica cloth used was a U.S. Pol ymeric Chemical
Co. material designated FM-5027A and had a 30±3%
un.nodified phenolic resin system. The materials were
applied to a maneael in a straight, or warped, tape form.
Fig. 2 presents the nozzle design used for fabrication.
Since the nozzle was to be tape wrapped to net internal
diameter dimensions, a contoured mandrel was required.
This mandrel was machined from a steel casting, and
then chrome plated to the required internal diameter
nozzle dimensions. The ► -,andrel contour was inspected
and checked to a plastic template. The nozzle exit diam-
eter was required to have a concentricit y of 0.005 ill. to
the nozzle centerline. The mandrel exit diameter had a
concentricity of 0.0005 in., at room temperature, to the
nozzle centerline. The mandrel was fahric •ated so that
the nozzle, after wrapping, could he hydroclaved for
maximum material density.
Previous tape-wrapped nozzle material tests indicated
a tendency for the layers of material to delaminate on
cooldown after firing, due to a short bond line (14 in. )
between the tape layers. Therefore, a new technique in
%vri,pping was adopted. In order to keep a n ►axi ► mum, bond
line between the layers of tape, the wrapping angle to
the nozzle centerline was varied as the tape progressed
from the throat area to the exit area. As shown by Fig. 2,
the wrapping angle varied front deg (parallel to the
nozzle centerline) in the throat region, to 10 deg through
the middle portion of the exit core, and back to 0 deg
towards the end of the exit core.
Two nozzles were fabricated by CTL-Division of
Studebaker Corporation. These nozzles were hydrotested
to 500 psi to check the attachment joint of the steel ring
to the nozzle body. The nozzles were also radiographic-
ally inspected to insure that there were no voids, porous
areas, foreign material, tape delan ► inatiom:., or wrinkles
in the nozzle bodies. The only machioing rc. I uir d on
the internal surface of the nozzle v -is ill 	 throat region
ill to bond the graphite throat insert. The nozzles
were inspected dimensionally; the more pertinent results
are listed in Table 2. Fig. 3 presents a view of one of the
fabricated nozzles.
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Fig. 2. Contoured nozzle design
The motors utilized for the tests were the same as
those used to test 18-deg exit cone half angle nozzles.
These motors had a polyuretllane-ammonium perchlorate
16% aluminum solid propellant, and provided a 20-sec
burning time. $o li motors were fired successfully in the
altitude facility at the JPL Edwards Test Station. Fig. 4
shows a typical t(st st • tup in the altitude test chamber.
The motor performance agreed favorably with previous
motor tests of 18-deg nozzle cone configurations, which
had the same throat diameter, exit diameter (e — 35)
and were tested on similar motors in the same altitude
facility. The contoured nozzle performance, as expectett,
agreed within 0.5% o l. the 18-deg conical nozzle pt:r-
formance.
Table 2. Contoured nozzle dimensions
Region
Required
Actual dimensions, in.
-- --	 ^1dimensions, in. SN• I SN-2
Throat diameter 1.750	 * 0.001 1.7510 1.7501
Throat concentricity 0.005 to nozzle CL 0.00013 0.00010
Exit contour radius 16 560 ± 0.010 Checked to template Checked to template
Exit diameter ' 0.354 ± O.CIO 10.355 10 d57
Exit concentricity O.G05 to nozzle Ct 0.0035 0 0020
I
1.013
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s
Fig. 3. Contoured nozzle after fabrication
Fig. 4. Contoured nozzle test setup
The nozzles performed very well in tit i t there was no
delamination of tape, negligible cone erosion, and no
gouging or tearing of material. The nozzles were in-
spected after firing, the results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Contout nozzle firing results
Region
Dimension before
firing, in,
Dimension after
firing, in.
514-1 SN- Z SN I SN•2
Throat	 diamct,r 1.7510 1.7501 1.76^^555
- hrool concentricity 0.00013 0.00010 6.004 I	 0.001
Exit diameter 10 355 10.357 10 31 1 10.313
Exit concentricty 0.0035 1	 0.0020 1	 0 01 1 0.006
The nozzles were sectioned in order to inspect the
charring pattern. The char depth was very similar to
18-deg cone firings of similar materials, It was very
uniform with no excessive charring occurring in any one
lti • .tion duc to the contour. Fib. 5 shows one of the sec-
tioned nozzles.
111
Fig. S. Sectioned contoured nozzle showing
charring pattern
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C. Nozzle Materials Evaluation
Prcgram
R L. Bailey
A materials evaluation program was initiated to test
various materials suitable for use %ith solid propellant
rocket motcrs. This is a continuing pro gram that has the
following objectives:
(1) The evaluation of materials for nozzle and motor
insulation applications.
(?) The development of material fabrication and qual-
ity
 control procedures.
(3) To proyi je suplxlrt for research and motor de-
yelopment programs.
The materials were tested on motors that were loaded
,%ith a polyurethane-ammonium perchlorate propellant
with 16 1-c aluminum giving a fialne temperature of ap-
proximatel y 6000' R. The motor burning time was. or
could be. varied from 1 to 75 sec.
5: n ^
C 5 'O/sec
Fig. 6. Molded nozzle for material evaluation
— S-EE L CAE
Fig 7. Nozzle configuration for testing
refrcctory throat inserts
Table 4. iyp ical picisti: material compos i tion data
Type
Phen- lic resie	 Clcth
Weght 1 %	 material'
Specific
9 evity
FM -!04a 5C carbon c fth 1.44
-h ea} gran{ i
M X-355: 27-31 dckoppe	 silica 1.89
FM-5020 28 j	 Chopped silica l	 1.70
MR-4551 40 Chor-ed graphite 1-42 JI
FM-5014 34 Chopxd graphite 1.42
5:-401 50 Moce'c'ed carbon 1.40.
'FM: U.S. iolytne• ic Chemicals, Inc.
M.x: Ritorite Cogwation
S1	 Therr+al matcriols, Inc-
Yhooped
	
cloth is cat into 'i X' , in • savo,es
Ml4tat grain: cloth is art into small particles which rese^b!e grains of wheat
mocarated: dotth is c•.t into rnc^y short fbe. lengths. ' : to s . - in. long
The thpe of materials evaluated were plastics. metals.
ceramics. refractories, and elastomerics. These materials
were tested in nozzle confi"ations shown in Fists. 1. 6,
and 7. Table 4 presents the results of the materials tested
to date.
1. Plastic Materials
The plastic materials were first tested in the configura-
tion shown in Fig. 6. Then the more succefsful ones were
tested in the configuration sho%-.-n in Fig. or Fig. _'=.
The materials -were molded in j 1 fiber-oriented confi gura-
tions. or _' random fiber orientation as obtained with
macerated. chopped. or bulk fiber form. then they vrere
tested. Table 4 shows the composition of some t^-pical
plastic materials used in the evaluation. As shoam by
Table 5 the carbon-cloth material exhibited the lowest
throat erosion rate. «-bile the silica-cloth material exhibited
the lowest char rate. The lowest erosion rate .vas obtained
with carbon cloth molded in the macerated form.
In an attempt to show the variation of erosion rate .Kith
burning time. four macerated carbon-cloth nozzles were
molded to the Fig. 6 configuration. These nozzles were
tested with the same propellant and chamber pressure
but the burning times were varied from 1 to 27,  sec. The
data obtained (Fig. 8) indicated that the nozzle throat
contracted for a period of time before an y erosion oc-
curred.
2. Refractory Materials
The refractor rnaterials %%ere tested as nozzle throats
in the configurations shm-m by Figs. ? and 7. Of all the
See p. 94, preceding article.
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Table 5. Results for nozzles tested with
aluminized propellant
	
Initial	 Throat
Initial 'Burning	 I Typical
	
throat	 er0s+onMaterial' ' 	 pressure 6rte,	 char rote,
	
damerer	 rote,
	
in.	 psis	 se.	 arils/sec	 roils/set
0.500
I
230
1I
1	 22
1.500 500 5.3
0.499 230 I28
0.499 230 34
0.500 200 30
0.498 200 I24
0.499 200
1
29
0.500 i	 230 17
0 499 200 28
0.499 230 ! 20
0.499 200 25 2 48
0.500 200 45 0.30
f 0.500 200 29 0.56
0.499 200 29 0.11
0.500 200 I6 0.08
0.500 l	 200 47 0.30
1.082 ! 1000	 6.3
1.382	 50C	 6
1.750 I 250	 19.5
I Tai.
Solid Graphite
Pyro-graphite
!(ri.T.M-) 0.349 400 37
ZTA 1.750 250
mat.
:	 19.5
!	 Groph-i-tite "G" 1.750 250 1 J.5
ma=.
HLM -85 0.435 300I 27Refractory	 I	 -
Ti-BN	 0.524 1 200 1 46	 <0.001 Ii	 I	 III
l
r •All 'he plastic materials tes!e_ utilized a phenolic rosin system.
^REPCO: Reinho ld E-vrteering Md Plastic Company,
.W(: FDer:te Corporation
FM: U.S Polymeric Chemicals, Inc.
ATA: Aercthermol, Inc
SL: Thermal Materials, Inc.
HLM: Great Lakes Corbon Company
H.T-At: Nigh Tempercture Materials
ZTA: National Carbon Company
G": Graphite Specialties Corporation
Erosion rate s ocsea or the H+roat diameter.
throat materials tested the pyro-graphite exhibited the
lowest erosion rate. A Ti-B\ (titanium-boron-nitride)
system. atahough it had a thick coating kOMO in.? after
firing, showed excellent capability as a heat sink material,
and exhibited negligible erosion. All the bulk graphite
tested had a comparable density of apprw imately
Lss g/cm3.
oss
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ass	 -
c
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Fig. 8. Varlarion of nozzle throat diameter
with burning time
D. Sterilization of Solid
Propel la nts
i. C. Monte-ornery
As indicated in Ref. 7 a chemical system for sterilizing
a rocket motor has been developed. Hoives-er. chemical
sterilization methods have not progressed to the point of
being acceptable for sterilizin g the entire spacecraft.
Therefore. JPL has turned to heat sterilization as a means
of meeting sterilih standards. T^ .,feet the requirements
of heat sterilization an investigation of "off the shelf
propellant systems has been started.
The initial steps in this investigation began with in-
quiries to all solid propellant manufaeturt- in the United
Sates indicating the criteria for heat sterilization and
the other desired characteristics for such a propellant.
These are given here in descending order of importance:
(1) The propellant must have high temperature sta-
b0ity and retain acceptable physical and ballistic
properties and have high rehability afte- i.hree heat
sterilization cycles of 1-1-5 : C for 36 hi in a sealed
container.
( ) The propellant must be capable of b<1ng ignited in
a vacuum after sterilizatin n and six months of stor-
age of the propellant.
(3) The propellant must retain its physical and ballistic
characteristics for six months storage after ­ eri-
lization.
Molded 1"astic
Silica
MX-3555
MX-1 344-67
°EPCO.200
FM-5048
MX-3581
AT-1
FM-5020
Graphite
MX-4551
FM-5014
REPCO.400
Ccrbon
FM-5049
SL-401
S1-406
i	
SL-407
S1-437
SL-401
Tape 90 ---C-L
SL-401
Tape 90 = -C. L-
SL-431
SL-401
2.0
4.0
1.0
0.028
0.09
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(41 'The exhaust products must he as free as possihlt
from solid products.
(5) Physical propci-ties most be such as to allow manu-
factur- of it motor having high reliabilit y .
(6) The specific impulse of the propellant is not a chief
concern since the present investigation is concerned
\%ith propulsion units on the order of 5 lb.
In response to JPI, inquiries, request for proposals,
purchase orders, etc., six companies and one government
agency have indicated that one of their propellants
should sati.;fy the above requirements. Four of these
propellants have been subjected to the initial phase of
screening tests, two more have recently been received,
and one not yet supplied.
The initial test performed or to be performed on tht
candidate propellants is the exposing of the propell.uit
to the three sterilization temperature cycles and observ-
ing physical changes that occ • ttr. This was clone by
placing samples 'Y X '_ x 4 in. long cantilevered front
one end, as shown in Fig. 9, into small "disposable"
ovens constructed by JPI, for this purpose. Then records
and photographs are made to indicate ph ysical changes
that occur.
Results of the first series of tests are shown in Figs. 9a
through 9d. All of these propellants, except that shown
in Fig. 9d, have undergone the fall three cycles of 36 hr
at 145°C. Initial indications are that one propellant is
unchanged by sterilization; two propellants show some
change in physical appearance but may still be ac-
ceptable in particular motor confi ,gmations. The fourth
propellant melted in the oven during the first cycle.
Fig. 4. Results of heat sterilization tests on various solid propellants
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Screening tests will be continued on the surviving pro-
pellants and those just received.
Further screening tests will consist of determining the
effect of sterilizing in inert atmospheres, sterilizing of
physical test specimens with different amounts of exposed
surfaces, and physical dimension changes in a large block
of propellants.
For the propellant candidates that survive the screen-
ing tests further evaluation will be made through more
precise physical tests, ballistic tests, ignition tests, tests of
space environment effects, tests of the effects of exposure
to chemical sterilization gases, and storage and aging
tests.
E. One-Dirt ertsional Analysis of
Gas-Pal,*q z- 1'::, Flow in Solid
Propellant (Mcket Motors
C. f Pc! 41ord
1. Introduction
The traditional thennodynamic rocket performance
calculation program: assume isentropic expansion of the
products of combustion. If the combustion products con-
tain a condensed phase, such as AI_O,, the assumptiol:
of an isentropic expansion requires, among other things,
that the condensed particles be in velocity and tempera-
ture equilibrium with the gas.
For propellants -,Nhich yield condensed phases in the
combustion products, a more realistic performance calcu-
lation requires a step-wise numerical solution of the
differential equations governing gas velocity, particle
velocity, gas temperature, and particle temperature along
the nozzle. The first such set of general, one-dimensional
gas-particle flow equations was puolished by Kliegel
(Ref. 8). An IBM 7094 program based on these equations
has been developed at JPL to provide a fluid dynamic
estimate of propellant performance as a function of:
(1) NVeinht fraction of condensed phase in the exhaust, a.
(2' "article radius r,, and density m,,.
(3) Nozzle design and expansion ratio:
(a) Entrance angle B and exit angle o.
(b) Nozzle throat diameter D, and radius of curva-
ture Rt.
(4) Chamber pressure P,.
(5) Gas thermod ynamic properties.
These parameters were systematically varied, as indi-
cated in Table 6, to examine their effect on performance
efficiency.
2. Computer Program
A complete description of the fluid dynamic (See Foot-
note 1, following page) performance calculation program
will be given in a separate report. The most important
assumptions are the following conventions:
(1) The particles occupy negligible volume, and exert
no pressure.
(?) The chemical composition of the gas is fro7,n.
Table 6. Range of variables
Composition and aluminum content
Propellant Wt %o ammonium Wt % Wt
designation perchlorata binder Al
A15AC 76 19 5
A15AA 69 19 12
A15AD 61 19 20
Chamber pressure. 100, 500, 1000 psi.
Radius of aluminum oxide particles: 0.5, 1 0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 1,
Density of aluminum jx;de particles: 3.5 and 4 9/cm'.
Nozzle geometry (maximum e z?E 100)
Entrance Exit Throat Throat radius
Nozzle
angle N, angle C, diameter D,, of curvature R,,
designation deg deg in. in.
11 30 15 0.5 0.5
12 30 15 0.5 1.5
15 30 30 0.5 0.5
1 30 15 1.24 1.24
13 30 15 6.0 6.0
16 30 15 6.0 3.0
18 80 30 6.0 5.0
19 30 15 1	 1.24 9.92
Only conical nozzles with constant radii of curvature were considered.
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(3) Condensation of additional particles during expan-
sion is not permitted. Therefore, the weight frac-
tion of particles, u, is constant along the nozzle.
(4) Particle solidification is permitted.
(5) The particles are spherical and of uniform temper-
ature.
(6) The particles transfer energy to the gas through
convection and this is the only mechanism by
which the particle temperature decreases.
(7) The particle is accelerated as a result of drag forces
bet^yccn the particle and the moving gas.
The first four assumptions above are also embodied in
the thermodynamic' program calculation of frozen flow
performance.
3. Qualitative Results from the Fluid Dynamic
Performance Calculation Program
u. Summary. The ratio of the fluid dynamic' c* or I.. ,
to its thermwdynamic' counterpart c*" or I" is a measure
of the calculated performance loss due to velocity and
thermal lag of condensed particles in the gas. This ratio
is termed the two-phase-flow efficiency.
Qualitatively, the I, Y,,. efficiency at any epsilon e and
the c* efficiency decrease as:
(1) The weight fraction of A1,0,,, a, increases.
(2) The particle radios r,, increases.
(3) The throat diameter Dr decreases.
(4) The chamber pressure P,. decreases.
(5) The exit angle (p increases (1,.,,,. only).
(6)The particle density mp increases.
(7) The nozzle radius of curvature at the throat R, de-
creases.
(8) The entrance angle B increases.
'Fluid dynamic refers to the step-wise numerical solution of the
one-dimensional two-phase flow equations. Thermodynamic refers
to the path-independent solution obtained by assuming the expan-
sion to be isentmpic.
1,.,,, ef8eieney may increase and/or decrease with in-
creasing epsilon E.
The above parameters have been listed in approxi-
mately decreasing order of maximum effect on efficiency,
based on the range of values considered, e.g., the maxi-
mum change in efficiency due to varying particle radii
front to 4 µ was greater than the maximum change in
efficiency clue to varying the entrance angle from 30 to
80 deg, the chamber pressure from 1000 to 100 psi, or
the particle density from 3.5 to 4.0 g/cm'. Actuall y , the
magnitude of the efficiency decrease associated with
varying any one parameter is very much it of
the other parameter values, and the magnitude increases
as the other parameter values become less favorable. For
example, the decrease in efficiency due to increasing the
particle radius from 1 to 2 µ is larger at D, 0.5 in.
than at D, = 4 in., or larger at P,- = 100 psi than at
P,. = 1000 psi.
Many of the calculations have been performed using
two drag laws, denoted by A and B. Qualitatively, the
results are the same. Quantitatively, Drag Law B is gen-
erally less favorable. Using the results of the I13\1 7094
calculations for Drag Law A, a simplified set of empirical
equations have been obtained which reproduce c* and
I,,a,. (e = 1 to 40) values from the 7094 calculations with
a maximum error of 1% in or c* and a mean error
of about 0.5 %. The next few sections discuss observa-
tions which led to combining or eliminating some vari-
ables and hence to the empirical equations.
b. The effect of wt% AI:O., (a). For a homologous
series of propellants-, the two-phase flow efficiency (Eft)
was found to decrease almost linearly with increasing a,
that is:
Ef f = 1 -- k fe
This relationship had been discovered empirically by
Ingham (Bef. 9) from a perusal of motor firing data.
For a homologous series of propellants, the slope k is
not independent of a; however, it is remarkably insensi-
tive, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The discrepancies at
E = 20 are apparently associated with particle freezing
'For this particular series of propellants, the binder content was
held constant and aluminum was substituted for ammonium Per-
chlorate. The basic criteria for an homologous series of propellants
is discussed later.
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Fig. 10. I,.,,, efficiency vs a
While c* is dependent only on the Nuid properties at the
throat, I,.,,,, represents the integrated properties all ;Tong
the nozzle path. The c* Eff is lower than the 1,.,,,. Eff at
e = 1 because the velocity lag is continually increasing
(1',,/Vv is decreasing) from the nozzle entrance to the
throat.
c. The influence of the gas thermodynamic properties.
The limiting values of k are:
k=0 for rp = 0 (or r,,>0,D,--> x)
k=A for r,,—> "X0	 (or r,,>0,D,=0)
so that
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Fig. 11. c* efficiency vs a
and they dampen out further down the nozzle. Note that
the relationship is most accurate when the slope k used
is that of the maximum value of a; that is, for a given
error in k, the corresponding error in efficiency decreases
as It decreases. The obvious advantage of the relationship
is that the analytical study can be confined to one value
(the maximum value) of a.
The slope k is then a function of:
(1) Particle radius r,, and density rn,
(2) Nozzle geometry and epsilon E.
(3) Chamber pressure P,..
(4)Gas thermodynamic properties.
Note also that the value of k for c* Eff is not the same
as the corresponding value of k for I,.,, r Eff at E = 1.
c*IrD>ml
c* Eff 1 r^ I = 1 — Act = *,1
and
I / I r ) ^ 1
11 " Eff 1*^^_ — 1 — Aa =	 111
1
sp
Conceptually, 1,., and c* Eff , r ,. _).,, ) correspond to the case
where ali of the condensed particles are left behind in the
motor chamber. Therefore, A is a function of the gas
thermodynamic properties alone, and it varies only with
chamber pressure and epsilon for any given propellant.
For the homologous series of propellants investigated,
the slot.- A showed the same lack of sensitivity to a as
did k. This observation, together with the confirming
observation that, for plots of k versus rp or k versus D,,
k approached the same asymptotic value (namely A), indi-
cated that close-to-equal values of A are the basic criteria
for an homologous series of propellants. In other words,
the two-phase flow efficiency decreases almost linearl;
with increasing a for a series of propellants exhibiting
clo -to-equal values of A.
Because k increases and efficiency decreases with
increasing A, propellants with low values of A (high per-
formance of the gas at rp —> .)c) should exhibit higher
efficiencies, all other parameters being the same.
d. The effect of A1,0, particle radius and density. Par-
ticle size analysis of A1,0, collected from motor firings
show particle-size distributions which appear to vary with
motor firing conditions and motor size. The calculation of
effective particle size from a particle-size distribution is
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discussed later. The range of particle sizes considered
here includes all the effective particle sizes reported to
(late but not the maxinlnm size particles in all distributions.
Even for Al203 particles of uniform cross section (no
shells), there is some uncertainty in the density of both
li<fuid and solid phases at high temperatures. This uncer-
tainty is reflected in thA range of densities considered.
Sample plots of 1,,,,,, and c* as a function of the mprp
product are shown in Fig. 12. Within the range of particle
radii and densities considered, percentage variations in
M P and r,, are almost interchangeable; that is, for maxi-
mum errors in efficiency of about 0.3 %, 1,, and c* are
constant for values of the m,,r,, product. More precisely,
however, a given percentage increase in m,, lowers 1,.,,,
and c* less than does the same percentage increase in m,,.
e. The e$eet of nozzle geometry.
Geometry of the nozzles employed. Only conical,
converging-diverging nozzles with throats of constant
radius of curvature were considered in this study. Their
geometry is shown in Fig. 13. The initial radius (r„) was
constrained to a value of 1.9 D,.
Effect of entrance angle. Only one large entrance
angle (80 deg for Nozzle 18) was used in this series of
calculations. Calculations performed prior to this series
indicated that the effects on 1,.,,,. and c* of varying the
entrance angle from 30 to 80 deg were small (less than
0.5%) and nearly independent of throat diameter. The
small change in performance for the large change in
entrance angle can be explained by observing that the
foreshortening occurred in the nozzle region of low ac-
celeration.
r0	 ^^	 r,	 r 
Fig. 13. Nozzle geometry
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A nozzle geometric function for c*. It was found that
the total effect of nozzle geometry on c* Eff could be
combined in a single nozzle geometry function, to wit, the
epsilon value E„ at an arbitrary and equal .1, from the
throat. Following is the derivation of E, as it function of
R ,, D,, and A,:
R^
o 
D.	 Dr0. x
X
X,
D=r
E,
Dt
D, 	 D,
,^ _ (Er) 2 	 rr
(Et)''' D,+ (R-' — Ox = )'A = R, + D, = R, + r,
R, + D _ (Rt
D
2
(E,)
	
	 1 _ R, r 1 _ 1 _ Jx / J
o
Note that the nozzle geometry function has been de-
fined as [(E,)" — 11/2 rather than E, itself. The restriction
on Ox is that ,fix be less than the minimum value of R,.
For these calculations, Ax was taken to be 0.4 in.
Fig. 1 .1 shows the nozzle geometry function versus a
sl•)pe function (Ak/A—k) where
c* Eff = 1—ktx
and A is the slope k at r p —► oo, For the three propellants
shown in 'Fable 6, the value ()f the slope A for c* Elf is
0.609. Also shown ia: the rit,ht-hand side of Fig. 14 is
the c • * Eff scale• correspondiiig to the slope function scale
for A = 0.609. For only a small error in c* E ff,  the slopes
of the geometry function curves can be considered inde-
pendent of particle radius. However, the slopes and in-
tercepts of these curves are pressure dependent.
4. Calculation of Effective Particle Size from
a Particle-Size Distribution
Particle-size analysis of A1.0, collected from ,notor
firings shows particle-size distributions which appear to
vary with motor firing conditions and motor size. It is
possible to perform fluid dynamic performance calcula-
tions for a given distribution of particle radii rather than
a single particle radius. However, there is a very large
number of possible distributions involving a compara-
tively small number of particle radii, and it would be
preferable to perform the calculations for a range of
single particle radii and then to calculate an effective
average particle radius for each distribution.
The derivation of the equation for calculating the
effective average particle radius from a particle size dis-
tribution follows:
( Aw — 1^ 
c^Vyy
_ c/A _ to r, Atli', Vol 3 P, dxCu p (V o; — VO )- Xpi
A	 to„ g, R T, 8 nit, ^	 Vpi r,,,
+ tvp Al W„ 3 P, dx	 C„i (V„ — Vpi )` xpi
tuq g, I C, T, 8 m,,	 rr,i
— ti p A1 W„ 3 dx \~ h,,, (T,,, - T„) x,,,	 (1)
tiwD C„ T„ m,, -4	 rpi Vui
A =
	
xp ( Vo — `^t,i)L C')'— (Vu — V,, ) ` C„	 (2)
^--^	 ^--^	 Vpi rpi
II 
-/^)y, 
rpi (Vp ^. V,, i
 )" CU i = ( Y p - y P )2 ^u	 (^)
r./ D - ^I	 rpi	 r,,
Let
12 µ,
	
C., -	
12 µ-
Cr)i
	
(4)
=	
'Pg (Vv _ Vp.) rpi	 PV (Vo — VP) ti~„
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Then
	
r A = (Vv - Vp)12 f,.,, = 12 µv 	x l, (Vv - V,,,)	 (5)
Vp pp rn	 pu [ 	 Vpi rni
	
B = ( 1 9 - V,) 12 p,_ 12 Pu	 Tni (Vv - Vpi )	 (6)
Al rp	 Pa	 rpi
Front Eqs. 4, 7, and 8,
(V,
-
Is 
	
121ru
_z
r	
13
^-A - A p'
Front Eqs. 5, 6, and 9,
(9)
From Eqs. 2 and 3,
T B
.:A - Vp
Rearranging Eq. 2,
_ (Vv - VP) C1)
VP
N',, EA
Ypi AV H
r 1 V
(7) 1 -	
P, v
Y,,, AV
rp =	 -
^^ Vpi rPi
'pi^OV
rPi Vv
(8) where AV = Vv - V,,i.
(10)
Table 7. Calculation of effective particle radius (Nozzle 1, P,. = 1000, E = 9.79)
Effective average particle radius from Eq. (10)
XV{
.,,.,
I< r 0 V{
OV =
NY - V,,, X P{
I	 Xp, pv
rp,
Y
X,,, Av11. 1 V P
I-=
XV, AV/r, { VP,
0.1 0.5 0.25 8241 8087	 154 30.8 123.2 14.95 X 10 15.23 X	 10'
0.3 1.0 1.0 8109 7701	 408 122.4 122.4 15.09 15.89
0.2 1.5 2.25 8169 7401	 761 152.2 67.64 8.280 9.139
0.1 2.0 4.0 8233 7082	 1151 115.1 28.77 3.494 4.062
0.1 3.0 9.0 8352 6527	 1825 I	 182.5 20.28 I	
1.700 2.30360.1 4.0 16.0 8422 6130	 2292 129.2 14.32
_' Y = 45.94 X 10 '	 2: Z = 49.76 X 10
1 - (_' Y/`_' Z) 1	 --	 (45.94/49.76) 0.0768
r 
s	 _ _ _
P =Y 45.94 X 10
	
45.94 X 10
From Eq. (10), i, 1.30.
Particle radius corresponding to the wt average 1.,,
X P { 1,.., XP,	 I,..,
0.50 0.2 277.7	 55.54
1.0 0.3 271.5	 86.45
1.5 0.2 267.7	 53.54
2.0 0.1 264.5	 26.45
3.0 0.1 260.0	 26.00
4.0 0.1 256.5	 25.65
2.' X P ,	 Ir„,	 268.63
wt average l.P.
From wt overage	 I. P , i P	 1.38.
Weight average particle radius
XPi
µ
XP{ rP{
0.2 0.5 0.10
0.3 1.0 0.30
0.2 1.5 0.30
0.1 2.0 0.20
0.1 3.0 0 30
0.1 4.0 0.40
_'X,,, r P , iP	 1.60
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Eq. (1) is used in the program for calculating the gas
velocity. This equation was used as a starting point be-
cause it contains all the terms used in the program which
involve particle radius. Eq. (4), the simplified equation
for drag coefficient, is a fair approximation of the drag
law for Pr = 1000 used in the program at the time these
calculations were made. Eq. (10) indicates that the effec-
tive particle radius, F,,, may well he a function of all the
parameters which affect 1.,, efficiency; that is, for a given
particle size distribution, there is no single value of effec-
tive average particle radius, but many values.
A sample calculation of effective average particle
radius from Eq. (10) is shown in Table 7. Also shown
in Table 7 are the weight-average particle radius and
the particle radius which corresponds to the Nveight aver-
age I.,,. These three particle raeft are compared again
in Table 8 for several particle-dze distributions. The
weight-average particle radius is always significant)
larger than the other two.
1"he effective average particle radius front Eq. (10) and
the particle radios corresponding to the weight average
1,,, are close enough to suggest that the 1.,, for anv par-
ticle size distribution is (or is close to) the corresponding
weight average 1,,,. The small discrepanc y which exists
probably is clue to the drag law approximation leading
to Eq. (10).
Table 8. Summary cf effective particle size
calculations
Particle size r,,	 µ
distribution
t	 A/A, W1 average
From from wt
r,,, xp, particleEq. 1101 average 1.,.
size
0.5 0.1
1.0 0.2
1.5 0.3 9.79 1.54 1.62 1.80
2.0 G.2
3.0 0.1
4.0 0.1
0.5 0.1
1.0 0.2
1.5 0.3 20.09 1.49 1.53 1.80
2.0 0.2
3.0 0.1
4.0 0.1
0.5 0.2
1.0 0.3
1.5 0.2 9.79 1.30 1.38 1.60
2.0 0.1
3.0 0.1
4.0 0.1
0.5 0.4
1.0 0.3
1.5 0.1 9.79 0.98 1.01 1.20
2.0 0.1
3.0 0.05
4.0 0.05
0.5 0.1
1.G 0.1
1.5 0.1 9.79 1.97 i.13 2.40
2.0 0.2
3.0 0.3
4.0 0.2	 j
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IX. Polymer Research
7.
E
W
A. The F t9 NMR of Oxypropyl
Trifluoroacetaes'
S. L Monatt, J. D Ingham, N. S. Rapp, and D. D. Lawson
The molecular structure of polyoxyalkylene glycols can
profoundly affect the processing and stabilit y of polyure-
thanes prepared from them. Of iinniedia:^ concern are
the effects on chemical properties resulting from differ-
ent tYpes of end groups, e.g., whether they are primary
or secondary hydroxyl, and airy effects of differences in
stereoisoi nrrisnr.
Recent work (Ref. 1) has shwwn that, hecause of the
large number of electrons associated with the F" nucleus,
chemical shifts between trifluoroacetates of primary and
secondary hydroxyls are of the order of 10-15 cps, with
the primary triftuoroacetates at lower field. Correspond-
ing shifts in the proton magnetic resonances between
primary and secondary acetates are observed; however,
these are only 1 ­6 cps. Therefore, F' H nuclear magnetic
'Joint mntril n[tion with the Chemistry Section, Space Sciences
Division.
resonance (NMR) is being used to establish the stnrcture
of terminal hydroxyls in polyoxypropylene glycol (PPG).
1. F 19 Results for Trifluoroacetates of PPG-425,
P PG-2000, and PPG-900 Terminated with
One Hydrrxyl
The F" NNIIi spectra of the trifluoroacetates of both
PPG-425 and PPG-2000 show the presence of little or
no primary hydroxyl. However, the resonance at high
magnetic field, which is a"tributed to secondar y hydroxyl,
shows a doublet stnrcture. The high field member of the
doublet is of slightly greater intensity than that at low
field and the difference in relative intensity of these
doublets is greater for PPG425 :han for PPG-2`100. Since
no other perturbation appears likely, the doublet indi-
cates two different types of secondary hydroxyl in PPG.
We felt that a polyoxypropylene glycol with one end
capped with an alkoxy group should provide some infor.
mation on the origi. of this nonequivalence. Therefore,
propylene oxide was polymerized by initiation with
sodium n-propoxide and gave a polyoxypropylene of
number-average molecular weight 900 with a propoxyl
group at one end and a secondary hydroxvl group at
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Alterrutr:ev. therr citukl Ix ,
 a drffr•r s:r in oerro•
isonk • rimn
 of the Adlacrnt	 carbon% of the
h4o lliolxvtl ::--- .: iiee chain ends.
CHI
,
Ho	 N N	 H C►ts	 N H ,,	 N
MAGNETIC FIELD
Fig. 1. F 19 NMR spectra of the trifluoroacetate
of polyrxypropyi alcohol
the opposite end of each chain. The F" NNIR of the
trifluoroacetate of this polymer was a doublet .%-ith a
chemieRl shift for secondary trifluoroacetate and Kith
each member of equal intensity, thus indicating approxi-
mately equal numbers of molecules \cith each kind of
secondary hydroxyl (Fig. 1).
2. Discussion of F 19 NMR Results
In order to account for two types of secondary hydroxyl
in PPG, two tentative explanations have been proposed
(Ref. 1). T:'ie first is a difference in positional isomerism
of methyl group f the propoxy unit adjacent to the ter-
minal unit, that is, Structures I -ad 11:
OH	 CH,	 OH	 CH,
CH,CHCH.'L'CH_CHO--- CH,CHCH_OCHCH.O---
1	 II
III
CH S
0	 0 --- w
H	 0H	 H	 H CH I	H H	 H
Bi
Stnictures I and 11 imply that the mechanism of poly-
merization is the origin of the ob.erved nonriluivalener
cat the sxondary trifluoroacetate }croups via the follm%
ing reaction sieps:
OH O - 	 / 1
	
Oil	 CH,
CH,CHeH, -1 CH,CHCII,* CH,CHCfI,OCH,CM
V
O
C-1 KHCH.-
4- TERMINATION
OH	 CH,	 CH,	 C11,
I
	
CH,CIiCH2OCII:CfiO	 — CH,CI10)CH,CH0II
	I 	 II
VI
If the initiating anion used is from a monofunctional
alcohol RO- instead of CH,CHOIICII,O -, only end
groups of Type II should be formed. Because the mono-
functional initiator gave a doublet, either the above
mechanism is incorrect or the doublet arises because of a
difference in stereoisomerism of the end groups. How-
ever, any alternative mechanism that would give both
End Groups I or lI on different molecules when monv-
functionally initiated does not seem reasonable. From
existing evidence then, it appears thai the doublet is
produced by differences in the chemical shifts of the
trifluoroacetates of Structures III and IV. Further investi-
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KatNrtl will 1119 . 11 rlr F" %NR nseuvirciovnts tin eYetn-
1,eeund. eef kvm n atrrro( lie•nercal configuration to
n,re -Al ) pren vr or dirlxene this tentatt ► e vorx luston.
B. Isolation, Identification, and
Synthesis of Dipropylene Glycol
Isomers 11. 2,4-Dimethyl-3-
Oxapentane-1,5 Diol
D. 0 Towson
In Bet. 2 dw c hentieal eharrrteriaation of 41-oxaheptane-
2,H ehol (dis( ,eondary dipr epylene glycol) %vas reported.
As a continuing effort tliv s y nthesis, isolation and physi-
cal pnil ►e rides of the ''2.1 dunethyl 3 uxal ►c utane 1,^ cdiul
(diprimary d,propylene glycol) have been carried out.
In particular. the preparation of th-.• diastereoiners and
ennfiKuration rrlati yr to dilictic acrd base been deter-
nun.sl along with an alternate synth. -.,. ,# th^ chpriman
diprijvylenr KlyeYtls -Ilre• g^% hepttd parteteror, chrrrnatog-
raphy (CITC) data over a temix-rature range on a
CarNywat 20%] c+rlmmi and the u1mrati-en of the di-
asterer►mers is alai note•el
1.1 ciennt-diuri .with the• studs of lactic acid tnetalml
kin. Pierre• Vieles and coworkers tRef. 3) prepared a
large numlwr of derivatives of dilactic acid (1) and drtt r-
inine•d thrir corfigurat,ons relative to lactic acid. Iii the
case of diethyl dilactate (11) prepared from the sodium
salt of ethyl lactate and ethyl ti-bromoprnpionate, the
ratio of dl pairs to mesa form was five to one. The dilac-
tate esters syere separated by careful fractional distilla-
tion to obtain the losy t•r bxoiling (11 fonn. The meso ester
remained in the residue and was further purified by
preparative gas chromatography. To determine which
ester represents the• ineso and which the dl form• the
diamide (III) was prepared by heating the appropriate
ester (obtained from preparative GITC) with ammonia
in a sealed tube. On reduction of either ell or meso
dieth y l dilactate (II) to the diprimary glycol (IV) with
CH SCHCH Z CI	 0
1	 u	 11OH	 CH3CHC-0H
0
1
CH3CHC—OH
11
0
CH3CHCH2C1
I
0	 ^
I
CH3CHCHZCI
CH3CHCH20H
I
0	 L^
I
CH3CHCH20H
0
11
C H3CHCOC2 H5
I
Br
OH (N3i
I
CH3CHCOCZH5
11
0
0
11
CH3CHCOC2H5
0
1
CH3CHCOC2H5
11
10
j0
11
CH3CHC—NH2
I
0
1
CH3CHC—NH2
11
0
I	 +
z
III
Fig. 2. Synthetic scheme for 2,4-dim ethyl -3-oxapentone-1,5-diol
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lithitim aluminum li^rindv and dry dirthyl ether no die
parn •nt clitnu • riialitin iK cur+ 11c e•ourse of the reduction
%, .I% verified by ( ITC, ns ► ng a Carlxi%%ax 21%1 column
,,. hu'h (,,It easil y sepac ah • the este rs or givr ► Is. Ti lt-
lilt rolm-lIZ4 at( .
 derivatives (1') of the glycols were pre-
pared by heating p- nitrotwnzoyl chloride with either the
MCC) nr dl thin ► of I\ aril then reviry-oallihng the di-
rsten fnnn c• ► I:i,nnl. It is apparent from the Inviting
points of flit In, 1, nilrolx•nzoate% that Britton and Sexton
(Ref. •1) prepared only the
1.5 diol (IV).
An alternate synthesis of IV is to heat lit 	 autoclave
the I ►is-('?-chloruisupropyl) ether(^'lll^rith potas%imil acc-
tate and act-tic acid as ;I to give the diac-etate
(VIII) in gocKl yield. The di(hlilro-etlwr wits readily oh-
Wiled by dehydration of 1-vidw-opropauol- 3 (VI) \sith
su t lm is acid. The °-chloropropanol- I gill not yield all
ether under similar conditions (Ref. 5). An ester inter-
changc between methanol and VIlf, or saponification
with barium hydroxide, gave it of flit- chastere-
omers of IV, which then could be separated by prepara-
tive (:ITC. Table 1 lists the physical characteristics and
analytical data for the above conilumnd s. Fig. ? shows
the synthetic sk-heme • and stnicture of the materials. In
Fig. 3 a plot is given of the specific retention volume
(Vg"'-1 of the dl and mesa fornns of 2,4 dimethyl-3-
oxalwntane -15 diol versus 11T Hith propylene glycol
Ix • ing included as a reference.
Further work on dipropylene glycol will be direc•'ed
to\%ard the isolation, identification, and s ynthesis of
2-n ►ethy1-3-oxahexarie-1,5 diol (primary-secc ►ndary dipro-
pylene glycol).
C. Structure of Poly-9-Viny!-
Anthracene
A Rembaum and A Henry
1. Introduction
Ill a previous report ( Ref. 6) evidence was presented
%%hich indicated that 9-vinylanthracene (VA) does not
TEMPERATURE T, °C
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Fig. 3 Specific retention volume vs reciprocal temperature for glycols
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e
lwlymerize•
 in the conventional way by 1,2 addition and
that chain extension proceeds across the middle anthra-
cene ring, i.e., by 1,6 additi o n leading; to 13-diphenyl-
ethylene (DPE) t)Toe of stnutur". Only low molecular
weight polymers could lie obtained and the nutnber
average molecular weight of lh4y-9-vinylanthracene
(PVA) was found to be of the order 1500-2000. These
results were retirray confirmed by independent research
workers (Ref. 7).
From furtaer investigations the following significant
facts emerged:
(1) Fractionation of PVA by means of column chroma-
tography pennits the isolation of a polymer fraction,
the molecular weight of %vhich is of the order
of 5000.
(2)Additional evidence based on spectroscopic results,
as well as on the reaction between PVA and maleic
anhydride, leaves little doubt that the previous
po , tulate of 1,6-addition polymerization was correct.
A comparison of results obtained by three different
analytical methods yielded a quantitative estimate
of the concentration of anthracene rings in the
polymer.
2. Results
a. Polymerization. The experimental techniques for
the polymerization under high vacuum and determination
of polymer yields using sodium naphthalene initiator
werr prr%iously drscrlbed Met. ti). Additional data (in
this polymerization system where the inihAtor %% , A% re
I)IMI'd by hut%Ihthiunl err 0110%% 11 in 1'alelt'
table 3. Fractionation of PVA
l n tlnctlen
ceefliUent
Fraction Weight %
s
M	 M^
at 7319 Tot
3530 1030	 I	 050
le cm
7071
2 IN 55 1700
	 1450 170
3 319 20 3300	 2600 109
4 3.96 4200 124
5 3.77 5300 141
100 00
• Numbor overage moleculor ereighf dwo-inod b, moons el a M-N-Ieb
s Nvmber overop mole. ciao .eight Ae/ern bed by ebelllom.rrr
Table 4. Fractionation of PVA'
E n tinctlon
coefficient
Fraction Weigtit % M,
of 258 mp
Ie'cm'
1 27.0 goo 210
2 34.1 2400
I	
150
3 9.9 2.40
1	
120
2	 O 1500 s^
5 0.1 5600 140
100.0
• Original M.	 -rnk+er overage molecn la, -eight	 1600.
Table 2. Polymerization of VA by means of butyllithiurrr,
lityllithium,
moles/1
VA,
moles/1
Temperature,
°C
Time,
hr
Yield,
Weight %
Molecular
Weight,
Extinction
coefffciW
at 2519 Tµ,
19 ` cm
8 X	 lo' 0.4 80 2 17.7 1750 122
8 X 10 -1 0.4 0 2 2 
1 
0 140
8 X 10 -s 0.4 50 2 79.4 2370 180
8 X i0 - ' 0.4 100 2 I	 73.7 1650 185
5 X 10 - ' 2.5 100 5 C9,8 1100 198
1.6 X lo , 0.8 100 5 85.8 1 300 110
0.6 X 10-s 0.3 100 1 56.2 1350 167
1.6 X	 10 - ' 0.4 50 2 85.0 1800 181
2 X 10-' 0.4 50 2 87.7 1350 185
4 X 10' 0.4 50 2 94.5 1080 187
1	 X	 10 - ' 0.4 50 2 96.0 900 200
• Number-average molecular v.oight determined	 by	 moons of	 a	 Mechrolob osmometor.
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h Fractioruwtion. Two lxelvtner vonplr; prepared by
mearo of 1,11tylltthlnm we •rr fractionated separately on an
aluuurea (eelmoo, using n hexane Ix nitme mixttrv% as
I ^ 1
(D FIVA
r
-
1
—
e
—	 0 VA	 el
1
SOO 600 700 900
WAVELENGTH, mµ
Fig. 4. Visible spectra of — poly-9-vinylanthracene
(PVA,l on sodium and	 9-vinylanthracene (VA)
on sodium tetrahydrofuran
e•luents ( 10-90 atxl 5)- 50 volume 1+ ) at room trynik •rature.
'141e highe-st molmular wervht fraction. were obtained by
elution with pure benzene. The rv%idts are shown in
Tables 3 and 4.
e. Spectroxcrrpic studies. VA a% yell a% PVA % u•id%
colored solutions when reacted «eth sodium in the
absence o! air. The visible spectruu ► of the monomer
(Curve 2, Fig. 4) differs from thy• visible spectrum of the
polymer (Cur\e 1. Fig. 4). The- latter e • \hibits an extra
absorption peak A 46("80 uup, i.e., at the same wave-
II•n;th at which 1,1 - diphenylethylene (I)PE) absorbs
lender ide•nhcal conditions.
lu Fig. 5 are shown spectra in the vi%ihle wavelengt%
range of synthetic mixtures of 9-ethyl anthracene (EA)
and DPE reacted with sodium. These are characterized
by the same peak at 460480 mp. The changes of optical
density of DPE, with time have been observed preciously
(fief. 9) and are attributed to the establishment of
e(luilibria between DPE. and IRE radical ions.
The ultraviolet spectra of DYE, I'A'A. and synthetic
mixtures of JVE 4nd \'A are recorded in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Visible spectra of synthetic mixtures of 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE) and 9-ethyl
onthracene (EA) reacted with sodium in tetrahydrofuran
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The exit (ination of the infrared spectra of EA and PVA
yielded additional evidence for a 1,6 typc of polymeri-
zation. In Fig. 7 the absnrpti,, n spectrum of PVA and EA
(identical concentration) are compared in the range of
9 to 20 µ	 µ. The reduction in intensity of the peak at 13.7
is obviously due to a d"iease of anthracene structures in
the polymer. The ratio of extinction coefficients of the
monomeric ►noiety to the polymer at 13.7 u gives the
amount of anthracene structures present after polymeri-
zation (Table 5).
d. Reaction with maleic anhydride.. The formation of
the maleic anhydride adduct .vas used as an independent
check of the amount of anthracene moiety present in PVA.
The reaction was carried out under conditions described
in the literature (liel. 10 1 , and the carbon and hydroge((
content of the isolated adducts was deterinmed. The
weight percent of anthracene structures cah olated froin
the oxygen content in the reaction prrnduct is recorded
in Table 6.
3. Conclusions
The fractionation of PVA and isolation (if polymer
fractions of a degree of polymerisation of 25 and the
spectroscopic resnits offer a conchisive proof for the
successive addition of monomer units across anthracene
rings. Furthermore, constnu-tinn of Fisher-I Iirshfelder
models (Fibs. 8 and 9) show that 1,6-type polymerization
leads to structures considerately less hindered than those
115
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Fig 7. Infrared spectra of poly -9-vinylanthracene (PVA)
and 9-ethyl anthrocene IEAI in CS
fill 1111 el by 1 2 .111, 1111- ill. The tnttlee Idal untdt l ,III xen In
FIV. 4 represent-, it dieter Ifrrined by reactit	 of VA
11111iol,li 11w vin y l grorlp. :Addition of a third nlonoluer
11161 l.•: the 1.2 nn •ehani,ul appears to he physically
im i n„ihle dnt• it, the stern• interference of hydrogen
atouls, schlle formation of a long tivnur chain by rc-
action acros, the middle ring of the arlthracene tnolec•ole
(I ig. 8) may talc place with little steric hindrance.
The DI)F po,hllate seems at first t r - he inconsistent
%%lilt the tillra^iulet spectnno of the po!ymer, since the
Table 5. Infrared analysis of PVA
Number-average Weight %
Sample m-:ecular anthrocene
weight structures
PVA
PVA
PVA
PVA
1100
2100
2860
3600
31.0
24.4
32.7
32.3
Table 6. Analysis of maleic anhydride-PVA adducts
Weight %
% C r.	 H %01 anthrocene
structures—
89.41 5.61 4.98 30.9
89.95 5.60 4.45 27.6
88.52 5.50 5.98 37.1
88.82 5.70 5.48 34.0
"O.yger by uifference.
Fig. 8 Molecular model representing 1,6 type of
polymerization of 9-vinylanthracene
Fig. 9. Molecular model representing 1,2 type of
polymerization of 9-vinylanthracene
latter does not exhibit the plateau shown by DPE in the
wavelength range of 242 to 254 mit (compare Curve 1
with Curve 4 in Fig. 6). This is not surprising since the
experimental oscillator strength of EA is very much
greater than that of DPE; and this is confirmed by a
spectroscopic examination of synthetic mixtures. It is
clear from Fig. 6 that EA remains the predominant species
in the spectrum Alp to 95% of DPE, and even at this high
concentration the plateau of DPE is not apparent.
Ar
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ins, ystantitati. .in4iv., lty "wall% of thrwr inshlx-tid
rill "06111[ . I inf rarrd. ultraictlrt. atxl rtt-actitttl w,th
inAlete aahydndei leads to the c WiCiu>.:: ►n tl%At Ilse THAW
mum c-onventration of anthracenc rings in the lx)Iynwr is
ulttnit "Wrr Ilse ultta%lolet nseth A t trlded %'allies Arilsrrlt
utsatrly 1R luk-rt t Hv( 6 -1 tltall thrr.r• t,l ►tauted from tilt,
infrared or malt-ii: anhydride analyst. Thn rlisc-reltuk•y
tlldt lie dUe ' - 11W latt tftAt rtt-tilt. – L+-9-
to react with DPF. ( Ref tl AIM thr %ttwlurr tm4thing
htan 1.6 vqw t4 adtlittt " i 1%4%ntrtuatstm t4 V lr 144,
to vownlmtr ht thw At-titptsttr intensity at 13 T ri. In 1,414h
r Aw%. thetrfure. the rr%m1% wtuild ltrr tr ►tr htlth and flit
this rew oii Ilse ultrA%w1vt .maltsI ,- is tonsideted to 1W thw
tlkKt Aivellrate.
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X. Propulsion Research
A. Gras Side Boundary
Phenomena
R W Rowley
I . Introduction
An understanding of the thermal, chemical. and fuid-
n ►echaoical processes which constitute Con ►ht►stion lit
liquid rocket engine has long been the goal of the designer.
tioch understanding has proven so difficult to ac,,mre,
however, that. in general, it is necessary to accept grossly
simplified models of complex processes for design pur-
poses and then use "cut and try" techniques during the
development of all A case in point is the transfer
of heat trim the hot combustion gases to the thrust
chamber m Al. At present it is necessary to asp •_lme an
all-gas, \sell -mixed environment within the combustion
chamber front \s high heat is transferred to the boundaries
primarily by convection. This all(,ws the use of available
semientpirical or boundar y layer analyses such as those
of Baru (Refs. 1 and 2). however, the most widely used
spray combustion iechniques, wherein combustion takes
place in a moving field of droplets, do not completely
satisfv these assumptions. The flow field is obviously not
all aawous. and droplets ma y persist as far downstream
as the nozzle throat. Impingement of droplets on the
thrust chan ►ber wall and the resultant liquid filiu, how-
ever transitory, may be expected to modify the pare
forced convection heat transfer process. In addition, large
gradients in local ► nass flow rate and heal mixture ratio
exist in droplet fields produced bV the most popular
injection schemes. These gradients in turn result in cor-
responding gradients in the gaseous combustion products.
Thus, any understaneling of the processes taking place at
the wall of a real rocket engine ► nest consider local
conditions rather than the mean-mixed ideal.
Previous studies at this Laboratory (Refs. 3 and 4) have
demonstrated the existence of nonuniform heat transfer
rates to thrust chamber walls. These investig,,!ions were
conducted with unlike impinging stream injectors having
controlled stream characteristics. Although reproducible
local heat flux distributions were obtained and these
distributions were obviously related to injector charac-
teristics (Ref. 3), a useable correlation has yet to be
devised. lit 4 the nonuniform circumferential dis-
tribution of heart flux produced by a particular injector
was shown to be grossly related to erosion in the throat
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phe noirx•rta could Ix• tx)th fnntful and im4til Ae •e„rd-
ingly, a long-term rrcearch investigation entitled (:as
ti ed(• Rocindary Phenomena” has he co initiated.
?. Experimental Apparatus
Initial expe'rrnents being condiicted as part of this
project are airne d at elucidating rt•snits of earlier pro-
grams and defining the physical pn ►c•essc•s which control
heat transfer to surfatw, etpose(l to a spray (10illhostion
flow field. tit (rting Kith it typical liquid rocket engine a
series of simplifications have been ooadc • in arriving at an
Apparatus which, altho•igh it no longer rest-nihlu% it rocket
engine, incorporates the salient characteristics of rocket
engine combustion. These simplifications were included
as it result of experience gained in previous proi;rains
where till , complex geometry assw-iate(i with the spray
striking the thnist chamber wall and the complete lack
of visual observation have hampered a real understanding
of the phl,noniena ss high control heat transfer and erosion.
The device which was constructed for this initial. phase•
consisted simply of an instrumented flat plate which could
he inserted into a burning spray. No combustion c•hainhcr
was used and no effort was made to exc •ludc the surround-
ing air from the combustion process. Although some
disadvantage% might result frorn the aspiration of air into
the droplet field, it was felt that the advantages of a free
choice of orientation of the flat plate heat transfer surface
and the ease of observation of the Minting spray and its
impingement on the flat plate more than compensated for
the unknown effect of the air on the combustion pr(xess.
As an additional simplification, the multi-element con-
stniction of typical injectors was abandoned in favor of
a single i njector element, thus avoiding complex inter-
actions Letween the sprays formed by adjacent elements.
The element: chosen consisted of a jet of fuel impinging
on a jet of oxidizer, i.e., an "unlike-impinging-douhl(•t"
element. The general configuration of tl!e spray thus-
formed is shown in Fig. 1.
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dnate-Is e41011rt-t1. arnl su ►ce son11 • otlor► oatton nu 1111•
Its—op •rocs of spnlvs pt-Om-eel Kith nonrrat ling litlui(ls
is available (H4 11), tilt- llw%ent immligithon i% Iw•ing
rnn(ln ► tt•,I with prolx • ILurh which exhibit nrghgihle
liquid phase- • reaction. 1111• oxidizer iiving mod Is inhih-
itt-d white funnng nitric acid i NII•• NA! and fit,- inrl i•
fit, thaiwl. Wlivn c-mobin •(l, tIH se propellants do exhibit
sonic teoilo • rafor+ • increa •.e; hossevrr, it is not lclt that
the evalw ►ration rate is inereawd oifiicit-ntly to upprrt•i-
ably distial, the ntfxinv prows. The spray pntdtumll
with WIFNA/methanol would this lit- rxlx •ctt •d to rx-
hibrt mass and mixture ratio th,tril ►ution oi snmlai to thaw-
obtained with nonreacting fluids having cin ► ilar physical
properties, Such informatit ,n is an obviotis pre • re(lohitr to
air oodcroanding of local conditions when tilt- spray fin.
{iin^t s ore- tilt- wall and it nim L, moire easil y obtained by
iisitig n , mn • ac •ting li(luitis than by using tilt- actual pro-
pellants. These propullants also have lilt- adt antagv of
{inolucing relatively sinr{^Il, ryuilihrinnt reaction {^rt ►duc•ts.
Ignition of the spray was accomplished %s—fill a coil of
Nichrorone wire which was heated -leorically to a cherry
red. Otis a th(• spray was ignited the reaction was self-
sustaining, eliminating the need for it continuous exter-
nal ignition source. The !,one was similar in : ► p pearanc'e
to the flame produced by rnetkiriol burning in air except
for an orange tinge, apparently the rt • siilt of nitrogen
oxides introduced by the oxidizer.
Since the combustion process was not confined, tilt-
gaseous products tended to rise as a result of the density
difference between the hot gases and the surrounding
anihient air. As the gases rose alx,ve the droplet field
the energy they contained was not available for vapor-
izing the propellant droplets, and the rate of propellant
consumption was thus reduced. At the flow rate which
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Fig. 1. Configuration of test apparatus
was used in the tests conducted to date combustion
ceased about 6 ft from the impingement point, appar-
ently as a consequence of the reduced heat transfer
between products and droplets. A large number of un-
consumed droplets were visible downstream of this point.
This lack of confinement represents, perhaps, the most
significant drawback of the present apparatus in that the
Sow is markedly different from that in a rocket engine
where the gases are constrained to pass through the
droplet field at high velocity before exiting through the
nozzle, transferring heat to the droplets in the process.
3. Results
Some preliminary experiments have been conducted
in which a stainless steel plate, 0.090 in. thick, to which
thermocouples had been welded, was exposed to the
burning spray. The electrical output of the thermocou-
ples, which were attached to the rear surface of the
plate, was recorded during a series of tests in which the
front surface of the plate was heated by the spray. The
rate of temperature rise above the initial, ambient, tem-
perature of about 70°F may be regarded as an indication
of the heat transfer rate to the front surface of the plate.
The surface of the plate was oriented perpendicular to
the resultant momentum line of the spray with the re-
sultant passing through the center of the plate as shown
in Fig. 1. The temperature rise recorded by a thermo-
couple at this location, which is a stagnation region, is
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of distance from the im-
pingement point and time from initiation (and simul-
taneous ignition) of the spray. Thermocouples at other
locations on the plate recorded essentially the same
temperatures.
Although thermal equilibrium was not reached during
these 10-sec tests, it would appear that a maximum tem-
perature rise of 120-150°F might be expected at the
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DISTANCE FROM IMPINGEMENT POINT, in.
Fig. 2. To"perature rise at rear surface of
flat plate
rear surface, corresponding to an equilibrium tempera-
ture of approximately 200°F. Since the plate was not
cooled, the equilibrium temperatures of the front and
rear surfaces would be expected to be approximately the
same. This temperature is surprisingly low and virtually
independent of distance from the impingement point.
The data also show that early in the tests, i.e., when the
temperature of the plate was low, the heat transfer rate
(as indicated by the rate of temperatu re rise) increased
as the plate was moved closer to the impingement point.
The maximum heat transfer rate observed was of the
order of 0.1 Btu/iWsec.
This indication that the heat transfer rate is a function
of distance from the origin of the spray suggests a pos-
sible relationship to local mass flow rate of fluid ap-
proaching the plate. The divergence of the spray (shown
schematically in Fig. 1) results in a reduction in local
mass flow rate as the fluid travels away from the im-
pingement point. The corresponding reduction in heat
transfer to a flat plate is in agreement with convective
heat transfer analyses such as those of Ref. 1, which
assumes an almost first power dependence of heat trans-
fer on mass flux in pipe flow, and with the data presented
in Ref. 9, which more closely resembles the case under
discussion. However, the energy level of the spray is
quite low, as demonstrated by the low equilibrium tem-
perature of the plate, and the heat transfer process is
probably dominated by the large mass of unconsumed
droplets rather than by convection from the combustion
products.
These preliminary experiments have demonstrated that
a simple spray can be produced which is capable of self-
sustained reaction and —hich can provide information on
spray combustion heat transfer. However, the present
apparatus suffers from a serious t: Pficiency in that the
spray is not confined and the gaseous products rise out
of the spray without contributing sufficient energy to the
evaporation/combustion process. The droplets are thus
consumed slowly and the flow approaching the plate is
dominated by the liquid phase. The apparatus will even-
tually be modified to more closely approach the physical
conditions of a rocket engine, where the droplets are
(hopefully) completely consumed as they pass through
the combustion chamber.
Additional experiments are planned with the device in
its present form to define the local temperatures and
heat transfer rates at the surface of the flat plate by using
a more sophisticated technique in which thermocouples
will be located at the front surface. High-speed movies
of the liquid film and droplet impingement are also be-
ing made.
4. Propellant Chemistry
During the early development of the apparatus de-
scribed, an anomalous chemical reaction was observed
which, although not relevant to the data presented, is of
some general interest. The injection device being used at
that time consisted of two equal diameter, coaxially op-
posed orifices. Impingement of the fuel and oxidizer jets
thus produced an axially symmetric fiat sheet and, as a
result, an axially symmetric spray fan. This symmetry
greatly simplifies the intersection of the spray and a
surface since the mass and mixture ratio distributions are
now essentially two dimensional rather than three dimen-
sional as is the case with a conventional doublet. How-
ever, there are two distinct disadvantages to this orifice
geometry: (1) the injected mass is equally distributed
around the circumference of the spray—thus local mass
flow rates are lower than in the spray produced by a
conventional doublet at the same total flow rate; and
(2) carefully balanced jet hydraulic characteristics are
required in order to insure that the resultant momentum
is planar and that the impingement point is located mid-
way between the ends of the orifices, rather than directly
adjacent to the exit of one or the other orifice. With nitric
acid/methanol propellants these hydraulic requirements
specify a fuel-rich mixture ratio of 1.38.
Ignition was accomplished by inserting a small volume
of hydrazine in the fuel line prior to the test such that
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when the main propellant valves were opened, the hydra-
zine slug was forced out of the orifice by the methanol.
The hypergolic reaction between hydrazine and nitric
acid thus formed an ignition source for the methanol/
nitric acid spray.
Following ignition by this technique, two different
steady-state reactions were observed during a series of
tests. One reaction produced the fume described previ-
ously, i.e., a faint yellow-orange fume having a billowy
form as a result of the buoyancy of the hot gases. The
second reaction produced a white cloud with no visible
flame and no apparent buoyancy. The particles comprising
the cloud appeared to move radially from the impinge-
ment point, along paths similar to those of the droplets
in a spray produced with nonreacting liquids. This re-
action, which appeared to be initiated at ignition, was
produced continuously in tests as long as 8 sec, indicating
that it was a self-sustaining phenomenon. A white solid,
which collected during these tests on the apparatus that
supported the orifices and is assumed to be the same
material that formed the white cloud, was analyzed to be
paraformaldehyde, which is a polymerized form of for-
maldehyde. There were no apparent differences in test
conditions between tests which produced a flame and
those which resulted in the formation of formaldehyde;
the occurrence of one or the other result appeared to be
random.
Thermochemical calculations show that the equilibrium
products of the nitric acid/methanol reaction are pri-
marily CO, NZ, and HZO at stoichiometric conditions
with added CO and H Q at fuel-rich mixture ratios. How-
ever, formaldehyde is a probable intermediate product in
the oxidation of methanol, suggesting that the appearance
of paraformaldehyde was associated with "freezing" of
the reaction at this partially reacted stage, while the
appearance of a flame was an indication that the reaction
had proceeded further toward completion. Some small
change in operating conditions apparently determined
whether or not the reaction could successfully drive itself
through the formaldehyde intermediate.
A series of changes were made to the apparatus during
these early stages of the program, both in an attempt to
reliably produce the desired "fume" reaction and for
other reasons. However, most of these modifications did
not result in the consistent appearance of one reaction or
the other. For example, the volume of the hydrazine
starting slug was both increased and decreased by a
factor of 2 from the volume initially chosen in order to
correspondingly change the duration of the hypergolic
reaction us-1 tf- ignite the methanol/acid spray. Changes
were also made in the timing of the propellant valves in
order to vary the relative time at which the fuel and
oxidizer arrived at the impingement point. Both of these
changes would be expected to affect the total energy
relea:.ed during the ignition phase as well as affecting
the .establishment of a recirculation pattern which prob-
ably feeds energy back to the liquid near the impinge-
ment point. However, neither change produced consistent
results.
Subsequently, the oxidizer was changed from white
fuming nitric acid to inhibited white fuming nitric acid,
the latter containing 0.6% HF as a corrosion inhibitor,
and the mixture ratio of the injected propellants was
changed from fuel rich (r = 1.38), as required by hy-
draulic considerations, to stoichiometric (r = 2.36). Again,
both reactions occurred in a random manner. This is
particularly interesting since the change in mixture ratio,
in addition to altering the concentration of reactants, also
produced an imbalance in the relative momentum of
the two jets which resulted in the impingement point
being moved from a hydraulically balanced location mid-
way between the ends of the two orifices to a point
adjacent to the exit of the fuel orifice. However, any
changes in the mixing process thus produced did not
affect the nonreproducibility of the reaction.
Eventually the method of igniting the spray was
changed from the hydrazine slug technique to a spark
plug and a flame was produced consistently. The desired
result having been achieved, the investigation of the
mechanisms which caused the formaldehyde reaction w&,
not pursued. However, since no other change was made
to the system at the time the method of igniting the spray
was changed, it would appear that the hydrazine slug
technique in itself produced thermal or chemical condi-
tions favorable for quenching the reaction.
At a later date the orifices were changed to a 60-deg
included angle, rather than the opposed orientation, in
order to increase the local mass flow rate in the region
where the flat plate temperature measurements were
made. This was considered necessary since, with the
opposed jets, the flow field was completely dominated by
the vertically moving (i.e., rising) buoyant combustion
products rather than by drops or hot gases moving
radially from the impingement zone. Although the 60-deg
doublet produced a flow field more suitable for the flat
plate experiments than that produced by the opposed jet
orientation, the buoyancy of the combustion products
remained a problem and, as mentioned previously, an
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enclosed reaction zone appears desirable. Si .ce the spark
plug was readily shorted by the nitric acid, the ignition
system was also changed in the interest of reliability,
this time to the glow coil.
S. Summary
The apparatus currently being used, as described in
Section 2, incorporates most of the simplicities originally
desired, i.e., nonhypergolic propellants, geometrically
simple heat transfer surfaces, ease of observation, and a
relatively simple spray configuration. The change from
the opposed jet orientation to the 60-deg doublet, with a
resultant increase in complexity of the mass and mixture
ratio distributions within the spray, represents the most
significant degradation of the original concept. Although
the device as it stands provides useful data on heat trans-
fer rates to surfaces in spray combustion systems, the
combustion process can be made to more closely approx-
imate that in a rocket engine by confining the spray and
the combustion products within a combustion chamber.
Therefore, following a series of experiments with the
present device using thermocouples mounted on the front
surface of a plate, an enclosed apparatus will be con-
structed in which the flat plate experiments will be
continued.
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XI. Advanced Propulsion Engineering
A. Liquid MHD Power Conversion
D. El ioM, D. Cerini, and D. O'Connor'
The long lifetimes required of electric-propulsion
powerplants make nonrotating cycles attractive. A non-
rotating powerplant under investigation at JPL is the
liquid m- • tohydrodynamic (MHD) system shown
schematically in Fig. 1. In this cycle a fluid, such as
cesium, circulates in the vapor loop and causes a liquid
metal, such as lithium, to circulate through an MHD
generator in the liquid loop. The cesium leaves the radi-
ator as condensate, flows through an electromagnetic
pump to the mixer, vaporizes on contact with the lithium,
atomizes and accelerates the lithium in the nozzle, sepa-
rates from the lithium in the separator, and returns to the
radiator. The lithium leaves the separator at high velocity
( typically 500 ft/sec ), decelerates through the production
of electric power in the MHD generator, and leaves the
'We wish to acknowledge the assistance of C. A. McNary who was
In charge of the MHD generator project while at JPL, and of
T. R. Atkinson and W. A. Stratton who supervised the design and
construction of the test facility.
Fig. 1. Liquid MHD power conversion circle
generator with sufficient velocity ( typically 300 ft/sec )
to return through a diffuser to the reactor where the
lithium is reheated.
Results of nozzle, separator, and diffuser tests with
nitrogen and water were reported in Refs. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Tests are now being conducted with liquid-metal MHD
generators using NaK (78% potassium and 22% sodium)
at ambient temperature as the working fluid. Subsequent
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generator tests wiil employ two-phase flow to obtain
higher efficiencies as discussed in Ref. 2. The purpose of
the single-phase NaK tests is to compare theoretical
predictions of generator performance with actual results
for liquid-metal generators. The NaK generators are built
to conform as closely as possible to the idealized con-
figuration shown in Fig. 2, for which the theoretical
performance can be readily computed.
1. Nomenclature and Assumptions
Referring to Fig. 2, the idealized MHD generator
consists of a diverging rectangular duct of inlet width a,,
outlet width a,, height b, and length L, within which the
NaK contacts only the electrode faces. Insulated ducts
extend a large distance upstream and downstream of the
generator. A uniform magnetic field Bo is applied over the
length of the generator in the b direction. Upstream and
downstream of the generator the field is zero. The liquid
inlet velocity is V, and the electrode voltage produced
is E. The liquid has density p and electrical resistivity R.
The skin-friction coefficient in the generator is C f.
The magnetic field induced by the generated current is
assumed to be eliminated by compensating backstraps
which carry a return current I which, together with the
shunt end currents I., cancels the current through the
liquid metal.
2. Analysis
The emf induced between the electrodes at axial station
x, where the width is a cm and the velocity is V cm/sec, is
Eo = 10-W& volts 	 (1)
where B. is in gauss.
Since the product aV is constant due to the incompressi-
bility of the liquid metal, & is also constant and is
given by
Eo = 10-ea,V,B,	 (2)
With E less than E., current flows in the direction of
the induced emf and power is generated. Upstream and
downstream of the generator, however, reverse currents
flow since there is no field to induce an emf m those
regions. As shown in Ref. 5, the actual generator with end
ewxents is equivalent to a hypothetical generator with
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non-conducting fluid upstream and downstream and a 	 The power extracted is evidenced by both velocity and
shunt across the electrodes of resistance 	 pressu:: a changes. Thus, P° is also given by
R, _ VD,	 (3)
2b In2
Po = 2 (Vi —V,) + m (p, — ps)	 (12)P
where m is the mass flow rate.
through which the current is
From Eqs. (9) and (11) the generator efficiency is
1, = REE	 (4)
Within the hypothetical generator bounded by non-
conducting fluid, the current between the electrodes is
_ El
" — Eo(I+I,)+Pj	 (13)
The power dissipated in friction is the product of wall
shear and fluid velocity integrated along the duct. Thus
1 + Is — fL FO — E bdx amp	 (5)	 P, = 10-'	 Cf \ 
2) (2a + 2b) V dx watts
 
Ra	 °	
(14)
	
— E° b (1 —µ)f
o
dx 	 (8)with p in g/cm- and V in cm/sec.
9 
	
a 
Noting that V = V, (aja), the integration yields
where µ is the loading E/E0. For a linearly-tapered
generator the integration yields
I+I, = EobL(1 —IA)Ra.
Pf = 10-1 p Vi Cf a2 L rl + 2 
1 a, a2 /J (15)
Substituting Ens. (2), (3), (4), (7), and (15) into Eq. (13),
the theoretical efficiency is
(7)
where aM is the mean width given by
a= 
—1
a. a,
a
l as
al
1 _ 21,a„,1n2
:--	
r  ( 1 —it)
+1 µ1 + 109pV'Cf Ra'"r1+—C a'+aZ($)	 Bo ( 1 — µ) alb L	 2 \ a, az 1 (16)
The net electric power output of the generator is the
product of the electrode voltage and the net current. Thus
P, =E1	 (9)
Substituting Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and (7) into Eq. (9),
the output power is
10-_	 „,L( 1
— µ)al Vi Bo Lb _ 2pa,„ 122 1
P` RaM	 [1 ZL 1-µ)J
(10)
The power extracted from the fluid in the generator is
equal to the gross electrical power E° (I + 1,) plus the
power dissipated in friction, Pf. Thus
P°=EO(I+1.) +Pf 	 (11)
3. Experimental Generator
Two generators have been built for testing with single-
phase NaK, one with a straight channel for operation at
constant velocity and the other with a diverging channel
for operation at constant pressure. Only the straight gen-
erator has been tested so far.
Fig. 3 is a photograph of the straight generator bolted
to its inlet and outlet ducts, and Fig. 4 shows the dis-
assembled generator. The center part of the generator is
a copper block grooved to form a channel bounded by
the negative electrode and the backstraps. The end flanges
bolt to the ducts and are sealed with 0-rings. All internal
surfaces of the copper block, except the electrode face,
are coated with polyurethane insulation. The ducts neck
down to the generator cross section about two inches
from the ends of the electrodes and are also coated inside.
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Fig. 3. Experimental generator
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The positive electrode is a tongue which slides into a
slot in the generator block and is sealed by an ©-ring.
The tongue and its mounting flange are insulated from
the center block by the polyurethane coating which
extends through the slot and beyond the O-rind groove.
The current path in the generator is from terminals on
each end of the center block, through the baekstraps, into
the neptive electrode, through the NaK, vito the tongue,
and to terminals on each end of the tongue Range.
Seven pressure taps are provided, one in each duct
Range and five in the center block.
The dimensions of the constant velocity generator are
a, = a, = a. = 1575 in.
b = 0.200 in.
L = 5.854 in.
The latter dimension is the length of the electrodes.
The magnet poles, however, are 8.0 in. long, and the half-
field points are 7 in. apart.
For this generator the loading which gives maximum
efficiency is approximately p = 0.7. For that loading, for
the above dimensions, and for a NaK density of 0.877
g/cm3 (l.\ drometer measurement on the NaK used in the
experiments) and NaK resistivity of 34 pohm-cm (Ref. 8),
the theoretical output power according to Eq. (10) is
Pa = 0.0125 Vi B; watts
	
(17)
where V is in ft/sec and Bo is in kilogauss.
From Eq. (18) the theoretical efficiency is
i	 0.508 
iCi	
(18)
1+6.72  
0
The experimental output power is the product of the
output current and voltage, the latter corrected to the
value at the electrode interface with the NaK.. The experi-
mental input power is calculated from the Row rate and
pressure drop using Eq. (12) which, for the constant-
velocity generator, reduces to
P. = 3.584 m (p, — p,) watts
	
(19)
where tie is in lb/sec and p, and p, are the pressures, in
psi, at the inlet and outlet pipe flanges, respectively.
4. Test Setup
Fig. 5 is a photograph of the experimental generator
installed in the NaIC test facility. NaK at pressures up to
1000 psi and at flow rates up to 40 lb/sec is supplied
from a nitrogen-pressurized tank in an adjoining cubicle
to the generator inlet duct in the foreground The Row is
started and stopped by a 1%-in. bellows-sealed, pneumati-
cally actuated valve. Upstream of the valve a turbine
meter measures the NaK Bow rate to an acxumey of
--+-0.5%.
The generator is clamped between the poles of an
electromagnet with 8- X 1.7-in. pole faces supplying folds
up to 8500 gauss with a maximum variation of t 8%
throughout the generator channel. The generator output
power is dissipated across a pair of load resistors consist-
ing of water-cooled copper tubes. The current in each
resistor is determined from the voltage drop a it.
'raese voltage drops and the output voltage of the
generator are recorded to an accuracy of t 0.5% on a
digital data system in the control room. Pressures are
measured by ,train gage transducers and also recorded
on the digital system.
Downstream of the generator a reanotely-actuated
throttling valve controls the pressure of the NaK return-
ing to a receiver tank in the adjoining cubicle. Available
run durations are determined by the 1400th of NaK which
can be transferred per run. After transferring that amount,
the supply tank is vented and refilled from the receiver
tank. Fig. 8 shows the control room for the generator tests.
At the right is the console for controlling the sizing
and venting of the NaK tanks and for controlling the NaK
Bow. Beyond the console is the magnet power supply,
On the left is the digital data recording systern.
S. Generator Tests
The tanks were loaded with 17001b of NaK on March 3
and initial generator runs were grade on March 8. On
March 9 twelve runs were made with a nominal Wpohm
load resistance (theoretical p = 0.87) at various velocities
and fields, and accurate data was obtained for all param-
eters except the sixth prrasure tap which was plugged.
Following these runs a 95-pohm load-resistor pair
(p 0.78) was installed, but after two runs the output
voltage dropped to a value indicating an internal short
circuit in the generator, and testing was terminated.
Subsequent disassembly of the generator showed that the
polyurethane coating had failed near one corner of the
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Fig. 5. Generator test arrangement
tongue. possibl y due to insufficient clearance and result-
ing; damage on assembly. Greater clearances will be
employed iu the futur.•.
The performance on the hwel< runs with the 50-pohm
load resistance was exc •ellr• nt. Power outputs from 2(10 to
2400 watts were obtained. and tlje efficiency at the lowest
power was 49.55 , only one percentage point below the
theoretical maxim mu predicted by Eq. (:8). The output
voltage at 244 watts was 038 volts.
The output power mid efficiency with the 50-µohm load
resistor were measured at field strengths of 2250, 3560,
5(M, and Z<YX) gauss at several different velocities
obtained by varying the \aK snpply tank pressure. The
generator inlet Im-% ire was limited to 1;i) psi for these
runt. The measured loading p varied fr • )m 0.82 to 0.72.
Fig. , umiyarv% the nleaturecl nulgnit potwrrswith the
theoretical talue:, t alc•ulatc•d frumt Eq. (17) for the fic•hls
used in the tests. The agreement is within 10% for most
of thc • data points.
Fig. 8 compares the n,eatiured efficiencies with th•-
theoretical values ealcttl-ovd frumt fact. (18) for C, 01)(9.
This skin-friction v(wificient corresponds to folly devel-
oped pipe Nctw at the ve•lmities of interest and was
cunfirnn•d ht prior water tests. It ix seen that although
tits• nteast;red efficiencies are within six Im-rc•entage I>,cints
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of the theoretical values they tend to drop off more
rapidly with velocity.
Close agreement of the theoretical and experimental
efficiencies could be ohtaincd b y increasing C, to 0.0(16 in.
in Eq. (IS), but the real reason for the discrepancy appears
to be incomplete compensation of the induced field. For
the high and low efficiency points, A and B respectively
in Fig. 6, Fig. 9 presents the corresponding pressure
variation along the generator channel. It is seen that for
the high efficiency point the pressure drop is linear,
indicating uniform power generation along the channel.
However. for the lo gy efficiency point B almost all of the
pressure drop, hence power generation, occurs at the
do-wnstream end of the generator. Analysis of this run
showed that there was an induced field varying from
1500 gauss opposite the applied field at the upstream end
to the same amount aiding the applied field at the down-
stream end. The increased 1 = R loss due to the nonuniform
poN%er generation was calculated :end found to account
for the entire difference between the measured and
theoretical efficienc y for this rnn. Thus, it can be con-
cludeci that the skin-friction coefficient was not increased
by N1 fHD effects.
VELOCITY V 1 , ft/sec
Fig. 7. Comparison be'ween experimental and
theoretical output power of constant-
velocity generator
The source of the incomplete compensation is believed
to be the end flanges on the generat-- which drew axial
currents from thL' backstraps.
.Another source of loss not considered in the anal ysis is
the shunting effect of thr boundary layer. For a fully
developed one-seventh-power velocity profile, however,
the efficiency at A= 0.7 would be decreased only four
percentage points, too small an effect to be conclusively
observed in these experiments.
The mair, conclusions from the tests of the constant-
yelocih. generator are:
(1) The performance is correctly predicted by the
analysis of Ref. 5, provided care is taken to fully
compensate the induced field.
(2) There is no increase III
	 skin-friction coefficient
due to the operation of the generator.
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B. Lithium-Boiling Potassium
Loop
N. E. Kogan
The columbium-1% zirconium (Cb-1% Zr) lithium-
boiling potassium loop described in previous SPS issues
is being modified to accept , s, Potassium-vapor-driven
turboaltemator which will be supplied by Aeronutronics
Division of Philco Corporation under contract BF4-217030.
The turbine is designed to operate under the following
conditions:
Working fluid Potassium vapor
Turbine inlet temperature, O F 1900
Turbine exhaust temperature, O F 1500
Turbine weigb.t flow, lb/sec 0.0324
Thermal power to potassium, kw 30
Operating life, hr 10,000
The materials of construction are Cb -1% Zr and molyb-
denum for all parts wetted by the potassium vapor. Liquid
metal lubricated Kennametal K-94 bearings will be used.
Bearing leakage flow is discharged into the turbine ex-
haust. Auxiliary cooling will be supplied to the alternator
stator by cooling oil at a maximum temperature of 300°F.
a
a 100A4
1
4 @0
WUZ
it
WLL
W
G
W 40
R
N
Ia
The turbine wheel is 6.3 in. in diameter and consists of
a solid molybdenum disc with 120 impulse buckets cut
into the rim. The turbine is a partial admission two-stage
re-entry turbine having two nozzle sections and a single
rotor. The design speed of the turbine is 12,000 rpm, which
results in a safety factor of 10 with a 10,000-hr rupture
PRESSURE, RUN 8
	 stress of 40,000 psi at a blade temperature of 1750°F.
The alternator is to be a three-phase 200-cycle 240/416-vcp
- PRESSURE, RUN A	 mo	 induction alternator rated at 1.0 kw and excited by static
capacitors. The rotor diameter will be 2.875 in. and the
- FIELD DISTRIBUTION, eo • 8500	 10,000 LL 	 length 1 .875 in.
------------------ -- - --.
' ^.--- ELECTRODES	 5000	 At the design speed of the turboalternator the turbulent
bearing effect will be small based on bearing analysis and
o	 extrapolation of testing data conducted at 8000 rpm.
i	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 6
DISTANCE x, in. The turbine efficiency is calculated at 25%, including
Fig. 9. Measured pressure profile in constant- 	 losses due to wetness of the vapor. The estimated elec-
velocity generator	 trical efficiency of the alternator is 70% and the electrical
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output of the alternator is approximately 1 kw at the
given flowrate of 0.0324 lb/sec. With a slight modification
of the turbine and an increased flowrate to 0.09 lb/sec, an
electrical output of 3 kw can be expected.
The turboalternator has a growth potential to approxi-
mately 25 kw with full admission operation. The bearing,
alternator, and turbine technology will be applicable to
larger turboalternator units. In addition, answers obtained
with regard to turbine blade erosion, alternator seal-
ing methods, and liquid metal bearing operation are
immediately applicable to the design of larger power
units.
Fig. 10 is a drawing of the turboalternator. Final draw-
ings have been submitted and approved and fabrication
has started. The turboalternator will be assembled first
with roller bearings in place of the Kennametal and
operated with nitrogen gas before delivery.
The installation in the loop will include a bypass line
around the turboalternator to allow for testing the loop
both with and without the turboalternator operating.
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SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION
XII. Space Instruments Systems
A. Development of a Hysteresis
Motor for Spacecraft Tape-
Recorder Applications
E. Bohm
1. Requirements
A hysteresis motor has been developed for use in
spacecraft tape recorders. Data for the recorders are
given in Table 1.
The motor must be: (1) capable of operating at two
different speeds for recording and playback of the re-
corder, starting as fast as possible at the low speed
during playback; and (2) designed for smooth operation,
although some speed variations during synchronous oper-
ation were tolerable. Maximum reliability and highest
possible efficiency were required
Table 1. Motor requirements
Unit Measunntew
Load of the tape recorder 4 q cm at both speeds
Speed for record mode 8000 rpm
Speed for playback mode 1000 rpm
Power supply
Frequency 400 and 50 cps, two-phase,
square-wave
Available motor input power 2.5 w
2. Reliability of a Motor Operating in o
Space Environment
After a motor is properly designed, carefully manu-
factured, and tested, the performance of the bearings is
the only major obstacle to the achievement of a high
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:e-
order of reliability. Therefore, the bearing problem needs
tht , most rueful evaluation, Lifetime tests with hearings
and motors in a vacuum of 2 X 10-" torr have been per-
formed in our laboratories using various recommended
lubricants. As a result of these and other tests, it was felt
that double-shielded, over-dimensional ball bearings
heavily- lubricated with General Electric W:silubc F50
should give the hest results, Versilube F50 has a very
low vapor pressure and showed a lifetime c,' 1.5 yr in a
vacuum of 10-" torr. Heavy htbrication is considered
necessary if the motor is subjected to sterilization prior
to launch, since some lubricant is lost during the high-
temperature application.
The bearings are not preloaded, hilt are carefully
shimmed to establish a very small axial play. Selected
hearings with minimum radial play have been used. In
sp ite of their relatively large size, these bearings develop
very little friction torque and therefore operate very
coolly. Because of the light weight of the rotor and the
large bearings, a vibration test produced no effect on
the bearing performance.
Testing under vacuum conditions revealed it contim ► -
ous increase of friction torque during operation of the
bearings. This increased torque must be considered nor-
mal and does not necessarily indicate an approaching
failure of the bearings. However, it must be allowed
for in tht- design of the motor. The load of the tape
recorder is due to friction load and will increase con-
tinuously during a long voyage in space. Therefore, the
0	 2t
INCHES
Fig. 1. Hysteresis motor
design of the motor must b:r such that a friction load of
at least three times the tape-recorder load as measured
in the laboratory can be tolerated.
3. Final Design of the Hysteresis Motor
Following a design study, an engineering model of the
motor was built and tested, and a design review for the
final unit was conducted This motor has been designed
to meet the specifications for the 11ariner C (Mars mis-
sion, 1964) flight equipment. Data for the unit (Fig. 1)
are given in Table 2.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the efficiency and pull-in torque
versus motor voltage at 400 and 50 cps, respectively.
4. Cogging of the Motor at Low Speed
The amount of speed variation of the motor during
synchronous operation is called togging C, and is de-
fined as follows:
C	 = 2111_1	 nrr,tr	 n._	 1(X)%Trrl N
lb,n.rr + llrn i n
Table 2. Design specifications
Unit Measurement
Outside diameter, 	 in. 1.06
Length	 (not including shaft), in. 1.25
Shaft diameter, in. 0.123
Shaft extension beyond motor ioce, in. 0.375
Number of poles 6
Maximum efficiency at 27 v, 400 cps, square wcve,
pullout torque, and 29°C, % 55
Maximum efficiency at 6 v, 50 cps, square wave,
pullout torque, and 2VC. % 8.4
Operating voltage at 400 cps, v 30
Operating voltage at 50 cps, v 8.5
Efficiency at operating voltage, 400 cps, pull-out
torque, and 29°C, % 53
Efficiency at operating vol t age, 50 cps, pull-out
torque, and 29°C, % 5.2
I nput power at operating voltage, 400 ros, and
pull-oul torque, w 2.1
Start time with no load at 8.5 v and 50 cps, msec 22
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TIME	 11111.
Fig. 4. Oscillogram of a playback signal of pulses
on magnetic tape
VOLTAGE,,
Fig. 3. Efficiency and pull-in torque versus phase
voltage with a 50-cps square-wave input
where rl,,,,,, and n,,,i„ are the maxin-min and mininmin
motor speeds, respectively.
Cogging is a typical phenomenon of small motors
running at low speeds. In many cases it is the main
source of Rutter in a recorder. A motor operating from
a square-wave power supply shows more cogging
than one operating from a sine-wave supply because the
voltage does not vary smoothly in the former. Cogging
is measured by recording pulses on magnetic tape, which
is then pla y ed back with the test motor drivin ► the re-
corder at test frequency. With a perfectly snfuuth-running
motor the playback signal is it sine wave within the
limits of other sources of flutter in the recorder and the
uniformity of the magnetic tape coating. "These sources
of error, ho,vever, can be eliminated during evaluation
of the oscillograms, since they show either a different
periodicity or none at all. An oscillogram of the play-
back signals is shown in Fig. 4.
Cogging is dependent on the drive-frequency and
voltage. Measurement versus frequency is given in Fig. 5.
Because of the damping effects of the motor reactance
and the rotor inertia, significant cogging occurs only at
low drive frequencies. Froth the upper trace in Fig. 4, it
can be seen that the operation of the motor is already
perfectly smooth at 100 cps, since no periodic pulsation
of the amplitude can be observed. Cogging increases
rapidly with the drive-voltage, as can be seen from
measurements in Fig. 6. This increase is due to increased
field intensity in the motor.
5. Cogging of Extremely Small Motors
A! 50 cps, C,,,,, of the developed motor is 38% at
operating voltage, which may be tolerable for it digital
data recorder. however, it vibration study reveal( , (] that
the cogging problem becomes severe for very small tape
recorders which have much smaller motors than that
described and which are running at low speed. For such
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applications the do motor is more suitable. It is felt that
the major breakthrough in the development of the brush.
less do motor has been accomplished, and this motor is
expected to be superior to the hysteresis motor for cer-
tain tape-recorder applications.
6. Magnetic field Outside of Motor
As the motor has a permanent magnetic rotor, a static
magnetic field is developed in the neighborhood, if no
power is applied. Maximum field intensity at 3 ft was
found to be 2 y, which is tolerable. During operation the
motor does not produce any frequency below the drive
frequency.
FREQUENCY. cps
Fig. S. Cogging of the hysteresis motor versus drive
frequency at constant field intensity
60	 B. Fiber Optics
R. Y. Wong
50
	 1. introduction
This summary describes a portion of the work on the
theoretical analysis, design and development of a fiber
optic system for space application. Although the mech-
anism of light transmission through an optical dielectric
cylinder has been well known for some time, only in
recent years has industry developed the advanced tech-
niques necessary to produce fiber optics capable of
withstanding the varying environments encountered in
space applications. A fine fiber, when surrounded by a
coating of dielectric material of lower index of refrac-
tion, transmits light energy by the mechanism of total
internal reflection; i.e., light rays propagate through the
fiber by a series of reflections from wall to wall. The
fibers, when fused together to form a dielectric bundle,
can convey an image from one place to another. The
bundle is capable of gathering a large quantity of light
energy since each fiber is, in essence, serving as an
energy collector.
On the basis of thermodynamical reasoning, no in-
crease in photometric efficiency is achieved as light is
transmitted through the fibers. In fact, since various
losses occur as the light is conducting along the fiber, the
factors affecting transmission efficiency are important in
the study of fiber optics.
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-,n
Fig. 7. Cylindrical fibor
2. Transmission Characteristics
Fig. 7 shows a cylindrical fiber of diameter d and
length L. Such a fiber is assumed to be representative of
the many fibers fused together to form a cylindrical
bundle. A cone of light having a half-cone angle of 8 strikes
the fiber surface and a portion of the incident ray passes
through the surface at a refraction angle of a'. As the
ray is traveling through the fiber, it bounces from wall
to wall and eventually exits through the end surface. The
various losses as the ray is conducting through the fiber
are to be analyzed on the basis of meridional ray con-
sideration.
Light conducts through the bundle most effectively
when the light at the entrance surface is incident at a
half-cone angle of equal to or less than the critical angle
9,. Rays incident at greater angles will be mostly re-
flected outside the fiber. The critical angle is given by
(N
1s — NsY)4*B^ = sin-'	 No 	 (1)
where N,, M and No are, respectively, the indices of
refraction of the core fiber, coating, and medium sur-
rounding the bundle.
As the ray is entering and leaving the fiber, energy is
lost due to dielectric bo=undary or surface refection. This
loss is a function of the indices of refraction of No and
M. If the fiber surface is smooth, the fractional loss due
to surface reflection at the entrance is
R (8) — 2 [y 1 + y l l (2)
where yl and y, are the Fresnel coefficients of refrac-
tion for plane-polarized incident radiation when the
E-vector of the electromagnetic wave is, respectively,
perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence.
Cl^N1'-\ s cos 
8 — (No} s — sin' 8 ^
yl =
	
Nis	
\ / _
	
(3)
C
Nol ewe + \ 
N^ 
/ — sin'
cos B — 
CNi\ s — 
sins B
y i p =	 `	 _	 %	 (4)
Cos 8 + ( N '-1 — sin' B
\ o
R(e) of Eq. (2) is the Fresnel Coefficient of reflection for
unpolarized incident radiation. The fraction of the energy
refracted through the entrance surface is therefore
[1 — R(8)]. The fraction of the energy leaving the exit
surface after a second refraction is proportional to
[1 — R(e)] 2 . Numerical evaluations of [1 — R(e)] s indi-
cated that the transmission efficiency is fairly constant
for B < 50 deg and decreases very rapidly for 8 > 50
deg. Light energy therefore, propagates through fiber
optics bundles most efficiently when it strikes the entrance
surface at an incidence half-cone angle of equal to or
less than 50 deg.
As the ray is propagating through the fiber by a series
of internal reflections, the length of the ray path P(e)
through a fiber having a length L is
P (B) =	 L( sin B 
2]
 (5)
Energy is lost along the path due to glass absorption.
As the length of the ray path increases, the fractional trans-
mitted energy rA decreases exponentially
— AL	 (6)
TA = exp 1 _ O
N'
i" s "
where A is the coefficient of absorption of the glass.
Since the transmission efficiency drops off very rapidly as
AL increases, it is desirable to fabricate long fibers from
glass of low absorption to minimize this loss.
In spite of a well-defined interface between the core
and coating, energy is lost due to absorption by the coat-
ing each time the ray is reflected. For a ray with an
incident angle of B, the number of internal reflections
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before the ray reaches the exit end can be calculated by
the following equation
N (e) = 
-1 tan Isin_, r N, sin 0A	 (7)
The fractional energy transmitted after N(s) number
of reflections is [R,(d)]"r'). Here, R,(B) is the Fresnel co-
efficient of reflection for unpolarized light as evaluated
by Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) with N,IN, substituted for N,/N°
and a substituted for 0, where
a— 2
8' = sin-' I No  sin 9 }
a =2- sin-' (40-
  
sin  9 }
l
This loss does not include the effect of the multipath
reflections between interfaces of we core and coating
and the neighboring core and coating. It will be shown
in a future analysis that the magnitude of these higher
order reflections is generally small and can be neglected.
To derive a transmission efficiency equation with the
losses taken into consideration, it is convenient to con-
sider the incident energy contained in a hollow cone
between a and dB as shown on Fig. 7. The encrgy con-
tained in this cone is equal to the solid angle times the
energy per steradian or
dE (6) = 2w I (B) sin B de
where 1(6) is the energy distribution of the incident rays
as a function of the incident angle (B).
2,r 1(®) T, sin a df
E (8)ol yr	 °
E b rN• 2x 1(g) sin 9 dB
0
a.:
0	 00	 so	 30	 40 50 00
HALF ANGLE OF INCIDENT LIGHT GONE, do#
Fig. 8. Transmission efficiency as a function of
half-angle of incident light cone for d = 10 p
where r is the total transmission efficiency, T, is the com-
posite transmission efficiency due to the various losses and
80 is the half-cone angle of the incident light.
To study the effects of the various parameters on the
total transmission efficiency, Eq. (8) was solved by the
IBM 7094 Computer using numerical integration for a
number of cases. Ir the computation, the incident flux
was assumed to be uniform; I($) = constant, A was
chosen to be 1 % per inch and No was set to 1.00 (for
vacuum operation). The results are presented as curves
on Figs. 8-12. Fig. 8 shows the transmission efficiency as
a function of the incidence half-cone angle for fiber
bundles of 2, 4, and 8 in. in length and fiber size of 10 p.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the transmission efficiency as a
function of the incidence half-cone angle with the same
— AL
I (8) [1 — R (9)] 2 [R, (0)] x '• ► exp 	 —rsin8 ' 1a sin 8 dBCo L	 \ N' / J
r °^ I (B) sin 9 d8
°
(8)
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Fig. 9. Transmission efficiency as a function of
half-angle of incident light cone for d : 25 µ
fiber lengths and fiber sizes of 25 and 50 µ, respectively.
To illustrate the effects of fiber length on transmission
efficiency, curves of transmission efficiency as a function
of fiber length for fiber sizes of 10, 25, and 50 µ at a
half-cone angle of 8 deg, are shown on Fig. 11. Tiva-
mission efficiency, as a function of fiber diameter for 2-,
4-, and 8-in, fibers witi; a half-cone angle of 8 deg, is
shown on Fig. 12.
Figs. 8-10 show that the transmission efficiency drops
off very rapidly as the incidence half-cone angle increases.
As expected, very little energy is transmitted through the
bundle for light rays lying close to and outside the
critical angle. The energy transmitted per unit cone
angle is small for tb c;e rays and the average energy over
the entire light cone decreases as the half-cone angle
increases. To obtain high transmission efficiency, there-
fore, the light rays must be transmitted as close to the
bundle axis as possible.
Fig. 12 shows the relationship between transmission
efficiency and fiber diameter with tine fiber length as the
parameter. It is seen from these curves that the larger
the fiber diameter, the higher the transmission efficiency.
HALF ANGLE OF INCIDENT LIGHT CONE, deg
Fig. 10. Transmission efficiency as a function of
half-angle of incident light cone for d - SO is
However, the resolving po.ver of the fiber bundle and
the resolution of the transmitted image are inverse func-
tions of the individual fiber size. When an image is
formed upon the entrance end of the bundle, the multiple
internal reflections occurring within the individual fibers
tend to integrate any variation in image intensity across
the surface of the fiber and the intensity at the exit end
of the fiber appears uniformly l right. If 6..e bundle is
held stationary with respect to the image, the image is, in
effect, sampled by the individuaad fibers. The resolution
of the transmitted image is therefore determined by the
fiber size.
3. Conclusions
The analysis of theoretical transmission efficiency of
the fiber optic bundle was performed. As a result of the
analysis, various numerical data were computed. These
data can be utilized in the design of the fiber optic sys-
tem. In the analysis, it is assumed that the image to be
transmitted has already been formed at the entrance sur-
face of the bundle. In a conventional lens system, this
surfaces are curved and all rays reaching the hers are
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bent to meet at a point on the focal plane. The image is
formed by the summation of all points on the focal
plane. For a fiber optic, no such ordered y;,ue relation-
ship exists. Fiber optics cannot form an image. There-
fore, the image must be applied to the entrance surface
by an external image-forming device.
A fiber bundle can by designed and fabricated in the
foie of a coi.a with the diameter of the entrance end
larger than that of the exit end. This fiber cone is capable
of transmitting and intensifying an image. There is a net
gain in flux per unit area, the numerical value of which
is primarily dependent upon the ratio of the two diam-
eters and the transmission efficiency of the fiber cone.
The approximate transmission efficiency of such a cone
can be evaluated by Eq. (8) and by assuming that the
length of the bundle is equal to the average length of the
on-axis and outermost fibers, and that the diameter is
the average of the entrance and exit diameters. The fiber
cone can be coupled to a simple conventional lens to
form a fiber optics system with low f-ratios. The purpose
of the cone is to reduce the image size and to allow the
utilization of conventional lenses with longer focal lengths
and larger effective apertures.
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XIII. Applied Science
A. Electron-Excited X-Ray Fluo-
rescence for Lunar Surface
Analysis
A. Metzger
1. Introduction
Elements exposed to a suitable source of excitation will
Emit characteristic X-ray line spectra which can be re-
solved, according to wavelength, by either electronic or
optical discrimination. In the latter case, a crystal—
collimator combination is used to diffract a particular
wavelength according to Bragg's Law, nA = 2d sin 8,
where x is the wavelength of the X-ray, d is the inter-
planar spacing of the diffracting crystal, and B is the angle
between the incident ray and the crystal plane. Only
those wavelengths which satisfy the Bragg equation for a
given wavelength or higher orders of n will be diffracted.
Most K-series X-ray lines are easily detected by gas
radiation counters; however, since the mass absorption
coefficient of characteristic X-rays increases with decreas-
ing atomic number, detection becomes progressively more
difficult for the light elements.
The use of an X-ray spectrograph as a means of per-
forming elemental analysis on powdered samples of lunar
material was proposed by Philips Electronic Instruments
of Mount Vernon, N. Y. The design approach which
emerged from a feasibility study utilized an electron
beam, rather than X-rays, for sample excitation in order
to minimize the power required for the necessary in-
tensity of emission. Analyzing crystals were chosen as
the primary means of wavelength discrimination because
of the high resolution of which they are capable. Follow-
ing the delivery of a breadboard instrument constructed
along these lines, extensive studies of X-ray fluorescence
induced by electron excitation have been carried out at
JPL.
2. Description of Instrument
A schematic of the test instrument is shown in Fig. 1.
An electron gun projects a beam on a target surface in
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the form of a slightly elliptical spot. Fluorescent radia-
tion from the excited sample is viewed by 13 dispersive
channels, corresponding to selected elements of geo-
chemical interest. Each channel is composed of a crystal
positioned at the reflection angle 9 for the appropriate
wavelength, a flat -bladed collimator stack which defines
the acceptance width OB of the diffracted X-rays, and
a radiation detector. Geiger counters and proportional
counters are used as detectors, the latter for light ele-
ments. An additional proportional counter accepts radia-
tion of all wavelengths; its amplified output is transmitted
to an analog-to-digital converter for pulse height analysis.
Output pulses from the proportional counters in the
dispersive channels are passed through a double thresh-
old circuit to improve discrimination against scattered
radiation, higher-order diffraction, and possible fluores-
cence from the crystal.
3. Sample Conductivity
Powdered targets of high electrical re!,'stivity do not
behave well under normal conditions of operation. The
formation of a negative space charge at the surface of
the target reduces the intensity of emission, causes wide
fluctuations in counting rate, and, at its worst, violently
disperses the sample. Separate attempts were made to
provide a discharge path for the electron beam with a
brass mesh placed across the top of the sample, a copper
pin at its center, a surface layer of graphite, and graphite
distributed homogeneously through the sample. Only the
last of these was entirely satisfactory. Measurements
showed that the addition of 5 to 15 wt % of graphite
lowered the electrical resistivity of nonconducting ma-
terials by 5 to 7 orders-of-magnitude. Precharging the
sample preparation chamber with a small quantity of
conductive material will stabilize the response of the
lunar specimen to the electron beam.
4. Target Temperature
Bombardment by 10 15 electrons/sec with an average
energy of 25 kev delivers an energy of 4 X 10' ergs/sec to
the target, much of which must be dissipated as heat. In
order to determine if standard operating conditions pro-
duce an unacceptable level of sample heating, the tem-
perature of a powdered target has been measured as a
function of beam flux and spot size by means of a
thermocouple embedded in a 200-mesh sample of granite.
Temperatures measured ranged from 44 to 528°C. For
the electron gun conditions considered as standard, 25 kv
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of potential, 50 pa of current, and a spot diameter of
%e in., the temperature was 234°C, eliminating any cause
for concern.
S. Specimen Presentation
a. Procedure. Material for powder tests is prepared by
grinding, if necessary, and sifting to eliminate particles
above a given size. The sample is prepared by weighing
and is mixed by tumbling and shaking in a plastic vial. A
graphite cup with a cavity of 1%-in. D and 'fie-in. depth
is filled with an excess of powder. The powder is leveled
off and compressed with a fiat metallic surface. Excess
powder is simply decanted, and the specimen is ready
for use.
The possibility of preferential sorting during grinding,
shaking, or tumbling has been investigated for five sample
mixtures representing a variety of particle characteristics.
A combination of tumbling and shaking was found ade-
quate to prevent segregation.
b. Compaction and surface smoothness. Fluorescent
emission has been studied as a function of sample com-
paction. The intensity from powdered iron increases less
than 5% between 5 and 1000 psi. Aluminum oxide pre-
sents a sharp contrast, showing more than a 60% increase
in intensity over the same interval, with almost three-
quarters of the change occurring below 100 psi. The
principal effect of compaction, particularly at low pres-
sures, is to improve the surface smoothness of the target.
This reduces absorption losses by decreasing the effective
emergent path length of the X-rays. Since the character-
istic X-rays of aluminum have a longer wavelength and
are therefore more easily absorbed than those of iron, the
aluminum intensity should be more sensitive to changes
in surface smoothness.
A second factor involved in determining the effective
path length of fluorescent radiation is the takeoff angle,
i.e., the angle which the emitted radiation makes with the
surface of the sample while undergoing dispersive diffrac-
tion. When the takeoff angle for aluminum radiation was
increased 2% times, the effect of compaction was reduced
by a factor of 4, thereby removing any excessive depend-
ence of intensity on surface condition.
c. Consolidated targets. Although the fixed-channel
lunar X-ray spectrograp- was designed for the analysis
of powdered samples, preiiminary tests have been made
of the response characteristics of nonconducting con-
solidated targets, with a painted Aquadag trail or metal
finger providing the discharge path for the electron
beam. Stable fluorescent emission has been obtained from
rock samples and from a piece of glass. This interesting
line of investigation is continuing to determine how much
analytical capability can be retained if sample processing
is eliminated.
6. Effects of Heterogeneity
The effect of particle size and shape on the intensity
of response has been investigated with homogeneous and
heterogeneous samples. The same class of matrix effect
reported for fluorescent excitation (Ref. 1) has also been
found to exist with electron excitation. For a sufficiently
small mean particle size of the element to be detected,
fluorescent emission is enhanced at low concentrations,
so that the intensity is no longer linearly proportional to
concentration. Although particle sizes of a micron or less
effectively increase the sensitivity at low concentrations,
it is better to avoid excessive grinding and retain a linear
response. Linear results with unground iron powder
indicate that this can be obtained without going above
75-1, (200-mesh) particles, which still allows a sufficiently
smooth target surface to be retained. This heterogeneity
effect suggests that the calibration standards, whether
chemical compounds or pre-analyzed rocks, should have
particle characteristics similar to those of rock material.
7. Analytic Response
a. Dispersive analysis. The interelemental effects en-
countered in electron-excited fluorescent emission have
been studied. These include the absorption of emitted
X-rays in the specimen, generation of an X-ray con-
tinuum due to deceleration of the incident electrons in
the target, and secondary emission initiated by the pri-
mary fluorescent response. Such effects have been ob-
served in certain muhicomponent calibration curves. Sets
of calibration curves for calcium and aluminum are given
in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The calcium curves are
virtually identical. On the other hand, the characteristic
X-rays of aluminum are strongly absorbed by iron and en-
hanced by calcium. The additive nature of the aluminum
calibration curves is significant for data interpretation.
Responses obtained from these multicomponent mix-
tures have been used as calibration curves in the analysis
of unknown mixtures containing the same compounds. The
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Fig. 2. Calcium calibration curves—dispersive
results for two unknowns are shown in Table 1. They
indicate that the instrument is capable of performing
accurate quantitative measurements on multicomponent
samples.
b. Nondispersioe analysis. The capability of nondis-
persive analysis to provide quantitative information has
been tested by obtaining the spectral distribution of a set
of elements as standards and then rerunning the same
specimens additively to produce composites. The com-
posite spectra were stripped using a computer program de-
veloped by Dr. Jacob Trombka (Ref. 2). The results are
shown in Table 2. Although these composite tests were
entirely independent of sample effects, they indicate that
sensitivity levels of 1 to 5% appear reasonable, even for
complex cases. The promising gross analytical capability
Table 1. Results" of dispersive analysis of quaternary
unknowns: percentage of element in sample
Sample 1 Sample 2
Element Pr*_ Pre-
Measured pond Difference Measured pond Difference
Fe 7.5 7.9 —5 3.4 3.6 —5
Ca 3.5 3.6 —3 7.9 8.1 —2
Si 40.0 37.4 +7 35.8 36.4 —2
Al 1.7 1.9 —10 3.9 3.0 -x-30
*The Ca melts were revised after reouossina tM calibration curves; tM Si mulls
wen calculated by difference.
2
ALUMINUM, %
Fig. 3. Aluminum calibration curves—dispersive
of nondispersive analysis deserves consideration as a
separate instrument, less sensitive but simpler than a
dispersive instrument, particularly if direct surface ex-
citation is found to be practical.
c. Rocks. Preliminary tests of the quantitative capa-
bility of X-ray fluorescence electron excitation have been
made with analyzed rock specimens. The results from
four dispersive channels are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function
of their predetermined composition. No background cor-
rections have been applied to the observed counting
rates. The response of iron in granite suggests that a
spectroscopic analysis of the specimen tested will show a
higher iron concentration than presently indicated. The
intensities of Fig. 4 are clearly proportional to composi-
tion. The results for titanium demonstrate that the sensi-
tivity of the spectrograph for the analysis of rocks extends
well below 1%.
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Table 2. Results of nondispersive composite tests" with computer analysis',c
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S. Summary
The significant results of this phase of experimentation
with the X -ray spectrograph are as follows:
(1)Stable conditions of excitation and detection have
been obtained.
(2)No need has been found for resorting to unreason-
able requirements such as extreme compaction pres-
sures or sample fusion.
(3)Heterogeneity effects can be significant and are
closely related to methods of sample preparation.
(4)A nondispersive pulse height analysis system com-
plements the dispersive capability of the instru-
ment.
(5)Reproducible and internally self-consistent results
have been obtained in systematic measurements
with three and four component specimens.
(6)Initial experiments with rock specimens show that
the instrument is capable of quantitative analysis
for elements present in major and minor abundance.
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B. Analysis of the Martian
Atmosphere by a-Particle
Bombardment—
The Rutherford Experiment
J. H. Marshall and E. J. Fronrgrote
The recent work of Kaplan, et al., (Ref. 3) indicates
that about 40 to 90 % of the Martian atmosphere cannot
be identified spectroscopically. Ns and Ar, which are
suspected to be two of the major constituents, cannot be
measured by present Earth -bound techniques. The lack
of exact knowledge about the composition and density of
the Martian atmosphere produces questions relevant to
Martian biology and geology, and also adds to the diffi-
culties in landing a sophisticated capsule on Mars.
One solution to the above problem is to drop a rela-
tively simple capsule through the Martian atmosphere
and measure its composition directly. A technique ap-
plicable to such a capsule is described here. This experi-
ment, which is designed to measure the three suspected
major constituents (Ar, N 2, and CO,), is characterized by
low weight, power, and data rate. 	 W
z_
1. Analyses
Ernest Rutherford's studies of the scattering of a-
particles by various materials led to his theory, in 1911,
that the charge of atoms is concentrated in small central
nuclei. In 1919 Rutherford discovered that long-range
particles were produced by a-particle bombardment of
air, and he correctly interpreted his findings as being due
to the disintegration of N2 nuclei. These two phenomena,
which led to the discovery of the atomic nucleus and to
its artificial transmutation, form the basis for the analyti-
cal technique described here.
a. N2 analysis. The disintegration of N Z by a-particle
bombardment with the resultant production of protons,
N" (a, p) 0 17 , is sometimes called the Rutherford reaction.
A number of lighter elements undergo the (a, p) nuclear
reaction with a-particles of 6 Mev. However, N" is the
only major isotope of this type present in planetary
atmospheres; C12, O'°. and Ar40, for example, are stable
to 6-Mev a-particles Fig. 5 shows proton spectra obtained
from several gases 'At a pressure of 70 mm Hg. Simple
counting of protons between 2 and 4 Mev gives a specific
measurement for N 2 . CO, and Ar (Fig. 5a and b) con-
tribute less than I % as many ^ounts as N2 (Fig. 5c)
contributes in the region of the N 2-proton peak. A sample
(a) l00% co,
,
6
( b ) 90% Ar, 10% CH4
,
•
6
(t ) 100% Ng
j
• •
• ^i
•
6
a
• j. (d) 100% AIR
' ^ f
•
•
• rw ^ r
DISCRIMINATOR LEVELS (ENERGY SCALE)—;
Fig. 5. Proton energy spectra
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of air has been analyzed using this method (Fig. 5d).
The percentage of Nq in air was found to be 80::1-- 2%.
b. COs and Ar analysis. Coulomb scattering of the
positively charged a-particles by nuclei is generally called
Rutherford scattering. The energy of a scattered a-particle
is a function of its initial energy, the angle of scattering,
and the mass of the target nucleus. Thus, the energy
spectrum of scattered particles characterizes the mass of
target nuclei if the initial energy and the scattering angle
are fixed. For 180-deg backscattering,
E.=Ee A+4 ) '
where Et is the energy of the scattered particle; Eo, the
initial energy of the particle; and A, the mass number of
the target nucleus (mass of the a-particle = 4).
Fig. 6 shows energy spectra for backscattering from
CO., Ns, and Ar at a pressure of 70 mm Hg. Four discrim-
inator levels could be set, as indicated, to measure these
gases. Because of the relatively large mass of the Ar40
nucleus, Ar can be measured by counting pulses between
Levels 3 and 4 without interference from the other gases.
NZ
 would contribute some counts in the region of the C
peak, but this contribution can readily be calculated from
the specific (a, p) measurement of NQ.
A redundant measurement for Ns and CO. may be
made by counting pulses due to N 14 and 016 in the inter-
mediate range between Levels 2 and 3.
2. Description of Instrument
a. Source--sample-detector design. The instru lent
would be similar in some respects to the Surveyor
a-particle scattering instrument proposed by Professor
Anthony Turkevich of the University of Chicago for
measurement of the composition of the lunar surface. The
sample is exposed to 6.1-Mev a-particles from CM242, and
solid-state detectors are used to count scattered and
produced particles.
A suggested mechanical layout of the instrument may
be seen in Fig. 7. The sample volume may be simply an
enclosure into or through which the atmosphere is al-
lowed to flow. A high-angle geometry will be used for
detecting scattered a-particles. The proton detector will
be located at an angle of about 45 deg to the source.
Scattering from walls of the enclosed sample volume
can be kept at a minimum by proper choice of materials
and geometry of construction.
(a) 100% Cos
(b) 100% N2
• fl ^JIF
•
•
(c) 100% Ar
•
i
• .. •
•
•
DISCRIMINATOR LEVELS (ENERGY SCALE)--►
Fig. 6. a-Particle scattering energy spectra
Two solid-state detectors of about 1-em 2
 area would
be used. The proton detector would be covered with a
thin foil to stop the 6.1-Mev a-particles but pass the longer
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range protons. Some solid-state detectors have survived
heat sterilization, but it is not known at the present time
how soon this may be done reliably. This problem is now
being investigated.
The two main factors that determine the choice of the
required a-particle source are its energy resolution and its
intensity at Mars. It can be shown that the optimum com-
bination of these two factors is obtained with any isotope
whose half-life is shorter than the life of the mission.
Cm242 with a half-life of 163 days appears to be a logical
choice. Dr. James H. Patterson of Argonne National Lab-
oratory has prepared a Cm244 source for use in a bread-
board model of this instrument. Such a source, which is
equivalent to 1 C of Cm 242, produces about 1000 events/
min from a component with a partial pressure of 20 mbar.
b. Electronics. A block diagram of the electronic cir-
cuits proposed for this experiment is shown in Fig. 8.
The detector output pulses are fast amplified and shaped
by charge-sensitive amplifiers. Both detectors have sepa-
rate amplifiers, whose outputs are connected to several
discriminators. The amplifier gains are estimated from
presently available breadboard models to be stable to
±0.3% for temperatures between 50 and —50°C.
The discriminators, which are univibrators (also called
single-shots or monostable multivibrators), trigger when
their input pulse exceeds a preset bias level. Because
each bias voltage corresponds to a given a-particle or
proton energy, the discriminators determine whether a
given particle did or did not exceed a preset energy. The
four discriminators connected to the output of the a-
particle amplifier define the four boundaries of the three
a-particle energy channels. Similarly, the two discrimi-
nators connected to the proton amplifier define the two
boundaries of the proton energy channel. Typical dis-
criminator bias levels and output pulse widths are shovh t
in Table 3. The discriminator thresholds for presently
existing breadboard models are stable to 10.2% over
the temperature range from —50 to 50°C.
Table 3. Typical discriminator bias levels and
output pulse widths
Ohcrim-
inat„ r
Fulie
I width, pile
was,
Mev
Function: definition of boundary
1 10 0.6 lower boundary of CO: channel
2 12 1.18 Upper boundary of CO2 channel and
lower boundary of redundant
channel
3 10 3.0 Lower boundary of Ar channel and
upper boundary of redundant
channel
4 14 3.0 Upper boundary of Ar channel
S 10 2.0 Lower boundary of Na channel
6 12 4.0 Upper boundary of N, channel
Four coincidence circuits sort the discriminator output
pulses for a given event into one of four channels, cor-
responding to the four energy windows, or determine
that the event is not to be counted. Each coincidence
circuit consists of an and gate with a capacitor to slow
the output fall time and a buffer to produce an out-
put pulse when the input signal falls half way to its
final value. Typical pulses for the C channel are shown
in Fig. 9, which illustrates the case for the energy
marginally large enough to trigger Discriminator 2. Be-
cause the discriminators trigger within about 0.3 psec
after the input pulse exceeds the bias, Discriminator 1
may trigger as much as 2 µsec before Discriminator 2. In
order to prevent the biased buffer froni giving an output
pulse in this case, a caps :•itor slows the and gate fall-
time so that 4 µsec must pass before the biased buffer is
triggered. For the same reason the anticoincidence pulses
are made longer than the coincidence pulses. From Fig. 9
it can be seen that, if Discriminator 2 triggers at the latest
possible time, then the and gate output voltage falls
only half way to the trigger level of the biased buffer.
On the other hand, if Discriminator 2 does not trigger
at all, then the biased buffer gives a 6-psec output pulse,
which is counted by the remainder of the digital cir-
cuits. The and gates may be closed by the count gate,
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Fig. 9. Timing diagram for the acceptance or rejection of a count by the C channel
which inhibits further counting during the readout and
reset of the buffers.
The coincidence circuit output passes through a flip-
flop which, if so commanded by the sequence control,
will divide the counting rate by two. Usually this flip-flop
is bypassed, and the coincidence circuit output enters
the square-root converter directly. However, if the square-
root converter has overflowed on the previous run, then
this flip-flop divides the counting rate by two to prevent
overflow on the next run.
The square-root converter' output equals approximately
the square root of the number of input pulses N within
an mu rounding error of approximately t(N/3)1/'. In
this way, the number of bits for this experiment is re-
duced by a factor of two, while the total rms error is
increased by only 16% above the statistical error. Each
converter consists of two 6-bit registers with comparison
gating and a single binary stage driven by the input pulses.
One register counts the single binary output until the
binary number in the first register equals that in the
second register. Then, one count is added to the second
register, and the first register is reset. The square of the
number stored in the second register equals (N — %),
with a maximum quantization error of ±(N — %)1/2 + YL
1 A detailed description of the square-root converter design will ap-
pear in the next issue of SPS, Vol. IV.
On command from the sequence control, the contents
of the second register of the square -root converter are
stored in the 6-bit output buffer. When the capsule data
system is able to transmit the data back to Earth, it scans
this buffer.
The sequence control determines the time during
which the various functions of this experiment are car-
ried out. In the case of the most tenuous atmospheres
considered, about 145 sec would elapse from the open-
ing of the capsule parachute until transmitter "lock"
is achieved. During the next 50 sec, data might then
be transmitted to Earth at the rate of 3 bits/sec, giving
a total of 150 bits. For such a capsule, the sequence of
operation is as follows:
Before the capsule enters the Martian atmosphere, the
count gate is opened and calibration data are taken. The
taunt gate is then closed, and these data are transmitted
back to Earth. All the flip -flops are reset, and the count
gate is left closed in preparation for an atmospheric
measurement.
Just after the parachute is deployed, the count gate is
opened and counts are accumulated for 2 min. At the
end of this t,me, the count gate is closed, and the outputs
of the square-root converters are stored in the output
buffers. After all flip-flops (except those in the output
buffers) are reset, the count gate is again opened and
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counts are accumulated for an additional 1 min. During
this time transmitter lock should be achieved, even in
the worst case, and the data from the first run will be
transmitted back to Earth. If impact has not occurred
by the end of the 3 min after parachute deployment,
then the data from the second run are stored in the
output buffers and transmitted back to Earth. This se-
quence, in which runs lasting 1 min are stored and then
transmitted, continues until impact. For the worst
descent profile, sufficient time should be available for
the first run, but not for any additional runs. For a
nominal 2D-mbar atmosphere, several runs would be pos-
sible. This experiment will use 24 of the 150 available
bib in the first 50 sec; for a longer descent time, addi.
tional data can be used at the rate of 0.4 bit/sec until
impact. This sequence could easily be varied to adapt
to other descent profiles.
The sequence control could be designed to automati-
cally command, via the bias control, a change in the
discriminator bias levels after the first or second run.
This would be done to obtain additional spectral in-
formation as a check on proper operation and on the
possibility that additional gases are present.
If any square-root converter overflows by filling its
second register, the count gate will immediately be
closed, preventing the accumulation of further counts in
any of the channels. Such an event will be identified by
setting all output bits for the channel with overflow to
one. For this run the measurements of relative concen-
trations will still be valid, but the absolute concentrations
will be unknown because the accumulation time will be
uncertain. For subsequent runs, the scale-of-two in front
of the square-root converter which overflowed will be
activated. Overflows should occur only if the surface
pressure exceeds 80 mbar.
c. Weight and power allocations. Preliminary estimates
of the weight and poorer allocations for this experiment
are given in Table 4. The digital circuits are included in
Table 4. Preliminary weight and power allocations
unit ►oww,M, %1#16m,w
Analog circuits 240 0.3
Digital circuits and sequence control 235 1.0
Power supply 360 0.5
Mounting for source and detecton T L.
Total 533 2.3
the estimates, although a part of these circuits may
eventually be shared by several experiments. The power
supply for the analog circuits is assumed 50% efildent,
because these circuits require voltage regulation of about
:L-1%  for Viable  operation. Because the digital circuits
require only X20% voltage regulation, the supply for
them is assumed 75% eflicient.
3. Acwrmy
The accuracy of this experiment is limited by several
factors, the effects of which will be estimated here. The
shapes of the a-particle and proton energy spectra are a
weak function of gas pressure because of energy lases
resulting from ionization. This energy loss appears not
only as a reduction in detected particle energ y, but also
as a spectral shift caused by exciting nuclear resonances
at lower energies. Fortunately, at the low pressures and
path lengths expected for this measurement, a-particles
traversing the sample volume will lose very little energy
except through nuclear collisions. Effects from ioniza-
tion energy loss will be small and subject to accurate
calibration, depending only on geometry and
pressures. Data for this correction can be obtained on
Earth by measuring simulated atmospheres. The count
rate will be a single-valued function of, and nearly
proportional to, the number density of the measured
nuclei. Thus, not only the relative concentrations of the
three gases may be determined, but also their absolute
densities. The accuracy, as with any density measure-
ment, depends upon how well the pressure and the
temperature of the sample volume are known relative
to ambient conditions. This measurement of density as
a function of altitude could be made independent of
other measurements by assuming an average scale height
and extrapolating back from impact. More accurate re-
sults could be obtained if altimeter readings were also
available. Readings of the count rate as it increases dur-
ing descent of the capsule would serve as a valuable check
on both the performance of this instrument and the validity
of concurrent pressure and temperature measurements.
If N,, Ar, and CO, were not the major constituents of
the atmosphere, the data would be subject to erroneous
interpretation. However, sound theoretical and experi-
mental evidence can be given for their presence, and
:pectroscople upper limits of Im than 1% have been
set for other gases such as O,. NO,, CO,, CH,, and NH,
(Refs. 3-6). The redundant a-particle scattering measure-
ment of nuclei of ma-ts 12 to 40 :v ouki provide some
check on this assumptim
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The effects of cosmic ray and solar proton background
must also be considered. Because only charged particles
in limited energy ranges would be det-4ed, cosmic rays
would produce a negligible background of about 1 count/
min for the detector areas and energy windows under
consideration. Typical solar flares, on the other hand,
have intensities many orders-of-magnitude above the
cosmic ray level. Solar flare protons below 100 Mev
would be stopped by the overlying atmosphere and
capsule material. Using solar flare data for the period
from 1956 to 1961, and choosing a tolerable limit of about
10 counts/min, the probab ility of avoiding flares is 94 to
96%. This figure could be somewhat improved by the
use of some shielding at the detector. Since typical 1/e
rise and decay times for flares are several hours, a back-
ground calibration shortly before planetary entry would
be valid.
Drifts in the discriminator triggering levels and am-
plifier gains cause changes in the widths of the energy
windows and thus in the efficiency for detecting
a-particles or protons from a given element. Through
judicious choice of the boundaries of the energy win-
dows, these drifts should cause errors of less than :L—I%
in the concentrations. The calibration before entering
the atmosphere would verify whether or not this stability
was actually achieved.
The statistical error, which is proportional to the square
root of the number of counts received, can be calculated
from Poisson statistics and from the known rounding
error of the square-root converter. The total rms error in
percent is then given by
a = r 
13`300 -1-11
where N is the total number of counts received for either
Ns or Ar. In the case of CO., an additional error arises
since the CO, counts must be corrected for background
counts produced by N Y. If the counting rate for a com-
ponent with a partial pressure at the surface of 20 mbar
(about 3 X 10-' g-cm 3) were 1024 counts/rnin, then N
and o for NY or Ar during the fast run would be as fol-
lows for surface pressures P. of 10, 20, and 80 mbar:
P„ mbar N 61%
10 512 5.2
20 1024 3.8
80 4096 2.1
The concentration of CO, is most susceptible to Earth-
bound measurements (Ref. 3) and may possibly be meas-
ured quite accurately in several years. A comparison
of Earth-bound CO, measurements with the results of
this experiment would provide a check on the proper
functioning of the equipment.
A scientific breadboard model for this experiment is
nearly completed and should provide more accurate
estimates of errors and general feasibility.
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XIV. Chemistry
A. Use of a Va ria-n V-421 OA RF
Unit as a Heteronuclear Spin
Decoupler
D. D. Egemon, C. D. Pearce, and S. L. Monatt
The Varian V-4210A RF unit is a variable-frequency
RF 'transmitter—receiver designed for wide-line nuclear
magnetic resonance studies from 2 to 16 Mc. Its output
is about 4 to 6 w. The stability of this RF source is only
about ± 20 to 100 cps/min, depending on the frequency
range selected. We would like to describe a simple addi-
tion to the V-4210A unit which nuc only stabilizes the
frequency, but permits frequency modulation of the RF
source as well.
Fig. 1 shows a crystal-controlled oscillator linked to a
simple circuit for frequency modulation. The parameters
for such an oscillator depend on the frequency desired;
the parameters for the audio frequency part are given.
We have found it convenient to add a variable capacitor
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C I to Ing the center-band frc(luency up and a variable
capacitor C, to swing it down. In this manner, it was
feasible to swing the frequency up about 10(X) cps and
clown about 2(x) cps; this adjustment could be made to
better than 0.1 cps.
Several crystals which differ in frequency by about
100(1 to 2000 cps can be used to achieve a wider range.
The output from the crystal-controlled oscillator is fed
to the crystal jack on the front of the V-4310A RF unit.
Frequency stabilities of better than 0.1 cps/hr -,vere ob-
tained. One can thus do high-resolutikro spectroscopy
Nvith this unit if desired.
Cq	 Lp
LOW r----^
DECOUPLING
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I I
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Ic6 I
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=	 CZ	 I ILI
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Fig. 2. Circuit for double tuning a Varian nuclear
magnetic resonance probe
Fig. 3. Construction and assembly of a second transmitter coil for a Varian nucleui magnetic resonance probe
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For homonuclear decoupling, the strong irradiating
fields can be introduced as audio sidebands. For hetero-
nuclear decoupling, the usual method for introducing two
RF frequencies at the sample is to double tune the probe
transmitter coil. Since the means for doing this is not
well-known, such a scheme is shown in Fig. 2. A second
method which works satisfactorily and has several ad-
vantages is to construct a second transmitter coil on a
glass form, which is then placed coaxially with the probe
receiver insert. The construction and assembly of this
coil are shown in Fig. 3. The details of the construction
for this modification will be described elsewhere. Figs.
4 and 5 show two examples of the performance of such
a coil system when the second RF is derived from a
V-4310A unit with the crystal oscillator described above.
These results indicate the resolution is not noticeably
reduced by the presence of an additional coil. The proton
resonance spectra were obtained with the field-frequency-
lock spectrometer described previously (Ref. 1).
(a) N14 IRRADIATED FAR FROM RESONANCE
NH4
(D) N14 IRRADIATEDON RESONANCE
Fig. 4. Spectrum of ammonium ion
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a
Considerable factoring of the ABCD, secular equations
results immediately, because there is no mixing between
functions of different total x components. Use of permu-
tation symmetry for three magnetically equivalent D
nuclei (rotation group C,) and the appropriate linear
combination basis functions results in further factoring
and division of the energy levels into one symmetric
group and two degenerate antisymmetric groups. The
ordering of the basis functions of Table 1 is such that the
diagonal matrix elements would be derived in the order
of decreasing energy in the case of weak coupling if
8A<8D <$C <8D, where 8 i
 is the usual shielding param-
eter. As seen from Table 1, the diagonalization of the
secular equation for the ABCD3 system involves the
solution of six 4 X 4, two 6 X 6, two 7 X 7, and one 8 X 8
eigenvalue problems. Use of the ABCX 3
 approximation
reduces the problem to the solution of twelve 3 X 3
eigenvalue problems.
The only absorption transitions allowed are those for
which oF, = 1 and in which both the initial and final
states have the same symmetry. In their analysis of the
ABC, system, Fessenden and Waugh (Ref. 4) have shown
transitions between pairs of energy levels from different
sets of antisymmetric energy levels (see Table 3 in Ref.
4). The intensity of an absorption transition (i.e., f a
where 0 = — % = the lower energy state and a = 'fz)
is proportional to:
<^i11+1^j>2,
B. Some Comments on the Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance Spectrum
of the ABCD3 System
S. L. Manari
Only recently have spectra of the ABCD3
 type been
completely analyzed (Refs. 2 and 3) 1 . There are four
chemical-shifted nuclei, and each member of type D
has the same spin-spin couplings to A, B, or C by virtue
of rapid internal rotation about a carbon-carbon single
bond.
The basis spin functions for the ABCD 3
 nuclear spin
problem have not previously been listed. Since they are
helpful in understanding some features of the ABCD3
system as well as the double resonance experiments on
the system, these functions are presented in Table 1.
Also, DeWolf, M. Y., and Baldeschwieler, J. D. ( Private com-
munication) .
where Sr i and ^ j are the upper and lower eigenfunctions,
respectively, and 1+
 is the spin raising operator. (The
most simple description of the use of 1+
 is given in Ref.
5.) In the limit of weak coupling, 0i and 0t can be
replaced by the appropriate basis functions and an esti-
mate of the line intensities obtained; many times this is
helpful in making the spectral assignment in the case of
intermediate coupling. Using these functions for the
ABC., and ABCD3 systems, it is easy to show that there
are no cross transitions such as a_2--)-1a_, or a_2-+1a_i (see
Table 1) between the two groups of antisymmetric en-
ergy levels, as indicated by Fessenden and Waugh (Ref.
4). With the inclusion of the appropriate eigenvector
components and a little more algebra, it can be shown
that this is also true in the strongly coupled casel In this
case, it is possible to obtain the intensities of the com-
bination transitions in each separate symmetry group as
functions of certain eigenvector components.
By considering all possible permitted transitions be-
tween energy levels for the ABCD 3
 system, one finds that
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there are 16 symmetrical transitions and 16 antisymmet-
rical transitions in 8 degenerate pairs for each of the
nuclei A, B, and C. There are 24 symmetrical transitions
and 16 antisymmetrical transitions (8 degenerate pairs)
for the Da nuclei. The remaining transitions are combina-
tion transitions involving the simultaneous turning of
more than one nuclear spin. These can be divided into
two general types: those due to the turning of three
spins, such as 5so-*1s_, (86 symmetrical and 48 antisym-
metrical); and those due to the turning of five spins, such
as 7s,,-+1s_, (12 symmetrical). All the combination transi-
tions should be weak.
The results presented here will subsequently be used
in the analysis of the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra
of several ABCD3 nuclear spin systems.
C. The Determination of Benzidine
Coupled to
Ca rboxymethylcel I u lose
H. Weetall and N. Weliky
We previously reported a new method for synthesizing
an arylaminocellulose by coupling benzidine to carboxy-
methylcellulose (CMC) in the presence of dicyclohexyl-
carbodiimide (Ref. 6). The most direct method for
determining the number of benzidine groups coupled is
the titration of the acid form of the derivative with
NaOH.
A sample of the benzidine derivative of CMC (CMCB)
was acidified in 4N HCL washed with acetone, and
titrated with NaOH. Only one inflection point could be
found. Apparently the pK of the amino group is close to
that of the polyearboxylic acid.
To block the amino groups, 2,4-dinitrophenylsulfonic
acid (DNPS) was reacted with the CMCB. The
products were acidified and titrated with NaOH. No dif-
ference between the treated and untreated CMCB could
be found. Although the product was highly colored,
coupling must have occurred preferentially with the
hydroxyl groups of the cellulose. A similar experiment
employing 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene as a blocking agent
gave results similar to those for DNPS. No difference
between the reacted and unreacted CMCB could be
detected.
Blocking of the amino groups occurred when benzene-
sulfonylchloride in tetrahydrofuran was reacted with the
derivative (Ref. 7). Titration of the treated material with
NaOH showed that 73 to 75% of the carboxyl groups
coupled (Table 2).
Table 2. Titration of CMCB treated with
bensenesulfonylchloride
CMC CMCB Benzidine Benzidine
degree of unreacted on on
substitution, carboxyl CMC, CMC,
meq /9 groups, meq /g meq/9 MOO
0.78 0.21 0.57 104.9
0.78 0.19 0.59 108.6
CMCB diazotized and coupled to protein has been
used to isolate rabbit antibody (Ref. 6). We are now
comparing this arylaminocellulose with a commercially
available form (Cellex-PAB, Bio-Rad, Inc.) regarding its
use as an immunoadsorbent, an ion exchange cellulose,
and an intermediate in the synthesis of insoluble bio-
logically active materials.
D. The Synthesis and Continual
Operation of a
Ca rboxymethylcel I ulose-
Enzyme Column
H. Weetall and N. Weliky
The mechanism of enzyme action is of great interest
to chemists and biologists. Many techniques have been
developed for studying enzymatic reactions. One which
has hardly been explored (Refs. 8-11) is the use of enzyme
columns (i.e., enzymes bound to insoluble substances) for
studies of kinetics and enzyme-substrate complex forma-
tion, and even for the isolation of specific substrates and
inhibitors. Also unexplored is the use of enzyme columns
for continuous synthesis or degradation of organic com-
pounds. Enzyme columns may also play an important
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role in the detection of extraterrestrial life, because enzy-
matic studies may be carried out without contaminating
the samples being tested with soluble foreign protein.
We have been successful in synthesizing a cellulose-
enzyme derivative by coupling carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC) to the esterase, alkaline phosphatase, through an
amide linkage. The feasibility of continuous use of these
derivatives, saving large quantities of enzyme, was shown
by using a small column continually over a period of
200 hr.
A small Wintrobe disposable pipet was filled with the
cellulose-enzyme derivative to a length of 2 cm. The
0.5- X 2 .0-cm column was attached to a small LKB Mini-
pump (Stockholm, Sweden), which pumped the substrate
through the enzyme column at a constant rate. The
product emerging from the column was followed using
a spectrophotometer with a continuous-flow 1-mm cell
at 410 mµ (Fig. 6).
The substrate used was p-nitrophenylphosphate .rt a
concentration of 0.001M in LOM tris buffer, pH 8.0. Upon
complete conversion to p-nitrophenol and phosphate ion
in a static system, the maximum absorbance was found
to be 0.93 at 410 mµ; the phosphate ions do not absorb at
this wavelength.
The flow rate through the enzyme column was set at
11 ml/hr so that the optical density recorded was less
than that for complete conversion. In this manner we
could observe any changes in reaction rate occurring
during the experiment. Over the 8-day period that the
column was operated, the absorbance of the product was
continually recorded. The percent conversion of substrate
(Aobserved /Amaxlmum) is plotted versus time in Fig. 7.
TIME, doys
Fig. 7. Percent conversion of p-nitrophenylphosphate
vs time
Some discoloration of the column was observed. This
may have been caused by oxidation of the substrate or
products, denaturation of the protein at room tempera-
ture, or other factors. The column was operated uncov-
ered and at room temperature, without precautions for
bacterial contamination.
We have shown that a CMC—enzyme column may be
synthesized and operated over an extended period of
time; similar experiments with other enzymes are now
in progress.
E. Additiona! results on Metal
Plating of Teflon Sheet
S. P. Vango and J. B. Krasinsky
COLUMN
I "	 PUMP SPECTROPHOTOMETERT OMpTE 	( j
III  ' ,111	 PRODUCTS:
I 	 I
p-NITROPHENOL
SUBSTRATE RESERVOIR:	 AND PHOSPHATE
OOOIM p•NITROPHENYLPHOSPHATE 	 ION
IN I.OM TRIS BUFFER, pH 8.0
Fig. 6. Instrumentation used in the hydrolysis of
p-nitrophenylphosphate by alkaline phosphatase
in a packed column
The metal plating of Teflon sheet, carried out in con-
nection with the advanced Iiquid -propulsion program,
has been previously reported (Refs. 12 and 13). Results
of additional testing and of some new techniques that
have been tried will be presented here.
Some recently lead-plated Teflon sheet has been tested
for bond strength, using a Baldwin Lima Hamilton
Mark G tensile tester with a crosshead rate of 0.14 in./min.
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A O.W26-in.-thick lead plate was applied to a 10-rail
skived Teflon sheet. Four samples (A, 13, C, and 1)) gave
bond strengths of 1950. 2590, 1800, and 24:30 lb/in', re-
spectively. The range of these samples is apI)r„xiivatcly
equal to the strength of Teflon itself, which ranges from
1200 to :3100 lb/in, depending on the pressures used to
compact the powdered T( , flon, as well as the sintering
tvmI)eratrues and rule of subsequent cooling (Ref. 14).
Fig. S shows the specimens after being tested.
Sample B required a t roll of' 2590 lb/in" for the partial
separahm, of the nietal plate from the Teflon. The epoxy
bmid bew-eeu the lead surface mud holder %v , as broken,
but the failure of the metal plate was confitwd to a very
small area. Where the metal plate Nvas pulled from the
Teflon, the metal surface still had Teflon adhering to it,
indicating that the bond between the metal plate and
Teflon -,vas stronger than the Teflon itself.
Fig. 9 shows the long-term perrneahility test setup.
The permeability cells shown are a metal version of
those described in Ref. 15. The solution used in the
absorption Vessel arrel found to be sufficiently stable con-
sist-d (,f 10 in] of H_U, 1 nil of 10 17(l 11._S0 1 (vol %), and
0.5 rrrl (if 0.5%c metapheny1cfiamine hydrochloride (wt %).
When some nitrogen tetroxide has been absorbed, the
solution changes to light tan clue to the formation of
nitrous acid, The widdle unit in Fig. 9 had a permeable
disk; the change in this unit can be seen by contrast With Fig. 8. Bond-strength specimens after testing
Fig. 9. Long-term permeability test setup
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the other two units and also by the discoloration at the
fritted surface of the gas dispersion tube.
One lead-plated Teflon sheet (10 mil, skived) has been
tested for 241 days without evidence of any permeation
of nitrogen tetroxide. A second test has been in progress
for 106 days with no permeation resulting thus far.
Ball burnishing of a lead-plated Teflon surface has
been tried because of the possible use for this technique
in bladder manufacture. After each plating operation
(total of three), the Teflon sheet was stapled to a rubber
liner in a quart paint can; some solution cont pining a
proprietary burnishing compound was added, as well as
some 3'io-in. stainless-steel balls. The can was then rotated
for several hours. The bond strength of the ball-burnished
lead plate was 1880 lblin 1, but the first sample tested
for permeability had a slight permeation of nitrogen
tetroxide. These tests will be repeated with samples sub-
jected to ball burnishing for about 16 hr after the deposi-
tion of each lead coat.
The brush technique for plating has been successfully
applied with copper, silver, and gold. These metals have
been applied directly to the silver deposit on the Teflon
and also to the lead plate. If the gold plate could be
applied in a nonporous coat, greater corrosion resistance
would be realized; this possibility will, of course, be
investigated.
Metal-plated Teflon has many other possible uses; e.g.,
it can be used for diaphragms, high-temperature circuit
boards, and electronic components such as condensers.
In addition, Teflon heat shields could be plated to give
the desired emissivity, Teflon tubing could be internally
plated for use in shielded cables or flexible waveguides,
and Teflon with a metal plate could be used for temper-
ature control by resistance heating of the plated metal.
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XV. Fluid Physics
A. The Inviscid Stability of the
Compressible Laminar
Boundary Layer: Part 11
L. M. Mack
A numerical method was presented in Ref. 1 for the
computation of the inviscid stability characteristics of the
compressible laminar boundary layer on a flat plate. Sev-
eral results were presented, including a curve of a, the
dimensionless wave number of the neutral inviscid sub-
sonic disturbance, as a function of M,, the free -stream
Mach number. It was also noted that, for sufficiently
large Mach numbers, the wave number is no longer
single-valued, and that, for M, > 4.5, the upper branch
of the neutral stability curve approaches the second
value of a, rather than the first, as the Reynolds number
approaches infinity.
It has now been established that a is not only double-
valued, but is multiple-valued at each Mach number.
There is, of course, only a single value of the phase veloc-
ity, c„ which is fixed by the requirement that an inviscid
subsonic neutral disturbance travel with a speed equal
to the mean boundary-layer velocity at the point where
t ;e derivative of W/T is zero, where w' is the derivative
of the mean velocity and T is the mean temperature.
Fig. 1 gives the results obtained to date up to M, = 10.
The lower curve is the same as was given in Ref. 1. At
M, = 10, ten values of a were obtained. Starting at about
the fifth value, the increment in a from one curve to the
other is nearly constant. There is no reason to believe that
there is any upper limit on the possible value of a, and
presumably an infinite number of separate solutions exist.
The shapes of the curves in Fig. 1 point to the existence
of an asymptate somewhere between M, = 2 and 3. For
M, < 2, no multiple solutions could be found, a situation
in accord with the analytic proof that a is unique as long
as there is no region in the boundary layer in which the
mean flow relative to the disturbance wave is supersonic.
A supersonic relative region first appears in the flat-plate
boundary layer at approximately M, = 12 and is present
tds
eD.7
z
D.s
0
0.1
FREE-STREAM MACH NUMBER MI
Fig. 1. Wave numbers of the First ten modes as functions
of Mach number (neutral imriscid
subsonic disturbances)
at all higher Mach numbers. It was the impossibility of
fording a uniqueness proof for the case of a supersonic
relative region that led Lees and Reshotko ( Ref. 2) to
conjecture that possibly a is non-unique under these
conditions.
The nature of the multiple solutions can be clarified by
examining the flow relative to the disturbance wave. In
this ordinate system the flow is steady with sinusoidal
streamlines. The Mach number of the relative flow is
	
M= ,,,4 M1 ,
	 (1)
where u = c, — w is the mean velocity relative to the
wave. As shown in Ref. 3, the pressure-fluctuation am-
plitude function it can be written
	
yM2 = i 1 1 MZ u	 2)
where 7 is the ratio of specific heats. The prime refers to
differentiation with respect to the boundary-layer co-
orduiate, and #, when multiplied by a, is the amplitude
function of the normal disturbance velocity. Therefore,
qs/u is proportional to the amplitude function of the
streamline slope. Eq. (2) can be recognized as a form of
the linearized pressure-area relation of one-dimensional
. tropic flow, and (#/up is identified as the amplitude
function of the stre: mtube area change. The latter func-
tion must be zero at M = 1, the sonic point of the relative
flow, since it is continuous through the sonic point. If
(#/u ) l is zero at any other point in the boundary layer,
x will also be zero and will undergo a sign change which
signifies a 18D-deg phase shift in the pressure fluctuation.
The distribution of #/u across the boundary layer has
been computed for the first three values of a at M, = 5.8
( Fig. 2) . For a neutral disturbance with the normalization
used here, # is pure imaginary; thus, the quantity plotted
75
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Fig. 2. Distribution through the boundary layer of
streamline-slope amplitude functions at M, = 5.8
for the first three modes (neutral inviscid
subsonic disturbances)
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in Fig. 2 is ;/iu. Only the region below the aftical layer
(w = c* ) is shown. Above the critical layer all distribu-
tions are similar in shape. Inspection of Fig. 2 reveals the
multiple solutions to be a sequence of vibration modes
of the boundary layer. The first mode, corresponding to
the lowest value of a, has a single extremum of #/u. This
extremum is located at the sonic point of the relative flow,
as it must be. For this mode the pressure fluctuation has
the same sign throughout the boundary layer. The sec-
ond mode has two extreme: one at the sonic point and
the other in the supersonic region. Consequently, . is
zero at the second extremum and there is a 184-deg phase
shift in the pressure fluctuation. The third node has
three extrema ( the third being in the subsonic region)
and two zeros in the pressure-fluctuation amplitude
function. This pattern continues for higher values of a.
For instance, the tenth value of a has ten extreme, and
nine 180-deg phase shifts in the pressure fluctuation.
Another feature of the multiple solutions is the rapid
increase in amplitude of the higher modes. (The normali-
zation is such that the magnitude of the longitudinal
velocity fluctuation is always 1.0 at the edge of the bound-
ary layer. ) The largo peak values of #/u and the large
number of extreme lead to correspondingly large magni-
tudes of Eventually the magnitudes become so large
(-107 ) that the numerical procedure loses accuracy and
can no longer satisfy the_ boundary condition of zero
normal velocity at the wall. As a result, further modes
cannot be obtained.
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X\A Physics
A. Efficiency of Propellant
Heating in Vortex Tubes
H. J. Stumpf
The ultimate performance potential of a gaseous-vortex
propulsion reactor is dominated by its internal thermal
radiation. A simplified calculation of the thermal radia-
tion heat flux at a vortex tube wall has been carried out
in order to estimate the fraction of the total fission power
released in the cavity regions utilized to heat the pro-
pellant. The simplifying assumptions are listed in Ref. 1.'
The results of this calculation are given in Fig. 1. It can
be seen that the heat flux at the wall increases with the
tube radius r, and the temperature ratio TdTw = Is,
where T, is the central core temperature and T w is the
wall temperature. At constant values of P, the heat flux
at first increases rapidly with r„ and then increases more
slowly since it approaches the case of an infinite flat plate
'Also, Stumpf, H. j., Heat Loss from Vortex Tubes (To be pub-
lished) .
receiving radiant energy from an infinite gas volume. At
constant values of rr, the heat flux increases rapidly for
Is > 3.75, since the gas in the tube then consists of a
central core radiating as a blackbody surrounded by a
blanket of relatively transparent gas. This is actually a
more pessimistic case than that of the uniformly blaek
or uniformly transparent gas analyzed previously in
Ref. 2.
It is interesting to note that contemporary regenera-
tively cooled nozzles for chemical engine applications
boast a surface heat flux of 20 Btu/sec-in 2 = 3.27 kw/cm2.
From Fig.1 it is apparent that, for temperature ratios > 5,
the surface heat flux exceeds this value and may result in
wall cooling problems.
A power balance to determine the heat input to the
propellant was carried out utilizing the residts of Ref. 3.'
The fraction of the total cavity power used to heat the
propellant is shown in Fig. 2. For temperature ratios
< 4, an appreciable fraction of the cavity power appears
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Fig. 1. Thermal radiation heat flux at vortex tube wall
as a function of vortex tube radius
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as propellant heating. For temperature ratios > 5, how-	 Fig. 2. Fraction of total power released in vortex tubes
ever, less than two-thirds of the power is utilized in	 utilized to heat propellant as a function ofheating the propellant even at small tube radii, and this vortex tube radiusfraction decreases for the larger tube radii. 
It should be stressed that these results are based upon
an assumed pressure of 100 atm in the vortex tube. At
this operating point, it appears that large radii and high
exhaust temperatures lead to excessive radiation losses
and an inefficient propellant heating process. It would be
advantageous to use higher system pressures since the
opLcal opacity of the gas would be higher, thus screening
the wall from some of the radiation from the high-
temperature central region.
B. Rocket Measurement of the
Nitric Oxide Daygiow
C. A. Barth
A scanning ultraviolet spectrometer was down from,
Wallops Island, Virginia, on a NASA Aerobes US on
too
sgW
H
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November 17, 1963, at 1:15 pm EST to an altitude of 184
km. The 0.5-m spectrometer scanned the dayglow spec-
trum from 1500 to 3200 A. The rocket's attitude-control
system aimed the spectrometer at the zenith during the
ascent and at the horizon during the descent. Spectral
scans of the ultraviolet dayglow were obtained in the
zenith direction in the altitude range from 62 to 110 km,
and also ( with greatly increased intensity) during the
scan of the horizon. The most prominent features of these
dayglow spectral scans were the gamma bands of nitric
oxide.
The spectrometer was a 0 .5-m Fastie-Ebert instrument
( Ref. 4) . The grating had a 102- X 102 -mm ruled area,
with 2160 lines/mm, and was blazed at a nominal 2000 A.
A single 2-in. photomultiplier with a cesium telluride
pho"oe9thode and a sapphire window ( ASCOP Type
543F4)5-14) was iised as the detector. The instrument
had its maximum sensitivity at 2350 A and, because of
the high-work-function photocathode, the sensitivity
dropped 3 orders-of-magnitude in going from 2150 to
3200 A. The spectrum was scanned from 1500 to 3200 A
and back in 7.5 sec. The instrument was equipped with
programmed slits which allowed the downward scan to
be made at 4-A resolution and the upward scan, which
was three times faster, at 10 -A resolution. The spectrom-
eter was aligned with the longitudinal axis of the
rocket, ar_d the entrance slit was shielded from direct
sunlight by a sunshade. A wavelength calibration was
performed in flight with a mercury lamp in the nose-tip of
the rocket.
The rocket was launched when the Sun was at a zenith
angle of 60 deg. At an altitude of 5'K
 km, the nose-tip was
ejected and the spectral scans of the atmosphere were
begun. The rocket despun and the attitude-control system
erected the rocket to the vertical. Between 62 and 110 km,
six complete spectral scans were obtained with the
spectrometer viewing the zenith. Then, an unplanned
maneuver by the attitude-control system caused the
rocket to begin a slow turnover at about 0.5 deg/sec. This
maneuver caused a slow scan of the horizon late in the
flight when the rocket was at an altitude of 144 km. Six
complete spectral scans were obtained as the spectrom-
eter's zenith angle changed from 30 to 105 deg. The most
intense spectral scans were recorded during this portion
of the flight.
One,: of the spectral scans, obtained 1t 144 km during
the horizon scan, is shown in the lower part of Pig. 3.
The zenith angle was 100 ^- 5 deg, and the field of view
was 12 deg. The spectrum presented here extends from
W WELENGTH, A
Fig. 3. Nitric oxide dayglow spectrum from
1730 to 2730 A
1730 to 2730 A at a resolution of 10 A. It represents
1 sec of data out of the 360 sec that were obtained during
the flight. The spectrum has been traced from the orig-
inal telemetry record. Six obvious noise pulses have been
edited out. The spectral response of the intrument has
been sketched on the spectrum, showing the 0-, 1-, and
2-kilorayleigh intensity levels. The cesium telluride
photomultiplier causes the sensitivity to drop at longer
wavelengths; the grating blaze and sapphire window of
the photomultiplier caused tl:e fall-off toward shorter
wavelengths.
The flight spectrum was compared to a synthetic spec-
trurn calculated in the following way: For single scatter-
ing, the fluorescent photon emission rate at height z is
given by (Ref. 5):
4, 9 (µ) = gT (z) ,	 (1)
where µ = cos B, 8 being the zenith angle of the scat-
tered radiation, and 91 is the number of molecules in a
cmz
 column above height z. The number of photons scat-
tered per sec per unit molecule for each spectral band
v' v" is:
AV	 ,
7r 
o^d-o
	
f v-of'!'LC 
V11
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where ergs-o is the solar flux averaged over the absorp-
tion band ( Refs. 8 and 7), f v-0
 is the f -value of the
absorption band ( Ref. 8), and A v-v, is the transition
probability of the emission band (Ref. 8). The quan-
tity gg,-.„ was calculated for 12 of the most intense bands
of the gamma system of nitric oxide. The physical quan-
tities used in the calculation and the results are given in
Table 1. Since Eq. (1) shows that the emission rate is
directly proportional to the quantity g,,-v, for any given
amount of nitric oxide, the relative intensity distribution
of the bands may be obtained from the last column of
Table 1. The 1-0 band at 2155 A is the most intense
gamma band in fluorescence. The calculated intensities
of the dayglow gamma bands when multiplied by the
instrument spectral response are shown in the upper part
of Fig. 3. The bands are identified according to progres-
sion in the upper right-hand portion of Fig. 3. Although
the gamma bands appear with double heads at moderate
resolution, the study of a laboratory source with the
flight instrument showed that, at 10-A resolution, the
double heads cannot be distinguished and there is only a
hint of the band degradation to shorter wavelengths. A
comparison of the synthetic spectrum in the upper part
and the flight spectrum in the lower pact of Fig. 3 shows
that the nitric oxide gamma bands are a part of the ultra-
violet dayglow spectrum of the Earth. A detailed cum-
par-son indicated that the grating cam drive of the flight
spectromet.ar was nonlinear; the wavelength calibration
had been performed at the ends of the spectrum being
analyzed. It should be realized that this particular flight
spectrum was obtained by moving the grating through
1000 A in 1 sec.
The measurement of the intensity of the 1-0 gamma
band at 2155 A permits the amount of nitric oxide present
in the upper atmosphere to be determined. A spectrum
obtained at 85 km with the instrument pointing in the
zenith direction shows the unblended band with an
emission rate of 830 rayleighs. Using the quantity &,
from Table 1, the column density of nitric oxide above
the 85-km level is 1 .7 X 1011 molecules/cm2.
Previous attempts to measure neutral nitric oxide mole-
cules in the upper atmosphere have not resulted in the
detection of nitric oxide, but have only indicated an
upper limit on the abundance. Jursa, Tanaka, and
LeBlanc ( Ref. 9) attempted to measure nitric oxide by
absorption spectroscopy, using a rocket spectrograph with
a solar-pointing control. They were unable to place an
upper limit of 101E molecules/cros above the altitude
range of the experiment ( 63 to 87 km).
Table 1. Emission rat* factors for the dayglow of the
nitric oxide gamma hands
hnd'
-^
 
A
s N-s^
phetens/ema-
sec-A X 10„ X /0
10-4 AN-N, phetens/
on X 10-'E A.,_.,,
2-0 2053 1.6 6.73 0.366 1.5
1-0 2153 3.1 7.88 0.292 4.8
2-2 2223 — — 0.176 7.0
1-1 2246 — — 0.088 1.4
0-0 2269 6.0 3.99 0.138 1 3
0-1 2370 — — 0.226 2.4
1-3 2447 — — 0.063 to
0-2 2479 — — 0.211 2.3
1-4 2539 — — 0.130 2.1
0-3 2396 — — 0.158 1.7
1-3 2680 — — 0.153 2.5
0-4 2722 — — 0.116 1.3
C. Short-Time Behavior of an
Initial Step Discontinuity in
a Collisionless Plasma
J. S. Zntuidzinas and Y. Hiroshige
The investigation of the phenomenon of a free expan-
sion into a near vacuum of an initially confined collision-
less piasma is of importance for understanding many
practical problems such as the operation of an ion engine
in space or that of a plasma shock tube; it is also of an
intrinsic physical and mathematical interest due to the
presence of a large space inhomogeneity.
For a non-ionized gas, similar problems have been
studied by a number of authors. Molmud (Ref. 10) has
obtained a solution for a gas initially confined in a sphere.
Using the collisionless Boltzmann equation, Keller (Ref.
11) found a solution for the one-dimensional expansion
of a gas from a half-space. A related problem, studied
numerically by Dawson ( Ref. 12), is the observation of
the effect of a large sinusoidal disturbance on an initially
cold plasma.
In the following, we shall derive an integral equation
which describes the one-dimensional transient motion of
the plasma resulting from the sudden removal of a par-
tition confining the plasma to a half-space. Qualitatively,
we should expect plasma oscillations to be excited a'3out
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the average motion of the plasma, which is at the ion
thermal speed. In formulating the problem, we make the
following assumptions:
(1)The flow is one -dimensional. Both upstream and
downstream chambers are of infinite length.
(2)Initially, electrons and ions are separately in thermal
equilibrium in both the upstream and downstream
chambers.
(3)The plasma is collisionless for all times of interest
and is described by a set of Vlasov equations.
(4)The forces due to induced magnetic fields are
negligible in comparison with those due to induced
electric fields.
(5)A linearization of the distribution functions can be
made about the initial ones for times during which
the wavefront does not advance significantly. The
condition of validity is
n (x, t) - n (x, 0) ( « n (x, 0),
where n is either the electron or the ion number
density. Of course, it is understood that the tem-
perature differences between the two chambers
cannot be arbitrarily large.
(6)The distribution functions vanish at spatial infinity
in both directions for all times.
The equations governing the problem are the usual
Vlasov set of equations:
af
at + V. ax mE	 av - 0'
aF
T +" ax + M E av - 0'	 (1)
aE 
=4.e f
m
dv(F- f)
av	 ^,	 '
where m and M are the masses of electrons and ions; f
and F, their respective distribution functions; E, the
electric field; and x, v, and t, the space, velocity, and
tame variables.
The initial and boundary conditions are the following:
t(x, v,t=0)=g(x,v)= [g, (v) n(a—x)+gz(v) ,7(x—a)]
Xexp(-alx-aj),
t (x = ± 00, v, t) = 0,
where
a->0',
g{ (v) = n{ (ml2,rK8j )1
 exp (- nw2/2Kej), i = 1, 2,
are the initial Maxwellian distribution functions for elec-
trons at temperatures a, and o, with number densities n,
and %, with K being the Boltzmann constant. The sub-
scripts 1 and 2 denote the upstream and downstream
chambers, respectively. The partition is at x = a, and 71
represents the unit step function. A similar set of condi-
tions is assumed for the ion distribution function;, we
shall not display these since they are obtained by simply
replacing appropriate lower-case letters by capitals.
The linearization of Eq. ( 1) amounts to the replace-
ment aflav -+ ag/av and aF/av --* aG/ay. Introducing the
Fourier-Laplace transform pairs
h(k, v, w) = f0 dx f w dt exp (- i (kx - wt), ¢ (x, v, t),
eo	 O
(x, v, t) = (2r)-2f w dk J °°+tmp dw exp [i (kx wt)^
a	 -oo+iore
X
	 v, w),
where wo is a suitable positive constant, we obtain from
Eq. (1) the transformed set:
z
t (k, v, w) = 2rn,
X
 f
dk h(k',w) a g (k - k', v),	 (`l)k' w — kv aV
rap
	F (k, ,v,	 _ _ w)	 2wn,
X f dk' h (k', w} a
	
k, w - kv av G (k _ k+, v).	 (3)
Here,
	
N	 N	 /^^
h (k, w) = f dv [F (k, v, w) - f (k, v,
g (k, v) = f dx exp (- ikx) g (x, v)
= i exp (- ika) I k , v _ s(v) J
 + is
	 k - is '
wp = 4un, eel m,
and similarly for C and np . Subtracting Eq. (2) from
Eq. (3) , we find the following integral equation for h:
	
N	 N
	
h (k, w) + f dk' Q (k, k, w) h (k', w} = 0,
	 (4)
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where	 phonon interaction, and Eq. (1) reduces to Lindhard's
1	 1	 result (Ref. 14). Now, it is well -known thatQ (k, k', w) = 2W k 1dv
X , [0 2 &(k - k', v) + w,2 g (k - k', v)] .
This equation mathematically describes our physical
problem.
The distribution functions for both electrons and ions
are obtained by substituting the solution of the integral
equation into Eqs. (2) and (3) and taking the inverse
transforms. However, for investigation of the properties
of initially induced plasma oscillations, it is not necessary
to solve the complete equations. The properties of the
integral Eq. ( 4) and of the dispersion relation will be
discussed at a later date.
D. I of l uence of Electron-Phonon
Interaction on the Screening
of a Test Charge in a Metal
O. von Roos
Some time ago the dielectric constant of an electron-
phonon system was derived within the random phase ap-
proximation ( Ref. 13) . The resulting expression may be
written as
where w, and w= are the frequencies of the two transverse
sound waves ( Ref. 15). In the long wavelength limit, the
transverse modes are not affected by the electron screen-
ing as is the longitudinal sound. Introducing, therefore,
the velocities of transverse sound c, and c 2, we have
from Eq. (3):
[wL (K)] 2 = w 2, - (c; + cs) K2.	 (4)
The Fourier transform of the electric field of a point
charge q at rest in vacuum is:
	
D = - M !11 8 (.). 	 (5)
However, placing this charge into the plasma character-
ized by the dielectric constant Eq. (1), we have
E= - i KE 
(IC,
	 8 (w).	 ($)
The associated potential in configuration space is then
given by:
_ ^q f d3K [K= a (K, 0)]-1 e'R•r.	 (7)
For large enough distances r, significant contributions
toward the integral Eq. (7) occur only for small K. In
this case,
_
	
1	 2
Hence, ¢ from Eq. ( 7) is given by:
# = Q e-.i1,'
	
(g)r 
E (K, ^) = 1 - A (K, w) - wz + w= w{[wL (K)] _ ,	 (1)	 with the screening constant
3 wp 
where w; is the ionic plasma frequency and wL ( K) is the	 ro =	 - + c=
	
(10
unrenormalized frequency of longitudinal sound waves. 	 r
Furthermore, A is given by	 provided that ro > 0. From the well -known expression
A = W l d9k	 ^ Fo (k)	 _ ► 	 (2)
where wp is the electronic plasma frequency and Fo is the
Fermi distribution function. Letting wt = (m/M)wp go to
zero in Eq. (1) is tantamount to neglecting the electron-
	
vL - k3M) vp	 (11)
for the longitudinal velocity of sound ( Ref. 15), we have
from Eq. (10) :
/ 1 _	 1	 -'^
ro =wl iL`2L	 C  +C2)	 (12)
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Now, rya = w,/cl, is the screening distance without pho- 	 one finds that the operators
nuns. We obtain, therefore, an increase in screening
length due to electron—phonon interactions; namely,
For sodium and potassium, a =- 1.4 and 1.25, respectively.
E. Relativistic Many-Particle States
J. S. Zmuidzinas
In the course of reducing tensor products of irreducible
representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, one
again obtains irreducible representations whose states
are degenerate with respect to this group. Thus, in addi-
tion to the usual "external" quantum numbers specifying
the state within each irreducible representation, one also
has a set of degeneracy labels or "internal" quantum
numbers which indicate how the tensor product was
reduced. Here we wish to outline a group-theoretical
method of constructing many-particle states characterized
by such sets of external and internal quantum numbers.
The Lie algebra of the restricted inhomogeneous
Lorentz or the restricted Poincar6 group P+ is spanned
by the ten ( Hermitian) generators Pµ and Mp = — MVµ,
with µ = 0, 1, 2, and 3, of space-time translations and
rotations, respectively. They satisfy the well-known com-
mutation relations:
[P14 PV] = 0,
[MP., PPJ = i (PP 9VP — PV gPP),
[Mµv, Mpal = i (Mpg$VP — MPP gvo + MVP 91Aa — MVa gPP),
(1)
with gao = —g;; = 1; 1 = 1, 2, and 3; and gp = 0 for
g:94 v. Introducing the (pseudo) 4-vector
Wµ = % epvpo M V p Pa ,	 E0123 = — 1,
with the commutation relations
[PP, WV] = 0,
[Wµ, Wv] = — i eµvpo WP Pa.
[Mµv, W01 = i (Wµ gVp — WV BPP),
C1 = Pµ PP,
C, = WµWµ
commute with all Pµ and MµV
 and, hence, are invariants
( Casimir operators) of the Lie algebra. Irreducible (uni-
tary) representations of P+ are labeled by the eigenvalues
ma and s(s + 1) of C 1
 and —C,/m', respectively. Within
each irreducible representation (m, s), the states are
further distinguished by the eigenvalues of operators be-
longing to a mmadmal Abelian subalgebm of the Lie
algebra (or rather of its enveloping algebra). One such
subalgebra consists of the momentum and helicity oper-
ators P,, i = 1, 2, and 3, and Wo/I P I, with eigenvaluesP{ (— co < P, < co) and I x I s in integer steps. The one-particle states I m s p x > are thus eigenstates of six com-
muting operators. A further invariant is the sign of the
energy, e = po/I po I; we shall ignore it by restricting ourdiscussion to the case e = + 1.
Many-particle states of free non-interacting particles
are obtained by taking tensor products of one-particle
states. The n-particle state
m,1 si p, x1 > 0... ® I m„ sriPNxn >
is an eigenstate of 6n commuting operators, namely,
C'm' Cs(z) ,
 P(k), and WoM/I PW (, with k = 1, 2, ..., n.We shall ultimately be interested in writing this state as a
linear combination of eigenstates with certain external
and internal quantum numbers; to proceed with the
construction of the latter states, let us first consider the
case n = 2.
A two-particle system can 1^e characterized by the state
of its center of mass and by the configuration of the two
particles in their center-of-mass frame. We de9ne the
external or center-of-mass generators:
Pµ = P µ) + P(4) ,
Mµv = M (1) +
 M(2) ,#V 	 JAV
where each of the sets Pµ11 '
 M()) and {Pµ ), MµY } satisfy
Eq. (1) and [X({), X(j) = 0, with i,& f and X being any
generator in the Lie algebra of P; . It follows that Pµ, Mµv
also satisfy Eq. (1); therefore, one may take C, C2,1?,P, and
Wo/I P I as the set of commuting external operators for
purposes of labeling the two-particle states. Note that
Wµ = % eµvpo MVP Po
= % eµvpo (M( 1 ) Vp + M(s)VP) (P(1)a + pmv)
o w m -f. w(f)
P	 P
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Since the two-particle tensor product state is labeled by
2 X 6 = 12 quantum numbers, we must find six additional
internal quantum numbers in order to fully label our
new states. These new labels must not change under
arbitrary external inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations
and, hence, must be related to the eigenvalues of
invariants under these transformations. Four additional
invariants are immediately suggested. They are the single-
particle invariants C(l ), C(2 1 ), C; 2), and C2( 2 ). For the remain-
ing two, we take W(1)P(2)p and W(2)P(I)fl One can easily
It
verify that the six external invariants, call them 1,, 12,
1,,, commute among themselves and with the external
generators Pp and Mpv. The state of a two-particle system
can be written as I m s p x; at > , where a = (a,, • •, a„)
is the eigenvalue of I = (1,, - - -, 1„). To see the physical
significance of I. s let us consider the center-of-mass frame
of the two particles in which P( 1 ) = —P( 2) = p. (The
numerical values of invariants are, of course, independent
of the particular frame used to evaluate them.) Then,
Is = W( 1 ) (PM + p(2) )o	 u	 o
=poIpIx(1);
i.e., 16 is the helicity of the first particle times the prod-
uct of the total center -of-mass energy and momentum.
Similarly,
18= POIPlx(2)•
For fixed I p I there exists a correspondence between the
two sets of labels {Is, Ie} and {x( 1 ), x( 2) ); we may use the
latter set providing we bear in mind that, under the trans-
formations of P; , the helicities W) and x(2) mix in such a
way that Is and I. remain numerically fixed.
It should now be fairly clear how to treat the case of
three particles. Namely, we consider the first two particles
as a composite system and couple the third particle to it
by the procedure outlined above. As a result, we obtain
states of the form
ImsPA;P>,
where F stands for the eigenvalue vector of twelve mutu-
ally commuting internal invariants which we take to be:
Il = p(1) . P( 1 ), 12 = P(2) . p(2),
13
  
W(i) . WO)^ 1, = W( 2 ) . W(2),
Ia = W(1) . P ( 2 ), Is = W(2 ) . P(1),
17 = p(12) . p02) , Is = p(3) . p(3),
I®= W(12) . W( t2 ► , 110 = W ( 3) . WO),
Ill - W02) . p(3) , 111 = WM . p(12)
We have written
a - b= apbp
and
ptl2) = p(l)+ p(s) s
p	 p	 P
MO2) = MM + M(2)
pti	 /AV	 UV ►
W(12) -- Y, Epvpam(12)vp p(12)0.(11 )
The external generators are, of course, just sums of the
generators of the three particles.
The general case of an n-particle system is treated
similarly. We shall consider the relationship of the
external—internal states to the usual tensor product states
in a paper presently being prepared.
F. Finite Dimensional Matrix
Representations of
Infinite Groups
M. M. Saffron
Lately, in our study of relativistic wave equations, we
have examined the relationship between the way the
complex conjugate of a wave function transforms under
Lorentz transformation and the way the wave function
itself transforms. While this relationship between the
two representations is well -known for the solutions of
particular wave equations, the usual treatments of the
relationship make it appear that the connection is some-
thing characteristic of the wave equation itself, and that,
to make the connection, special properties of the wave
equation are needed As we shall show, the relationship
follows from some general theorems that are independent
of the wave equation and are even independent of its
Lorentz invariance. The language and notation of group
theory will be used without definitions of terms; this
information is available in Ref. 16.
For finite groups, the connection between the trans.
formation of a basis and that of the complex conjugate
basis has long been known to mathematidans and physi.
cists alike. The matter is made simple by virtue of the
equivalence of all representations of finite groups to
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unitary representations. For infinite groups, however, not
all finite dimensional representations are unitary. Never-
theless, as we show here, all the theorems that hold for
finite groups and have to do with complex conjugate
representations hold for finite -dimensional representations
of infinite groups as well. From the theorems we prove,
which hold for any group, the theorems regarding the
Lorentz group follow as an immediate consequence.
For finite groups one can show that, if the complex
conjugate of a representation is equivalent to the repre-
sentation itself, then either the representation is equiva-
lent to a real representation (the basis can be chosen to
consist of real functions), or the representation is "pseudo-
real" (the basis cannot be chosen to consist of real func-
tions alone, but, if a function appears in the basis, so does
its complex conjugate which is distinct from it). Of course,
It may be that the representation is "complex" (the complex
conjugate basis transforms according to a representation
that is entirely inequivalent to the original).
The same three alternatives (real, pseudo-real, and
complex) hold for the finite -dimensional irreducible rep-
resentations of infinite groups. But, in what follows, we
have no further need to allude to the basis and so we
consider only the matrices of the representation. If M(R;)
denotes the matrix representative of the element R{ of
the abstract group being represented, then, as is well-
known (and is nearly obvious), the following three
matrices are also representatives: M-r(R;), the inverse
transposed matrix; M+(Ri ), the complex conjugate matrix;
and M-r+(Rj), the complex conjugate of the inverse trans-
posed matrix. Because for finite groups the representation
matrices may be chosen to be unitary, there are only
two matrices to consider: M and M+; the other two are
identical to these. For infinite groups this degeneration
does not occur; thus, besides asking about the relationship
between M and M+, we can also ask about the relation-
ship between M and the other two matrices M-r and
M-r*. The resulting relationships are expressed in the
three theorems discussed below. Aside from any intrinsic
interest these theorems may have, they will prove useful
in providing a simpler treatment than has heretofore been
obtained of the behavior of representations of the Lorentz
group under the discrete operations of charge conju-
gation, parity, and time inversion.
Theorem I. Suppose that M and M-r* are equivalent
representations of a group and that M is irreducible.
Then, M is also equivalent to a representation N and
NDNr+ = D, where D is diagonal, D' = 1, and I is the
unit matrix. For finite groups D = 1. Proof of this theorem
follows:
Proof. If a representation M is equivalent to its inverse
adjoint M -r+, then a matrix S exists that satisfies
M-r. = SMS-1 .	 (1)
Clearly, S-r+S commutes with M, and, if M is irreducible,
Schur s lemma requires that S+r = AS, where x is a num-
ber. Clearly, x must have unit modulus. Redefining xOS
as S. the redefined S is seen to be Hermitian. Now S has,
as does any matrix, a unique polar form UH, where U is
unitary and H is Hermitian and positive. Thus, S = S+r
requires that UH = HU+r, but, since the polar form is
unique, this requires that
U' = I,	 (2a)
H = UHU+r .	 (2b)
Now let S' = H-"IUH"' and M' = H"IMH- 1,11 . Eq. (1)
is now M'-r+ = S'M'S'-'. The matrix S' satisfies both
S'S' = I and S'S-r+
 = 1, as is seen by using Eq. (2). We
conclude S' is both unitary and Hermitian.
We now define S" to be the diagonalized fonn of S'
(i.e., S' = VS"V+r) and M" as M" = V+rM'V, Eq, (1) can
now be written as
M,.-r+ = S"M"S11'	 (3)
where S" is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements
are either + 1 or —1, so that S"' = 1, With S" = D and
M" = N, the theorem is proved.
Consequences. The following are consequences of
Theorem I:
(1)Obviously, if S" = ±I, all the M" are unitary.
If S" vd. ±I, those matrices that commute with S"
are unitary.
(2)If S" :^& -±-1, not all the M can be unitary. If they
were, S" would commute with them all and the
representation could not be irreducible.
(3)If M is not irreducible, the condition of equivalence
of M with its inverse adjoint does not require M
to be decomposable. This is shown in the following
example: Let
T"-14 11
where n is an integer. Then,
T„Tn = T.,+n•
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These matrices are reducible. Moreover,
T-r* = C _ 
1 
0] ,
T*r 
= ST„ S-',
where
S=[0 dl.
(4)If S is Hermitian but not positive, then M is not
required to be decmnposable if it is reducible. This
is shown by the example given above.
(5)If S it Hermitian and positive, reducibility implies
decomposability. This always happens for finite
groups.
(8) If M is real and s2 = S defines s, then
sM'rs'z*M's = s;
thus, Q = swe is orthogonal though not necessar-
ily real.
(7)If M' is orthogonal though not real,
M'* = S"M'S";
then, Q = s'M's is real and orthogonal.
(8) If M' is symmetric though not real, then
WSW = S',
s•M'*ssM's• = I.
If Q = Wle, Q*rQ = I and Q is unitary.
Theorem II. Under the hypothesis of Theorem I, with
M-r* replaced by .W+, M is equivalent to either a real or
a pseudo-real representation. The proof for this follows:
Proof. Suppose
M* = SMS-1 .	 (4)
Then, for S in polar form UH, and with M' = HIMMI
and S' = H*"UHw, Eq. (4) becomes
M" = S'M'S'-1.
If M' is irreducible, S'rS' which commutes with M' is
proportional to the unit matrix. The constant of propor-
tionality is real, and we may defiers S" in such a way that
S" = tS"-'*.	 (5)
The sign in Eq. (5) is the sign of the constant.
For S" in polar form, Eq. (5) becomes
H*UU* = tUrH-1U*
The uniqueness of the polar form now shows that UU* =
tI and H* = UrH-,U•. By using these relations we AM
S„*rS,. =1.
Thus, S" is .anitary. This, with Eq. (5), shows that
S" = tS"r. When S" = S"r, the representation M' is
equivalent to a real representation (see Appendix A).
When S" = — S"r, M' is not equivalent to a real repre-
sentation, but instead to a pseudo-real representation (see
Appendix B).
Theorem III. Under the hypothesis of Theorem I, with
M-r* replaced by M-r, M is equivalent to either an
orthogonal or a symplectic representation. (Theorem III
has no analogue for representations of finite groups.) The
proof of this theorem is as follows:
Proof. Suppose
M-r
 = SUS-1.
Clearly, S-rS commutes with M. If M is irreducible, S-rS
is proportional to the unit matrix, and this requires
S = ±Sr. The polar form UH of S shows U = t Ur and
H = U*HrU'r. With S' = H-'i*UH'4 and M' = H'''MH-'*,
we have MI-7 = S'M'S'-', and S' can be shown to be
unitary. Now S' is either symmetric or antisymmetric.
When S' is symmeltric, M' is equivalent to an orthogonal
transformation (see Appendix A). When S' is andsyrm-
metric, M' is equivalent to a symplectic tram:formadon
(see Appendix B).
Appendixes to Theorem: II and III
Appendix A. Here we shall prove the well-known
theorem that, if S is a unitary symmetric matrix, then
S = Wr, where V is unitary. This result must be used
to complete Theorems II and III. In Theorem U,
M'* = S'M'S'-} and S'r = fS'. If S'r = tS', then, as we
claim, S' = Wr and so V*rM'*V VrM'V* and VrM'V*
is real. In Theorem III, M'-r = S'M'S" and S'r = tS'.
If S'r = S', then V-W-W = VrM'V-r and VrM'V-r is
M6090ML
We now prove S = VW?. Because S is unitary, it can
be diagonalized by a unitary matrix W; i.e., W*rSW = St,
where St is diagonal. Consider now the symmetric matrix
W*rSW*, which is equal to StW*rW*. Because this matrix
I"
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is symmetric, Sd commutes with W+TW`. If (Sd)^ is a diag-
onal element of Sd and if (Sd) j is another diagonal ele-
ment dual to it then define_ (Sd)* so that (Sd)4' _ (Sd} '.
With (Sd)'t defined this way, (Sd)vs commutes with
W`TW`. Thus,
S = WS! W+TW`Sa Wr.
If we define V as WS' W+T, then _
S = •NT.
Appendix B. We shall now establish one of many pos-
sible canonical forms for unitary skew-symmetric ma-
trim. We show that, if S is such a matrix; S = VKVT,
where
K=If
0 -I
 U
and V is unitary. Then, a pseudo-real representation has
the canonical form
M11+ = Karl "K,
and a symplectic representation has the form
M..r (iK)M" 
_ (iK)-
- since S is unitary, it can be ?Haan
- — ^r'd11— 'ze by a unitary
riatrix W. Therefore, W+TSW = Sd. Now
W`TSW` = SdW`TW+
is skew, so that Sd anticommutes with W+TW`. A permu-
tation matrix P(P2 = I) rearranges Sd so that it has the
form
S d _ [(,k)- 0 10	 (a)p J ,
where (A). is an m X n diagonal matrix, each of whose
diagonal elements has a phase #, 0 < # < *, and (a)„
is an n X m diagonal matrix, each of whose diagonal
elements has a phase #, _ < # < 2r. The matrix
A = PW `T
 W F is unitary and anticommutes with Si . If
we write this in partitioned form,
We see that, since (A.)i (A„ ); j = - (A„) i j ( ) j, A„ = 0.
Similarly, A22= 0. Taw% A. which is symmetric, has the
form
	
0	 Al=l
(A.)T 0 j
The matrix Al2 is an m X n matrix, and we will show that
m = n. Now, because A is unitary, (A,,) (A,:)T` _ (t)„
and (A,=T) (A,,)` _ (i),,. Consider the fast of these two
equations. It represents 2m 2 - m real equations for the
2mn quantities (A,=) j 1 and (A,,) t , so 2M2 - m< 2 nn.
Similarly, the second equation requires 2n = - n < 2mn.
Thus, m = n, and w
0 0
e see/
	 Al2
that
W`TSW` _ 0	 a	 (Al2)T 0
_ [ 	 (ik)”] L0 Al2T] L if 0]
X 0  A,s] [ 0" (iJ1}I
Therefore, ii :V' is defined as
W' _ (W14	 0
	
C 0	 (ix)` (A1.)T
then W' is unitary and
	
S = W
r
ti 
W^ 	
M 0
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XVII. Communications Elements Research
A. low-Noise Amplifiers
C. T. Stelsried, W. V. T. Rusch, and R. Brantner
1. Millimeter Wave Circuit Element Evaluation,
C. T. SteawW and W. V. T. Runk
Millimeter-wave components and techniques are being
investigated to ascertain the future applicability of this
frequency range to space communications and tracldng.
This involves the development of instrumentation for
accurate determinations of insertion loss, VSWR, power
and equivalent noise temperature of passive elements,
and gain and bandwidth of active elements at millimeter
wavelengths.
To bring together state-of-the-art millimeter-wave cir-
cuit elements and to evaluate their use in a system, we
have built a radiotelescope consisti«g of a 83-in. antenna
and a superheterodyne radiometer. The radiotelescope
was used to observe the 90-Gc temperature of the Moon
during the December 30, 1963 eclipse. This experiment
was a joint effort by personnel from JPL and the Elec-
trical Engineering Department of the University of
Southern California. As part of the radio telescope align-
ment and testing, eleven drift curves of the Sun were
recorded on December 29,1963, and the Sun temperature
was determined as a function of zenith angle. Atmos-
pheric loss at the zenith on this particular day was found
to be about 0.50 db at 90 Ge. In this summary, the radi-
ometer waveguide calibrations and performance capa-
bility are presented.
a. 90-Cc radiotekscope obwmationa. A 90-Ge radio-
telescope (Ref. 1) was assembled and operated at the
JPL Mesa Antenna Range to measure the temperature
of the Moon during the lunar eclipse on December 30,
1963. During the previous afternoon, eleven drift curves
of the Sun were made to measure atmospheric absorption
and atmospheric self-emission and to align the optical
and radio axes of the antenna. Thin brown paper was
1Si
it
r
#	 t.
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used in front of the antenna reflector to prevent heat
damage. A typical drift curve of the Sun is shown in Fig.
1. For th-i curve, the zenith angle was 75.0 deg, the local
time was 15:20 PST, and the radiometer output time
constant was 23 sec. The approximate 1400 °K excess
noise injected from the gas tube was supplied through	 ^e
a 10-db coupler. The ratio hetween the gas tube and the
deflection due to the Sun was determined and plotted as 	 o+
a function of the secant of the zenith angle (Fig. 2). As-
suming a flat Earth (Fig. 3) and an atmospheric loss L,
at zenith, the attenuation at any zenith angle x (accurate
for :mgles less than about 80 deg) is
1.5 F-
eo1—
1.5 t---
L= Lp	 (1)	 O	 1	 2	 3	 4	 3	 6	 7	 6
SECANT z
Fig. 2. Measured ratio of 90-Gc Sun temperature to gas
tube temperature versus secant z
GAS TUBE 14001%
Fig. 3. Geometry used with flat Earth for computation of
atmospheric attenuation
The temperature of the Sun as seen by the radiotelescone
is related to the equivalent temperature of the sky, T,kV,
and that seen if there were no attenuation, T.., by
TIM.	 L)	 L
s
E
4i 4
ANTENNA ON SUN
3
i r-
A drift curve of the Sun with the radiotelescope measures
AT
,#Us= T:.. - ^1 — I Tay	 (3)
e^
v	 "L	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7	 CLSo that
units
JV
ANALOG OUTPUT, orMrory uni 
Fig. 1. Typical 90-Gc radiotelescope Sun drift curve T... = LAT,..	 (4)
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The atmospheric attenuation at zenith is [Eqs. (1) and 	 time because of the absence of a signal source. Figs. 4(a)
(4)3,
	 and 4(b) show the antenna pattern measured after a CW
signal source had become available. The antenna will be
'&T',.,. (z,)," _,' . _^,	 refocused using the CW signal source, and the newLo =
PT;,,,. Fz,	 patterns will be published at a future date.
or
Lo(db)= s,,, 10 sec z, (log AT:,,,, (x,) — log eT;,,,, (zs)]
(5)
The scale factor for T',,,,, cancels out and from Fig. 2
with secant zs = 5, secant z, = 0 (for 12-29-63 at 90 Cc),
Lo (db)= 5 (log 3.00 — log 1.68) = 0.50	 (6)
The focusing of the antenna subreflector for the Sun
measurement and the Moon eclipse measurements was
accomplished by maximizing the noise power from the
St-n. Although this is not a point source and does not
produce a proper focus, no other way was possible at the
From 6:30 pm December 29, 19W to 6 am December
30, 1963, forty-three curves of the Moon were recorded
in an effort to measure the temperature change during
the eclipse. Prior to recording each drift curve, the radi-
ometer was calibrated by switching between ambient and
hot calibrated terminations. Fig. 5 shoes a typical drift
curve ( Record 12) with the hot and ambient termination
calibrations. Conditions for this recording were
Time constant	 = 10 sec
Local time
	
= 9:21 pm PST
Zenith angle	 = 3325 deg
Hot load temperature 	 = 327°C
Ambient load temperature = 22°C
av
W3
R
W
Q
J
WX
tol
4
3-db WIDTH-11 min
15
-10 10-db WIDTH-
29 min
-15
-20
-25
-35"
W E
-60	 -40	 -20	 O	 20	 40	 60•
HOUR ANGLE ARC, min
(D)
3-db WIDTH- II min
10-db WIDTH-18 min
S N
i0	 -40	 -20 O	 20	 40 E0
DECLINATION ARC, min
Fig. 4. Antenna pattems in hour angle and declination
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E
2
0
ON MOON
e
e
ANTENNA
A
AMBIENT
TERMINATION.
22°C
2
HOT
TERMINATION,
327°C
0 O	 1 2 3 4	 5	 6
ANALOG OUTPUT. arbitrary units
Fig. 5. Typical 90-Gc radiometer Moon drift curve
A preliminary hand reduction of the lunar temperature
measurements showed a standard deviation of the indi-
vidually measured points about the best least-squares
curve fit of 39°K. The average of the six measured lunar
temperatures between the time that totality began and
ended was 10°K below the curve fit.
b. Digital computer programming for Moon drift curve
data reduction. A digital computer program is being set
up to facilitate the reduction of the Moon drift curve
data for the present and future measurements. The ana-
log data from the drift curves have been digitized and
will be compared on a least-squares error basis with a
theoretical drift curve. The fit will be adjusted to give
outputs in the program of the maximum temperature
magnitude and time.
Fig. 6 shows the geometry used in the calculation of
a theoretical Moon drift curve using
TA (e, 41) = k J J G (B, Oda
r
or	 (7)
TA (8, 0) = k f . G (8, ¢) sin B de 4
The antenna patterns were measured in the N-S and E-W
directions (Fig. 4) and can be approximated elsewhere by
FN cost 0 + FN sine 0 ; 0 < ¢ < r/2
G B, ¢) FN sine 0 + Fw cosy 4, ; r/2 < <q6 ir(	 8_ Fw cos2 ,0 + Fs sin  4p ; r < 0 < 3w/2
Fs sin2
 o + FN cos' ¢ ; 3,r/2 < < 2-
N
182
8,	 LUNAR
MOON 	 Cb	 PATH
W	 £
NO	 CENTER OF
ANTENNA BEAM
S
Fig. 6. Geometry of Moon passage over antenna beam
used in theoretical Moor drift curve calculation
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where Fs, Fw = relative gain in the East and West
directions, respectively (see Fig. 4a), and Fy, F® = rela-
tive gain in the North and South directions, respectively
(see Fig. 4b). A theoretical drift curve can be obtained
by integrating over the surface of the Moon with a given
value for V. and moving xo over the range of interest. If
0, is the value of 0 to the Moon center,
f"dof @,(#) G (0, 0) sin a de do; (xo + V;)' > a
T,,	 24	 0,(¢)
G (0, is) sin B d.8 do; (x,2 + Vo)"A < af0	 0
(9)
where
sin-' a
o
(x0 + 2 )1ii
o V
a
02 = ¢o + sin-' (x2 + 1)1
o Vo
This has been computed for a = 16.50 min arc (the
radius of the Moon on December 30, 1963) and Vp = 0
on the digital computer and is shown in Fig. 7. Addi-
tional theoretical curves will be computed using various
values of Vo to indicate the sensitivity to antenna point-
ing. This technique has been used by others but with an
analytic expression for G (6,,0) when B is small (Ref. 2).
I r,,•rffe(a.#)..ad# I	 I	 I	 I
The actual Moon drift curves have not yet been fitted
to the theoretical curves.
c. Radiometer ealibsatkw. A diagram of the wave-
guide plumbing for the 90-Cc radiometer as used during
the December 30, 1963 Moon eclipse is shown in Fig. 8.
The measured insertion losses of the critical components
are shown on the figure. The equivalent input noise
temperature of the hot load has been calibrated and is
ta',ulated later (see Sect. A3 of this summary). To a good
approximation
(T'N — To) ^ 0.87 (TN — To)	 (10)
where To is the ambient temperature, Ti, the actual tem-
perature of hot load (measured), and T'N the hot load
temperature calibrated at output of oven.
Then with L, =1.43 db insertion loss (Fig. 8) at ambient
temperature,
(Ti, — To) = 0.62 (TN — Tn)	 (11)
where T'H is the hot load temperature calibrated at output
of waveguide switch. Drift curve temperature measure-
ments 11'^ can now be calibrated at the output of the
waveguide switch. To refer the measurements to the horn
input (Fig. 8),
AT, = L,aTA =- T"1.10 A	 (12)
The performance of the radiometer on December 29,
1983 can be estimated from the calibrations in Fig. 5,
where 2 divisions represent (327-22)'K,  actual measured
temperatures. From Eq. (12), referred to the output of the
waveguide switch,
0
Ct
Ct
QJ
V
W
S
-50 _40 -30 .20	 -10	 o	 w	 zo	 30	 w ao
ARC x0 . min
Fig. 7. Theoretical Moon drift curve for 90-Gc 60-in.
searchlight radio telescope
Calibration —_ 0.62 (327-22)  1001 division
The peak-to-peak jitter is approximately 100X0 .3=30°K.
The theoretical jitter is about 3 °K rms, based on a
10-sec time constant, approximately 20,000 °K receiver
temperature and 10-Mc bandwidth. The noise jitter in the
radiometer output thus appears reasonable, but the drift
or change in base line is excessive and degrades the
radiometer performance seriously (Fig. 5). It has been
found that this drift was caused by variations of a large
in-phase signal at the reference frequency in the Dicke
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Fig. S. 90-Oc m)llim*t*r radiometer temperature calibrations
system caused by change in VSWR of the ferrite switch
affecting the receiver input mixer performance. Adding
an isolator after the ferrite switch nearly eliminated this
effect with a substantial increase in stability. To facilitate
measuring long-term and short-term gain stability of the
radiometer, an automatic sequencing system has been im-
plemented for the noise source and the waveguide switch.
The present radiometer 11ng-term stability is shown by
the recording shown in Fig. 9. The time constant is 1.5
sec with a 20,000°K receiver temperature and 10-Mc
bandwidth. The waveguide input switch is switched
automatically between ambient and hot temperature
terminations, and the noise source is (approx 300°K)
periodically turned on. Fig. 10 shows rgc:brdings of the
short-term gain stability with 1.5 and 12 sec time con-
stants for a portion of a 12 on-off noise source sequence.
These were taken at a faster recorder speed with the
noise source (approx 300°K) manually turned off and
then on for equal periods of time. The digital recorder
output from an integrating voltmeter is shown plotted in
Fig. 11 for the same period of time. The digital voltmeter
input, supplied from the detector after the 1 .5-sec time
constant ( as used for the output shown in Fig. 10), inte-
grates and prints out every 10 sec. The data from the
digital recorder have been further analyzed as follows:
The averages of the data points for all the odd and
even runs, nominally 294°K and 594°K, respectively, are
used to establish the scale. Table 1 shows for each run
the run identification number (1 to 12), the number of
digital data points (B to 13), the average temperature
Tabl* 1. Summary of 90-Oc radiometer digital output
with 3000K noise source periodically switched on(even numbers) and off (odd numbers)
Run
No.
Nmbor
of ft"
dog
Mkds
Average
anasurod
to=rpoieft
°K
Dovkdion
rms, °K
Moa rrossor,t
o"or,
.K
1 11 29x:48 1.33 -0.48
2 8 :.91.24 1.33 2.76
3 10 288.11 1.06 5.89
4 12 591.32 2.61 2.86
5 13
I
294.21 1.66 -0.21
6 11 596.17 1.65 -2.17
7 12 293.76 1.26 0.24
8 11 592.35 2.77 1.65
9 13 298.72 0.42 -4.72
10 8 595.13 1.34 -1.13
11 8 292.95 0.35 1.05
12 10 597.93 2.52 -3.93
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Fig. 9. 90-G: rac::,jmeter long-term stability
recording with automatic waveguide and
noise source switching
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Fig. 10. 90-Gc radiometer short-terra stability with 1 .5-
and 12-sec time constants
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Fig. 11. 90-Gc radiometer short-term stability
digital printout with 10-sec
integrating time
(288°K to 299°K for the odds, and 591°K to 598°K for the
evens), the rms deviation (0.35°K to 2.77 0K), and the
measurement error (---0.21°K to 5.89°K). The measure-
ment error is defined as the difference between the nom-
inal temperature and the average measured temperature
for each run. The measurement error for each run is
plotted in Fig. 12. One number to characterize the per-
formance of the radiometer might be the average of the
absolute values of the measurement errors, 2.25°K. This
value would decrease with an increase in data points for
each run (in this case, the average number of data points
is 10.7 for each run) unless there was a systematic gain
change knon-random noise).
Z. Solid State Circuits, t. &onr»M
Intermediate frequency amplifiers using field effect
transistors are being investigated for possible application
as low-noise amplifiers where space and power require-
ments are severe. An experimental 10-Mc amplifier has
been built and tested.
A major source of noise in bipolar transistors is shot
noise associated with the flow of carriers across the
emitter-base and collector-base junctions. No such junc-
tions are present in the flow path of carriers in field-effect
transistors (FET), so that a lower noise output may be
expected. For this reason, an attempt is being made to use
FETs in a low-noise IF amplifier operating at 10 Mc.
The first modes constructed contained five stages of
amplification plus an impedance conversion stage, all of
which were fairly conventional. Gains of up to 100 db
were obtained, but with a bandwidth far too narrow to
be useful. After loading the amplifier stages for greater
bandwidth, a noise figure of .0 db was obtained at a
gain or' about 00 db and a bandwidth of about 1 Mc.
Tests on the preliminary IF amplifier indicated that a
much more carefully shielded chassis is required, and
that neutralization should be used at least on the input
stage and probably on all amplifier stages. Accordingly,
an improved model is now under construction incor-
porating these features.
a	 to
ISO
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The FETs used to date are type TA 2330, produced by
RCA. They are of the insulated gate variety in which a
thin film of silica electrically isolates the metal film gate
from the channel. This type of FET was chosen because
of the lack of voltage-dependent input capacity as com-
pared to junction-type FET's, and because of its higher
transconductance. Even so, it is doubtful whether an FET
IF amplifier can perform as well as a good low-noise
vacuum tube ( VT) IF amplifier, since the tran seonduet-
anoe of the FET's is about #ire that of the vacuum tubes
used in our better VT IF amplifiers.
Work is continuing on the FET IF amplify in optim-
izing its low-noise gain characteristics. It is expected that,
using FETs, an IF amplifier may be produced that has
better noise-gain characteristics than present bipolar
transistor IF amplifiers and requires much less power
and space than does the average VT IF amplifier.
3. Temperature Calibration of Microwave
Terminations, c. T. snwaa
Microwave terminations of known calibrated tempera-
tures are needed for radiometry, antenna temperature
measurements, and amplifier performance evaluation
( Ref. 3). The available thermal noise power from the
termination is given by kTB ( assuming hf lkT > > 1)
where k is the Boltzmanes constant (1.38 X 10-" joules/
°K), T is the temperature (°K), and B the bandwidth
(cps)•
In this summary, the equation governing the equiva-
lent input noise temperature for a transmission line with
a termination of specified temperature is solved and
the solutions tabulated for various combinations of trans-
mission line temperature distributions. A computer pro-
gram has been developed for arbitrary transmission line
temperature distributions and used to evaluate a 90-Gc
hot termination.
The transmission line input noise temperature is de-
rived as a function of frequency, accounting for the varia-
tion in losses with frequency. Appropriate measurements
have been made for a commercial coaxial transmission
line and the input noise temperature computed and
graphed a j a function of frequency.
a. Transmission lbae wfth arbitrary temperature dietr-
bution. The equivalent input v0se temperature P for a
transmission line of length 1 and insertion loss L, with a
termination at a temperature T. temperature distribution
TL (x) and losses independent of temperature, is i Ref. 4)
T + 
T
° 
aerp 
^TI TL (x) dx
r=	
L	
(1)
where
r = 1 ^ ^_•
 0.2303L (db)
x = distance from termination
This equation can be integrated directly if the tempera-
ture distribution along the transmission line is known in
analytic form. Exact and approximate solutions are listed
in Table 2 for various typical temperature distributions.
The approximations are especially useful where the
transmission line loss is known in decibels and are quite
accurate when the losses are low. Ususally only the first
and second terms in the expansion are used. The d"
term can be examined as an indication of the error
involved in the approximate calculation.
These solutions are satisfactory for most reference
termination calibrations as long as the transmission line
loss is low. A digital computer program has been devel-
oped for use where TL (x) is given in arbitrary form and
the additional accuracy is required. This program is
available for general use and can be specified by the JPL
identification number TLH 5475000.
b. 9Wc hot tannhwion and wnwuter progrcnn eaaB-
bratkm Best accuracy is usually obtained in calibrating a
low-noise receiving system by using a cooled termination.
However, in the event that larger changes in calibration
temperatures are needed, which is usually the can for
present day receivers operating at millimeter waves, e.g.,
90-Ce, hot terminations are useful. Fig. 13 shows a
diagram of the hot termination used with the 90-Ge
millimeter radiometer (described in Sect. Al of this re-
port). Because the loss of the 90-Ce waveguide is high
(0.422 db/in.), it %vas decided to calibrate the equivalent
noise temperature: from the actual tempershnre distribu-
tion along the waveguide ushg the digital coaputw
program. Fig. 14 slows a graph of the measured bww
mission line temperature TL' (x) for a particular value
of the termination temperature T. The temperature dis-
tribution TL(x) for an arbitrary value of T is proportional
to TL ( x) except that it must approach a straight line as T
approaches T,, the temperature of the transmission line at
Ise
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Fig. 13. 90-Gc hot termination in oven
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DISTANCE FROM TERMINATION, x, in.
Fig. 14. Measured temperature distribution for 90-Gc
radiometer hot termination transmission line
the unheated end. The expressions used to approximate
these conditions are:
T1,
 
(x) - T L (x) (L,-x  Ti (0) + 1 /	 TO/\T (0) To
	
L	 J
(2)
when
T < T'L (0).
T L (x) = TL (0) 1 1 
x 
7 ^0) + 1)
when
T > T',, (0).
If the temperature distribution were measured for each
value of T, these expressions would not be needed. The
programming is done so as to print out and graph T'
versus T fora given value of T° (294°K in this example)
and (T' - T° ) versus (T - T° ) as shown in Table 3 and
Fig. '5 and 16.
c. Ca bration memurement error. The mo5i critical
measurement in the calibration of the equivalent noise
temperature of a reference termination is the insertion
loss of the transmission line. As an example, if the tem-
perature distribution is constant (T ° ) along a bmumis-
sion line with loss L, the equivalent noise temperature
is (Table.; 2)
T' = T + 0.?.303(T° - T) L (db)
	 (3)
This is accurate to better than 1% if the insertion loss
L (db) is less than 0.1 db. The error in T due to insertion
loss measurement errors is (differentiating Eq. 3)
oT' ^- 0.2303 (T° - T) ,&L (db)
	
(4)
Table 3. 90-Gc hot termination computer program
calibration printout
to t8 (te - To) It$ - te1
-0.	 i 31.158258 -294.000000 -262.841740
20.000000 49.384274 -274.000000 - 244.615725
40.000000 67.559831 - 254.000000 - 226.440168
60.000000 85.684935 - 234.000000 - 208.315065
80.000000 103.759582 - 214.000000 -190.240417
100.000000 121.783770 -194.000000 -172.216230
120.000000 139.757504 -174.000000 - 154.242496
140.000000 157.680779 -154.000000 -136.319221
160.000000 175.553600 -134.000000 -118.446400
1 10.000000 193.375965 -114.000000 -100.624035
" 10.000000 211.147875 -94.000000 -82.852125
220.000000 228.869324 -74.000000 -65.130676
240.000000 246.540323 -54.000000 -47.459677
260.000000 264.160858 -34.000000 -29.839142
280.000000 281.730946 -14.003000 -12.269054
300.000000 299.250568 6.000000 5.250568
320.000000 316.719742 26.00000 22.719742
340.000000 334.138454 46.000000 40.138454
360.000000 351.506714 66.000000 57.506714
380.000000 368.824512 86.000000 74.824512
400.000000 386.091858 106.000000 92.091858
420.000000 403.308746 126.000000 109.308746
440.000000 420.475182 146.000000 126.475182
460.000000 437.591152 166.000000 143.591132
480.000000 454.656681 186.000000 160.656681
500.000000 471.671738 206.000000 177.671738
520.000000 488.074368 226.000000 194.074368
540.000000 504.005844 246.000000 210.005844
560.000000 519.937325 266.000000 225.937325
580.000000 535.868805 286.000000 241.868805
Ta Is load Input noise temperature,
TB It load output noise temperature, and
To to temperature of termination for unheated end.
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Fig. 15. 90-Gc hot load output noise temperotu. e, T;,,
versus load input temperature, T H; calibration from
computer program of Table 3
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Fig. 17. Calibration error in a reference termination dve
to insertion loss measurement error (Eq. 4)
However, it is sometimes necessary to match a reference
termination over a broad frequency range. After a ter-
mination is calibrated at a particular frequency, it is
sometimes not worthwhile to remeasure the insertion loss
at another frequency and recalibrate. Therefore, in these
cases it is desirable to have an equivalent noise tempera-
ture calibration useful over a wide range of frequencies.
Assuming small transmission line losses, loss L, in the
first section of the transmission line with a linear tem-
perature distribution from T to To, and loss L, in the
second section at a constant temperature To, we have
(Table 2):
2.(
Y
e
4
W
T' n-_ T + 0.2303 (To — T) C LL, (db) + L2 (db) .
( rH -ro). •K
Fig. 16. 90-6c hot load (T' — To); calibration graph from
computer program of Table 3
Equation (4) is plotted in Fig. 17 for a liquid helium and
a liquid nitrogen ccckd termination. To determine T'
to an accuracy of 0.1°K for a liquid nitrogen cooled
termination requires better than 0.002 db accuracy in the
insertion loss measurements.
d. Calibration of equivalent noise temperature ver8u8
frequency. It is usually not fruitful to calibrate a reference
termination at more than one frequency due to the nar-
row frequency range attainable in the VSWR matching.
(5)
For a transmission line of length l with an over-all inser-
tion loss Lo (db) at frequency f o, the insertion loss L(db)
at any other frequency f, neglecting dielectric loss is
approximately ( Ref. 5 )
L (db) =— Lo (db)( fo )
	
(6)
Assuming a uniform transmission line,
L, (db) =— L (db)1,/l = Lo (db) (f/fo)' 1,/l
(7)
L, (db)	 L (db) 1,/l = L o (eb) (f/f,,)' 1,/l
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Substituting Eqs. (7) into (5),
T T +
	
0.2303 (T„ — T) L„ (db) 11
;	
l (fIf) y,
	
—	
1	 1_ l
	
.
(8)
Equation (8) is the solution for the transmission line
input equivalent noise temperature in terms of measur-
able quantities and the operating frequency.
A commercial (Model SP 9119, Maury Microwave Cor-
poration) stainless steel coaxial transmission line and
termination suitable for operation at cryogenic tempera-
tures has been installed and operated in a polystyrene
container at liquid nitrogen temperatures (Figs. 18 and
19). The l liter container has about a 3-hr operating life
between refills. Although previous terminations of this
type have been useful only over a very limited frequency
range (- 1%), this termination will operate over a 1 Kmc•
to a 1 Kmc range with a VSNVR less than 1.06 at liquid
nitrogen temperatures.
For the transmission line assembly Serial 018, l = 5 in.,
1, = 1.70 in., h = 2.70 in., L„ = 0.093 db, f„ = 2295 Mc,
T = 77.4°K, and T„ = 294°K. Sub s tituting in Eq. (8)
T' — T + 0.0689 f `', (f in Me)	 (9)
Eq. (9) , the equivalent noise temperature calibration for
the termination is shown plot^ed in Fig. 20. At 2295 Me,
a 10% error in the evaluation of T' only results in 0.3°K
2 7
LENGTH 12	17 1n
LO,-S L2, db	 LENGTH 11LOSS L 1 , db	 f^1
u
FOAM	 .^
	
/--N-CONNECTOR	 {5[[''
u
STAINLESS STEEL	 'J`	 TERMINATION
COAXIALf^1
TRANSMISSION	 3
LINES
POLISTYRENE L•QUID
NITROGEN CONTAINER' .3
6 in
Fig. 18. Diagrammatic view of liquid nitrogen cooled
termination and container with N-connector output
Fig. 19. Photo of liquid nitrogen cooled termination and
container with N-connector output
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Fig. 20. Calibration curve of equivalent input noise
tempL--ature T' versus freq^,ancy for transmission
line assembly Ser. 018
error in T'. This again demonstrates the importance of
keeping the transmission line losses low. The transmission
line assembly was calibrated independently ^.t 960 Me with
agreement in T' better than 0.1'K. The liquid nitrogen
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level versus time in the polystyrene container with the
coaxial transmission line and termina" :on installed is
shown in Fig. 21. The operating life of this combination
is about 3 hr. The VSWR is not affected by the liquid
level.
d
UPPER PORTION OF
TERMINATION
TIME AFTER FILL, hr
Fig. 21. Liquid nitrogen consumption for coaxial
termination installed in polystyrene container
B. Optical Communications
Components
J. Siddoway, H. Erpenbach, and C. Finnie
1. Losers, J. Siddowar
a. Summary. Multiple-pass gain measurements at 1.15
and 0.6328 µ have been made with the traveling wave
laser amplifier. Gain at the 1.15 µ wavelength is 7 db for
56 passes, but the amplifier is still lossy at 0.6328 µ. The
latter spectral line is not suited for the present configura-
tion with large gas volume.
b. Recent work. The optical system and gain measure-
ment techniques for the traveling wave laser (TWL)
amplifier were discussed in detail in Ref. e. To review
briefly, the TWL amplifier has a white absorption cell
optical system which is the standard optical technique
for obtaining long light paths in a gas. In this case, the
gaseous medium has a negative absorption coefficient, and
the gain of the system is determined by measuring the
input power from the laser oscillator and the output
power for a given number of traversals through the sys-
tem. Gain measurements reported previously were for the
3.39 µ wavelength in He-Ne (40-db gain for 12 traversals).
Gain curves which have since been obtained for the
1.15 p wavelength are shown in Fig. 22. Curve A is the
gain versus the number of traversals for an input power
of 24 µw. Evidence of saturation effects is noticeable be-
yond 20 traversals. Curve B is for an input power of
72 µw with an abrupt change in the gain characteristics
now at 12 traversals where saturation begins. The TVVL
amplifier is lossy at the 0.6328 p wavelength. The mea-
sured loss per pass in the optics is -1.5%, only partially
compensated by the single- pass gain in the gas of less
than 1%; for example, a typical power measurement is
—3 db for 40 traversals.
`-244 µw INPUT
A
1^r B
'0.110
^-72 uw INPUT
0	 Is	 32	 46	 64
NUMBER OF PASSES
Fig. 22. Gain versus number of passes for 1.15 µ
line in He-No
av
z_ 4
Q
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In analyzing the present performance of the TWL
amplifier, one must consider the gain characteristics of
the various wavelengths in this system and compare them
to gain measurements of conventional laser tubes. In
He-Ne laser systems, wall collisions are necessary in the
pumping cycle of the atom and the gain/unit length of
the gas depends upon the radius of the tube, roughly as
1/r. Therefore, the advantages of multiple traversals
through the gas may be overcome by the decrease in gain
of the gas due to the larger volume, pai. cularly for very
high gain and low gain wavelengths. For example, the
measured gain of the TWL amplifier at 3.39 µ is 40 db.
In private communications, other researchers have re-
ported single-pass gains of 50 db/m in small-bore
(1.5-mm) tubes. Hence, for very high gain wavelengths a
linear single-pass amplifier would be simpler and more
efficient. For very low gain wavelengths, such as the
0.6328 µ line, where one might expect a net gain of
1 or 2%/pass, the TWL is limited to 2- or 3-db gain by
the number of passes that can reasonably be obtained
with the optics. The TWL amplifier is best suited for
wavelengths such as the 1.15 µ spectral line. Single-pass
gain of the gas is ^_— 12%/m in conventional laser tubes
with diameters comparable to the narrow dimension of the
TWL amplifier. Presently, the net gain of the TWL ampli-
fier is ^_— 7%/pass; the amplifier is being modified with
longitudinal spacers within the tube to reduce the volume
and hence increase the gain and saturation level. Another
possibility for a TWL amplifier configuration is an array
of short small-bore tubes with the white cell optical
system. This provides a fairly compact design and allows
some spatial discrimination against noise (spontaneous
emission) no possible with linear amplifiers.
2. Superconducting Bolometers,
H. Erpenbach and C. Finnic
a. Summary. Investigations of a superconducting bo-
lometer have continued, using a signal from an electric
heater for test purposes. In a normal application, the heat
would come from absorbed RF, millimeter wave, infra-
ued, or optical energy that the bolometer is intended to
detect. Previous work was reported in the five preceding
issues of this summary. The minimum detectable power
quoted in Ref. 7 was in error and should read 1.5 X 10-' w,
not 1.4 X 10- 19 w
Recently, a thin film of tantalum was deposited on the
end of a 0.25-in. D, 2-in. long sapphire rod. A nichrome
heater ring was deposited 0.5 in. from one end around
the rod circumference for raising the bolometer tempera-
ture from 4.2°K to 4.39°K, which is in the intermediate
transition region when the bolometer operates. A small
high-vacuum cryostat was fabricated for testing bolom-
eter-.
The new bolometer element has a folded path which
was made by photochemical techniques. The minimum
detectable signal is 6.9 X 10- 8 w. Voltage-current char-
acteristics are discussed in this summary; the geometry
of heat flow has not yet been optimized for sensitivity.
b. Recent work. Mechanical masking techniques have
limited all of tb^ tantalum thin-film bolometer elements
used in recent experimental work to approximately the
same linear dimensions; i.e., 1000 A thick, 1 mil wide, and
125 mils long. Films of these dimensions have an electric
resistance of approximately 15 Q at room temperature
and 1.4 S2 at 4.39°K, which is about the center of the
transition region where the bolometer normally operates.
The low impedance of the bolometer element requires
the use of a load matching transformer that could offer
problems in future applications of the device. A bolom-
eter with an impedance of at least 50 Q in the center of
the transition region would be desirable. We have re-
cently fabricated and tested a new bolometer having
11012 at the operating temperature. Photochemical etch-
ing techniques were used to shape a multigrid pattern,
a photograph of which is shown in Fig. 23. The tantalum
thin film was deposited on the end of the cylindrical
sapphire substrate without a mask. The film was coated
with a metal etch resist and spun in a centrifuge radially
1 in. off center to 3000 rpm for 30 sec. Next, the etch
resist was partially dried and spread out evenly to a
thickness of about 3000 A, then prebaked at 120°C for
30 min. It was next mounted on an optical bench, and an
image of the grid pattern was exposed onto the etch resist
for about 5 sec. It was then placed in a developer which
washed away the unexposed part of the grid, then baked
another 30 min to drive out all of the solvents to insure
complete polymerization of the etch resist. The final
operation was to etch away the tantalum from which the
etch resist had been removed, this by a 1- to 2-sec immer-
sion into hydrofluoric acid. The physical characteristics
of the completed element are
Area of grid	 0,150 X 0.150 in.2
Length of grid
	
6 in.
Width of tantalum	 0.003 in,
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Resistance at center of
transistor region	 110 f2 at 4.`19°1:
Preliminary tests were performed on the bolometer. A
noise equivalent signal was applied to the heater element,
similar to testing described in Ref. 7. The noise equivalent
signal was 9.6 X 10 - " w for a 150-cps noise bandwidth
about it 1000-cps center frequency. The oscilloscope trace
(Fig. 24) is the rectified noise and signal outputs of the
bolometer amplifier. A filter time constant of 2 sec was
used for this displey. A transistorized, battery supplied,
oscillator was used as the equivalent signal source.
Characteristics of the bolometer are plotted in Fig. 25.
The long superconducting path of this bolometer (6 in.
as compared to Yi6 in. of the previously reported design
has raised the resistance to 110 Q at operating tempera-
ture. Approximately 10 i2 residual resistance exists in the
superconducting state. 'rtie characteristics do not contain
the negative resistative-thermal properties of the previous
design. Rather, they are of the shape of the characteristic
obtained previously when the temperature was raised by
means of the do heater.
The minimum detectable signal is only a factor of 1.6
lower than that of the previous low-impedance bolometer.
The value of 1.4 X 10- 13 w that appeared in Ref. 7 is incor-
rect. Changes need to be made in the geometry of the
heat conduction path to achieve greater sensitivity.
Width of spacing	 0.001 in.
Lines per inch	 280
Normal resistance
of element	 1350 Q at 25°C
06
(3)
It
	
(2)	 J(^^
(I)	 I	 fl '' '^ WYr' ^► M^^`
..,.. 1 02
4
	
— 10 sec	 w
oaJ0
02
BOLOMETER RECTIFIED NOISE
45 m-v HEATER BIAS
ZERO HEATER BIAS
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0.6
-IS
	 -10	 -S
(1) ZERO BIAS RECEIVER NOISE, i.e., ELEMENT
SUPERCONDUCTING
(2) BOLOMETER NOISE
(j) BOLOMETER NOISE PLUS 9 6 X 10 -e w, 1000 cps
HEATEF SIGNAL
Fig. 24. Bolometer rectified noise
0	 S	 10
CURRENT I, ma
Fig. 25. Bolometer element voltage-current characteristics
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C. Antennas for Space	 where
Communications	 R, ^, = the standard polar coordinate system coor-
dinates
P. D. ?otk:r and A. Ludwig
1. Antenna Feed Research; Spherical Wave
Functions, P. D. Potter
Summary. The theory of spherical electromagnetic
waves was reviewed in Ref. 8. In that report, it was shown
that spherical wave theory could be utilized to predict
ultimate limitations on paraboloidal antenna perform-
ance, imposed fundamentally by the laws of electromag-
netic propagation (Maxwell's equations).
In this summary, the preliminary results of this study
are presented. Curves of maximum possible aperture
efficiency, lowest zenith noise temperature and optimized
antenna figure of merit are presented as a function of
the paraboloid diameter in wavelengths. One of the
objectives, stated in Ref. 8 for the spherical wave study
is to provide an analytical synthesis technique for non.-
optical Cassegrain subreflectors with increased perform-
ance. This will be the subject of a later reporting.
b. Radiation pattern formulation. It was shown in Ref.
8, that an arbitrary desired feed system radiation pattern
can be expanded in a series of TE and TM waves. This
series is, in general, infinite and must be truncated because
of the relationship between wave order and antenna physi-
cal size. With the truncated series, however, it is possible
to obtain by use of both TE and TM waves (or modes),
a feed radiation pattern which produces a completely
symmetrical paraboloid aperture distribution with zero
aperture cross polarization and negligible phase error.
In the far field, such a feed system has a radiation pat-
tern E (R, ^, e) given by:
Zoef (Wt-xR)
E (R, ¢, ) =	 kR	 (sin a as + cos ^ at )
 1 (0)]
	
X F — (1)'"aTEn 
[fL^^
	
1a
n_1	 sin ^
	
d o
where
— (—f)" (2n + 1 ) (* F
	
IP"'(0)
2Z„n 2 (n + 1)2 0
	
(^G) 
	 sin
+ d d,^`') ] sin ^ d ¢	 (1b)*
*This equation is similar to Eq. (16), p. 153, of SPS 37-24, Vol. IV,
which had a typographical error in omitting the minus sign in
front of the i within the parentheses.
aR, ay,, at
 = the associated unit vectors
k = free space propagation constant
w = angular frequency
Zo = 120 r ohms
F
	 the desired "ideal," feed system polar pattern
intensity
P1 = associated Legendre polynomial of the first
kind
If the field radiated by a feed system defined in Eqs. (la)
and (lo) is examined in the Fresnel region, a somewhat
more complicated expression must be used. It is given by:
n=?/
E (R, +y, E) = Z. E arE„
w=1
ih* (P) 
si (^)	
P 
dP 
[Ph* (P)] 
d 
,' 0) sin E dYsin
X
} 1h" (P) 
dP 1.d 0) — P
	
[A. (P)] in ,) cos f of
(2)
where p = kR, and h„ (p) is the spherical Hankel function.
A useful asymptotic expansion for the Hankel functions
has been developed by Stratton (Ref. 9).
(e,11
h* (P) = i p e-1P [P„,} (P) — fiQ «.} (P)]	 (3)
where
P,,, }
 (P) = 1 — n (n2 — 1) (n + 2)22 21p
+ n n2 -1 n'-4)(n, - 9)(n+•.1-
24.41p•
(`a)
Q.J (P) = n2,11P1)
— n (n2 — 1) (n' — 4) (n + 3) + ...	 (4b)23.31PI
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It should be noted that the series in Eqs. (4a) and (4b)	 where the movie phase error S. is given by
are truncated, the number of terms being dependent on
the order n. Further, for p > n-, these series converge
	
n2
rapidly and only the leading terms are significant. Also, it
	 a^ — — tan--' ,Q^"' (kR) — tan-' --y---
can be readily shown that 	 pRt f(k) 1 _ W
gps
p j;
 
[Ph* (P)]	 4h. (P),	 p N 2n	 (5)
h* (p) I — F ,
	
p » 2n	 (t3)
Combining Eqs. (2),(5) and (8), one has
Z i tI"R)
E (K, ^, ^)
	
^e 
kR	 (sin E 8# + cos f a4)
}( F _ (^)"eta"arse $ 
n 
^') + dP* (0)	 (7)
for kR > NZ
(8)
8,-w —tan-' Z p C1 + 1 1 P ^! 1
For n, = kR, sA < 29° Since this phm error is cm-
parable to the usual "far field" con.lition of AJ18 for an-
tenna apertures, it will be assumed that t 1-e maximum
usable N is given by
k WD) (2k )
where D is the paraboloid diameter, f the parabolod focal
length, and A the operating wivelength. If the "idea r
0
0
0
IDEAL PATTERN, r(+)
n •  3D
1
1
REALIZABLE PATTERN, rv(#)
^0
.a
^ j f
0	 IS 3^	 45 60	 7>3 I Ito 133 i8a 1119 too
+, dog
Fig. 26. Optimum food patio m, N = 30
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feed system polar radiation pattern, F(*) (see Eq. lb) is
picked to provide uniform paraboloid aperture illumina-
tion with no spillover, Eqs. (la), (1b) and (9) may be
used to calculate the "best" realizable feed system radia-
tion pattern for a paraboloid of given wavelength diam-
eter. Fig. 28 shows such a polar feed pattern for the case
of n = 30. For an f/D ratio of 0.4235 'such as the Gold-
stone 85-ft antennasl this can requires, by Eq. (9), a
minimum paraboloid diameter of 338 wavelengths. The
almost uniform illumination and very low spillover is
evident in Fig. 26.
e. Cakuloted performance Umitotioru. Eqs. (1) have
been numerically evaluated by machim- computation up
to n = 30, and used with Eq. (9) to develop optimum feed
system radiation patterns as a function of paraboloid
dia;weter in wavelengths. These patterns have, in turn,
been numerically integrated by machine to calculate
zenith noise temperature, T., and aperture efficiency, 71,
versus antenna diameter in wavelengths. These two per-
formance parameters were calculated for each case as a
function of the paraboloid subtended half-angle, *. For
oaeh case, a value of t was picked which maximized a
figure-of-merit, Fllf, where
FM a T^ 	 (10)
m,ughly corresponds to modern traveling wave maser re-
ceiving systems. Figs. 28, 29 and 30 slim , respectively the
spillover noise contribution T„ the aperture efficiency, tj;
and the relative figure of merit FXf at *.,t for various
values of T„. Fig. 30 predicts a differt :nce of approxi-
mately 1.0 db in fiigum-of-merit between the best existing
feed system (the Planetary Radar installation) and the
performance this antenna could theoretically achieve.
4.0
U
I.a
Y
0.8
0.A
0.2
0'110
	
20	 40 60	 100	 200	 400 Soo
01
2388Mc,
T = 24*K
r' 3^K
soak
0.95ft,2M8Mc	 Da?10ft
D. es", 960 Me	 ^	
tt1	 1	 1	 1	 4	 ^
and
	
Fig. 211. MWJMM feel system nee ftw*v""
0 (240°K) X (rear hemisphere spillover)
	 (11)
Fig. 27 shows the optimum paraboloid subtended half-
angle, *.,,, as a function of D/A, for various values of T,,,
the sum of the atmospheric, sky background and the re-
ceiver system noise temperatures. The case of T,, = 20°K
ro • 117
_--	 I	
I	
0=210 ft, 2388; c
Otis ft, 940 Mc I o . 85 ft, 2388—MIS
I	 1	 I	 !^	 I	 ^	 11
D/^
I%. V. Optima parsboleld wa!Mended half-angle
--- 
a ^o • 30 tic/
r	 i	 t	
.
s
O*85 tt, !4A ut	 0#45 ft, 230 M;
I	 t^	 t
D/►
89.29.	 feed SYS! "091 10+ efRt1000CYr
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Fig. 30. Maximum feed system figure-of-merit
Although this study has predicted substantial (1 to 2
db) possible improvement in feed system design, prac-
tical, non-fundamental limitations such as quadripod and
Cassegiain subreflector blockage have not yet been in-
cluded in the analysis. It is intuitively expected that
inclusion of these limitations will reduce the potential
feed system improvement to 1 db or less.
2. Antenna Feed Efficiency, A. Ludwig
on the axis a distance Ro from the focus may be shown to
be the integral over the paraboloidal surface,
i
E (Ro, 0, 0) _ _ r"µ a-J". r 3t	 { n X Ho
	
Ro	 0 0
— [(n X W - iz] is ) e-!tP cos 0 P  sin 2 df dt	 (1)
where the coordinate system is shown in Fig. 31
f = V -
.s = frequency, radians/sec
µ = magnetic permeability
n = unit vector normal to the reflector surface
Ho = magnetic field pattern of the feed, a complex
vector function of p,6,0
i. = unit vector in the z -direction (in general i
will be used as a unit vector in the direction
of its subscript).
Assuming that the reflector is in the far-field (p» x) of
the feed radiation pattern,
	
Ho (p, C, ^) _ 	 [rp X E. (p,;;.	 (2)
TO= WK
85ft, 2388Mc,
CASSEGRAIN
To= 24°K
30°Ic
D-85ft,2388Mc
D=85ft, 960 Mc
0= 210 ft,
2388Mc
a. Summary. A computer program has been completed
which evaluates the eEciency of a paraboloidal antenna
as a function of its feed pattern characteristics. The
program is intended as an engineering tool for use in feed
system design and development. Losses due to blockage
by the quadripod support', reflector surface roughness,
and other causes associated with the main antenna
structure are not considered. Total loss is factored into
contributions due to spillover, cross-polarization, reflector
illumination, and phase errors. Computed results are pre-
sented for a test case and experimental patterns of three
feed systems.
b. Theory. The equations evaluated by the program
are developed following the method used by Silver (Ref.
10, Chap. 12) generalized io include noneireularly sym-
metric feed patterns with non-uniform phase distributions.
Using the surface-current distribution method (Ref. 10,
pp. 144-149), the field intensity in the secondary pattern
r
' Quadripad blockage is included in another program which calcu-
lates efficiency for circularly-symmetric, uniform-phase feed pat-
terns ( Ref. 11).
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where E„ (p,e,o) is the electric field pattern of the feed.
A completely general far-field expansion for any possible
E. in a source-free region is given by
f,-lkp m
E„ (p, , ¢)	 ^, An, (^) sin (m^ + a,„) iy
P rn_
+ B	 cos (mZ + Nm) i4	 (3)
where A m (^) and E . „ (0) are complex functions of ¢ only,
and a„, and R,,, are constants. It might be pointed out that
experimentally determining the coefficients A,„(0) and
B.(w) can be a difficult task: Rigorously, it is necessary to
take a set of patterns of both E,, and E^ over a conical-rim
path, ¢ = constant, and expand the resulting patterns in
Fourier series. This must be done for as many values of w
as necessary to obtain smooth functions. In practice, the
possible values of m may be sharply restricted due to
symmetry considerations, and it is only necessary to lo3l:
for these coefficients. For example, feed horns with
complete circular symmetry, excited with the dominant
or any m = 1 cylindrical waveguide mode, will have
radiation patterns containing only m = 1 terms ='. Let
Am (0) _ I Am (^) I e, 'b a (P)	 (4)
Bm (0) = I B. ( ,p) I e i '­ (0)	 (5)
If it is known that A,,,(¢) = B,„(¢) = 0 for m 7^= 1, then,
by the usual definitions, A,(y) and B,(y) are respectively
the E-Plane and H-Plane amplitude patterns and (1) . ,, (0)
a.id 4) H , (^) are respectively the E-Plane and H-Plane
phase patterns. For the paraboloidal reflector
Combining Eqs. (3) and (7) and using Eq. (1),
R11	 /A m-p
wi ere
I„, = 
r-x r4 
^[A (0) sin (mE + a m ) cos ^
-- B. (0) cos (m^ + a,,,) sin e] 1,.
+ [Am
 (¢) sin (m4 + a,,,) sin ^
+ B,, (y) cos (m$ + P,,,) cos ^] i }
X Cos (^-)  e-/kp (1' `os 0) p sin ( O \ day dF	 (9)
Due to the orthogonality property of the sines and cosines,
the integral over ^ is zero except for m == 1.
I m =0
	
m =A 1	 (10)
 *f
o	
[A, (,r) sin a, + B, (¢) sin #3 ] it
+ [A, (0) cos a, + B, (4,) cos a, ] i„
X e-1kP II . cog 0 p sin^ / cos (^'-) d¢ (11)
Thus components of the feed pattern, Eq. (3), with
n = — cos  / ip + sin(^ ) iy (6) rotational variation of m ^ 1, fall in exactly the same
category as cross-polarization; they contribute to total
radiated energy and do not contribute to gain.
Using Eqs. (2) and (6) it is found that
E 1/2
n X H,, — (--/ l [Eo,, cos — E„ f sin	 cos (2
f'
+ [Eo,, sin + E„4
 cos ]cos (	 i^ + E„W sin 
M
i; 
f
(7)
2This is not true for rectangaar feed horns, which in general will
produce m 7(= 1 terms.
It is now assumed that there is a plane of symmetry
5 = constant which divides the m = 1 contribution of
E„(p,^.^) into right- and left-hand mirror images. The co-
ordinate system is now defined such that this becomes
the y—z plane (b = 90°). By symmetry E o, = 0 in this
plane, and it can be seen by Eq. (3) that a, _ /3, = 0.
Introducing the *elationship for the paraboloid,
P	 1 +2Cos — f sec= ( 21	 (12)
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and rising Eqs. (10) and (11) in Eq. (8),
^4^_	 E^ rgE (R,, 0, 0) _ — i„
	
e-;k Ie o . 2nR,	 µ )
X f y [A1(0) + B ^ (o)] tan (^ 1 do
(13)
and the definition of antenna ef-ciency, (based on an ideal
case of an aperture field of uniform amplitude, phase and
polariza! :on)
_ G _ G
we obtain
Gain G is defined as
	
	
If [A,(^y) + B,(^)] tan (2 / do
,1=cot' 	-	 \ /
P (0, 0)G = Pr/ 17r	 (14)	 I A„(G) ` + I B.(o) I 2 	 sun 0 do
U
	 M="
	
n	
1
where	 (22)
P (0, 0) = power/unit solid angle on axis	 For purposes of feed system design, it is convenient to
(15)E (R	
factor Eq. (22) into several parts, thereby isolating causes
	
_	 R;; C E 
\ ^5 I
	 ,,, 0, 0) I =	 of loss, and indicating which areas are most in need of
µ /1
	
improvement.
and total radiated power
The denominator of Eq. (22), representing total radi-
1 	 t	 ated power, may be considered as the sum of three compo-PT = —
(,) "I	
I E„ (p, i  ^)  = p= sin y dodti
	
nents; Fa re ^resentin ener v s ^illin	 3st the ed2
	
o 	 representing	 g. sp g 	 e of the^	 g
(16) Paraboloid,
using Eq. (3) in Eq. (16) and integrating over ^
	
^M=o
A(o) I- +I Bm(^)1- sin 0 d¢	 (23)
PT =	 C E	 i A,n(G) 1 2 + I a,n(0) I - ) sin 4, do
	
- µ	 . 1 () m = o	 f	 EM #,, energy striking the paraboloid but contained in
(17) m =?4: 1 terms,
using Eq. (13) in Eq. (15), and combining with Eq. (17),
the gain, Eq. (14) becomes
r'y [
A,(^) + B ,(^)] tan	
/ 
dW I -
G — 4w Est(-	 (	 \ /
J { m^  I A.^(v) I + B,„(¢) I - sin ¢ dy
l	 (18)
F m # ^. — f y L I `` .(o) I Z + I B (0) 1 ” sin 0 do	 (24)
u	 m_o	 1J
m#t
and F i , energy striking the paraboloid contained in the
in = 1 terns,
F, = I * jj A 1(o) I ` + B ,(o) I ` ^ sin od¢	 (25)
o
Using the paraboloid relationship
f=^ cot (l,
the relationship
W2	 q7 \ 2
C'	 A
Eq. (25) may be written as
(19)
	
F, = 2 J y L ^ A ,	 + I B ,(0) ^ ^ - sin ¢ d¢
	
r	
J
(20) + 2 Joy r I Al(0 1 J — I B ^(o) 11
2 
sin ¢ d¢	 (26)
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4" 11(0	 R,(w')1 sin 2i;,	 (29)
L	 J [ A ,(0) + B,(,G)] tan (
	 d z
(35)
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Taking the m = 1 term only from Eq. (3), with a, =#, = 0,	 The difference between the actual definiticns of of and
and applying Eq. (7), it can be shown that the normal 	 v,,, #, and the equations they approximwte is less than 3%
polarization component is: 	 for F, t 4- Fm#, -I- F,r < 30%r of FT, a c •onditioa normally
satisfied by a reasonable feed system. Antenna efficiency,
/ F "^	 / 1	 1	 E 22 may now be written as(n ;' H„)' iu = l F	 Cos 	 J 2 L A, (^) + B+(^)	
q ( ),	 Y
JA
C
A,(,y) — B,(¢) 
J 
cos 25	 (27)
and the cross-polarization component is:
„z
(n X H (,) • it 
= C t 
/ cos w / 2 CA,(¢)
µ	 ^/	 L
— B,(y) sin 2^
	
(28)
Using Eqs. (4) and (5),
I(n X H„) • iz 1 2 = Cµ) cos” (^-)µ  ^ L I A I(^G) I — B^(^G) ^]_
17 = 'i,v ' ,,,I # , ' 71,. Cot- 2
X ^^ [A I (w) + B. ( lp )] tan0^ del
(	 )
1 J" v [ A ,	 + I B, (0)	 sin ¢ do .
Phas,: loss is defined as the ratio of ? with phase error
present to 71 in the case ^.,,(^) = Pn l l o) = constant; the
only term in Eq. (34) dependent on phase is thn numerator,
and we have
so cross-polarization from m = 1 terms arises due to:
(a) difference in the E- and H-Plane amplitude patterns,
and (b) difference in the E- and H-Plane phase patterns.
Calling the first and second terms of Eq. (26) F,„ and F,r
respectively, we see that F„ represents energy in the cross-
polarization component of the field due to cause (a) above.
Taking total radiated power as constant, it follows that
F A + Fm#, + F,„ -1 F,r = FT, a constant, where FT is the
denominator of Eq. (22). Spillover loss,?, is defined as
VT
	
— FA
	
(31)
FT
In order to conveniently retain the property that 71 equal
the product of all the losses defined separately, we take
m =A 1 loss as
rll
LF.	 FAJ — F m#I	 FT	 Fm}'1
	 (32)r1m ¢I =
and cross-polarization loss due to difference in E- and H-
Plane amplitude patterns (cross-polarization loss due to
difference in E- and H-Plane phase patterns is assigned
to the category of phase loss) as:
L F T — F A — F m#,J — F ir	 FT — Ell	 (33)
I F T — FA	 Fm#, ]
	
FT
B, (0) 1] tan (1) 
 
do]-
the remaining factor is defined as illumination loss,
A, 	 + j B,	 tan 	1 (10
n, = cot- 2 	t	 y
J. [ A ,
	 + I B,	 sin , do (36)
-9 , is a function of the average of the m = 1 E- and H-
Plane amplitudes only, and represents loss due to devia-
tions of the average from the ideal case,
o [ IA, (^) I + I B , (^) I] = sec" ( " ) ,	 (37)
which yields uniform amplitude in the aperture after opti-
cal reflection from the paraboloid. Overall efficiency is
then
n A —
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c. Computer program. Our current work on feed de-
sign deals exclusively with feedhorns of complete circular
symmetry excited with in = 1 modes only. Therefore, it
has been assumed that r,,, # , = 0 (Eq. 24), and rn, # 1 is not
computed by the program in its current form.
The program accepts E- and H-Plane magnitude (in
decibels) aad phase (in degrees) inputed in 2-deg incre-
ments of ¢, and linearly interpolates this data to 0?-deg
increments. Four integrals are evaluated using trapazoidal
integration over the 0.2-deg increment, and manipulated
e0 ^-
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Fig. 32. E- and H-Plane amplitude and
phase p3+terns
to output n, n„, 77” n,,, and n, (in percent) in 2 deg incre-
ments of y. Due to the fact that all quantities are a
ratio of two similar integrals, interpolation and integra-
tion errors tend to cancel; the absolute error in the inte-
gration of Eq. (25) in it test case A,(,) = B,(0) = sec- y/2
was 0.01% at p = 26 0 . Run time on the IBM 7094 is
15 sec/case.
d. Computed results. Two test cases ( Figs. 32a, b)
provide an interesting numerical example of the effect
Of unequal E- and H-.?lane phase patterns (Eq. 29 and
paragraph following it describe this effect). Both cases
have ideal amplitude patterns, and linear phase errors in
both planes. In Case 1, the edge of the beam (0 = 30 deg)
is 30 deg out of phase with the center in both planes.
In Case 2, the edge of the beam is 15 deg and 45 deg
out of phase with the center in the E- and H-Planes,
respectively. At ,, = 30 deg, 7,, = 0.985 (-0.13 A) for
Case 1 and n,, = 0.945 (-0.48 db) for Case 2. So a di$er-
ence in phase errors of 30 deg at the edge caused a
considerably larger effect than 30 deg av!
 rage phase
error at the edge.
The three experimental cases taken were: (1) an ordi-
nary dominant-mode conical horn; (2) a dual-mode horn
(Ref. 12); and (3) a tri-mode horn using a TE; mode
generator (Ref. 13). Amplitude and phase patterns are
shown in Figs. 33. 34, and 35. Overall efficiency versus 0
is shown in Fig. 36, and the breakdown into individual
loss contributions, at peak efficiency in each case, is
shown in Fig. 37. It is seen that phase and cross-
polarization loss are v irtnn; lly negligible, and that the
two areas in n--ed of improvement are spillover, and
illumination loss. Spillover a l so contributes to antenna
noise temperature, and for tnat reason becomes the pri-
mary target for attempted improvement.
e. Future work. Since Cassegrainian antenna systems
are the intended application for these feeds, a realistic
evaluation must consider the scattering pattern from the
subreflector, rather than considering the feeds as focal
point systems. To accomplish this, patterns will be input
into a computer program designed by Dr. W. V. T. Ruseb
(Ref. 14), which calculates subreflector scattering, and
effi-Jency will then be calculated for the scattered fields.
This program has recently been modified to accept ex-
perimental input data, and is now ready for this applica-
tion. Due to the finer detail in the scattered patterns, the
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efficiency program will be modified to accept input data,
and to output answers in 1-deg increments, rather than
the present 2-deg increment.
This work is being correlated with the thex ►retical hini-
tations calculated using spherical wave theory (Ref. 15,
and preceding article) and the theoretical possibilities of
cylindrical feedhorns (Ref. 16). This effort will hopefully
provide an evaluation of the potential of feedhorns, com-
pared to ultimate limitations on an y type of feed of a
given size, and an evaluation of how far we h.cve come
in realizing this potential.
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1. Blue Dc.! Type N Connector Modifications,
T. Utosh,
a. Summary. The development and design details of the
Blue Dot Type N connector pair were previously reported
in Refs. 17 and 18. The Blue Dot Type N connector (also
referred to as Blue Dot connector) is a precision modified
Type N connector whose mated pair configuration, exclud-
ing the dielectric center conductor supports, approaches
a discontinuity-free transmission line connection. Test
results indicated that a mated pair of these connectors
resulted in a VSWR of 1.02 or less at particular frequen-
cies used at ]PL (2295 Me and 2388 Me). It was also
shown that the mating of this precision connector to
precision tolerance Standard Type N connectors would
result in good electrical characteristics.
This report discusses significant modifications recently
made in the Blue Dot connector design. These changes
may be seen in Fig. 38 and are:
(1)The 0.2760 in. OD dimension N%as changed to
0.276:3 in. so that the characteristic impedance of
I;lue Dot connectors would more nearly approach
the theoretical 50-ohm value.
(2) The 0.202 in. critical mating dimension was changed
to 0.207 in. to make Blue Dot connectors compatible
TOTAL
	
SPILL-	 ILLUMI CROSS	 PHASE
OVER	 NATION POLARIZATION ERRORS
Fig. 37. Loss breakdown fer three experimental cases
with all Standard Type N connectors (male and
female) fabricated to MIL-C-71 tolerances.
Reasons for these modifications are ^ :3cussed in the
following. Test data are also provided to show differences
in the electrical characteristics of Blue Dot connectors
made to the 0.202 in. and 0.207 in. critical mating
dimensions.
b. Modification to outer diameter dimension. Since
some of the high-precision connectors are being designed
to accuracies of better than 0.1 %, it becomes important
whether they are dimensioned to give exactly 50 ohms in
air or vacuu ►n and at what frequency. it was pointed out
that if the free-space-zero skin depth formula for 4, were
used, then the skin depth correction cancels the dielectric
constant of air correction in the frequency range where
the connectors are most critically used.'
R. C. Powell, Radio Standards Laboratory, N ltional Bureau of
Standards, private correspondence.
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REVI^IONS
LTR DESCRIPTION
(A) WAS 02760t00005000030
(8; WAS 0 202
(C) WAS 6120'00004D
-00001
FORWARD SURFACE OF
CONTACT PIN
0207 NOMINAL<8> (SEE CHART A,
COLUMN (2) OF FIG 40 FOR
TOLERANCES]
—MATING SURFACE
OUTER CONDUCTOR
0.031 FLAT (0.3182 D- REF)
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The zero-skin depth formula for the characteristic
impedance of a coaxial line, Z,,, in a vacuum is:
Z„ = 
	
Z„ In G)1, ohms
where
vx
Z,. =(i.. )=376.730 3, ohms
E„
µ„ = 4ir X 10- 7 , henrys/meter
e„ = 1 = 8.854 186 X 10-", farads/meter
µ 'C"
Then
Z,, = 59.95849 In 
(1),
 ohms
or
Z„ = 138.1)595 log.G-)
,
 ohms
which gives for a 50 .00000-ohm line in vacuum
b = 2.302305
u
For Blue Dot connectors:
a = 0.1200 in.
so that
b = 0.2763 in.
c. Modification to critical mating dimension. The new
critical mating dimension of ;he Blue Dot connector may
be seen in Fig. 38. The mating configuration and class
tolerances for the Blue Dot connector are shown in Figs.
39 and 40 for reference purposes.
ALL DIMEN,,IOI g S IN INCHES
MATING SURFACE --
OUTER CONDUCTOR B>
-^ 0207 NOMINAL
( SEE CHART A, COLUMN (1)STEP SURFACE OF OF FIG 40 FOR TOLERANCES
CONTACT PIN
A
0.2763 !0.0004 D
riff 0.3182 ±0.0004 D
VLIffld
0.1200 ±O.0003 <0
+0.00050.3182 _ 0.0003 D
0.0650;0.0003 D
BERYLLIUM COPPER CONTACT
C 00G SLOT x 0.330 DEEP
(6 PLACES 60 den APART)
0.1200 ±00003 D
	 <A>
0.2763 ±0.0004 D --
0.0650 ±0.0003-0 HOLF
0008 SLOT x0,125 UEEP
	
MALE CONNED fC`R	 (4 PLACES, 90 den APART)
(COUPLING NUT AND LOCK RING
	
hEMUVED FOR CLARI'i Y) 	 FEMALE CONNECTOR
Fig. 38. Blue Dot type N connectors, critical mating dimensions; courtesy of MCC
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
COLOR CODE
DOT (REF)
(SEE CHART)
...	 .ETAL STAMPED
1/I6 LETTERS ^(SEE CHART)CHART A
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RUGGEDIZING STEP	 DATUM PLANE (MATING SURFACE OUTER CONDUCTORS)
STEP ON MALE CONTACT
MINIMIZES POSSIBLE ROCKING
	
-0 207 REF
UNDER SEVERE ENVIRONMENT
AND IS AN ADDED INSURANCE	 0.031 FLAT REF (FEMALE CONNECTOR)
FEATURE FOR PROPER ALIGNMENT	 PROVIDES PROPER ALIGNMENT AND CONCENTRICITY
A	 OF MALE CONNECTOR OUTER CONDUCTOR
FEMALE CONNECTOR
I -- -- 0.2763-D REF
^^	 \	 1200-D P.EF
L
MALE CONNECTOR
^^^ ` `	 \ \\\V	 VIEW A-A
OUTER CONDUCTOR MATING
BERYLLIUM COPPER CONTACT FINGER DESIGNED TO
A MATE W I TH FEMALE CONNECTOR WITH MINIMUMDISCONTINUITY MATING DIAMETERS ARE COMPATIBLE
— CLOSE TOLERANCE CONDITION DIMENSIONALLY THEREBY MAINTAINING A NOMINALLY
BETWEEN MALE CONNECTOR PERFECT COAXIAL LINE (THE CONTACT IS AN
BODY AND COUPLING NUT INTEGRAL PART OF TiHE MALE CONNECTOR BODY)
PROVIDES A MORE RUGGED
COUPLING AND PREVENTS CENTER CONDUCTOR MATINGCOCKING DESIGNED TO MATE WITH A NOMINAL BUTT CONDITION MALE PIN
AND FEMALE CONTACT HOLE DIAMETERS ARE COMPATIBLE
SEE FIG 38 FOR CRITICAL MATING DIMENSIONS DIMENSIONALLY THEREBY PROVIDING A NOMINALLY PERFECT COAXIAL
LINE. SEE CHART B, FIG 40 FOR POSSIBLE CONTACT GAPALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
Fig. 39.	 Mating configuration of the Blue Dot Type N connecter pair
le-
CONNECTORDESIGNATION N-BD N-STD
COLOR COOING BLUE NONE
CONNECTOR SEX MALE (1) FEMALE (2) MALE (3) FEMALE (4)
NOMINAL C.207 0.207 0.223 0197LOCATION
w A I
	
+0.002 + 0 000 +0.002 ± 0002
zN
.0000 - 0 002 
a 4Ln
 B +0003 r 0.000 ±OWS ±0005wa 0000 -0003
0
_
+0000C +0004 +0009 ±0
-0000 - 0 004
CHART B
CENTER CONTACT GAP AS A RESULT
OF MATING SAME CLASS N-BD
CONNECTORS
CLASS MINIMUM NOMINAI_ MAXIMUM
A 0 000 0 000 0 004
B 0 000 0 000 0 006
C 0 000 0 000 0 008
Fig. 40. Contact pin location classes for Blue Dot and Standard Type N connectors; courtesy of MCC
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For reasons stated in Refs. 17 and 18, a mating dimen-
sion of 0.202 in. %rus previousl y selected for Blue Dot
'I'vpe N connector.;. it was experimentally shown that
Blue Dot c•cnm ►cetors made to a 0.202 ►n, matins; dimensior.
and mated to opposite sex Standard Type N connectors
world be electrically superior to a mated pair of precision
Standard Type N connectors. One disadvantage of the
Blue i)ot connectors with the 0.202 in. critical matins;
dimension was that Blue Dot male connectors would not
mate with Standard 'Type N female connectors made to
+0.010/4 0.005 in. tolerances of the nos.--inal 0.197 in.
dimension specified by MIL-C-71.
During the early phase of development. the merits of a
0.207 in. dimension had been considered against the merits
of a 0.202 in. design. The advantage of a 0.207 in. mating
dimension is that Bl-ae Dot Type N connectors made to
this dimension will mate with all present Standard Type N
connectors fabricated to MIL-C-71 tolerances. However,
it was felt that Blue Dot connectors with the 0.202 in.
dimension would be electrically superior to those mr.dc to
the 0.207 in. dimension over a broader band of frequencies
when these precision connectors were mated to the
opposite sex Standard Type N connectors.
It was recently learned that a steering and working
committee for the military is now in the process of pre-
paring new performance spec•ific•ations for RF connectors.
This work is currently being done by the Defense Elec-
tronics Supply Center (DESC-EMM) at Dayton, Ohio,
and the ASA C83.2 Task Croup associated with the Amer-
ican Standards Association and the Electronics Industries
Association. The intent of this committee is to establish
two classes of conHC•etors for each RF connector series:
(1) a general class for or.hnar ,v performance, and (2) a
precision Gass for high performance systems but not of
the laboratory precision grade. The performance specifi-
cations being prepared for RF connectors will include
standti-Aization of overall envelope sizes and mating face
dimensions.
It was brought to our attention that the military steering
committee is seriousll considering the adoption of the
0.207 in. mating dimension for future general class and
precision class Type N connectors. Since Blue Dot n ►ale
connectors with a 0.202 in. mating dimension will not
mate with the female Type N connectors made it)'W'.2107 :111.
dimension, it was decided that for future compatibility
reasons the possibility of changing the Blue Dot desig,.i
to accept the 0.20"1 in. dimension be seriously considered.
The following tests were made to compare the electrical
characteristics of Blue Dot connectors made to 0.207 in.
and 0.202 in. critical matins; dimensions.
d. Test results. A coaxial reflectometer was used to
measure the reflection coefficients resulting; from various
n ►atcd pairs of connectors at 2388 Me. The methods for
connector measurements using; coaxial reflectometers v.,Cre
similar to those described in papers by NV. E. i.ittle of
NBS (Refs. 19 acid 20).
On(- of the reflectometer t-sts imoived :Ietermination
of the reflection coefficients resulting from a ►nating; of
Blue Dot and Standard Type N connec•t.;rs. The mating
configurations ender test nu ►y be seen in Figs. 41 and 42.
For these tests, the center r onductor of Cie Ftlue Dot con-
nector was not dielec•trivally supported. The unsupported
center cond ►►c •tor design used with the • sliding termination
assembly permitted the critical center contact pin locatio, ►
to be varied and, therefore, facilitated changing the critical
mating dimension to desired values. As may be seen
froth Figs. 41 and 42, a change in the critical mating
dimension will result in a change in the center contact
gap. Figs. 4:3 and 44 show graphs of the measured mated
pair VS\t'R versus center contact gap for the two mating
configurations tested. For a ► hated condition of female
Standard Type N and ► nale 13 lue Dot Type N connectors,
the center contact gap spacings for the 0.202 ► n. and
0.207 in. rises are 5 and 10 mils, respectively. The nwa-
sured VSN\ R's for the respective cases were 1.035 and 1.0--10
(see Fig. 43). For the mated pair of male Standard Type N
and female Blue Dot Type N connectors, the resulting
center contact gals are 21 and 16 mils fcrr the 0.202 in.
and 0.207 in. cases, respectively. It may be seen from
Fig. 44 that the resulting VSWR's were 1.048 for both
the 0.202 in. and 0.207 in. cases. T)e accuracy of the
measured VSWR values is estimated to be :t0.7%.
A VSWR of 1.018 was measured at 2.388 Me for a mated
pair of 0.207 im. Blue Dot Type N connectors and was the
same VS\1'R value as that for a mated pair of 0.202 in.
Blue Dot "Type N connectors (within, the estimated accu-
racy of this measurement of -*0.OU5). For these tests,
Blue Dot adapters with 0AW in. diameter Teflon head
supports described in Ref. 17 were used. Fig. 45 shows the
test configuration and reflectometer method used to mea-
sure the reflection coefficient of a mated pair of connectors
^iai^iiib ^^iii^i ^iiuuiii iirl .lUtltrvr w. : ..: ^'n`• ^ a rV assump-
tion which was made for this latter measurement was
t1wt the effects of the reflection coefficient due to a con-
nection of headless Blue Dot connectors produced negli-
gible error in the measurement (see Fig. 45).
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Fig. 41. Mating test configuration of Standard Type N
.emale and Blue Dot Type N male connector
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DIELECTRIC
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Fig. 42. Mating test configuration of Standard Type N
male and Blue Dot Type N female connectors
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Fig. 43. VSWR versus center contact gap at 2388 Mc for a orating of a Standard fernale Type N connector and a
Blue Dot male Type N connector; no dielectric bead support was used for the Blue Dot connector
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Fig. 44. VSWR versus center contact gap at 2388 Mc for a mating of a Standard male Type 14 connector and a
Blue Dot female Type N connector; no dielectric bead support was used for the Blue Dot connector
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The advantage of the 0.207 in. design in offering un-
restricted compatibility to all present Standard Type N
connectors (per MI1.-C-71) were considered against the
slightly better electrical characteristics of the 0.202 in.
design at 2,388 Me. It was decided that future Blue Dot
connectors will be fabricated to have the critical mating
dimension of 0.207 in.
7. DC Potentiometer Insert;on Loss Test Set,
C Stelzried
a. Summary. The do comparator microwave insertion
loss test set desc;- ibed in Ref. 21 has been adapted for use
at 90 Gc. This equipment is being used in the calibration
of the 90 Cc radiometer described in Ref. 22.
b. Recent work. The Hewlett Packard Company has
extended the frequency range of the Model 431B power
meter to 40 Ge with the introduction of the thermister
mount model R 486A. These mounts are being used in
an insertion loss test set at 90 Ge by using commercial
waveguide transitions from RG 96/U (thermister mount)
to the millimeter wave RG 99/U (Fig. 46). The N'SWR
looking toward A and A' is less than 1.04 (cf Fig. 46). The
thermistor mounts are not a very good match because they
are operated outside of their rated frequency range; a 3-db
attenuator is used before the thermistor mount input to re-
duce the VSWR at point A'. The VSNN'R at A is not critical
with the rnat-h of the thermistor mount due to the direc-
tivity of the 10 db coupler. The signal source used in the
test set is a Raytheon Model 673 klystron. A photograph of
the waveguide components is shown in Fig. 47. Although
this configuration is not as stable as it is at X- and S-band
frequencies, it is quite satisfactory. Fig. 48 shows a record-
ing of the stabilit y
 measured at the recorder output of
the null detector. The principa i source of the instability
has not been detennmed with certainty, it is most likely
duc to frequency instabilitif-s of the klystron. The cali-
bration. on Fig. 43 was obtained by momentarily adjusting
the precision divider by an amount corresponding to
0.1 db change in insertion loss. The resolution obtained
to date is about 0.02 (11), which Ny ill also be the accuracy
for small values of insertion loss. The linearity has not
been evaluated although it should remain the same as
measured at S-band, better than 0.1% to 6 db.
VOLTMETER(NULL DETECTORHP 413 AR
PRECISION 	 POWER METER
	
KLYSTRON 	
rico 
DIVIDER
	
RAYTHEON 	 HN FLUKE	 HP 4318MODEL 673 POWER 	 THERMISTORMETER	 MOUNT
	
ISOLATOR	 HP 4318
	
HP R486ATRG EI10 THERMISTOR 	 TRANSITIONMOUNT	 TRG A692E
	
FREQUENCY 	 HP R486AMETER	 T
	
TRG E550 	 TRANSITION 	 3-db ATTENUATORTRG A692E 	 TRG E521 -3
	
WAVEGUILE	 10-dbIO-db
	SWITCH 	ISOLATOR	 DIRECTIONAi_TA_I A,DIRECTIONAL 	TERMINATIONMCS	 TRG EI10 	 COUPLER--UNKNOWN 	 COUPLERTRG E580FXR E610CINSERTED HERE 	FXR E610C
Fig. 46. Block diagram of 90-Gc insertion loss test set
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1
,f
Fig. 47. Photograph of 90-Gc do potentiometer insertion
loss test set
3. Simultaneous Lobing Radiometric Tracking
System, B Seidel
a. Summary. The S-band systems for the DSIF 85-ft
and future 310-ft antennas will use simultaneous lobing
angle tracking feed systems. A radiometer .which could
be used with the tracking feed would be a useful device
for angle pointing and gain calibration of the antenna
system using radia star sources. An X-band laboratory
model of a simultaneous lobing receiver channel has been
constructed. A noise tube is used to simulate the signal
from a radio source. Preliminary experiments have been
performed to examine the angle detector output versus
reference/error channel differential phase shift and error
channel noise-to-signal ratio.
b. Recent work. A simultaneous lobing radiometric
system would allow one to automatically track a celestial
noise source. The appar, nt source position as seen by
the antenna could then be compared with the known
source position. and the RF pointing error directly deter-
mined; also, with the tracking capability, a sum channel
gain measurement using the radio source could be opera-
tionally siniplified.
Though an operating system would operate at the
DS1F S-band frequency, X-band was chosen for a labora-
tory mockup bec.-use of the relative ease of handling the
4 min	 RAYTHEON KLYSTRON
MODEL 673
'--0.1 db1
Fig. 48. 90-Gc insertion loss test set stability recording
components and the availability at JPL of these com-
ponents. A block diagram of the experimental simulta-
neous lobing receiver channel is shown in Fig. 49. All of
the components in the system are commercia illy available
with the exception of the broadband 30 Me phase detector.
The phase detector is it modification of the 10 Me unit in
use at the CIT Owens Vahey Radio Observatory; the
design drawings for it were supplied by Dr. I1. Read of
CIT.
Fig. 50 shows the normalized output of the phase,
detector for various noise-to-signal (N/S) rat;os on the
inputs of the sum and difference arms and a -onstant
3-dh difference in N/S ratio between them; the signal is
white noise obtained from a HP X347A noise source.
Fig. 51 is a similar family of curves, but ,with a constant
10-db difference in N/S ratio between the two inputs.
The various N/S ratios are obtained by adjusting the
variable attenuators at the input and in the difference
arm of the receiver. The shifts in the do level of the various
curves with input N/S can probably be reduced by
selection of detector diodes.
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SUM	 PHASE	 BALANCEDCHANNEL
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Fig. 49. Block diagram of laboratory mockup of monopulse tracking station
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Fig. 51. Normalized detector output versus phase shifter setting for 10-db N/5 difference between E and A arms
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i
Fig. 52 shows detector output versus N/S ratio in the
difference chaltuei ttf the receiver with the sum channel
held at a constant NIS ratio and the phase Shifter set for
msxilinuin output.
Table 5 shows the bias error developed by the detector
as a function of input signal level. This or:or can be
4
2
10
06
E 04
I.-:
C1
t-
02
O
F
U
Ld
H	 0.1
w
0
balanced out when operating at a nearly constant input
signal level, which would be the normal situation in
tracking; a radio source. The question then is the detector
bias stability over the length of time of a measurement.
This characteristic will be evaluated.
Table 5. Detector bias error
FXR, db
Output,
rnv
N/S: - 1,
db
N/S: - A,
db
0 0.0 -3 7
1 -0.05 -2 8
2 -	 0.10 1 9
3 0.13 0 10
4 0.16 1 11
5 -0.18 2 12
6 0.19 3 13
7 0.20 4 14
8 -0.21 5 15
9 0.21 6 16
10 0.22 7 17
11 0.22 8 18
12 0.22 9 19
13 0.22 10 20
14 0.22 11 21
15 -0.22 12 22
16 0.25 13 23
17 0.23 14 24
18 0.23 15 25
19 0.23 16 26
20 0.23 17 27
25 -0.23 22 32
30 0.13 27 37
35 0.23 32 42
40 0.23 37 47
50 -G.23 47 57
Each channel noise temperature 2400°K; 	 phase shifter of 32°;
phase detector	 Dulled.
006
004
002
001
0	 8	 16	 24	 32	 40	 46
N/5 RATIO 0 CHANNEL, db
Fig. 52. Detector output versus N/5 ratio on A arm
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ee
°S
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O
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O INDICATE IN-PHASE INPUTS O
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r	
o INDICATE OUT-OF-PHASE INPUTS
AND NEGATIVE OUTPUT
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XVIII. Communications Systems Research
A. Coding Theory
E. C. Posner, G. Solomon, and R. E. Block
1 _ A Code Over the 32 Element Field for Use on
Interstation Teletype Channels,
E. C. Posner and G. Solomcn
a. Abstract. Commands to be sent to Goldstone and
other DSIF Stations for transmission to spacecraft are
computed at JPL and sent over teletype channels. It is
essential that the probability of error be kept extremely
small. This article describes a coding scheme for use
on these channels, which combines simplicity and speed
with extremely low error probability. In fact, output bit-
error probability of less than 10 " is obtained with a
rate 0.274 system requiring no re-transmissions, when
the input binary symbol error probability is 0.02.
b. Introduction. The teletype channel format consists
of 63 columns on a punched tape. Each column contains
5 positions which may be "punched" or "not punched."
Thus, the natural word length is 315. Of these hits, 5 are
used for synchronization information, so that the data
word is of length 310. We shall therefore consider cod-
ing schemes which have word lengths of about 310.
(One would be willing to lose a few check hits, not
transmitting; them, if it results in greater coding in(]
decoding simplicity.) In addition to the constraints that
the coder and decoder be reasonably easy to build and
to operate, and that the decoding be performable in
real time, is is also desirable that the coder and decoder
be essentiall y the same machine. This will allow the
overseas stations to communicate with JI'L using the
same coding system, without the necessity for having;
two separate devices at rach station.
The aim is for a binary decoded sy ►nbol-error proba-
bility of t^'= 10 `. Recent measurements indicate that the
worst-case uncoded symbol-error probability could be
as high as 2 X 10 2 on the overland portion. It is also
shown that the en-ors occur independently, and that the
transition 0 — 1 is as like as I -+ 0. We assu ► ne through-
out the remainder that the teletype channel is a binary
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symmetric channel, with an input symbol-error proba-
bility p = 0.02, which is considered to be a larg;, error
probability.
In the subsequent parts of this article, we describe
a coding system that can b- used, and indicate the
information rates and error probabilities associated %with
the different information rates possible. To calculat^ the
output information-bit error probability of each system.
the output word-error probabilities were calculated, and
a technique described '.n Ref. 1 to translate these figures
into output information-hit error probabilities was used.
Since the overseas links can exhibit burst-error char-
acteristics, the burst-error detecting capabilities of the
codes will also be indicated. The possible modes of oper-
ation of the code will also be indic :ted. But one may
wish to use the codes as error-detecting codes, wi,h
re-transmissions allowed. But to avoid having to ask
fur re-transmissions too frequentl y when errors are de-
tected, one could decide io correct all single errors. and
detect all errors that can still be detected, as in Ref. 2.
This choice can cut the re-transmission rate quite sub-
stantially, and perhaps s till achieve the required output
error rate. (However, this is not the case in the present
channel. as gill be seen.) The decoder would be switched
to perform in one of several modes as the channel char-
acteristics change. A particular class of codes will no-w
be discussed.
c. Codes over the 32 element field. The use of these
codes is the main innovation of this paper. Let us con-
sider cyclic codes of length 63 over the field of 32 = 25
elements. GF (2'). A (63. k) cyclic coda. for example, is
generated by a linear difference equation of degree k
with coefficients in GF ( 25 ). That is, we ha ,-e
ak.,,
 
+ crx,c.n - t + a.ak.. -_ + . . . a„a k = 0
where a, e GF (D), i =1,2, • • • , n; n =0,1,2,  • •
an,! a.,, a,, a., • • • , ac , are given elements of GF (23).
For the code to be cyclic and of length 63. the associated
polynomial
f (X) = Xk + a,Xk-s + a_X e - _ . . . ak-,X 
-4 ilk
must divide x63 + 1.
Now let g(x) be a polynolnlal which divides X63 4-1,
with coefficients in GF (2). Let g be irreducible over
GF(-"), It can be shown that g (x) is irreducible over
GF (2s ). Thus, a (63,k) binary cyclic code is contained
in the (63, k) 2 5-ary cyclic code and both are generated
from the same difference equation. In particular, repre-
sent any element a of GF (2') as binary 5-tuples; e.g.,
a	 (C„ C,, C., C;,, C,) = Cr. + C,8 + C_S' + C,8 3 + C's"
c i e GF (2),
where S is a primitive root of GF (2`') over GF (2). We
then have a very simple encoding and decoding pro-
cedure inherited from t he (63, k) binary cyclic code. Thus,
the (63, k) 25-ary code is now (via the binary representa-
tion of a) a (315,50 binanj code. In addition, if we
shorten the (63, k) cyclic code by one symbol, we obtain
a (310.5(k — 1)) binary code With an inner structure
which allows either symbol error correction or the cor-
rection of certain bursts of length 2 to 5. If one ignores
the GF (25) structure and merely considers these codes
as five copies of a binary code of length 62, then one
could decode the five codes in series with the same de-
coder. But not onl y does the GF (2-) interpretation alloy%
in effect parallel decoding, but also the way in which
the five codes are related allows the s ymbols of length 5,
the teletype characters, to be detected and corrected
as a unit.
Table 1 gives the values of k one obtains for these
(63, k) codes over GF (25 ). (The code finall y used is.
however. (52, k — 1)). Also listed are the recursion pol y
-nomials for generating these codes; as mentioned, the
co-ffiic•ients are in GF (2). The residual burst-detection
capability over GF (2') when option A or B below is
used is also indicated. For option A. it is just n — k;
for option B, Ref. 2 is used.
Table 2 lists the output binary information-bit error
probabilities obtained with these codes when p. the input
Table 1. Recursions for codes of length 63 over GF 121
k Generator of code tin octal)
Burst detec-
tion n — k
option A
Residual
b,.rst detec-
tion tRef. 2),
o, •i on B
7' 305 56 52
10' 2 7 7 1 53 50
16' 354  2 1 7 47 43
18' 1 205655 45 40
24 102261723 39 34
30 15604676247 33 28
36 1724721501541 27 21
39 15332377717253 24 21
45 1475226371140463 18 13
51 117150615762235305 12 8
57 17653156644705712141 6 1
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Toble 2. Output bit-error probabilities of (62, h - 1) codes over GF (21
k Rate
Minimum
distribution
d
Error
correction
e
Re-transmission Re-transmiss ion
rate option A	 rate option B,
%	 %
Adjusted
rate
option A
Asllusted
•ote
option B
Erro. p robability
option A
trror probability
option B
Error probability
option C 
7' 0.097 31 15 71.4 71.0 0.028 0.028 < 10  < 10  < 10
10' 0.145 27 13 71.4 71.0 0.041 0.042 < 10 "' < 10 '° < 10
16' 0 242 23 11 71.4 71.0 0.069 0.070 < 19 10 < 10 -1 ° 2.2 X 10
18' 1274 21 10 71.4 71.0 O.C77 0.079 < 10 1U < 10 1U 2.3 X 10"'
24 0.371 15 7 71.4 71.0 0.106 0.108 < 10 "' < 10 1° 1.4 X 10
30 0.468 13 6 71.4 71.0 0.139 0.142 < 10 11 1.2 X 10 10 8.6 X 10
36 0.565 11 5 71.4 71.0 0.161 0.164 i.0 X 10  1.2 X 10 ' 4.2 X 10
39 0.613 9 4 71.4 7i.0 0.175 0.178 1.5 X 10 " 8.5 X 10 ` 2.1 X 10'
0.710 7 3 71.4 71.0 0.203 0.206 !7.	 X i0 r 3.4 X 10' 7.9 X 10-'
L
0 .8C7 5 2 71.4 70.9 0.131 0.234 3.0 X 10 ' 7.0 X 10 - ' 2.5 X 10-'
57
0.904 3 1 71.3 70.4 0.259 0.267 6.3 X 10 ' 6.2 X 10 ' 6.2 X 10
symbol-error probability for the binary symbols, is 0.02.
The calculations were done by R. McEleice using the
convenient tables of the binomial distribution in Ref. 3.
The decoding options considered a:e defined as follows:
(A) Errcr detection only.
(B) Single-error correction and residual burst-error
detection.
(C) Error correction up to full capability.
The definition of output error probabilitv, as in Ref. 1
used above, is to divide the output word-error probability
by the number of information bits.
Under options A and B, the probability of detected
but uncorrected error must be considered, for that proba-
bility is the re-transmission frequency. It is reasonable
to demand that this frequency be less than 20%. In Table 1,
it is 70%, wvhich is far too high. Thus, only option C
could be used. Whenever the output bit-error probability
in option C is < 10-', an asterisk is placed next to the
value of k in Tables 1 and 2.
d. Conclusions. The code that has been adopted for
use with the DSIF command teletype links is the code
obtained from the (63,18) code over GF (2") by deleting
one information symbol. As a binary _-ode, it is a (310, 85)
code, with information rate 85/310 z 0.274. Option C,
full error correction out to the error-correcting capability
of 10 [over GF (2")] is used. The output bit-error proba-
bility is about 2.3 X 10 -9 . Although higher information
rates are attainable with acceptable output pit-error
Probability, as Table 2 shows, these options involve re-
transmission rates of 70%. In fact, the rate of a code
used with re-transmissions should be multiplied by one
mimes the re-transmission rate to get the true rate.
Table 2 shows this t-)o. Then the rate of the k = 18
code is higher than the rate of any other code in the
table using options A or B.
Encoding and decoding would be done as in Ref. 4,
Chap. 9. The first information symbol would be zero
when encoding, and the zero would not be transmitted.
In decoding, the missing first symbol 0 would btu put in
before using the decoding procedure. Ways of doing
these calculations in GF ( 25 ) directly have already ap-
peared (Ref. 5). These encoders and decoders could be
built out of digital modules, or, alternatively, a general
purpose digital computer could be used. The transmis-
sion rate of 6 five-symbol characters per second is slow
enough to allow all computations to be done in real time.
The recursion polynomial for the (63,18) code is ob-
tained from Table 2 as
x111+x.11+x11 
-1_X9+x"+x' +XS+ X3 +x-+ 1.
2. Transitive
 Collineation Grou p s on
Constant-Distance
 
Codes, R E Block
a. Introduction. In previous article, (Block, Ref. 6;
Titsworth, Ref. 7), it was shown that a binary constant-
d'stance code closed under cyciic shifts consists of re-
peated cyclic shifts of some fixed code word, together,
possibly, with a trivial (i.e., constant) word. In this article,
this result will be shown to remain valid when the cyclic
shifts are replaced by an arbitrary transitive nilpotent
group G of permutations of the places.
A pemutation of the places, or of the columns of a
matrix whose rows ar- the code words, is called a col-
lineation of the code or of the matrix (Block, Ref. 8).
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It will he shown that the above result need not hold
if G is not assmned niipotent; this will be done by giving
an infinite class of Hadan ►urd matrices with doubly
transitive collineation groups.
b. Codes with a nilpotent transitive collineation group.
In this article, it is assumed that Af is an m X n matrix,
of + 1's and —1's whose rows constitute the words of a
constant-distance code with Hamming distance d (ei > O);
it is assumed that G is a group of collineations of Af which
is transitive on the columns. It follows from Theorem 3
of Block (Ref. 8) that G regarded as a group of permu-
tations of the rows of Af, has at most two orbits. If Ti
is one of these orbits. let v;, r; and k; denote, respec-
tively, the number of words in T i , the number of +1's
in each of the words, and the number of words in T;
with +1 in any column. Then if G has two orbits T,
and T, on the rows, one has (Block.. Ref. 9):
n(r, +r..—d)
— r1r:,2 	 (1)
r; (k;-1)=1 r i — ^)(t;;-1),	 i=1, 2.	 (2)
Also let H denote the subgroup of G fixing the fist col-
umn. The following theorem is now ohtainedt.
Theorem 1. Suppose that T, and T. are distinct orbits
of G on the rows. For i = 1, 2, take a  in T i and let S i be
the subgrou p of G fixing a;. Suppose that p is any prime
such that the highest power p i of p dividing n does not
divide d. Then, either for i = 1 or 2, S i contains the
normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and p 1 (v; — 1),
l) 1r,•
Proof. if the orbit T i is trivial (consists of a constant
word) then S i = G and the conclusion is obvious. Thus,
suppose that both orbits are nontrivial. Take a prime p
such that p', the highest power of p dividing n, Goes not
divide d. Let p' and p f be the highest powers of p divid-
ing r, and r,, respectively; by choice of notation one may
suppose that e ` f. By Eq. (1), p j I r,r_.
Suppose first that pt(v, — 1) and p f,(v, — 1). Then
by Eq. (2), p'I [r, — (d/2)] and p f d [r. — (d;/2)], so that
p f [(d,,, 2) and p"  1 (r, + r., — (1). If p > 2 then pj' e divides
the left side of Eq. (1) while p e * I is the highest power of
p dividing the right side. Hence, f ,= j, so thai pi I d, a
contradiction. if p = 2 then p" - ' I [(r, + r 2 — d)12] and
pi - " - ' divides the left side of Eq. (1). Then f ^j — 1,
p l -' (d12) and p J I d, again a contradiction.
Hence, p (v; — 1) for some i, with i = 1 or 2. Then,
since p ([(.:S;1 — 1), p^[G:S;], and S; contains a Sylow
p-subgroup of G. Suppose that K is any subgroup of G,
and consider the orbits of K when K is regarded as a
p;-rmntation group on the columns. For each of these
arbit:s dh: -rc is an x in G such that the number of elements
in the orbit is [K:K n xHx- 1 ]. If p' is the highest power
of p dividing I H I then pj" is the highest power of ->
dividing ' GI.  Hence, if K contains a Sylow p-subgroup
of G, then p l I [K:K n xHx- 1 ] for any x. Taking K = Si,
one sees that p j I r;, since the set of places where a; has
- r-1 is a union of orbits of S; (on the columns). If g E G
and g ^ S; then ga; =/- a;, and gS;g-' is the subgroup
of G fixing ra i . If, moreover, gS;g-' contains a Sylow
p-subgroup of S i , then p i divides the number of clements
in each orbit (on the columns) of S i n gS ig- 1 . But the
set of places where a; and r;a; disagree is a union of orbits
of S; n gS;g-', so that pi I d, a contradiction. Therefore,
no SX'low p-subgroup of S i is contained in a conjugate of
S i . Suppose that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of S i (and so
also of G), and that x E N,; (P), itne normalizer of P. If
x ¢ S; then xS;x ' =I-S i but P = xPz ' C xS;x ', a contradic-
tion. Hence., N,; (P) C S;, and the theorem is proved.
Corollary 1. If G is a nilpotent group of collineations
of Al which is transitive on the columns, then either G is
transitive on the rows, or one of the two orbits of G on
the rows consists of one trivial row.
Proof. Unless Af has only the two trivial rows, there
is a prime p such that the highest power of p dividing n
does not divide d. Since a Sylow p-subgroup of a nil-
potent group is normal, one concludes that if G is not
transitive on the rows, then G fixes a row, by TI ^orem 1.
This proves the result.
c. Hadamard matrices and codes with two orbits. In
this section there is constructed a class of Hadamard
matrices Nvith doubly Transitive collineation groups; these
matrices are used to obtain a class of constant-distance
codes with a transitive g.oup on the columns for which
the conclusion of Corollary 1 does not hold.
Let A be the Hadamard matrix of order 4 with + 1 on
the diagonal, —1 elsewhere. and let B = B (s) be the
tensor product of s copies cf A. The following theorem
holds.
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Theorem 2. For an y s, the groiip G of c•ollineations of
B (s) is doubly transitive on the columns (and also on
the rows).
Proof. Denote the rows and columns of B by s-hiples,
so that
b i, •	 .i.; J,,... lr = " i V t I "i_ t- . . . air./r.
The result is obvious when s = 1. Suppose s = 2. It will
be shown that the subgroup H of G fixing the column
(1, 1) is transitive on the remaining columns. If T, and T_
are any pennutations on four letters, then the permuta-
tion of colunms sending (i,, i_) to (r, (i,), r_ (i_)) is a col-
lineation of B, sending row (i,, i_) to row (T, (i,), r_ (i_));
denote this collineation by (T,, T,). It can be verified
that the product of four transpositions of columns
or ((1, 4) (2, 3)) ((4,1) (3, 2)) ((1, 3) (2, 4)) ((3,1) (4, 2)) is a
collineation of B; also, tr e H. Taking or and its products
with various T,, T_, one sees that all columns other than
(1, 1) form a single orbit H. Moreover, Some (T,, r_) moves
column (1, 1), so that G is transitive, and hence doubly
transitive. Now suppose that s > 2. If T is a collineation
of B (2). and if a set of two column coordinates of B (s)
is given, then a collineation of B (s) is obtained by apply-
ing T to the given column coordinates while keeping the
remaining ones fixed. Using this type of collineation, one
sees that the subgroup of G fixing column (1, - • • ,1) is
transitive on the remaining columns. Hence, G is always
doubt\, transitive on the columns and, by symmetry, also
on the rows. This completes the proof.
Corollary 2. For every power 4 „ of 4 (s > 1), there is a
constant-distance code with 4" .words of length 4" — 1,
such that the group of collincations is transitive on the
columns but has two nontrivial orbits on the rows.
Proof. The matrix B (s) is Hadamard, and hence its
rows form a constant-distance code Complement those
rows which have a +1 in column (1, • • - , 1), and then
delete this column. What remains is still a constant-
distance code; call it C. The subgrcup of G fixing
(1, - - - ,1) clearly gives a group of c•ollineations of C
which is transitive on the columns. Moreover, the set of
uncomplemented rows is closed M ICL' the group, so the
group has two nontrivial orbits. This completes the proof.
The following remark may be made in connection with
Theorem 2. Let G and H continue to have the same
meanings as in Theorem 2. It follows from Corollary 1
and the proof of Corollary 2 that H is not nilpotent.
However, it can actually be shown that the subgroup K
of H fixing column (1,2) is isomorphic to S,,, being gen-
erated by o and certain (T,, r,-.) 's. Ilence, when s 2, G
has order 16 . 15 . 720. Also it follows that if s > 1, then
G contains a subgroup isomorphic to S, which fixes
2 . 4" coluuws.
An open question: it is not known whether "iilpotent"
in Theorem 1 can be replaced by "solvable."
B. Detection and Filter Theory
W. C. Lindsey, T. Nishimura, R. C. Titsworth, J. J. Stiffler,
W. B. Kendall, and G.Thompson
1. Optimum Frequency Demodulation, W. C. Lindsey
a. Abstract. Design characteristics are presented for
designing optimum and suboptimum frequency demodu-
lators. Two suboptimum systems which ma y be im-
plemented are consider_ d. These are constructed by
preceding the phase locked loop, whose design is opti-
mum for a given set of design levels, either h,, a
bandpass limiter or an automatic gain cmitrot (ACC)
amplifier. It is shown that the loop preceded b y an
AGC amplifier performs superior to a loop preceded
by a bandpass limiter. These two system realizations are
always inferior to the optimum system.
b. Introduction. The problem we w'-:Ii to consider is
illustrated in Fig. 1. At the transmitt: • r a ran0min signal
M(t) is used to contro! the inst .ntancons frequency of
a voltage-controlled oscillator !VCO) with a gain of
K, radians second/volt. The resulting waveform ^ (t) is
transmitted into the channel where it is corrunted by
additive white Gaussian noise n (t) with single-sided
spectral density of N. watts 'cps before being available
as a waveform i. (t) to the receiver. The random processes
Fig. 1. Frequency modulation communication system
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rn (t) and n (t) are presumed to he wide-sense stationary
and statistically independent. We intend to present the
performance characteristics of the optimum phase-locked
demodulator (under se • eral restrictive assumptions) and
two more easil y in.plement, d suhoptimum phase-lucked
demodulators. The two suboptinnun demodulators are
obtained by fixing the pole-zero configuration of the
optinnun demodulators in accordance with the initial
design values P, N., and K, which are expected mrder
.worst channel conditions and preceding the loop by
either a handpass ?iiniter or an automatic-gain-control
amplifier.
The ba-ic assumptions and definitions used in estah-
lishing the design te-•hnign_s are as follows:
(1) The phase-locked loop is represented as a linear
servo system.
(2) The threshold condition of the phase-locked loop
is tak,n as the locus of a point which moves such
that the total phase-error is always 1 rad-. Farther,
this locus is detennined using the initial design
parameters P. N,,, K,, i.e., those commimication
parameters under the most deleterious channel
conditions expected; for example: comnr,mic•atlon
at the greatest distance.
(3) The "optimum" demodulator is thca filter which
minimizes the mean-squared error, i.e., the differ-
ence between \N-hat appears at the output and
what is desired. This is the so-called Wiener filter.
(4) The information signal in (t) is considered to he
a unit-variance stationary time series having the
same spectral densit y as the output of an RC cir-
cuit possessing a 3 -dh frequency of a radian 'second
with it white noise input, i.e.,
2sS. (s) — 
Q' — S-
(5) The output signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the
reciprocal of the mean square Wiener er. o
c. Receiver model. It is well known that the phase-
lucked loop receiver of Fig. 1, i.e.. that portion of the
receiver beginning with the multiplier input to the out-
put a (t), is a nonlinear device. Furthermore, the "exact"
performance of the loop in the absence of modulation
and additive Gaussian noise is available only in special
cases.
Consequently, we seek a workable model .which will
closely approximate the performance of the physical
device when signal modulation and noise are present.
Denote the received waveform by 0 (t), i.e.,
0 (t) = (2P)'tsin [wJ + 6, (t)] + n (t)	 (1)
where
B, (t) = K,'
	
in (T) dT
and (Ref. 10)
n (t) = 2% n, (t) sin w,,t + 2i n, (t) cos J.
Both n, and n, are statistically independent, stationary,
white, Gaussian noise processes of one-sided spectral
density N„ w/cps. The reference signal r (t) at the output
of the receiver's voltage-controlled oscillator is presumed
to be a sinusoid whose instantaneous frequency is re-
lated to the input control voltage e(t) thrr:ugh the rela-
tionship
	
r (t) = 21= sin [.,.t + B•_ (t)]	 (2)
where
o, (t) = K, 
f 
e (T) dT.
Thus, the product of the input ^ (t) and r (t) may be
shown to be related, in Laplace operator notation, to
the phase error (p (t) by
^ (t) = B, (t) — B, (t)
= B, (t) — Kr F (s) {P'= sin 4, (t) + n' (t)).	 (3)
All double frequency terms have been neglected because
neither the loop filter F (s) or the N'CO will respond sig-
nificanth- to them. Further it may be shown (Ref. 10)
that n' (t), consisting of two noise terms, is a whit(,
Gaussian phase-noise having the same spectral density
as that of the original additive process n (t). Thus, to
study the receiver structure from the input¢ (t) to the
output a (t), the pertinent quantities and the phase-
locked loop (PLL) nay be conveniently represented by
the block diagram of Fig. 2. For convenience an output
filter F„ (s) has also been included. Note that the receiver
structure ur_der study is placed into a form which is
familiar to control engineers; we shall rLfer to this model
as the "exact equivalent receiver." Although the loop
22(,3
n , ),)
Fig. 2. Exact equivalent receiver
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and the loop filter F (s), obtained from Eq. (7), is
F (s)	 [K,@ (P)%] ' sll,, (s)	 (8)
1 — 110(s)
of Fig. 1 has been replaced by that of Fig. 2, it is still
impossible to specify the `optimum" demodulator. The
heart of the problem lies in the sinusoidal nonlinearity.
To linearize the loop, we make the usual assumption
that sin (1) 4); this requires that d) be less than 1 rad.
The resulting linearized loop is shown in Fig 3. For
reasons which Neill become obvious later, we define the
following transfer functions: i.e.,
From Eqs. (5) and (7) we see that the output 0, (t) of
the PLI, is directly related to the amplitude of the input
H, (t). Thus, the closed-loop response is a function of the
arnp.'itude of the input .vigmal [Eqs. (7) and (8)]. In a
physical situation where the input power ma y deviate
from the expected value, a bandpass limiter or autonlatic-
gain control amplifier ahead of the PLL remedies the
situation.
d. Specification of the opti ►nurn filter. It may be shown
(Refs. 11 and 12) that the linear filter which minimizes
the mean square frequency error vj = [ y (t) — in (t 1 ]= is
given by
a- (y — I)-* sH (s) _ 'K, ( s= + ays + &`8)(9)
H (s) _ !t ( S)	 whereB, (s) '
Ht (s) — K,e (s) — 0- (s)	 (5)	 y = (1 + 28) % ;	 S = 2m, ( R )^i ;	 (10)
s0, (s)	 0'(S)	 m	 K, la ;^ =	 R = P/aN„ .
And referring to Fig. 3, it is obvious that 	 It seems appropriate to refer to m f , the ratio of the
modulation index to the 3-db frequency, as the deviation
_ K,H (s)	 ratio and R as the input signal-to-noise ratio referredF„ (s)	 S11" (S)	 (6)^	 to a bandwidth of a; 27r cps.
Further, the closed-loop transfer function of the PLL
may be written by inspection from Fig. 3; namely,
K r (P)' F (0
[s + Kr (P)" F (s)]	 (7)
H(S)
sHK,—
K,
Fig. 3. Linear phase-locked receiver
Further, the filter which minimizes the mean-square
phase-error ( [v'p = 0_ (t) — 0, (t) ]' may be shown to be
a [(y — 1) s + Sa]H^ (s) = s
= + ays + &S	 (11)
where S and y are defined in Eq. (10).
The loop filter F (s) may be determined using Eq. (11)
in Eq. (8). Thies
F (s) = [P % K,]- 1 I u (-y	 1) s+ Q (.y	 (12)
whereas the output filter is determined from Eqs. (9)
and (11) using Eq. (6). This filter function is
F (s) =	 a (y — 1 )' K,	 (13)2K, [(y — 1)s+ aS]
229
a=1+113(7-1)
CP')l(3 -	 P	 (16)
_48/3(8+a)+48/3 (a` —K)+K (a+1)Sd	 46/3 [(a + 1) (8 + a) — 8/3]	 (20)
where
pn =
l m ( t )y = 1	 (17)
.,
N. (y — 1)'	 (^1)N„ a (y + 1)1
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Both filters F„ (s) and F (s) may he realized with RC
networks. It is obvious froin Eqs. (12) and (13) that
the optimum loop and output-filters must be adaptive,
even though the frequency response equations are decep-
tively simple; i.e., their pole-zero configurations depend
oil signal and noise-power levels. This is unfortunate
in that, if the signal and noise powers are changing, the
implementation of such a system would require complex
servo loops and special sensors to maintain an optimism
system. Consequently, in the next part of this article,
we shall fix the loop and output filters to be optimum
for a given set of design parameters, and see what hap-
pens to the filter performance when the conditions deviate
from those expected. As a novel by  of the analy-
sis, the perform. nce of the optimum system manifests
itself.
e. Specification of the suboptimum filters. As has
already been pointed out, the closed-loop response of
the PLL depends on the signal power P. Here we assume
that the filters F (s) and F„ (s) are designed in accord-
ance with some a priori selected signal and noise levels,
say P and N,,, and determine the closed-loop responses
Ilm (s) and 11(s) under the assumption that the received
signal power is P, watts. Using Eqs. (12) and (13) in
Eqs. (6) and (7) with P replaced by P, we find
The mean-square, frequency-error is found from the fol-
lowing relationship,
R	 d-jo Sa, (s) L (s) — H (s) _ ds
+ 91 j./ f 
x 
S (s)I11(s)1_ds
	
(18)
where S,, (s) is the spectral density of the signal, L (s) is
the desired linear operation of the input and S„. (s) is the
spectral density of the additive noise. Eq. (18) is a stand-
ard equation, the derivation of which is immediate when
the signal and noise are transformed into their Laplace
notation. The mean-square error is then found by squar-
ing the absolute difference between the actual output
signal and the desired output signal and integrating over
all frequencies. From Eq. (13), we see that the mean-
squared error is composed of two parts. The first part is
due to the fact that the transfer function differs from
L ts). We shall refer to this portion of the error as the
signal distortion, i.e.,
1	 tm
fi
	 Say (s) I L (s) — H (s) _(Is.	 (19)
The other portion of the error is due to the additive
phase-noise. First, we compute the signal distortion term
using Eq. (15) and the signal-phase spectral density in
Eq. (19) with L (s) = .r/K,. Carrying out the necessary
integration, we find
)Im (s) = R [ a (y — 1) s + a`8 ]	 (14)s'+aas+alp
H (s) =
	
lla' (y — 1 ) a	 (15)l,, [s" + aas + a=S/3]
where
If P, -- P, Eqs. (14) and (15) reduce to Eqs. (9) and (10) 	 a=1 +R(y -1)
as they should. 1) 2.
f. The output signal-to-noise ratio. The output signal-
to-noise ratio is defined here as the ratio of the mean-
squared signal power to the mean-squared value of the
frequency error, i.e.,
On the other hand, the variance o: the phase-noise error
is easily found by substituting into the second term of
Eq. (18) and integrating. The result is
S d =
230
1Ni _(y	 1)=
Sd + N. ^Y (y + 1)-
,, (22)
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where N, is the new noise spectral density. Hence, the
new output signal-to-noise ratio p„ is, from Eqs. (20)
and (21),
which is the required result.
The new phase error v'; resulting from a change in
received signal power may be written
1	 /x
f S„ , ( s) I 1 - H,, (s) - (is
; .
Thus, Eq. (22) may be rewritten as
1
p„	
-:3-t -- 1 4 R„	 (y -- 1)'-	 (y8)
^
y(y +1) 	 R y ( y +D J
where
P	 P131, 	
-aN, '	 aN,
The value R„ may be considered to be the input design
signal-to-noise ratio referred to a bandwidth of a/27T cps
and R the actual input signal-to-noise ratio referred to
the same bandwidth.
h. Outpid signal-to-noise ratio when the loop is pre-
ceded by a bandpass limiter. In this case we need to
relate N,!N„ and P,%P of Eqs. (20) and (21) to the input-
output properties of a limiter followed by a bandpass
filter. (A bandpass limiter is an electronic device which
consists of a limiter followed by a bandpass filter.)
Davenport (Ref. 13) has shown that
N _ ., N	 for ^N^ -^ 00
(27)
CN	 4( N )
	 for N^ ^0
where
S )	
signal-to-noise power ratio at the limiter output
N =
1	 jx
4 — ^	 S„• (s) I 11 t. (s) I !-ds.	 (23)
2 -1 -ja
This becomes
` m'j	 N, 2l3 (y
	
1 )” + y= - I
^^ 
__ 
n(3 (y” - 1) 1 + N,, 1 	(y` - 1)	 J
(74)
when Eq. (14) and the appropriate signal and noise
spectral densities are substituted into Eq. (23), and the
integration performed. Thus, Eqs. (22) and (24) are the
results needed for specifying the receiver performance.
If N, = N,,, P, = P Eq. (24) becomes
cri
$m.;	 (25)
( y + 1) = (y - 1) .
This is the equation specifying the threshold locus. If 	 S
!3 = 1, N, = N,,, Eq. (22) gives the output signal-to-noise 	 l ,, f - signal-to-noise pow.;r ratio at the. limiter input
ratio for the optimum system.	 /
g. Output signal-to - rn.,ise ratio when the loop is pre-
ceded by an automatic gain control amplifier. In this
case, we assume that the loop is preceded by an
automatic-gain-control amplifier to hold the signal power
constant, i.e., P = P, for all variations. Iu this case (3 = 1
and S,, reduces to
S"	 3y-1
-Y (-/ 	 '
}	 S^	 SS + N„ = 20" ^— +
	
for N	 0
(28)
S„ + N,, z 3n 
2
	
N	 / S
—L— 
+ C S ^ ^	 for C N -^ ,,p
Ti 
	 \	 \	 ,
Further,
r ( S	 ^ 2,	 (29) )" (4 N 	N ,
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a variation of about 4.06 A. Eqs. (28) and (29) suggest
that the bandpass limiter is capable of holding the out-
put power relatively constant.' Consequently, if the noise
input to the system increases, the signal strength at the
limiter output is forced to decrease. However, the loop
noise bandwidth B L, i.e.,
1 
?B,, _	 IHo(s)I=(IS
^1 -i.
is directly dependent on the signal power [Eq. (7)]. Thus,
an increase in input noise, for a fixed signal power, causes
the output signal power to be reduced, hence the loop-
bandwidth; and hence the phase jitter at the VCO output
will be a smaller percentage of the input noise. 'Therefore,
'That this is indeed true has been experimentally established by
Youla of this Laboratory. An exact plot of the output signal and
noise powers is given in Ref. 13.
the over-all demodula tor appears to be self-adaptive.
Using Eqs. (28) and (29) and assuming that the gain of
the bandpass limiter is adjusted such that the output
signal-power-p!u.--noise-power are those values for which
the optimum loop was designed, it is easy to show that
N,	 1 A R„
N.	 .l+R
P 1	R 1 + R„	 (30)P	 R„( 1+R )
where
R = input signal-to-noise ratio of the bandpass
limiter
R„ = input sign:- i-to-noise ratio for which the loop
was designed
2e
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Fig. 4. Optimum and suboptimum system performance characteristics
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	P,, N, = bandpass limiter output noise and signal levels, 	 The correspornling system phase-error is given by Eq. (24)
respectively	 where a, /j, and N,; N„ are defined in Eq. (32).
	
P, N„ = signal and noise levels for which the loop was 	 i. System design curves and comparison. Shown in
designed
	 Fig. 4 are graphical results relating the output signal-to-
noise ratio p to the input signal-to-noise ratio R referred
1	 to a bandwidth of a 2^ cps for various values of the
p"	 1 + R„1
	
(31)
	
deviation ratio m,. It is clear that the optimum system
Sd ( 1 + R A ((y +1) = J	 ahvays outperforms either of the more casil y implemented
suboptlninin systems. Also, note that the AGC system is
superior to the bandpass limite r system, but the amount
where Sd is given by Eq. (20) and of this superiority becomes imperceptible as m, increases.
It is also evident from Fig. 4 that, once the system has
been optimized witii respect to a given set of design
a = I + /3 (y — 1)	 parameters, not much is gaine , I by increasing the signal-
to-noise ratio R frrnn the design level. The reason for this
k = Q (y` — 1) 	 1)2	 is that the signal distortion does not diminish.
	
C
R / 1 + R " l^ 1	 For comparison purposes, we have plotted in Fig. 5
R,	 1 + R f	 ^' "	 the ratio po pop,, i.e., the ratiu of the output signal-to-noise
10
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Fig. 5. System comparison
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ratio for tic optimum system to the output signal-to-
noise ratio of the ACC system. For %allies of R rela-
tively close to threshold the AGC system performs almost
optimally.
Finally, we have indicated in Fig. 4 the "input—eoutpnt
signal-to-noise ratio" characteristic for all ideal-single-
sideband-suppressed carrier-systenn" transmitting it
tone. Notice that the threshold characteristic of the phase-
locked receiver intersects the "ideal-single-sicicband"
system at art signal-to-noise ratio of approximately
R = _? cib. For R > 2 db, the single-sidcband system per-
formance increases (for the range considered) to it uoaxi-
mum of about 3 db better than the phase-locked receiver.
in the past, this line has been used as means of com-
parison; however, it
	 legitimate and meaningful
comparison could be nia(le by employing it
receiver \chich is "amplitude matched" to the spectnnn
considered here. A reasonable conjecture would be (all
things being equal) that the sill gle-sideband phase-locked
receiver would be inferior to the FM system when R is
large. This relationship is currently being studied.
In the past, several authors (Ref. 14) have compared
FM, AM, and PM systems under the assumption that the
signaling waveform is monochromatic and the additive
disturbance is Gaussian. Their comparison is also made
oil basis of input-versus-output signal-to-noise ratios,
but their definition of the output signal-to-noise ratio dif-
fers from that considered here. The major difference is
that the signal distortion term in Eq. (19) is removed from
the denominator and placed in the numerator. Conse-
quently , as the "input signal-to-noise ratio "
 increases in-
definitcl y
 so does the "output signal-to-noise ratio." Here
we found for the suboptinuun systems that, as R increases
indefinitely, the output signal-to-noise ratio is determined
solel y
 by the signal-distortion designed into the system.
For purposes of this st 1_rdy, this viewpoint appears to he
the more definitive of the two. Further, \%c are speaking
about an optimum form of demodulation, whereas the
Foster-Seeley detector is tnrly suboptinnrm, and any
time a comparison is to he made between systems, ex-
treme care must be exercised in making sure that the
definitions are consistent between systcins; hence the
conclusions reached are legitimate. When one is c •onr-
paring optinonm systems no such trouble arises. ' p his is
the primary reason that the "amplitude matched" single-
sideband phase-locked modulation system would be more
appropriate system to conipare with the FM systeno tinder
consideration.
2. Design of Phase- Locked Loop Systems
With Co.-related Noise Input, r Nishimura
a. introduction. The performance of the phase-locked
loop system is analyzed when three types of controllers,
namely, proportional (P), proportiom it and differential
(PD) and proportional, integral ac.d differential (PID)
controllers are applied to the feed-back loop.
The performance index J is defined as the mean-squared
value of the deviation between the signal estimate and
the signal itself, and is expressed as the suin of the mean-
squared control error over the observation time T„ and
the noise variance.
Performance criteria in this analysis are, then, to Imini-
nnize J, or equivalcntlw, to maximize the output signal-to-
noise ratio X, by choice of the control. When the input
noise (phase jitter) is whit(-, this optiimiin for a step signal
input is a proportional (gain) controller (Ref. 15). How-
ever, when the phase noise is correlated (for example,
when it is appro\imatcd by an RC filtered white noise)
the above is not true.
In the case of digital phase-locked loop systems employ-
ing PN codes as the modulating signals of BF carriers, the
input noise to the loop is expected to he band-limited by
the low-pass filter in the demodulator preceding the lim-
iter. Thus, it becomes neeessary, to introduce design cri-
teria under the assumption of correlated noise rather
than the conventional assumption of white noise. A quah-
tative comparison of control effects of P controller, I'1)
controller, and RC lead network is perfornwd in terms of
output signal-to-noise ratio X,,, and it w: ill be shown that
the PD controller is superior to the P controller when tlLc
input noise is correlated.
The simplified phase-locked loop system described as
a linear feedback system is shown in Fi g. 6. The correla-
tor of the input PN codes and local ones is assumed to be
operated within the linear region. The signal s (t) is then
the phase of the incoming PN. The VCO is represented
by all 	 The correlator gain, VCO gain, and the
Vco
sM+n I)	 c(I)0
-- -	
o	 Fl s 1	 I /s
L_
Fig. 6. Block diagram of phase - locked loop system
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amplifier gain are combined and represented by an adjust-
	 and approach the infi. ,ite time average (c)
	
Tuts,
able gain a. Also, a compensating filter F (s) is inserted.
	 Eq. (5) for large T„ is apn -oximately
The opcii-loop transfer fnnc •tion is
nG  (s) = 1 F (s)
	 (l )
and the over-all transfer function is
CF (s)	 aF (s)
K (s = 1 + GF (s) - s + aF (s) 	 (")
h. Proportional (gain) cmdrol. When F (s) is equal to
1 in Fig. 6 and a signal s (t) and a noise n (t) are supplied
to the system, the output c(t) of the system consists of
the signal component c, (t) and the noise component c n (t),
corresponding to s (t) and n (t) at the input. The devia-
tion e(t) is defined as the difference between the input
signal -s (t) and the output c (t)
e (t) = s (t) — c (t)
	
= s (t) — c, (t) — C. (t)	 (3)
= e, (t) — c„ (t)
1 x
1 = — J el. (t) dt + eel a	 (6)T•,
When Parseval's theorem is applied to the above equa-
tion, ] c•an be described by an integral in the frequency
domain. Let ^,. n ,. n (s) and d , „ n (s) be power spectral den-
sities of c, (t) and n (t) and E, (s) and S (s) be tl.. Laplace
transforms of e, (t) and s(t), respectively. flier
_ 1_ ^ ^ r Ir f
°–	 I 1,  L, (s) E, ( — s) + +,.,. (s) ris
• t 	 ;= l
1	 ,x	 1 (1 — K(s))(1 - K(- s))S(s)S(—s)
+ K (s) K ( — s) ^t^, (s) J -1.,.	 (7)
The , sign objective of this anal ysis is to minimize J by
constructing an optinuun transfer function K„ (s). In the
case of a P c.mtroller, K„ (s) is derived by finding an opti-
nnun gain a_
When the input signal is a step function of ►M10iitude Q
S (s) _ Q	 (S)
and the input noise is approximated by RC-filtered white
noise of (double-sided) spectral density 4,,,:
where
e, (t) = s (t) — c, (t).	 (4)
This is a deterministic process, namel y the transient phase
error.
The performance index J is chosen as the time average
of the ensemble average of c (t). if the input noise has
zero mean, and has no correlation with input signals, J is
reduced as follows:
J = (E- ) T„ = (e;) T„ + (&) Tn	 (5)
where the bar indicates the ensemble average and ( )
indicates the time average over a finite observat-on
time T..
If Tn is sufficiently 1,-rge, the upper limit T„ of integra-
tion of c.-(t) can be replaced by oo as e„ (t) becomes
negligibly small for large t, because we have assumed
only transient error in the loop. Aiso, for large To , the
ensemble average and time average of c„ become equal
""nn ("S)
	 ( 1 + Ts) (I - T$)	 (9)
J of Eq. ('r) is computed by evaluating the contour integral
on the left half s-plane
J 2a T,,	 2 (1 + Ta)
— Q- [ ?nTn + X, 
(1T(
+ Ta) ] '	 (16)
X, is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the input defined
as follows:
_ 2T )jX, _
	
0 •	 (11)P,	 4”
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and P, is the input noise power
^h,
P ., =
2 -r 	
(111)
Differentiating J of Eq. (10) by a and equating it to zero
yields an optinnun a„ which minimizes J.
(
X, )1_1
2
a.,-
.T,,2T„
 =
	T Y	 for X, < T	 (13)
1–OT^
When X, > 2To/T, J becomes a monotonic decreasing
function of a and approaches its minimum value as a goes
to infinity. This is thy case when the input signal-to-noise
ratio is very large or the input noise is strongly correlated.
And it becomes more effective to reduce signal error by
inert-asing gain rather than attempting noise reduction.
Thus, the infinite gain beLomcs the optimum condition
that reduces signal error to zero, leaving the nois,_ , power
P, unfiltered.
Such an infinite increase of gain is impractical; how-
ever, this result is presented as a limiting case only.
In practice, the maximum gain that can be attained by
the amplifier is best, under the condition X, > 2T./'7.
The mean-squared deviation J with these optimum
gains are computed
J = O' I (T X	 -- ^T
7 ]
	 for X, < "T„
L\	 ,
^^ = P,,	 for X, > 
2T,
T
(14)
The output SNR X,,, is defined as the ratio of Q' and J
and it is
X,,, = Qz –	 1	 for X, < 2T,
27	 T	 T
( LX,
	 2L	 (15)
X,	 for X, > 2T"
The above relation is normalized by letting
2T„T	 (16)
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x = X'-	 (17)1j_
X,,,
The normalized output SNR y,,, becomes
.r' =
y"v - 2–x,
	
for a <1
(19)
_= x	 for x > I
and y,,, is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of x.
c. Proportional and differential control. The propor-
tional (gain) control described in the previous part of
this article has a certain limitation. For example, as
observed from Eq. (13), the optimum gain a„ becomes
very large as X, approaches 2L/r. Such an increase of
gain nn;<y be restricted by the saturating characteristics
of amplifier or by the nonlinear characteristics of VCO.
In such a case, the compensation by means of net-
work is more suitable than the gain adjustment. In this
part of this article, such an optimum filter that minimizes
J is derived, and its function is compared with that of
the gain controller. Wiener's con ventional optimization
method is applied for this purpose and an optimum
transfer function K, (s) can be derived as follows:
1	 S (s)	 +
K. (s) = Z (S) S (S) IZ (_3 )) I	 (^0)
Fig. 7. Performances of P, PD and RC lead network
cont •oller under correlated noise input
m (1 + T,$)
F (s) = 1 + mr,s (30)
Z (s) — 1 + as1+ rs (23)	 where
0
^-CRI
R.
M R+F
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Z (s) is obtained by the fo l iowing factorization:	 The output SNR ratio is
T„m,,,, (s)
	
_	 1	 2T„ X, \ .
	
Z (s) Z (— S) = 1 +	 (21)	 X. —	 —	 X, + 1 X, +	 J	 (28)S (s) S (— s)	 J	 2	 2	 r
in which Z(s) is factored in such a way that all its zeroes
	 This is normalized by the relations of Eq. (16)
and poles are on the left half s-plane. The operation 	 through (18)
indicated by [ ]- is to expand its content by means
of partial fractions and then to select all the terms having
left half plane poles. 	 y„„ — 	 = 9 + 2 [(1 + x) x] % .	 (29)
R-
The optimum filter is obtained by d. (.ampensation by RC lead network. A simple RC
lead network as shown in Fig. 8 may be used for the
F. (s) _ - 1	 K. (s)	 (2c))
	
dual purpose of reducing the output noise power and
	
G (s) 1	 K. (s)
	 making the system respopd quickly to input variation.
The transfer function of this lead network is
When the input signal is a step function of magnitude
Q and 4 , ,„ (s) is given by Eq. (9), Z !.$) is derived from
Eq. (21)
where
	
T, = CR,	 (31)
R..
_\	 Q- J	 \
	 (24)
	 m= R,	 <1
	
(32)
K„ (s) is obtained from Eq. (20)
1 + rsK„ (s) = 1 + 
as
Then F„ (s) is derived from Eq. (22)
F„ (s) = 1 + rs_
a (« — r)
This F„ (s) consists of a constant term (proportional gain)
and a differentiating operator. This is a typical PD (pro-
portional and differential) controller. This "lead" network
makes the system have a fast response for changes in
the input signal, and it also reduces the high-frequency
component of noise by a factor T/a. With this optimum
filter F. (s), the deviation J reduces to
RT^ + KL L	 (27)
r_ is equated to r in order to r.move the pole in the
input noise spectrum. Then the over-all transfer func-
tion K (s) is described as follows
K (s) =
	 am (1 - s-)ma+(1+ma:)s+mrs
from which J of Eq (7) is computed.
1 1 + ant",	 2T ma
J 2 (1 + amr) [ T„ma + X,
Fig. 8. RC 'ead network
(25)
(26,
(33)
('34)
J = Q
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Differentiating this with respect to in and equating the
result to zero yields an opitnnun ratio of resistances
M. 
=	 I. T„ 1 11T + C a = T + a-r	 + 
X ,, J, .
SIT 1 +(	 X,	 ( 35)
And the optimum S\R ratio of the output is obtained by
substituting the above m„ into Eq. (34)
X„r = ^f = am„T,,.	 (36)
reduce the steady state error to zero. This implies that
F (s) has a single pole at the origin. Also it is expected that
GF (s) have a zero at -1/T in order to remove the pole
at -1/T of the correlated noise input.
The desired optimum filter is also described by Eq. (20)
of part c. Let the signal input be
S (s) = P	 (39)
and the noise be given by Eq. (9). Then, from Eq. (21)
Since X„r is an increasing function of a, larger gain a
yields better X a, provided the open-loop gain a is adjust-
able. As a limit, X„r approaches X„„ given by Eq. (28)
when a goes to infinity. And the form of aF (s) ap-
proaches the forin of PD controller aF„ (s) of part c
since m --* 0, am, -+ (1/a - T) as a — oc, and thus
aF (s) -+ (1+ Ts) (a -T) = aF„ (s). Although the perfor-
mance of this lead network is slightly inferior to that of
F. (s) (PD controller) its advantage lies in the fact that
it is realizable by a simple RC network. Also its per-
formance is supenor to that of the proportional (gain)
controller.
Z (s) = 1 + Ss + ys=	 (40)1 + rs 
where
P.
and
S = (T + ^y)	 (42)
When the open-loop gain a is equated to the optimum
gain of P controller given by Eq. (13) for the sake of
comparison, the normalized output SNR y,,, under the
lead network compensation can be reduced to
,. r	 x
Q-	 2 ((1 - .r'-)'= - x^'^	 for x < 1.	 (37)
Foi x > 1, a„ becomes infinite and the lead network con-
troller becomes identical with the PD controller as dis-
cussed in the above. Hence
Y„r = Y„ r	 for x > 1.	 (38)
The normalized output SNR's for three types of con-
trollers, namely proportional, proportional and differen-
tial and RC lead network are plotted in Fig. 7 as functions
of the normalized input SNR. The figure shows that a
PD controller demonstrates better performance than a
P controller by about 1 db over the range indicated, and
RC lead network lies in between.
e. Proportional, integral, and differential (PID) con-
trol. When the input is a phase ramp-function, it is well-
known that the compensated open-loop transfer function
GF (s) must have double poles at the ori ,.On in order to
Then &(s) is derived from Eq. (20)
(1 + Ts) (1 + (S — T) s)K„ (s) _	 (43)1 + Ss + ys'`
Thus, the optimum filter is obtained
F, (s) _ (1 
1 ;s)(1 +s(S -T))
a (y -8T + 72)S
1 + SS + (S -- T) 7'S!-'	 (AA)
a ( y — S T+T')S	 44
As observed from the above equation, F; (s) is a typical
PID controller and possesses the properties that were
stated at the beginning of this article, having single inte-
grator and a zero at -1/T to remove the pole of noise
spectral density.
3. A Theorem on Low-Pass Filtering, R. C. ritsworth
Let v (t) be a stationary random process with mean µ.
By inserting v (t) into a low-pass filter, we wish to esti-
mate µ. Let us approximate the loci -pass filter by an
integrator:
1
W (t) 
= T 
ft 
v
-T
y l
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Then, clearly, the mean output is µ:	 For our applications, we assume R,, (T) is Nbsolutely
integrable.
µ = E [tv (i)j.
If
.Also, it follows that the variance o;',. of the output is
•r
Io	 E [u (Y) v (t)] cl< d^ -- µ-, _ —
T- r - r
 I =T
1	 r	 r-c
E [v (^) v	 T)j (IT (IC -- µ
t-T-t
Since the process is stationary, o;;. is independent of t, so
1 fT T-f
f
 -T
where R,. (T) is the autocorrelation function of v (t). The
second form of this equation is obtained b y interchanging
orders of integration (Fig. 9).
Let us now notN ti ^t (T) can be separated into three
parts: a part R,, (T) givtgT rise to spectral spikes at fre-
quencies If I >0, an aperiodic part R„ (T), and the
value µ=.
R,• (T) = R, (T) + R„ (T) + µ=
R,, (T) is composed of periodic components, and for T
sufficientl y large, we shall show its contribution is arbi-
trarily small. R„ (T) represents a process ha ying a spectral
density, so
lim R„ (T) = 0.
T-,M
Fig. 9. Interchanging the order of integration
Rr, ( T ) _ 	 fr viw,T,
its contribution v;,.,, to v;; is
1Q;;.,	 I	 I	 R,. (T) (l- (it
	
T' J
	 	
r
a
anIV - sin = 3„,„T
P n--,o «k
and therefore
4	 a„ K
for some constant K.
Let a = n (F) be that value of T beyond \% inch
fI R„ (T) I dT = B < oo;
J J I R,,	 dr = F
.a
for any arbitraril y chosen sm.rll value F. Define
/a
a = I R„ (r) dr.
The form of R„ (T) will appear as in Fig. 10. The shape of
R„ (T) on (0, a) is immaterial, and we note
R„ (T) G R„ (0) = v, — R,, (0).
The contribution of R„ (T) to o;; is 	 given by
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Fig. 10. The correlation of the aper:odic
part of R, IT)
Then for T > a, we have
n
v;^ = TI13 + (T) — E(T)j
where we have substituted
T
F (T) =	 R (T) dT
o (T) =	 fT T 7-R,, (T) eT.
It is then clear that I F (T) I < F, and
18 (T) I — 	 T I 
R. (T) I d71 4-
	
T I R. (T) I dT
n	 ^
L
aB
 T + F.
This along with (r 2 ,, produces the result
01"— ,8 <T+T,;K+2aB).
Thus, if we choose e < < f3 2, then for T > > K + 2aB
and T > ,. we see that
_ 2f3T
which provides the result that the output squared-mean-
to-variance ratio X. is asymptotically equal to
under the conditions that F < < Q/2, T > a, and
T >> K + 2aB.
From this it is evident that a„ ultimately increases lin-
early in T for all input processes and incersoly as the area
under the autocorrelation funct"i. The computation of
x„ then becomes one of estimating fr' and /3.
4. The Squaring Loop Technique for Binary
PSK Synchronization, J. J. stiffier
a. Introduction. A previous summary (Ref. 16) investi-
gated tLe problem of optimum power allocation between
the data and a synchronization signal in a two-channel
binary PSK communiction system. For such a system,
however, another method of svnchmnization is immedi-
ately suggested by the following observation: The data
signal is of the form
	
s (t) = 2% Am (t) sin (w„ t + 0)	 m (t) _ ±1,
	
,.Tb<t<(t.+ 11 TH„	 1. =0, 1, .. .
Squaring this signal yields
.c- (t) = A'= { 1 — cos 2 (.,,t + ¢))
x%loch contains an unmodulated frequency component
at t• ,rice the subcarrier frequency. Tracking this squared
data signal with a phase-locked loop and halving the
output frequency should therefo re establish subcarrier
synchronization. This method is analyzed in part b of
this ar.icle. In part c it is shown that a similar technique
may be used to establish bit synchronization and in part d
thr analysis is extenued to include the case of ,iniid-
taneOns bit and subcarrier synchronization. Comparisons
are made with the two-channel system and error proba-
bility curves associated with the two methods when both
subcarrier and bit s ynchronization must be obtained are
included. It is concluded that, in any realistic situation,
the squaring technique provides superior performance.
In fact, even if both methods were available and could
be used complementally, in almost all cases the optimum
allocation would leave no power in the synchronization
channel.
b. Subcarrier synchronization. The adaptation of the
phase locked loop shown in Fig. 11 presumably will
enable subcarrier synchronization to be established. It is
necessary to determine the behavior of the phase error 0,.
It will be observed that this process leaves a 180-deg
phase ambiguity since both (+ sin (,„t + S5))” and
(—sin ( i + 0)) 2 yield the same signal. However, this
ambiguity may often be resolved in some other way and
is not necessarily objectionable. It is assumed that such
is the case here.
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s(f)+n(IL BANDPASS	 LAW	 /n1	 H( s
	
FILTER	 DEVICE
REQUENCY i T	
VCO
DOUBLER
DOUBLER
It is necessary to determine the signal and noise power
in a narrow region centered about = 2w,,. To accom-
plish this, consider the autocorrelation function (Ref. 18)
R u (T) = E ((rs, + n,) 2
 (rs„ + n_)2}
SIN IWoI +^+B^1 	 r'E. [s;s;] + 4r'[s,s_] E [n,n j + r 2 E [s;] E [n_]
Fig. 11. The squaring loop
	 + r 2 [s;] E [n:-'] + E [n 2n ]	 (5)
The input to the bandpass is 2 %A m (t) sin (w„ t +0) +n (t)
inhere n (t) represents white noise and m (t) = ±1. The
bandwidth W of the filter is assumed to be wide enough
so that the signal output is essentially unchanged. A par-
tial compensation for the effect on the signal of the
filter may be made by reducing the effective signal am-
plitude by an amount r (Fef. 17) where r' = is the ratio of
the filtered signal power to that of the unfiltered signal.
Since the moduiating signal is assumed to be a random
sequence of pulses of unit amplitude and time dura-
tion Tb,
S. (f) — T,, sin- wTb/2(wTb/2)2
then
" sin (wTb/2) d^,
r2 =_ _.^ r;;"	 (<„Tb j2)	 (1)
sin (,,,Tb/2)2
dw(wTbi 2)2
The bandwidth W will presumably be such that, at
the least, all signal energy out to the first null in the
spectnim is passed. Then W ^ 1 /T b and r2 ! 0.91. Then
the output of the filter is assumed to be
2%- rAm (t) sin (w„ t + (p) + n, (t) = rS (t) + n, (t)	 (2)
where n, (t) is noise with the spectnim
S., (f) = N.	 I ” — t^' I	 f ^ I	 + IV2^
=
 (3)
0	 elsewhere 
The square-law device then produces the signal
y (t) = r'=A 2 (1 — cos 2 (o)at + 0))
+ 2 (2) +i rAm (t) n, (t) sin (w„ t + 0) + n; (t)
= [rs (t) + n, (t)] 2 .	 (4)
where s i = s(t i ), n; =n, (t i ), T = t, — t:, and usejs rnade
of the fact that the expected value of the noise is zero
and that the signal and noise are independent. Proceed-
ing to evaluate the terms:
1E [s;s ] = A' 1 + 2 COS 2w„T )
E [n,n...] = R„, (T)
E [s;] E [n] = E [s2 ] E [n;] = R„ (0) R (0)
E [n;n ] _ E= [n, n.] + 2E (n',) E (n-)
= R 21 (T) + 2Rz, (0) (6)
The last equation makes use of the fact that the noise
is Gaussian.
Transforming the autocorrelation functions to get the
spectral densities of the various terms yields:
S.., ..y (w ) = r'4At [ s (f — 2f„) + S (f + 2f.)]
and, at w = 2w,,,
S„ x „ (2w„) = 4r2 f R A (T) R,,, (T) 
a-/2-,T dT
.go
= 4r-'
	
S., (f) Sr (2f„ — f) df
r
sin= L 
(w„ — w) 2nwA T,,
= 4r2N„ ^„
	 2	 Tf-w	 nw) 2
Tr.
sin” 
C 
(3w„ — w) 2 Ia.
I
21
-z 2r2A W,,
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a
R;;, (T) e-J_-,' (IT
a
r 5
	 5 Af„	 df
x
= N	 d f = 2WN .
/. 4Y
The notation S. K . (w) refers to that portion of the power
spectrum due to the product of the signal with itself,
S r ., (?., „) that portion at w = 2,,,,, due to the product of
the signal with the noise, and S,,,,, (2w„) that clue to the
noise with itself. Since only the first term represents
useful information the second two terms act as noise.
At the frequency w = ?,,,,, then, the signal power is ap-
proximately eA' 2 awhile the single-sided noise spectral
density is
4r A N + 41VN2.	 (8)
Before proceeding it is important to make several ob-
servations: First, the noise at the input to the phase-
locked loop is not white, and second, it is not Gaussian.
The important fac tor here is that presumably the loop
bandwidth B,, is very_ small compared to the bandwidth
1V of the bandpass filter. The noise input to the loop
thw^ looks nearly Hat over the frequency range of the
loop, and it is not unreasonable to assun ►e that it is
white. In addition. it has been sho%vn (Ref. 19) that
when the input to the network of Fig. 12 is a modulated
sinusoid plus \white Gaussian noise, the statistics of the
output approach Gaussian statistics as
Thus, under the assumption that 11' > > B,, an approxi-
mate solution to the problem at hand may be obtained
by assuming that the input noise to the phase-locked
loop is white and Gaussian with the normalized power
spectral density
8
 (
N. _4 11'N,
r'-'A'= r'A4
	
ANDPASS
	
NARROW BAND
	
s(^I+nl^) ^B FILTER	 SQUARE	 FILTER
	
BANDWIDTH	 LAW	 BANDWIDTHDEVICE
L w^_^	 w2
Fig. 12. A squaring network
If the bandwidth of the loop is B;, then the variance of
the double frequency output error is approximately
U 'e
8B',N„ + 11'Nc
UA
(^ )
- r'A^
Since the frequency of the phase jitter after the fre-
quency doubler is twice that before the doubler, let
B',, = 2B,, where B,, is the loop bandwidth that would
be necessary to track the frequency before doubling.
where
kP,
T,, '	
111 — RT = — T,,, PT = A^, and Q =
N„
It was shown in Ref. 16 that in a two-channel system
(the second channel being used to provide subcarrier
synchronization for the first), the signal-to-noise ratio
Rx = P, /N„B,, in the sync channel should satisfy the
equation
Rx^ir'L l +(l+R),I I	 (11)
where K, = ST6, N,,, the signal-to-noise ratio in the data
channel, and Q = 1/ThP,, the reciprocal of the product
of the bit time and the loop bandwidth j as before. This
was the condition for the optimum division of power
between the two channels \lien the total power was
constrained. The parameter R, could be increased only
by decreasing the value of R.
The question arises as to whether the squaring loop
provides an accurate enough estimation of the phase.
Should a second channel be used, in addition, to provide
an improved estimate? Since the second channel power
would be available at the expense of the first channel,
this question may be rephrased as follows: Is the phase
estimate provided by the squaring loop as accurate as
that which would be provided by a second channel under
an optimum division of power? If the answer is yes, then
clearly the power in the data channel should not be
decreased to increase the synchronization accuracy sines:
1	 f N.	 IV N,-,
v'd = 4 Q_9 = 4B,, r-A- + r AT
(10)
4 f 1 4 k
	
Q j r= R7•	 r'R7 ' l
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the latter is already at least as precise as it would opti-
mally be in the absence of a squaring loop Then a second
loop is not needed if
1 ^^1 +S!
 RI) ^^ R;;
v„
or if
41^-1'+ k ^x:;,L l^ 
C 1+ )^, ^ J
where, again, R" = A = T6/N,,, the data signal-to-raise
ratio, and IV = k/Tb; thus, if
Q^8^ 1	 k \	 1	 k-+--1r1+?(	 +-- J] z8. (12)r-	 r'R_ L
	 \' RT
Since in most practical situations Q will be at least 100,
this situation seems to be easily satisfied. It has been
assumed that k ^ 1 (and that Q be reasonably large) in
order that the approximations made in detennining this
result be valid. Actually it is seen that k can be much
larger than one and the inequality (12) still reriains satis-
fied. The larger k is the more accurate the approximation
that IV > > B,, and that the onl y
 effect of filtering the
signal before squaring it is that the effective signal energy
is reduced by the factor r . Since increasing k narrows
the squared signal spectrum and decreasing k decreases
the noise power, there is presumably some optimum value
of k. Because of the nonlinearities involved, it is difficult
to determine theoretically the optimum value of k, a].
though it could be observed experimentally. It is believed
that this optimum value will not be much greater than
one or two since 91% of the signal energy is included in
the bandpass filter of bandwidth .'T b and 95% in the
filter of bandwidth 4/T,,. Increasing the bandwidth fur-
ther only adds more noise A ithout significantl y changing
the signal spectrum.
c. Bit synchronization. Bit synchronization can also
be obtained with a squaring loop. If, for example, the
signal (?A)-^ m (t) sin W b t is used to represent a bit with
m (t) _ ±1, , Tb < t < (v + 1) Tb, and (,) b = n/Tb, then
the squared signal is A t (1 — cos ,),,t). The double fre-
quency component may be tracked with a phase-locked
loop as before to establish the phase and thereby the
bit tinning of the received signal. Again, there is a 180-deg
phase ambiguity which may or may not be objectionable,
depending upon the system. Since the signal consists of
Fig. 13 1 he effect of mis -synchronization
a sequence of pulses of the form in (t) sin ^,,t rather than
square pulses, it is necessary to reconsider the effect of
mis-synchronization This may be done by referring to
Fig. 13.
It call seen that if the phase error is 9 radians and
two successive pulses have the same sign, the signal
amplitude is effectively reduced by the factor cos 0 as
was the case with subcarrier mis-synchronization. How-
ever, if the two successive pulses are of different sign,
then this amplitude reduction_ is slightly less due to the
end effect. The exact amplitude reduction factor is easily
determined to be
cos 0 + 2 (sin 0 — 0 cos 0)
which, for all values of 0 of interest, is greater than cos 0.
For small 0, moreover, the difference is slight and for
practical values of oe, the difference may be neglected.
Consequently, this is the same situation as that encoun-
tered in the problem of subcarrier synchronization and,
if two channels are to be used, the allocation of power
between them is as it was in the case of subcarrier
synchronization. Hence, for reasonable valves of Q, the
squaring loop alone suffices and a second channel need
not be used. The only difference between obtaining bit
synchronization and obtaining subcarrier synchronization
with a squaring loop is that the bandpass filter of the
latter becomes a low-pass filter in the former and the
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handwidth will he approximately half that in the previous 	 nificant, however, particularly in view of the fact that
situation to pass the same fraction of the signal energy. 	 the generation of sinusoidal pidses may he less efficient
It is interesting to notice that the error due to mis-
synchronization is less using sinusoidal pulses rather than
square pulses. It is doubtful that this advantage is sig-
4
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Fig. 14. Bit error probability using separate subcarrier
and bit synchronization channels
d. ConiNtwd subcarrier and hit synchronization. In
any real sitc,tion it is generally necessary to obtain
both subcarrier and hit synchronization. While it is per-
haps possible to use the former to increase the accuracy
of the latter, it is dubious that this is practical in most
situations since the subcarrier frequency will generally
be much greater than the hit frequency.
The ernrr probability could he expressed as a f nation
of both the hit and subcarrier phase errors (Ref. 16),
and the allocation of a power anrnlg the three channels
optimized. Clearly, the mathematics would get rather
cumbersome. A solution which is probably as satisfactory
and certainly considerably easier follows from tl , ,- ob-
servation that for large values of Q, the error probA)ilit
has not changed much due to the lack of perfect synchro-
nization. Thus, the power may be optimized, as in
Ref. 16, between the data and the subcarrier sync chan-
nels, assuming perfect bit synchronization and between
the data and hit sync channels, assuming perfect s ►►h-
carrier synchronization. The second order effects, for
large Q, are presumably ncgligihle. Using this method
of power division, the error probabilit y was determined
as a function of the total signal-energy-per-bit-to-noise-
spr:ctral-density ratio
PTT 1,	 R„,,	 Rx, _ (S + P., + Pr,) T,
N. R- + Q + O	 N„
and of the value of Q, when both subcarrier and hit
synchronization must be determined. (The bardwidth
B ► . is assumed to be the same for both loops, and the
subscripts b and c refer to the hit and subcarrier sync
channels, respectively.) The expression for the bit-error
probability is, in this case,
Nf. = J x J
	
p (B,,) P (B,) Ph (Bh„ B,.) de ►, de,.
1	 x	 zx
77 .
J*
e ''/2 a ^'/	 e--`I dz dt/ A
v	 o	 _ = N —w rr,Y
1	 m	 ' x	 r.
+ 	 a r'/ I e p'/	 (13)y,I7/( It 	 ,O Sl / x I-..po.if
The term ob :s the variance of the bit phase estimate,
and v the variance of the subcarrier phase estimate. The
results are plotted as a function of Q in Fig. 14.
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If a squaring loop is used, then, since
	 6
4
(Am (t) sin ,,, b t sin ,,,,.t) 2 = A- [I	 cos 1.4 — cos 2,", t 2
10-1
+ 2 co s 2 (W,. — w b ) t I 2 cos 2 (,,,,. + (0b) t 	 (14)
6
4
both the subcarrier and hit synchronization can he ob-
tained suff3cient:y accurately without the use of auxiliary
	
, hannels so long as the unequality (12) is satisfied for	 2
both Qn and Q,., the Q's corresponding to the hit and
subcarrier channels, respectively. Since the signal is now
!0-2
m (t) sin o„,t sin ,),t with ,n,, = 7r/Try, the spectrum has the
form shown in Fig. 15 and the bandpass filter preceding
	
the square-law device should have a bandwidth 2W of	 6
	
at ]cast 31T,, = 3Wn /7r. The bit-error probability was also 	 4
determined, when the squaring loop is used, as a function
of the ratio P,T,,/N„ and of Q, where as before, it is
	
assumed that Q h = Q.. = Q. The estimate of the phase 	
a^ 
2
error variance of Eq. (10) was used, and the error proba-
	
bility determined as before. The subcarrier .end hit phase	
,0-3
error variance cr' and oi, are now determined from
	
Eq. (10). The bandwidth 211' is selected to be 3 T,. The 	 6
results are plotted in Fig. 16.
4
	
e. Conclusion. It is readily seen from Figs. 14 and 16	 2
that, if possible, it is preferable to use a squaring loop
to obtain hit and subcarrier synchronization. In addi-
	
tion, it may he concluded from the analysis that it \vould	 10 -4
not be advantageous to use any of the available power
	
to transmit an unmodulated subcarrier in most situations 	 6
	
if a squaring loop is available. This supports a condo- 	 4
2
!o-'
!o°	 2	 4	 6	 Io,	 2	 4	 6	 10 2
Pr TB IN,
Fig. 16. Bit error probability using a squaring loop
for bit and subcarrier synchronization
lion arrived at by Van Trees (Ref. 17) in which the allo-
cation of power between the data and a sync signal was
considered, a squaring loop being used in conjunction
with the former. The infonnation from the two channels
was to he combined optimally to establish subcarrier
synchronization. Although the analysis of such a system
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becomes rather difficult, Van Trees concluded that, in
,111 situations he was able to investigate, all the power
should he relegated to the data. The analysis presented
here shows that this will always he tnu v so long as the
ratio of the hit rate to t1w loop band\\ idth satisfies the
inequality (12).
5. The Probability Density Function for Phase-
Difference Estimates Obtained from the
Envelopes of the Sum and Difference
of Two Sine Waves, W S Kendall
The prublein of measuring the phase difference be-
tween two lose-level sine waves frequently arises ill
systems, e.g., ill 	 angle measuring systems.
It has been shown (Ref. 20) that, in the presence of addi-
tivu Gaussian noise, the maxinimn likelihood estimate of
this phase difference is obtained b y taking the difference
of' the estimates of the phases of the two signals with
respect to an arbitrary reference signal. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 17. The two amplifiers for this
system must be phase matched, hot their gains need
not be the same. Both tie sign and the magnitude of
the phase difference are obtained by this system.
Occasionally phase-difference measurements between
low-level, equi-amplitude sine waves must be made using
amplifiers which are not phase matched, but which ure
gain Matched. Then a possible estimation procedure is
th t diagrammed ill 15. Note that this s ystem obtains
an estimate of only the manit ude of the phase. difference.
In what follows we will obtain an exact expression for
the probabilit y density function of this phase-difference
magnitiide estimate.
If the amplifiers in Fig. 18 add wide-hand Gaussian;
noise to their sine wave inputs, then the probability
dens- A , functions of the outputs of the envelope detectors
are the Rice distribution (Ref. 21):
P (z) - zc. ( : 1 - &1 )/2 In (a;)
where
Z = envelope detector ou t pt f t
z—Z; (00%
a = A /(on)%
yr n = N,, T
A input sine wave peak amplitude
N„	 one-sided noise spectral density referred to the
amplifier input
T = detector integration time
The probability distribution function of the ratio of two
independent Rice variates z_ and z. with parameters a
and a„ respectively, is (Ref. 22)
ra,	 a_
Pr i=
Z.
	r t 
= ^1 
(
T1 + _r2 ) I - (1 + r1)'
I F
	
(ra.) l -f (a )^,	 ra,a_
l + r CXp	 ? (1 + r")	 1' ( 1 ! r`
C ra c. ...,., LJ + A I „ / 91
h
Amplifiers	 sin ,•f
Phase
U..
Derector
- 5: (t) = a sin (,.J i A - y/21
n, (t) — Gaussian-noise sample functions
A, = tan 'IX,/Y,)
X. 2 f
r f,(t) sin .,tdt
Y, 1, (t) cos ,.,t dti I
y = phase difference estimate
Fig. 17. Maximum-likelihood phase-difference
estimator
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Fig. 18. Alternate phase-difference estimator which
uses gain- rather than phase-matched amplifiers
	
n. It)	 Gaussian-noise sample functions
2	 r
	
XT 
r	
f. Itl sin
	
Y.T I	 f. It) cos
	
y	 phose-differenc
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	where Q (a, b) is the Q-function (Ref. 23) defined by 	 Now, if the noise spectral density is the same for 1)(01i
amplifiers in Fig. 18, we have
' 	 rQ (a, b) =	 x exp	 x1 + a2
L —
	
^	
/„ (ax) A.
!/	 ZPr 1 tan( a = Z ^ r^ = Pr 1- 4
 )
S, It)	 o sin J,J + 4^ t y/2)
1
S It) = 4'+ IS, 111 — S : It)1 = o 121' sin (y/2) cos 61 - 4 0)
I (1) -- GS. UI + n. It)
Envelope
G	 Detector	 o Z
Amplifiers
Envelope
G	 Detector	 Z'
S It) = a sin 6,.t 1 ¢	 y/21
where now
a- = a (2)" sin (y/2) (T/N„)% = 2(E/Nn)” sin (y/2)
= 2 (R)% sin (y/2)
a, = 2 (R)" cos (y/2)
E = energy of each received signal during time T
R -- E/Nn = signal-to-noise ratio for each signal
Next, the relations
t (/ ^a 
h) 
= b ex	 b 2 a 1 ab
and
.Q (a, b) -	 r	 b = + w
i)b	 h esl, L	 2	 /„ (ab)
can he used to differentiate
Pr{—^rl
1 M.
to obtain
fl
T1r	 Z.
( 2r	 (ra.)1 + (ay
l+r!)-exp 
r	
2(1+r^')
X
 Ir
(a,) ` + (ra 	 ram-
l+ 2(1+r'=) ]I"(1+r"1LL
ra.	 ra,a_
^	
rt
1 + r= J 	(1 + r
Finally, the probability density function of the estimated
phase-difference magnitude y given the true phase dif-
fernee y can be found by substituting for a and a, in
the relation
d
Pe(y ^ y) = [(li,r,. t^/!t ( r)) X 
-7
tan (0/2) ]
r_ tun IY/Y)
1f f=
9	 Ptah IY/41 (r)
of It)	 GS It) + n It)
S. It) = 2,) IS, It) i S. It)1	 a 12)'• cos (y/21 sin (,.f - 44
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The result is
]	 nn
1 v(YI y ) =	 sin ,vc s " 'o•rCo.go2
X f;l 4 R(1 + cos yc"sy)]1„(Rsiny sin y)
* [R sin y siny]	 1, (R sin y sin ')}.
Note that this function is symmetric about the point
A(y. y) _ (- 2, 7r,'2), i.e
p.(- - y I-
 
	y) = pA(yly).
The exponential behave:-)r c r pN can be made more
evident by representing it in terms of the slowly varying
functions
1 i	 1	 9	
.^
	
r/„ (x) = e'I„(r) - 
	 ^,_•L ] '
	
+ ..
 8x	 l•'Sr'
and	
r
	
(x) - e ' r1 (x) -	 1	 L 
1 - 3	 15
	( T Se ^ ,f t!1CSC tllows	 to he %written
pat y I y) = 1 sinyc a,.4a v.l2
AnX ([1 + R(1 i- cosycosy)] j-„(Rsinusiny)
' [ R sin y sin y]	 f!, (R sin y sin Y'.1.
This is the probabilit y density function wt seek. It is
shown in Fig. 19 for signal-to-noise ratio R _ 4, 20, aad
100. From this figure it is evid ^nt that y is a biased esti-
mate of y except when y = - ? = 90 deg.
When the true phase difference y is zero, py becomes
p;,(u10^ = o [1 + R(1 -+- cosy)] singe-ao - oosv l
Than for the high signal-to-noise ratio case in .which
R > > 1, Ave have, in the vicinity of the peak,
n
cos y t - y=/`l „ 1
and
	
ASit)
	
n
Y
so that
P_ (	 RJ
which is the Rayleigh distribution with mean (7r /2R)'h
ai.d mean-squared value 2/11.
	
14
	
' -- ---- T
	
T—
(a) P=E/N, : 4 -SIGNAL-TO-NOISE  RATIO
	
L2	 ^/ \ -y = C deg	
11
	
II.0	 30	 p; (180°-y” 118(r-v) _ , y ( y I Y)	 1
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/ I
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I	 I I
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Fig. 19. Probability density function for the phase-
differente-magnitude estimate obtained by the
estimator of Fig. 18
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For the high signal-to-signal ratio case in which
R sin y sin y > > %, , the functions ci„ and 4, can be rep-
resented by only the first terms of their asymptotic series,
and p; can be approximated by
K (y J1	 r sin j 1 R [I + cos (y - y i1 a-si I - os (9-r)>
`8- sin y
Then, in the vicinity of the peak, we have
cos i	 ~ 1 — (y ^> > 1;
and so for very large signal-to-noise ratios and y ^ 0,
we get
R
Pu ( y ! y ) 
= F2—,—,-)-;-
e-R y y = ,
wl.i h is the Gaussian distribution with variance 11R.
This is the same as the distribution of the estimate of
the maximum-likelihood estimator of Fig. 17 at high
signal-to-noise-ratios. Thus, we see that the perforrnance
of this suboptinrum estimator approaches that of the
maximum likelihood estimator for Ligh signal-to-noise
ratio R as long as the true phase-difference magnitude is
greater than about 2/11% radians.
6. Predetection F hers in RadiompWc Receivers.
R. C Titsworth
a. Introduction. ?n a radiometric receiver, the presence
and strength of a weak signal i, noise is determined by
estimating the power of signal-plus-noise and subtract-
ing from this an estimate of the noise power. It is often
convenient in planetary and lunar radar systems to per-
form this signal estimation by keying the transmitter
at some slow periodic rate, so that the receiver observcs
equal bursts of signal-p!us-noise and noise-only wave-
forms per keying cycle. When the signal return is very
narrow band, to reject noise it is desiral;le to use a very
narrow-band IF filter. But because of the time-constants
involved in narrow• -hams filtering, the IF waveform has
its signal portion spilling, over into die noise-only part,
and this degrades the estimate. This article investigates
this phenomenon.
b. The receiver. Fig. 20 shows the form of a planetary
or lunar radar receiver. All the RF and IF filtering is
represented by a baudpass filter. The detector is assumed
to he a perfect square-law device. During the "S + N"
part of the receiver cycle, the output of the squarer is
integrated; during the "N" portion of the cycle, the nega-
tive of the squared output is integrated into the esti-
mate, tending to subtract out the noise. At the end of
the cycle the contents of the integrator are S a v, where S
is proportional to the signal power, and v is a zero-
mean noise term.
Only frequencies centered about the carrier are se-
lected by the predetection filter; the square-law • device
output is then a term centered at zero-frequency and a
high-frequency term. This latter term is rejected by the
integrator, and can be omitted. The output behaves, then,
as if the received gave were a low frequency series, fil-
tered by a low--pass, squared, and then integrated.
We shall adept this equivalent model, shown in Fig. 21.
for analysis here. We assume that the input 'r(t)  to the
receiver is a square-wave s(t) in stationary white Gaus-
sian noise n (t), and we normalize the amplitude of
S (t) to 1.
S (t) = 1 0	 (1 ^ t < 2)
Fig. 20. Planetary or lunar receiver
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Fig. 21. Model of receiver for analysis
0
We have also scaled time so that the keying cycle has
period 2. N. is the (single-sided) noise spectral density.
The filtered version of x (t) appears at the output of
the low-pass filter as
y (t) = a (t) + N (t)
in which we represent by a(t) and N (t) the response
of the filter to s (t) and n (t), respectively. Obviously, as
indicated in Fig. 2?,
a (t) = 1 — a (t + 1) = 1 — a (t — 1).
At the end of the keying cycle, the output v of the
integ_ator is
r	 f ( [a= (t) — a2 (t -- 1)] + [ N= (t) — N Z (t — 1)]
+ 2 [a(t)N(t) — a (t -- 1) N (t — 1)1) dt.
The mean of v, call it µ, is then the es timate of the
signal strength.
Fig. 22. Response of the filter to 'he
keyed signal
This differs from the "true" value by an amount depend-
ent on the filter characteristic; it is easy- to see µ 1 if a
wide-hand filter is used and µ z 0 when the bandwidth
is very narrow.
Presumably, even though It. differs from unity, it dif-
fers by a fixed amount for a fired filter. As a performance
criterion then, we may compare the squared-mean-to-
variance (SMV) ratios as the filter bandwidth is varied.
The computation of the variance of v, denote it v = , is
straightforward, and
'	 1
v = 4	 1 R 2 (T) — 1 R- (T + 1) - = !i I T -- 1)f" f u ,	 2
+[a(T+u)a(u)+a(T+u-1)a(u-1)]R(T)
—a(T+u)a(u— 1)R(T +1)ll
—a(T+u — 1)a(u)R(T-- 1)}dTdu.
Use here has been made of the fact that N (t) is a zero-
mean Gaussian process, and R (T) denotes its autocor-
relation function.
We have tacitly assumed that the filter H (s), whost
impulse response we shall denote by h (t), has unit gain
at dc. We shall also assume the gain at any other fre-
quency is less than one. Hence, I H (j.) I G H (0) = 1.
It follows that
R(T)=
2  
N„	 It (u) h "u+ T) du
and if B denotes the (single-sided) noise-bandwidth of
11(s), R (0) = N„B, so
x
B = 1
'	
it (u) du.
n
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e- Ht
a(t-1)== l+e -'a
_ 1 + e -4B — e-,Hr
a (t)	 1+ e -iH	 (0 G t< i`
so that the mean integrator output is
	
1	 1 — e-.H
µ-1 2B (1+e-,e
We shall also assume foi simplicity that N.. is suffi-
ciently large that the dominant terms in a2 are those
involving N,;:
	
f 
i-c	 I
1
a R'(- + 1) dT du.
Using the a :pression above
	
02 ;Z N;; { B r 1— B
	
16 (1 _ e-ss)2
ZOP— I(1 —e-Be)(3—e")}.
Then the SNL'V ratio x is µ=/a-2 . Lct = s -. 4'. Then
1 1 —y
	
1	 •? B 1 + r / J
N
°
(1+y)- ^
 B— 6(1—'2)(3—y2)^
[ 2B (1 + y) — 1 + y]'
4BWO ( I + 7)2 { B — 1B ( I — y2 )
 (3— y2)l
A plot of (N 2..k appears in Fig. 23. Note the very inter
esting behavior of this curve. For very small predetection
BANDWIDTH B, normal zeo cps
Fig. 23. The output SMV ratio N;;a„ of a
radiometric receiver
bumuwidth B, the signal spillover is overpowering the
re,Ouced noise power. On the other hand, at large band-
widths, the spillover is negligible, but the noise output
is squared in the detector, and this causes great degrada-
tion at higher values of B. The best value of B. as shown
in Fig. 23, is approximately B = 1.3. (Recall that time
has been scaled so that the switching period is ttro.)
c. Non-square law consideration. Suppose, for a mo-
ment that we consider that the square-law device was
not needed. In this case (Fig. 24)
v, = f[a (t) — a (t — 1)] (it
+ f 1 [N (t) — N (t — 1)] (it.
The mean of v, is the same as before,
,u=,Ev,=1-2f a(t-1)dt.
LOWe(1) +n(1)	 w(11
	
2
PASS	 fw(r)dr0
IV
Fig. 24. A neu-square-law ideahzcition
As an example, let us assume the filter is a one-section
RC t} pe with
h (t) = 4B e"
It is easy to verify tha' B is the noise bandwidth of the
filter, and that
OX
N O
R (r) = N, B e -.a i r .	 Z
The fesponsc a (i — 1) is given by (Fig. 22)
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But the variance of u, is
211 
J	 L 
R (T)
	
? R (T — 1)
R (T + 1)1 (ht (IT.
Except for a constant scale factor, this resembles the
first terms in o" with R (T) replacing AZ = (T).
Using the previous example for crnnparison
v; = 1`',1 
L 
I 
—
 I (I — e -+R) 
_ 
I 
(1 _ e -+e)_1
 .
The S1.1V ratio at the output is then
[213(1 +e-411)-1+e-101= _
-1B = (1 + e - +e)_N„1 - 11B (I — e {B) — 
1
I (I _ e
-,K) _ 11
This takes the shape shown in Fig. 25. Note that A, is
nwnotone increasing in B; this indicates that if a square-
law device were not needed, a w ;de predetection bard-
width is desirable. This is a drasticall y different result
than obtained in the square-law case.
BANDWIDTH B, normalized cis
Fig. 25. The output SM`' ratio N,la, of a
linear radiometric receiver
7. Design of Varactor Harmonic Generators
without Idlers, G Thompson
a. Introduction. Varactors are used presently as har-
monic generators in connnuni;ation systems. For design
purposes, the theoretical analysis of varactor harmonic
generators assumes that the charge densit y under reverse
hias is a step-function at the diode junction (fiefs. 24
and 25). Such an abnipt-junction approach requires the
use of idlers for all harmonic generators except the fre-
quency doubler and the divide-by-two. With idlers the
varactor harmonic generator provides high-efficiency
frequency conversion. This fact has caused much en.pna-
sis to be placed upon the use of varactors at high fre-
gaencies where power amplification becomes difficult.
However, for low-frequency harmonic generation (100
kc to 300 Me), high efficiency is not the primary concern
of circuit design, and varactors %without idlers will nndti-
ply and divide -,vith sufficient output power to r-1ke
subsequent amplification possible. The savings in number
of components and complexity increase as the order of
multiplication increases.
The purpose of this report is to present the initial
progress made in determining proper criteria for the
design of varactor harmonic generators without idlers.
A departure from abrupt-junction theory has been made
so that harmonic generation without idlers is theoretically
possible.
As a first step, the frequency doubler is anal yzed and
the results are compared with the predictions for abrupt-
junction Theory. This comparison is vahtable as a chic
to the validity of the analysis since both abrupt-junction
theory and the analysis to follow do not require am idler
to multiply by t%vo.
b. Equations of motion. The model of the varactor
used in this anal ysis is shown in Fig. 26. The validity
of this model is especially questionable at low frequencies
because of the presence of leakage current across the
junction. This current becomes most significant at low
reverse bias voltages and small forward voltages. How-
ever, laboratory tests of Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.,
i (t)	 RS	 SW
+	 V(J)
Fig. 26. The varacto! mode!
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(PSI) high-Q varicaps at 100 kc indicated that this leakage
current, although appre_•iable, was still within tolerable
limits. For this reason and for simplification of an already
complicated problem, the model of Fig. 26 has been
assumed to be valid.
Since it is convenient to think in terns of clastance,
the voltage across the diode is expressed as
V (t) = J S ltl i (t) dt + R,i (t)	 (1)
where v (t), i (t), and R, are defined in Fig. 26 and S (t)
is the elastancL! of the; diode as it function of time. This
equation is nonlinear since S (t) depends on i (t) in some
complicated manner.
Following the Fourier analysis of harmonic generators
in Ref. 24, we write:
a
V (t) _ I Vk eik-1	 (2)
k=-m
x
i (t} = s Ik e ik^'°'	 (31
and
x
S (t) _	 Sk e ; r	 (4)
k -x
where .o. is the fundamental frequency and Vk, Ik , and
Sk are the Fourier coefficients of v (tj, i (t); and S (t),
respectively. Using Eq. (1) the Fourier coefficients of
v (t) are
Vk = (v (t) e - iloMt)
Vk = R, (i (t) e-ikw„t) +
	 1	 ( S ( t ) i ( t ) a iko,',)
1
Vk = R. : Ik
 + k„	 It Sk-1	 (5)
 k=-m
where the brackets denote time average.
If m,,,,, is the input frequency and m,„ is the output
frequency, then Eq. (5) for V,,, and V. will give steady-
state equations of motion for a varactor harmonic gen-
erator. The condition for operation without ici!crs is that
aK 1, -ire assumed equal to zero except 1,,, and I
c. Ehistance—voltage characteristic. The relationship
between the Fourier coefficients of elastanc:e and the
current or charge can be derived from an elastanee-
voltage characteristic like that of Fig. 27. 'Phis Blot shows
the variation of diode clastance as a function of reverse
bias voltage (taken to be positive). Tile curve was ob
twined by measuring the variation of capacitance with
bias voltage of seven PSI high-Q varicaps on it Boo,lton
74C-S8 capacitance bridge. The test irequency was
100 L-c and the test voltage was 50 m y r► us. The nominal
capacitance of the varicaps at 4 v ranged from 10 to
47 pf. The characteristic for each varicap was normal-
ized to the value of capacitance at —4 v, C„ :n d the
seven cur ves were averaged to give Fig. 27.
If the curve is assumed to have the functional rela-
tionship
S -- (v 4 k)'	 (6)
then abrupt-junction thec,ry applies and the Fourier (.x)-
efficient, S k, will he proportional to Qk , the Fourier
coefficient of charge. Idlers would then be necessar y for
harmonic generators with m , n --,L 2, 'f,.
Since harmonic generators without id l ers can be con-
structed with m/n z/- 2, 1^ ,, then a higher degree of non-
linearity than that of Eq. (6) is present in Fig. 27. A first
approximation to the clastance—voltage characteristic
Nvas chosen to be
v = a„ + a_S° + a,S'.	 (7)
A Icast-squares fit to Fig. 27 yielded
a„ _ 0.79872165
a, = 6.1078186
a, _ ­ 0.021513n5
T:, find S as a function of the charge, q, we note that
dv = S dq.
Different;ating Eq. (7) and substituting in F.I. (8) we
can solve for dq such that
dq = (2a_ + 3a,,S) (IS.	 (9)
JntegraFng both sides of Eq. (9) and taking the constant
of integration to be the average charge, Q,,, we have
q Q„ = 2a,S + 3a3 S !	 (10)
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Fig. 27. Elastance—voltage characteristic
After letting	 (ei—I — e- ,,,,.)ot)
(12)
	A=2az
	 or
and
	
q (t) = 2 I Qm I sin mw^t + 2 I Q„ I sin nw„ t.	 (13)
B = 3a,,
Therefore,
we solve Eq. (10) for S
i (t) = 2-n w. I Q,,, I cos moat + 2nw n I Q.I !ns ntw„ t	 (14)
S =	 B	 (11)	 so that
The choice of plus or minus sign is determined by mak-
ing the value of the average elastance, S,,, positive over
	 and
the range of variation of q.
In = nw„ IQ. 1.
	 (16)
We now assume that the input and output current
coefficients are real and positive. The only justification
	
If we substitute q (t) from Eq. (13) into Eq. (11) and
for this assumption is that A simplifies the analysis. This	 make the following identifications:
assumption necessarily specifies the charge coefficients to
be purely imaginary so that the ac variation of charge is	 D = A + 2BQ„	 (1'i)
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D''^	 (18)	 Eqs. ('23) and (24) then beconu•P° _ —13
4U
	
Dp (
	
S,I„	 Sin I	 S In	 S:,nV,
I \^„, I	 Y , = R. n	 I + 	 +	 Italn„ / I n	 jam„„	 ^u,un )' . nP„, =	 D	
(19)	 J
P
D 
I Q.	 (20)	 V	 R
(26)
_ 4B I	 1
P,
	
D	 y = ..n	
+	 +S tn	 ,n	
/,n 
^ 1	 S— + S.„ 
^,-n JI2w,.,, i 	 trA,,i,n 
	the resulting expression for S is
	 (77)
where
S (t) _	 ± P. (1 + P. sin r►u„ot + P" sin nw„t)%.
(21)
The Fourier coefficients of S (t) can be obtained from
Eq. (21) in the following manner. Expand the square
root in a binomial series of the form
R,	 I
Sr	 WA
The design parameters of interest are the load im-
pedance, Z„ the input "impedance," Z,,, the input and
witput powers, the efficiency, the bias voltage, and the
br.^akdown limit. The load impedance is found by letting;
X	 x-	 3x=	15x'(1 + x)% = 1 + 9 - 
+ 48 — 384 +
	
(22)	
and solving; Eq. (27) for 7:„. If
(In this analysis the series was terminated with the fourth
	
power of x.) After using appropriate trigonometric identi-
	 then
ties, we can separate S (t) into its frequency components.
d. The doubter equations. The analysis of the frequency
doubler is made with m = 1 and n = 2 in Eq. (5). Includ-
	
ing the assumption	 that 1, and I. are real, we have
	 and
	
S„	 S^	 S_,	 S,
	
17, - 
R” 
+ jwn	 I. j I1 + ;ten + 	 1,	 (23)
R .2 n =	 „j	 Sang	 ( S ,n -fS.,n)i I„1 oo
X_n = R,n S,.	 (32)24 "1 n
V _ 	 S,	 S, \	 S.	 S. 1	 S... is the normalized effective output elastance of thez ` j2. + j^ 1 I, + R, + j2,on + i2.,. I 	 doubler and is
(24)
Since S (t) is real, S-1 = S'. (The asterisk denotes com-
plex conjugate.)
For greater generality we normalize the right-hand
sides of These equations by dividing the elastance coeffi-
cients by S„ the value of elastance at —4 v, and by
multiplying the currents by S,. We also normalize the
frequency by defining
S,
S"", = L S„n + S,n + (S ,, + S i,) ln J •	 (33)
The subscripts r and i indicate real and imaginary parts,
respectively.
The input ".impedance" is not really an impedance
because the doubler is nonlinear and the ratio of V,11,
depends on the drive level. Nevertheless, Z, is a useful
design pa-ameter. If
`In	 Rln
	 1^ `In	 (34)
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then	 and the output power is
PR,	 1 4- 
S ^AI	 ( S In + S:" ), l.„	 (35)	 P, — 1. R .	 (39)1n 
	
Non	 /,an,
	 11„
and
	 The efficiency is
R,,,	 (36)	 r = P' — I'	 R2	 (40)X . = — Sri"-	 P,  I I,to,,,
	
/ I
	Spin is the normalized effective input elastance of the	 The bias voltage, V,,, is obtained by taking the time
doubler and is	 average of Eq. (7). The result is
S r,n — S. +	 + (S:,. + S In) • , I n J	 (37) 	 a,1 + (Q + ",Q:1) (J( +?I
+ 21S_1 . + 21S :,1 + .	 ).	 (41)
The input power is then
The breakdown limit occurs at the value of reverse
	
(3,S )	 bias when the diode physically breaks down and begins
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to conduct. This v., c of voltage, Vp, should not he
	
P„ )	 r	 ^i
exceeded to maintain the validity of this analysis. We	 16	 32	 1
can remain within this limit as long as V. plus the posi-
tive peak of the ac variation of voltage is less than orr 	 3
equal to V',f j4 L 
1 1 
32 
(P; 1 2P-)^
The Fourier coefficients in Eqs. (23) and (2 .1) are ob-
tained from Eq. (21) with tit 1 and n = 2. Although the
resulting expressions for these coefficients are compli-
c.-f-d and generally unenlightening, they arc included
here for completeness.
_P„r	 (PI PL)	 15
	
256 p ip ^ _ ^	 42)
32 1	 32
pip, 1 -1 33° (2P; -i P)	 (44)1
P” P, j	 r	 1	 l
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5
S4 — 128{ 41 P;21 —	 (P;	 12P;P; - 4P')1
t	 j3P;'P,^ (46)
S,, =	 [5(P — P;) + j12P.j (47)512
S„ — 1024 [ — 15PI 4 j8P.) (48)
51°
SP, „ P'Sy — - 048 (50)
e. Results. The above design parameters were calcu-
lated as functions of 
I
Q, I and IQ_„
I
 on the IBM 1620
computer. The results are shown in Figs. 28 through 32.
The O,—Q : plane serves as a common area on which to
plot the variation of the parameters. The exact values
of Q, and Q_ at a given operating point ar: really imma-
terial since the necessary design parameters are specified.
For a doubler S,,,, and S,;„ are essentiall y the same
for the region of interest in the Q,—Q, plane. Therefore:,
they are plotted on a single graph in Fig. 31. The plot
of the breakdown voltage, V b, in Fig. 30 requires some
interpretation. The breakdown voltage of a particular
diode: must be determined. II the operating point of
Interest lies on the curve for this value of V 6 , then the
diode will be driven to its breakdown limit.
A comparison can be made between the results of
this work and the results of abrupt-junction theory. Using
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the results given in Ref. 24, we plot the curves for the
abnipt-junction doubler in Figs. 33 and 34. We have
been careful to choose the same operating frequency
in both analyses.
The ordinate it Figs. 33 and 34 is proportional to Q,
and the abscissa is proportional to Q,. From Ref. 24,
the modulation ratio is defined as
"t',	 S_.. I Sk IS_:. « Qk	 (51)
where S,,,,,, and S;„ are, respectively, the largest and
smallest values on the elastance—voltage characteristic.
Since these are constants for a particular diode, mk is
proportional to S k . Because of the proportionalit y of Sk
to Qk in abnrpt-junction theory, m k is proportional to Q_.
In effect the modulation ratio, ink , is normalized with
respect to the breakdown limit while Q k is normalized
with respect to S,. Therefore, only one breakdown curve
appears in Fags. 33 and 34, and there is a different cure
for each value of V b in Fig. 30. i; we take S,„,,, equal to
3.67S, and S,„ i „ equal to zero in Fig. 27, then V,, = 90
is the breakdown voltage in Fig. 30 which correspondk
to that in Figs. 33 and 34.
We can now see that the two analyses are very similar.
The maximum attainable efficiency is approximately 821
in both Figs. 30 and 34. The input power for this point
is 2jR, watts in Fig. 29 and 2.43//R. watts in Fig. 33. Tlic
input and load resistances also have approximately the
same functional form for both analyses. Further quantita-
tive compar-icon will be made by experiment.
/. Conclusion. The preceding results give encourage-
rncin for further work into this approach to varactor
nniltip!iers. Experimental work is planned to illustrate
the application of the above design procedure to a prac-
tical device and to compare experimental results with
the two above analyses.
Since we have chosen a particular type of varactor
to analyze, our results are, strictly speaking, limited.
However, any diode that has an elastance—voltage char-
acteristic that agrees %vi ►h Fig. 27 to within 1M can be
259
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used since design tolerances can rarely be made less
than 10%.
The hope is that the final result of this work will be
a series of design curves for several frequencies for multi-
plication and division by rational numbers useful in
communication systems.
C. Radar Astronomy
W. F. Gillmore and D. D. Muhlerian
1. Relationship Between Power Spectrum and
Average Backscatter Function, W. F. Gillmore
a. Introduction. Power which is reflected front a sur-
face, parallel to the incident power but reversed in direc-
tion, is called backscattered power. The intensity of this
power may be found quautit•itively from a backscatter
function. This function is drfined as 47, times the ratio
of backscattered radiation intensity to the product of
incident power density and surface area. In general, a
backscatter function depends in a very complicated way
on the orientation of the scattering surface.
It is a useful simplification to define an average back-
scatter function. This function F is assumed to depend
only upon the polar angle 0 measured from the surface
normal to the direction of the incident signal. Each infini-
tesimal element of area on any given surface is defined
to have the same average backscatter function. The total
amount of backscattered power is equal to the sum of
the power backscattered from each elemental area.
The average backscatter function for the Moon or a
planet can be found from the power spectral density
of its radar echo. A simple numerical method for doing
this has been previously described by Gillmore (Ref. 26).
This method is based upon two transform equations of
the form
P (s) = 1 	 F (0) sin 0 d0	 (1)
a 
f7,12
 
A (sin e 0	 s=)%
_ 2n cos 0 r'	 P, (s) ds
F(0)	
n	
./µii a (SZ — sin 1 0)%	 (2)
v.-hich relate the power speetnun P (s) to the average
backscaUer function F (0). Z he variable s is a nonnalized
.requency variable with a magnitude less than or equal
to unity while a is the half bandwidth in cycles per
second of P(s). The average backscatter function F de-
perds upon the angle 0 which ranges from 0 to 7r!2.
It is difficult to achieve a clear understanding of the
significance of Eqs. (1) and (2) without knowing the
manner in which they are obtained. Eq. (1) has a physical
significance which will be discussed in the next section.
Eq. (2) is the mathematical result of inverting Eq. (1).
If both the physical and mathematical properties of these
equations are used, many interesting facts can be de-
duced. The following parts of this article illustrate some
methods which are useful for this purpose. A few exam-
pies are also given to help clarify the results.
b. Physical and mathematical properties. The radar
echo from a rotating spherical target has a power spectral
density which is determined by sc-.-rul things. In general,
the shape is determined by the average ua: kscatter func-
tion; the half bandwidth is determined by the rotation
rate of the target, the radar frequency, and the angle
between the axis of rotation and the radar signal. Vertical
height of the power spectrum is determined by the rela-
tive strength of the received signal. Despite the many
complicating factors, P (s) .vil! always have the normal-
ized form given in Eq. (1).
Fig. 35 shows a simplified picture of the physical situ-
ation leading to Eq. (1). The loci of two strips of area
having given doppler shifts are shown in the diagram.
Approaching strips of area return power for positive
values of S, while receding strips correspond to nega-
tive values of s. The leading and trailing edges of the
planet correspond to s = ± 1.
Experimentally it was found useful to average both
halves of the power spectrum P (s) together. This gives
an improved estimate of the average P (s) from the ex-
perimental data and makes it unnecessary to consider
values of s outside the interval from 0 to 1. Eqs. (I)
and (2) are actually already given in the correct form
to apply to this case.
The total power illuminating a small element of sur-
face area varies as the cosine of the angle 0 between
the surface normal and the direction of the incident radar
signal. On a perfectly spherical planet the point in the
center corresponds to a 0 of zero, while the perimeter
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AXIS OF ROTATION
-I	 +I
0
Fig. 35. Rotating planet and power spectrum
of its radar echo
of the visible disk corresponds to the locus of points
where O is 2. As 0 approaches -r/2, the incident power
will go to zero. Since any real surface is never able to
backscatter more power than that which falls upon it
the value of F (0) is bounded above by the curve cos 0.
It is also clear from the definition that F cannot be
negative.
A physical property of having F(0) bounded between
zero and cos 0 leads to interesting conclusions. The
power spectrum P (s) is bounded and non-negative. It
must also go to zero as s approaches unity.
Many other conclusions have been drawn by looking
at the equations for the derivatives of P (s) and F(0).
equations for their first two derivatives are given below.
_	 s	 F'(0) cos OdB
P' (s)	
- -	
(3)a (I	 s
	
') 	 ,„
 (sin B - s=)`^
_ 1 + e /'/= F' (0) cos 0 d0
P" 
(s)	
a ( 1 - s' ) ` J 	 ,b (sin'= O - s )%
1	 / riz F" (0) sin 0 dB	 F' Or/2)
a (1 - s- ) 
	,m (sir,:-'0 - e) ,.,	 a (I _ sl)"*-'
(4)
F1 (o) =
?a sin 0	 ' P' (s) - c tn2 (0) sP" (s)
ds
a	 !mill „	 (s' - sin" 0)%
2a cos B
+ .7r sin 0 P , (1)	 (5)
P" (0)
	
?a Cos 0 /'	 P'(s)ds
=	 Jm ;,, m (s' - sin-'O)',
6a cos 0	 sP" (s) ds
+ _ fs	 (s' - sin' 0)%
2a cos3 0 f '	 s-P"' (s) ds
sin = 0 J B a (s' - sin' 0)12
2a (1 + sin = 0) P'(1)	 2a cos O P" (1)
7r sin :-'O	 +	 - sin- 0
(6)
Using these equations together with the original trans-
form pair [Eqs. (1) and (2)J, it is possible to see exactly
what happens at the end points of P and F. A sample
of the results which can be obtained in this manner are
shown in Table 3.
Some of the results in Table 3 follow immediately
from the physical properties of F (0), while others require
additional mathematical restrictions. In most cases, suffi-
cient conditions are given for the validity of each table
entry. Two exceptions are P" (1) and P'(0) which are
usually infinite. There are conditions under which these
quantities can be finite, but it is somewhat unlikely that
experimental data will satisfy them.
It is difficult to appreciate the significance of the results
in Table 3 without looking at some specific examples.
A few examples which were used to check some of these
results are given in the next part of this article. The
examples alone help to give a much better appreciation
of the nature of the basic transform equations (1) and (2).
c. Some simple examples. All of the examples are
listed in Table 4. The first column gives P (s) and the
second column gives F (0). In order to make the equa-
tions easier to visualize, curves have been drawn for
each entry in the table. Flat, linear, and parabolic shapes
were chosen as about the sftoplest useful c"mples for
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Table 3. End points and derivatives
P (s) F (0)
--
P(0) = IF (0) dB F (0) 2a	 P (s) (IsY
a s
P(1) = 2a F(2/ F	 =0 if I P'( 1 )I	 < o0
0	 if IP	 (1)I	 .
— oo	 if P' (0) < 0
0	 if P'(0) = 0 and
P' (0) = 0	 if I F'(0) I < oc F (0) _
P" (1)
	 < oc(S2	 Sill"
oc	 if F 
(790
P'(1) __  _\ F'l ^ 
J
= 0	 if I P'( 1 )I < 00
finite
	
if F —
,- / 
= F' (—, . J = 0
P" (0) 1	 ^/=	 F/ 0= —	 F' (0) ctn 0 d0 —	 O F" (0) _ — oo	 usually
u	 a
F" -	 lap, (1)P"'1) = oc	 usually
Table 4. Simple backscatter functions
P(s)
1
I
F(0)
'2a
20
^
01	 s
—S
B
a	 r 1 -- cos /1
— cos B log 
L 1 — cos H
a	 9U1	 I	 S
I
0	 1	 S
n
20
2a
0	 1	 S
o.
2
4a. cos = 0
-
	
40
n
0	 z	 e
1 I
0	 F	 e
i
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Table 4. Simple backscatter functions (cont`d)
P (.$) F (0)
2	 ^Il-s^l'i=	 1	 .^.	 r
— tanli I x dx = --	 (1 — s2)%7ra^^	 X	 7:a %T
+ 	 +	 ... J
(3) 2	 JT
40
1
0	 I	 5
O	 n	 6
Z
4	
1 In (I + x) dx = 4	 (1 — S2 ) 1^ 1 — 4 02
7r2Ira	 p	 X	 Ira
,,2
_ ( 1 — J )3/1 +	 l
( 2 ) 2	 J
n
30
0
1
0 1	 e
1
^ (sin 2 00 — 82) %	 if 0 ^ s < sin Oa  cos 0	 if 0 G 0< 00
7'0	 if sin0„GsG 0	 if 0, ) <  0 --- _"2
U sin e0
I
0	 sin eo	 S 0	 90	 i	 e
(1 — S )m/2
l
COs	 H
7ma..	 (m+1)B - +L	 i +1
I
>r	 1
o2 T	tm+1)B(f+1,2+1)
0	 I	 S 0	 A	 e
2
P (s) and F (0). The last two entries in the table are given
because of their rather general form and the ease wit}:
which they can be obtained analytically.
Lines 1, 2, and 4 of the table illustrate power spectra
which correspond to physically impossible backscatter
functions. Each of the other table entries are properly
bounded. These examples show that if F(0) is mono-
tonically decreasing, P (s) is also monotonically decreas-
ing. This result follows from Eq. (3). On lines 1, 4, 7
and 8, F (0) is flat over mart or all of its range. In each of
these cases there is a corresponding flat region in the
power spectrum.
The example shown on the seventh line of the table
gives a power spectrum for a truncated cosine type back-
scatter function. This relation can be deduced directly
from basic principles as described in the last part of
this article. Using this together with the linear property
of the backscatter process, it is possible to derive the
transform pair [Eqs. (1) and (2)]. This derivation is quite
elementary and makes use of certain superposition
integrals.
At the end of the table is the cosine power type back-
scatter function. This relation has been used quite ex-
tensively and has an interesting history. It is perhaps
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the easiest general relation that can be found between
P (s) and F(0). Before better methods were developed,
it was used as a means of finding backscatter functions.
In one approach the independent variable of the power
spectrum was first changed by letting s = sin 0. The new
curve P (0) was expanded in a Fourier series containing
terms of the form cos no. If the series converged rapidly
enough, the first few terms could be converted into a sum
of terms of the form cos"'¢ = (1 — sin 0) 1" i ' = (1 — s1)M/2
Coefficients of these terms were then used with the trans-
formation given in the 1- st line of the taL;e. The result
was a sum of terms cf the form cos'"0. This was used as
an approximation to the desired backscatter function.
It is not difficult to see the many problems which are
inherent in this double approximation method. Despite
these drawbacks the cosine power backscatter functions
have been used both as an indication of the shape of
experime,jtal data and as a form for empirical back-
scattering functions. Obviously there is much to be gained
by using the exact methods based on Eqs. (1) and (2).
One of the things which tremendously simplifies work
with backscatter functions is the ability to go directly
from F(0) to P (s). This allows one to estimate the accu-
racy of a complicated average backscatter function or
check the validity of a new empirical backscattering law.
There is a very convenient computer program which
performs this operation and plots both input and output
results. This program is described in d which follows.
d. A computer program for finding P (s). If the aver-
age backscatter function F(0) is known, this program
will give P (s) and plot both F (0) and P (s). When F (0)
is found by another program described by Gillmore
(Ref. 26), the results are in a form suitable for input to
this program. It should be noted, however, that the
reverse is not true. This is became F (0) is normally
computed from an experimentally measured autocorre-
lation function rather than from the power spectrum P (s).
The program uses an integration which is equivalent
to that shown in Eq. (1). This equation is not suitable
for numerical integration as it stands because the de-
nominator of the integrand vanishes at the lower limit.
By substituting U for the square root in the denominator,
the equation takes on the form shown in Eq. (7), which
can be solved numerically and has been found to give
very good results.
1 / I1 -1fn1/2 F [sin
- ' (U2 T e) % ] duP (s)	
a . 0	 (1 — sz — U2)%	 (7)
The denominator of the integrand in Eq. (7) goes to
zero at the upper limit. Fortunately, the numerator is
also zero because of the way F (0) is bounded. When the
integrand is evaluated, it is found to be --F (ir/2). Since
any experimentally measured power spectrum must nec-
essarily have I P (1) 1 < oo, it follows from Table 3 that
the integrand at the upper limit is zero.
In rare cases it may be useful to evaluate P (s) when
F' (7r/2) ^ 0. This can be accomplished by inserting the
proper value of — F' (7r/2) into the prog.am . Because of
the way F (0) is bounded, it follows that —F' (7r/2) must
be between zero and one. Thus, the improvement ob-
tained by making the integrand exact at the upper limit
may be so small that it is not worthwhile.
Since the integrand in Eq. (7) is relatively smooth,
Simpson's rule works quite well as the numerical inte-
gration formula. It requires that the integrand be evalu-
ated at a number of equally spaced points. Equal
increments in U correspond to unequal increments in
the argument of F. Values of F at these points are com-
puted by linear interpolation between the known points
which are usually spaced at increments of 1 deg. Linear
interpolation has given excellent results on average back-
scatter functions computed from even the noisiest experi-
mental data. There has been no need to go to more
intricate interpolation schemes. Calculation of the de-
nominator of the integrand in Eq. (7) introduces no
special difficulties.
Fig. 36 shows a sample of the plotted output from
this program. The input average backscatter function is
normalized so that its maximum value is 1.0. Its abscissa
runs from 0 to 90 deg. Since this curve is mostly near
the left side of the plot, the computed power spectrum
P (s) was centered at 50 on the abscissa. Values of 100
and 0 correspond to s = ±1. Both halves of the P (s)
curie were plotted to make it look more symmetrical,
but both halves of the curve are identical. The peak
value of P (s) is normalized to unity for convenience.
This program is very fast. The running time on any
compute: is roughly proportional to the product of the
number of points in the computed power spectrum P(s)
and the number of steps used ^n the numerical integra-
tion. Neglecting the small but fixed input—output time,
the proportionality constant for the 7094 was less than
3 msec per point per step.
e. Conclusions. Although the theory and computatio:aal
schernes discussed here were originally developed for
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Fig. 36. Sample computer output with F (u) = cos-" U input
the purpose of checking computed average backscatter
	 oping more exotic mathematical methods for computing
functions, they are finding much wider application. They
	 average backscatter functions. It is useful to have an
serve• as a guide for amen - wishing to \% , ork on empirical
	 accurate idea of the average backscatter function of any
or semi-empirical scattering theories. Also they can serve
	 lunar or planetary surface in order to be able to tell
as a valuable tool for those who are interested in devel-
	 which irregularities in P(s) are due to actual surface
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features. Thus, tlii; weak r ,-p.,sents a small step forward
toward the ultini ite go,-J of providing a nlctll„d fo g rnap-
ping the Moon awl Die planets by radar.
2. On the Venus Microwave Phase Effect,
D. O. Muhleman
a. Introduction. According to the measurements of
Kuzinin and Solomonovich (Refs. 27,28) the 8-nun bright-
ness temperature of Venus exhibits a relatively strong
variat-'t i with the planetary phase angle. This effect has
been observed further by Maver (Ref. 29) at 3 em and by
Drake (Ref. 30) at 10 cent, among others. Generally, the
obser ved effect is that the 1rightness temperature reaches
a minimum value near inferior conjunction (phase of
180 deg). Considerable doubt concerning; the physical
reality of this phenomenon has been expressed by many
investigators, apparently because of the well-known
absence of a phase effect in the infrared domain (Murray,
Rcf. 31). Indeed, it is easy to hypothesize the existence of
systematic errors in the radio obser v ations which would
cause such an inference in the data. In this report, a
reasonable theory is developed for the origin of sm-h a
physical phenomenon and thereby credence is added to
its reality.
The microwave observations of Venus in terms of the
amplitude of the temperature variations and the phase
shifts of the variations are similar to the micro\+ave obser-
vations of the Aloon. The lunar tcmperaturc cnrves are
well understood in terms of the theor y developed by
Piddington and Minnett (Ref. 32) and the applications
of this theory by Troitsky (Rcf. 33).
b. Theory of thermal microrcaoe emission. If the sur-
fuce tcniperature of it semi-infinite honu,gcncous slab, T_
is a periodic function of time t, with it fundamental period
27 i t , i.e.,
co
T„ = T„ +	 T„ cos not	 (l )
then (according to Carslow and Jaeger, Ref. 34) the tem-
perature at a depth X is given by
T (X) = T„	 T„ e 0­1 cos (nut — flj)	 (2)
.1	 I
where /3„ is the thermal attenuation coefficient
13—
	 (
3 )„	 ,,k 
atcl k is the thermal cancluct y ity, p thr densit y , and c the
specific }teat of ti:c • material. F.q. (_i represents a series
of temperatin-e waves traveling into thr m atorial. the
harmonics diniiiiishing in :m plittd- ,
 and shifting iii phase
more rapidly than tho fmida uental. Hic brightness tell)
peratoc observed at it muicruw:ne length \sill coil
sequcntly depend on the opacity of the mu:tterial (cicctrictl
parameters) which effectively determines the depth of
emission at a given wavelength. Piddington and Minnett
(Ref. 33) have solved the equation of t:musfcr for thi,
c. se and obtain the brightness tennperatore
Tt, = T. + (1 i 28 T1 28z I,, cos (Qf — cj)	 (4)
where 
SK' (for normal incidence)	 (5)
S
till 0 = 1 1 S	 (B)
and K is the (radio) volume ;absorption coefficient, nor-
mally a function of wavelength, X. "I'ius, we see front
Eq. (4) that the obscrcd brightness tcinperatire it it
given wavelength would have it mean of T„ ss ith it vari-
able amplitude and phase shift clrteruuned by the Arc-
trical and thermal properti.s of the i tody. Clear!'_ the
phase shift arises because the temperature of asleep laver
cools (or warns) to a minimoin (or ma0imin) value Later
in tinnc than tic layers above it. In general, the lonster
wavelength radiation arises from the deeper layers.
In dielectrics of relativel y low elcetical condos tivity
the absorption coefficient K is giver. by
Ora
K	 (cgs units)	 (7)
C"r
where 0 is the electrical conductivity, C„ the vacti ml)
speed of light, and r the specific dielectric constant of the
material. K can he expressed in the form of the loss tan-
gent \c hich is more convenient for our purposes. Since
by definition
2011
tan J = —
rC„
then
K —_ 
2a
^r) ` tan-1. 	 (^)
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It is clear from Eq. (4) that the quantity of interest which
can be obtained from the observations is S. The theoreti-
cal value of 8 from Eqs. (3), (5), and (8) is
^C
f2k•\
2J
8 = 27r (r)^t tan a
	 (9)
Thus, from Eq. (9), the quantity 8;.k wAl be a constant
for a homogeneous body within a wavelength range for
which tan a is wavelength independent. Troitsky (Ref. 33)
in particular, has demonstrated that for the Moon 8/a 2
for a wavelength range from 8 min to 10 cm which from
Eq. (9) implies the constancy of tan a. The re.,ult is also
established from the wealth of hlnar radar observations.
It should be pointed out that the loss tang_^nts for most
Earth soils remain constant over a considerable range of
microwave frequencies.
c. Discussion of the Venus observations. 11 iglhtness
temperature measurements of Venus with sufficient sen-
sitivity and quantity to indicate a phase effect have been
made at 10 cm (Drake, Ref. 30), 3.15 cm (Mayer, Ref. 29),
and 8 mm (Kuzmin and Solomonovich, Ref. 28). The
observations can best be expressed as the Fourier series
fit in the form of a constant term and a fundamental of
period 27r/i2„ where i2, is the synodic period of Venus:
10 cm;	 Tr, = 622 (6) + 41(12) cos [i — 21 0 (9)], °K
3.15 cm: T1, = 621(7) + 73 (9) cos [t — 11."7 (33)], °K
8 mm:	 Ts = 4M (70) + 115 cos [i + 2 1 (5)], °K
where i = t2„t, and time is reckoned such that i = 180 deg
at inferior conjunction. The uncertainties in the paren-
theses are taken from the papers referenced above except
for the phase delay of the 8-mm data .which the author
has taken from the Soviet data.
The similarit y in the 10- and 3.15-cm constant terms
strongly suggests that the atmosphere of Venus has litrle
effect on surface emission at these wavelengths, but it is
well established that the "surface” emission at 8 nlin is
sornewhat absorbed by the Venusian atmosphere. Based
on the results of Spinrad (Ref. 34) concerning the surface
pressure, we have taken the 8-mm normal opacity of
4 = 0.1 from Barrett's (Ref. 35) CO_ and N, model atmos-
phere at 10 atmospheres pressure. This is, of course, uncer-
tain but probably adequate for our purposes. Correcting
the 8-nun variable component in Eq. (4), we obtain
T,. , ,,. = 127°K. Than from Eq. (4) the ratio of the • variable
components at two different wavelengths is
T,., -- / 1 1 28 + 281 ` '7
T,. 1 	  -+ 28, 1 28; (10)
We now adopt the hypothesis for testing that
SA
1k= a	 (11)
where n is constant. Using the 8-mm and 10-cm data
where T,.,,,p^T,.,,,, = 3.1, the solution of Eq. (10) for a
yields a = 0.2. Carrying our hypothesis a step further,
we can use the result 8 = 0.2,1 to predict the amplitude
variation at 3 15 cm anc] all of the phase angles. The
results are shown in Table 5. If the ratio of the observed
values of the 3.15- and 10-cm temperature variations is
used in Eq. (10), the resulting value of n is 0.193 and the
results of Table 5 are essentiall y identical. The firth coi-
unln of Table 5 shows the theoretical phase shift (based
on 8 = 0.2,k) advanced by 9.°8 to force the agreenx rt
with the 8-rnrn observations for which the phase at *n n-
innun temperature is most accurately, known. If ;he 3.15-
or 10-cm results are used to obtain a shift in phase, vala:es
of 9. 07 or 12. 07 are required, respectively . These values
are all in agreement with the accuracy of the observations,
and all suggest that the minumun surface temperature
occurs before inferior conjunction. it is not surprising that
such a shift is required because the theory of l iddington
and Nlinnett :vas developed for a planet free of an atmos-
phere wf,ere the surface temperature is exactly in agree-
inc-tit with the phase relative to the Sun. In the case of
Venus, one would expect the surface heating to he shifted
by the presence of meteorological phenomena in the
atmosphere just as on the Earth. The shift o^ 9. 08 appar-
ntly corresponds (using the Venusian synodic period) to
fi Earth days. However, the occurrence of mininnm sur-
face temperature before inferior cYinjunetien is difficult
to rhnderstand. One would expect the heating minimum to
occur after inferior conjunction (analogousl y to the Earth)
Table 5. Comparison of theoretical and observed
brightness temperature variations for Venus
A T,1&	 02), T.	 lobs), y.la=0.21,
1G1	 -	 9.°8) 1(. lobs 1,6 K •K dN deg
8 mm (127) 127 t? 7.'8 1-2.-0) — 2' t3
3.15cm (84) 73 -*.9 21.•4 11.•6 11."7 t33
10 cm (41) 41	 ± 12 33.'7 23.'9 21. 29
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dnc to tht •
 lit-at capacity of the atmosphere. This phenom-
# , non c •oLlld he caused by a flow of cold atmospheric gases
from the •
 cold side of the plant or a flow from the hot side.
Kuzmin and Solomonovich (Ref. 28) have used the occur-
rence of observed ti-min temperature minimum to infer
a direct rotation of Venus but this appears highly specu-
lative. it c •an be seen from Table 5 that the agreement
behveen the theory (with the livpothesis, S _ 0.2A) and
nu •asuremcnt is excellent. Clearly, an alternate approach
to these calculations would be to compute a set of a•s
from all of the amplitude variations and phase delays, but
this procedure leads to essentiall y the same result.
Thus, a simple model of a homogeneous body with
thermal microwave emission from the surface appears to
explain the Venusian observations to the accuracy of the
measurements. if these results are applied at 21 cm, one
gets an expected amplitude variation of 22^K and a phase
shift of 39 deg. The phase shift suggests that the minimum
21-cm brightness temperature should occur about 20 days
after inferior conjunction. This fact, coupled with the
small amplitude variation, may explain why attempts to
observe a 21-cm phase effect have been frustrating.
d. Interpretation of S = 0.2 ,1. if we accept S = 0.2A we
get from Eq. (9) that
^ K
2k — = 0.1122-,r (r)'9 tan A
	 (	 )
Reasonable values of p — 2, c _— 0.2 car. be obtained
froin terrestrial analogies, and according to Muhleman
(Ref. 36), a value of r ^- 3.5 has been obtained from Venus
radar measurements. Troitsky (Ref. 33) reports that lab-
oratory measurements of inany pertinent terrestrial mate-
ials yield a consistentl y constant value of
tan A
10
P
A relationship between the thermal conductivity k and
the synodic angular velocity u can he obtained using
these values in Eq. (12). The result is
k	 1.3*	 cal	 (13)
`\ cm-se(• T K )
which is shown iu graph form in Fig. 37 where k is
plotted against 21r/Q expressed in Earth :lays. The nature
of the : urve suggests that this method is capable of yield-
s - —
c•03
r•2
.^35
e —
o J
29	 50	 7S	 f0D	 On ISO Irs 200	 225 ISO "Is 100
SIDEREAL RC AT .ONAL PERIOD, days
Fig. 37, Thermal conductivity versus Venusian rotational
period consistent with A	 0.2A
ing a good value of k if the rotational rate is known. A
representative list of thermal vonduc •tivitics for some ter-
restrial matrriads is shown in -l'ahle 6. These data indicate
that a surface of dry terrestrial type sand with, rotational
period in general agreement with the Venus radar results
of Muldvinan (Re •f.37),Goldstein (Ref. 38), and Carpenter
(Ref. 39) yields a fair model of the Vic , usinn surface.
These results argue against the e.;%istence if basalt, gran-
ite, and other igneous rocks (loosely s :eaking) as major
constituents of the Venusian surface and in favor of
granulated forms such as sand. Of course, a wide range
of materials woui.1 exhibit values of OwiTrial conductivity
and dielectric con want consistent with those reported
here if tit(- materials tit , tit in a granulated state with pack-
ing factors considerably less than unity.
The valu ••s of the thermal conductivity shown in Fig.
37 arc clearly low relative to most natural terrestrial
Table 6. Thermal conductivity and dielectric constant
for some terrestrial materials
Material
Therma l <ondwittivity, 6,
_ cal
ern UK •K
7	 ►Dielec	 con%int, r,
of T — 290 `K
Dry %and • X to , 2-4
Basalt 4.1 X 10 ' 7-17
Granite 5-2 X 1 0 ' 7
Sandstone 3 X 14 4.1
Graph to 4—V X 10 • —
Mica 1.2 X 10
►etroleun, 3 X to 1.5-3.0
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r'
materials. These values are strongly dependent on our
choice of ,, c, and F used in the computations. Little
information is available concerning even the terrestrial
mater ials at temperature as high as 600°K. In general,
one would expect the heat capacity, c, to increase with
temperature in this region yielding signi is intl y higher
values of k. Furthermore, the thermal conductivities of
the terrestrial samples tend to decrease linearly with a q
increase in temperature. The thermal inc.-tia defined by
(kpc)-' is somewhat better separated in our calculations
which yield values of 205 and °_90 for a Venusian rota-
tional period of 100 and 200 days, respectively. These
values are consistent with granular or cellular terrestrial
substances. Further analysis of this problem should
include a detailed study of pertinent chemical equilibria
reactions, see for example, Mueller (Ref. 40). Perhaps it
should be noted in passing that the existence of h ydro-
carbons oil Venusian surface is not ruled ou: b; these
results. Some confusion remains concerning the direction
of the Venusian axial rotation. The apparent occurrence
of the surface temperature minimum before inferior con-
junction suggests a direct rotation. However, the sequence
of occurrence of the radio brightness minima at increas-
ing phase angles after inferior conjunction with increasing
wavelengths more strongly suggests retrograde rotation.
e. Summary. It appears that the observed microwave
brightness temperature variations with planetar y
 phase
call explained in terms of the blackbody emission at
varying depths from a homogeneous body. This would
indicate that the atmosphere of Venus has relatively little
effect on the thermal radio emission in the wavelength
range from 5 nun to 10 cm. This result is consistent with
the resu l ts of Muhleman (Ref. 36) concernii,g the trans-
parency of the Venusian atmosphere at radar wavelengths
of 12.5 and 68 cm.
The analysis of this paper indicates that the loss tangent
of the Venusian surface material is relativel y constant at
the wavelengths studied (which is again consistent with
the constancy of the surface reflectivit y for decimeter
and decameter radar waves). The analysis supports the
idea of a very slow Venusian rotational rate with period
of from 1011 to 250 days and leads to a value of the thermal
conducts , itv of the Venusian surface material similar to
dry terrestrial materials.
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